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PREFACE.
IF any one expects'to find in this book an attack
on the Governor-General, the Commander-in-Chief,
the Resident at Lahore, the Board of ~ontrbl,or any
one of the four-and-twenty Directors of the Honourable East India Company, he is doomed to be disappointed.
I have no grudge to pay off, no grievance to complain of, no official secret to betray, not even one little
document to publish which could not be published
consistently with my own honour, and that of the
Government I am proud to serve.
The book is simply what it professes to be-the
. record of a busy year, on an important hntier, in a
country and at a crisis which have excited the national
attention of Englishmen.
In writing it ,I have had three objects in view ; and
I will put the most selfish one first, to save any one
else the trouble.
I. It is to put on record a victory which I myself
remember with more satisfaction than any I helped to
, gain before Mooltan -the bloodless conquest of the
wild valley of Bunnoo. It was gained neither by
shot nor shen, but simply by balancing two. races and
two creeds. For fear of a Sikh army, two warlike
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and independent Muhommudan tribes levelled to the
ground, at my bidding, the four hundred forts which
constituted the strength of their country; and for fear
of those same Muhommudan tribes, the same Sikh
army, at my bidding, constructed a fortress for the
Crown, which completed the subjugation of the valley.
Thus was a barbarous people brought peacefully
within the pale of civilization ; and one well-intentioned
Englishman accompliehed in three months, without a
struggle, a conquest which the fanatic S
ikh nation
had vainly attempted, with fire and sword, for fiveandtwenty years.
Yet so little is it known, that to this moment I have
never even been thanked by my own Government for
the service.
If that is anybody's fault, it is my own ; but it is
nobody's fault, it is simply a fact. It is usual in the
Indian political department for officers to draw up a
full Report of their labours and success whenever they
have completed any special duty with which they have
been intrusted. On the perusal of this Report, Govemment passes its opinion on the mode in which its orders
have been executed.* It was my intention to have
drawn up my Report of the complete subjugation of
Bunnoo, as soon as I got back from my tour through
the other diitricts of the Upper DCrajb; but before
that tour was completed, the Mooltan rebellion involved
me in new operations. I saw my conquered valley,
and my fine fort, no more ; the Report was never made ;

*

See a specimen 'in the Appendix to Introductory Chapter.
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and Government drew the revenues of Bunno0 with
such ease, that it might be excused for not divining
with what difiiculty and anxious thought they had been
obtained. Yet, I am not willing that it should be
altogether 'forgotten ; and that is one object of this book.
11. A second object is to give my countrymen at
home an insight into the actual life and labours of an
Indian political officer. An indistinct notion prevails
that " a political" is a sort of person abched to Indian
armies, to embarrass all military operations, and do
his utmost to bring disgrace upon the British arms;
Amongst other duties, political officers are generally
attached to military expeditions ; to interpret the political views of Government in sending them; to be the
medium of all negotiations ; and to assist the General
with their local knowledge and local influence. In a
country so totally strange as India to the soldiers of
Her Majesty's army, and so very partially known aa
it can ever be even to those of the Honourable Company's service, the practice is not only advantageoue,
but necessary.
When a Wellington or a Lake appears at the head
of an Indian amiy, the custom, rendered useless by their
capacity, is dispensed with. Occasiody an Ochterloney unites in his own person both the political officer
and the General. But a Sale has acknowledged with
soldierly frankness the assistance he derived from a
MacGregor ; impartial history will regret that a Napier
disregarded an Outram ; and a Hardinge, though himself vested with supreme authority, erects, with lasting
gratitude, a monument over the grave of a Broadfoot.
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But it is a mistake to suppose that accompanying
armies into the field is the only, or even principal,
duty of an Indian political. He has in general a far
higher, more interesting, and less invidious, career to
run in his official life ; and it is to exhib~thim in this
sphere of duty that I now publish an account of my
own Trans-Indus labours. A perusal of it will, I trust,
give my countrymen a juster conception of that department of the British-Indian Government which, in the
intervals of peace, supplies to every busy-minded soldier
a pursuit more active, more directly .useful, than the
furbishing of rusty arms ; which opens to him a field
of distinction when that of war is closed ; and sends
him forth beyond our boundaries to be the pioneer of
Christian civilization in lands where Idolatry too often
occupies the Temple, Corruption the Tribunal, and
'Qranny the Throne.
111. Lastly, I have been actuated by a desire to
contribute my mite of local knowledge to the world's
common stock. In India it is too much the fashion
for public servants to carry with them into their graves
all the knowledge of manners, customs, languages,
which they have acquired during their lives ; like
warriors who lie down to rest with their swords by
their sides, and " their martial cloaks around them."
Thus, their successors, instead of commencing at the
point where they left off, have to begin again with
the alphabet of inquiry. In the present work, I subscribe something towards n knowledge of the countries
Trans-Indus. If it is not all that could be wished, an
indulgent reader will remember that it was acquired
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in little more than " a year on the Punjab frontier ;"
and that not a year of dilettante travelling, going where
I listed to seek, and lingering wherever I found, pleasant spots ; with a mind at ease, time at command, and
nothing to do but fdl nobbooks with reflections; but
a year of intense labour in great public duties, with
never any certainty of life for four-and-twenty h ~ u t s .
Yet I find that what I collected in a year, I have been
six months reducing into form,-months I could ill
spare from one year's rest.
It remains only to explain, that the map attached
to these volumes has &en very carefully compiled by
Mr. Arrowsmith, from district maps prepared by the
Deputy Commissioners for the information of the Board
of Administration at Lahore ; to which materials I have
added all the passes known to me in the hills of the
Upper DCmjkt. The passes in the Lower Ddrajkt are
desiderata I cannot supply ; but Lord Dalhousie has
already directed a complete military survey .of the Indus
h n t i e r of the Punjab.
For the ground plan of the Fort of Mooltan
(which is probably the first detailed one which the
military reader has yet obtained), I am indebted to
my gallant friend Lieutenant-Colonel Napier, of the
Bengal Engineers; and I have to thank another kind
friend and colleague, Major Reynell Taylor, for the
sketches of A h , Solomon's Throne, and the Fort of
Duleepgurh, which will, I am sure, detain the volume
they adorn in many a fair hand, much longer than
'ts specific gravity deserves.

The coloured plates in the second volume are among
the last works of the late Mr. Hullmandel, and are
beautifully copied or grouped from pictures by native
artists.
Reader, when looking at " my enemy" and " my
ally," forget the proverb, " Show me your friends, and
I'll tell you what you are !" and think of another that
" appearances are d w i t l l . " In the present case they
are very deceitful indeed.' Moolraj's advocate asked hi
judges, with more eloquence than logic, whether they
saw " aught of ferocity in that countenance l" Nevertheless, Moolraj was convicted of murder, and sentenced
to death. This was fortunate as well as just, for had
the judges taken the advocate's advice, and looked in
the faces of the belligerents for the murderer of our
countrymen, perhaps my worthy ally, the Nuwab of
Bhawulpoor, might have been hanged, and the British
Government have lost one of its firmest friends in India.
And now farewell, dear reader. Within a few weeks
of the publication of this book I shall be again on my
way to " the Punjab frontier;" but I cannot bid adieu
to England without telling all in it, Nobles and Commons, Gentle and Simple, how gratefully I have felt,
how long I shall remember, how earnestly I will endeavour to deserve, the great kindness they have shown
me. May the Past and Present alike strengthen me
for the Future.

HERBERT B. EDWARDES.
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IlVTRODUCTORY CHAPTER.
RUNJEETSINGspent forty years. m creating the
Sikh army, with what motive, whether for defence or
conquest, may admit of doubt ; but his subjects to
this day confirm the unvarying testimony of his acts,
that he was a firm and honest ally of the British
Indian Government.
Yet so incredible is good faith in Asia, that all
Hindoo India looked to the Sikh army for the final
expulsion of Christianity from the East.
The Sikh army at length responded to the hope,
sought the collision, and was humbled to the dust in
w m p a i g n of sixty days.
In February, 1846, Lord Gough encamped his
avenging army under the walls of Lahore. Duleep
S i , the boy-sovereign of the Punjab, knelt to the
Governor-General of India for forgiveness ; Lord
Hardinge raised him from the ground, and reseated
him on the Sikh throne, shorn though it was of its
B 2

former splendaur. In the " Land of the Five Waters"
he was still King of four.'
This policy was generous towards the child of a
long-tried ally, too young to be hastily held responsible for either his soldiers or his ministers; and the
people of the Punjab still .speak with praise of an act
of moderation in conquest which finds a parallel only
in the history of their Macedonian invader. Porus,
however, had not injured Alexander. The policy
was also prudent, if not absolutely necessary.
Subsequent events have been thought by some to
prove that the Punjab should have been annexed after
:the first Sikh war. But Moodkee, Ferozeshuhr, AliwQ
.and Sobdon, had left Lord Gough a diminished army.
He brought to Lahore scarcely twenty thousand men
of all arms; fourteen thousand five hundred being infantry, of whom three thousand five hundred only were
Europeans ; and if subsequent events show anything,
.hey show that such a force would have been ludimusly inadequate to besiege Lahore and Umritsir,
the two fortified capitals of the Sikh empire, on which
twenty-five thousand survivors of Sobdon retreated.+
In 1849-50, after a second series of defeats had been

* The

territory taken by Lord Hardinge from the ~ i k h l ,
crfter the first Sikh war, was (including Cschmere) rather more
in quare miles than one-third of the Ptmjab.
t In Pebrusry, 1846, Brigadier Wheeler had about six
thouand more men in the Jullmder M b , and Sir J. Littler
about four thousand five hundred at Ferozepoor and ita vicinity ;
but the Commander-in-Chief could not have ventured to withdmw either to strengthen himself. But had Lord Gongh had

ingcted on the Sikh army, the occupation of the Punjab
has taken fifty thoueand men.
Subsequent events also make it very doubtful whether
the auxiliary force from Sidh, with which S& Charlea
Napier would gladly have assailed Mooltan, would have
been strong enough to reduce the third stronghold of the
Punjab.
A fourth-Peshawur-would
still have remained in
possession of eight thousrrnd of the best troops of the
Sikh army, under a chief who has since proved to be
its beat General.'
Moreover, it was the beginning of the hot weather,
when regular armies do not keep the field.
Such were the c d t a n c e s under which Lord Hardinge decided against the annexation of the Punjab in
February, 1846. Lord Gough and Sir Charles Napier
deemed it equally impossible ; and history will set its
seal to the judgment of the Generals.
But it is w d to record them things, for in the lapse
of time those who were behind the scenes disappear;
and the motives of important acts, and springs of great
events, are lost under the rubbish of conjecture.
Nor was it thought a small collateral advantage to
h v e thus preserved a strong Hindoo power, from whom
men enough, it ia not probable that he would have undertaken
the siegea before him without s mege train of aeventy or eighty
heavy pieces, and at least one thousand r o d a gun ; wherean
we had but thirty-four pieces up with the army, and not more
than three hundred rounds a gun.
* Rajah Sber 8 ' i Attareewnllnh.

we had a right to look for gratitude, .between ,British
India and its Muhornmudan enemies in Central
Asia.
But it was easier for Iard Hardinge to reseat Duleep
Sing upon the throne of the Punjab, than for the poor
child to sit there. I t was to divert the Sikh army h m
dethroning him that his able and unscrupulous mother,
Maharanee Jhunda, had a few months before thrust them
on the invasion of British India; and the defeated
soldiery swam back across the Sutlej with vows of speedy
vengeance against the Queen, her son, and her paramour,
Prime Minister La1 Sing.
In the luxurious prison-charnben of the Summun
Boorj, Prince Shiv DBo Sing, and other sons of the
last Maharajuh, still survived ; and, spurious or not,
were generally thought to have as legitimate a title to
the throne as Duleep Sing-the child, not of Runjeet
Sing, but of the water-carrier of his bath, and a girl
in the harem, whom, between drunkenness and dotage,
the monarch had called his " wife."
The materials for disturbance, therefore, were as
plentiful. in March, 1846, as they had been at any
time since the murder of Maharajuh Sher Sing; and
aRer vainly plunging the Punjab into a war, which had
dismembered it of Cachmere and the Jullunder Doiib,
transferred two hundred and fifty-six guns from the
arsenal of Lahore to that of Fort William, destroyed
the French battalions, exhausted the treasury of Govindp h , and humiliated the Sikh race in the eyes of a l l
the Indian people, the .Queen-Mother and Rajah Lal

~
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Sing found t h e d v e s as unable to carry on the Governinent as they had been in Novemk, 1845.
Again, t h d r e , they turned to British India; this
time not in war, but humble entreaty, to save the socalled deamdant of Runjeet from Runjeet's army.
" I,&" said the Lahore counsellorn to Ldrd Hardmge," aRer the departure of the British forces, the
evil-disposed should create fresh disturbances, and
endeavour to ruin the State, it is the earnest aid
sincere desk and hope of the Lahore Durbar, that
Britkh troops, with intelli@;ent officers, should for some
months, as circumstances may seem to require, be left
at Lahore, for the protection of the Government and
the Maharajuh, and the inhabitants of the city. When
aEairs have been satisfactorily settled, and the period
prescrhd for the stay of the British force shall have
expired, the hoops may 'then be withdrawn."
Anxious to see " a strong Sikh Government established at Lahore," Lord Hardinge reluctantly consented
to this temporary M e r e n c e ; and a British force*
was leSt at Lahore, to support the Maharajuh, while
his ministers reduced the overgrown and pampered
army to reasonable pay and numbers.
The command of this invidious occupation was im,

*

1
8
18
4
2
2
1

Regiment Enropean Infantry.
Regiment0 Native Infantry.
H. A. gum.
Siege-train guns.
Companiee Foot Afiillery.
Companies Sappers and Miners.
Regiment Irregular Cavalry.
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posed upon the General who had so spiritedly defended
Ferozepoor during the war-Sir John Littler-a
man
of very remarkable daring, but of still more remarkable
forbearance.
The important charge of the diplomatic d t i o n s was
intrusted to Colonel Henry Montgomery Lawrence, the
most distinguished of three brothers, whose eminent
services have since interwoven their name with the
history of the Punjab ; and Major George MaGregor,
the well-known political officer of the " illustrious garrison of Jellalabad," was appointed his Assistant at
Lahore.
In these three officers was to be found the rare union
of firmness, conciliation, and capacity for affairs.
Thus ably and powerfullyYsupported, had Rajah La1
Sing had the patriotism to attempt the reorganisation
of the Sikh army and the impadd reduction of the
jageers of the Sikh chiefs, it is not impossible that in
the allotted year he might have constructed a Government more independent of the aristocracy and the soldiery
than any other which had existed at Lahore since the
death of Runjeet Sing.
But he had neither the patriotism nor the grasp of
mind, and betrayed at once that he had been chosen in
the Harem, not in the Durbar. He reformed with one
hand, and peculated with the other. He discharged
some soldiers, but did not pay them, and was so
alarmed at their discontent that he discharged no more.
He took jageers enough from the other chiefs, but then
he appropriated them to himself. Thus he exas-
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per&ed all the enemies of the constitution without
subduing one. Having done this, he proceeded to
exasperate his Sends.
By Article 4, of the Treaty of the 9th March, 1846,
the Sikh Sovereign ceded Cachmere to the British ;
and on the 16th of the same month, the British
transferred it to Maharajuh Goolab Sing.
Instead of effecting the transfer, Rajah La1 Sing
bribed the Governor of Cachrnere, and the troops that
were under him, to hold the province for the Sikhs,
and oppose its occupation by Goolab Sing.
A traitor must needs be a liar. Being taxed with
the treachery, he denied it. His own letters were produced, and he denied them. He was tried by a courtmartial of five British officers, in despair of finding so
many honest men in the S
ikh Court ;'and b e i i found
guilty, he was deposed by the indignant British Government, by whose forbearance alone he had remained in
power.
And now the Sikh nobles looked round among
themselves for a man to rule the nation, when the
British force should be withdrawn. But there was none
found who could think dispassionately of their own
jealousies, or fearlessly of their own army.
Another revolution stared them in the face ; and
who could say his blood would not be shed ? Who
could answer for what was still dearer-his jageers P
The Sikh chiefk and councillors, headed by the mother
of the Sovereign, implored the British not to withdraw
their army.

k mutual
Lord Hardinge consented. I t was for t
peace of the Punjab and British I d a .
But not again would the Governor-General rely on a
Sikh Vizier ; nor would he support with British bayonets
an unguided native Government. If his army remained,
it should be with the certainty of doing good. If it
maintained a Government in the Punjab, that Government should be worth maintaining.
By the " Articles of Agreement concluded between
the British Government and the Lahore Durbar, on the
16th December, 18 4 6," the administration of the Punjab, or kingdom of the child Maharajuh Duleep Sing,
was vested in " a Council of Regency, composed of
leading chiefs and siiars, acting under the control and
guidance of the British Resident."'
This safeguard excepted, the Council of Regency was
selected from " the mighty men" of the Sikh Court,
in whom the Sikh nation, rather than the British
Government, might rely. It contained Sirdar Tej Sing,
the besieger of Ferozepoor and Commander-in-Chief at
Sobraon ; Sirdar Sher Sing Attareewalluh, whose sister
was betrothed to the Maharajuh ; Dewan Deena Nlth,
the Chancellor and Talleyrand of the Punjab, whose
voice in the revolutionary council in the gardens of
Shalirnar had been loudest and bitterest for the English
war; Fakeer Noor-ood-deen, the Secretary of State;
Sirdar Runjore Sing Mujeethea, the hero of Buddeewd
and coward of Boondree;f Bhaee Nidhiin Sing, the

*

Article 4.

t Boondree is the Sikh name for the battle of Aliwill.
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High Priest of Lahore ; Sirdar Utter Sing Kaleewalluh,
the chief &oer of the cavalry; and Sirdar Shumsher
Ging, the leading member of the Sindhunwalluhs, the
noblest family of the Khalsa. This Council of Regency
was called by the S
ikh people, the " Durbar," equivalent
to our word ministry.
The " British Resident" appointed by Lord Hardinge
to "control and guide" these chiefs was Sir Henry
Lawrence, who fulfilled the difficult duty as none but he
could do it. Inspired with a noble compassion for his
royal ward, and a deep sympathy with the fallen Sikh
nation, he brought a briJliant genius for legislation, the
lofZiest principles, and a warm yet dauntless heart, to
the rescue of their affairs, and the overwhelming task of
rebuilding the empire of Runjeet Sing; and when, at
the close of 1847, he was forced from his post by a
broken constitution, his departure was prophetically felt
as a calamity by a country which he had restored to
peace and order, and a people who knew him to be their
friend.
One of the earliest subjects to which the Sikh
Durbar drew the attention of their adviser, Colonel
Lawrence, was (as they expressed it) the " outstanding
revenue of Bunnoo, Tilk."
The Chancellor, Deena Nilth, whose business it was
to transact all matters of finance, represented generally
that Bunnoo was a place on the other side of the river
Indus, in the midst of the hills, and peopled by Afghan
tribes, whose peculiarly barbarous ideas of freedom had
hitherto rendered it impossible to confer on them the

12
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blessing of a S i Governor. Consequently no taxgatherer found it convenient to reside in that part of
the kingdom, and the revenue (which was sixty-five
thousand rupees a-year) was always allowed to fall into
arrear for two or three years, until the amount was
worth collecting, when a force was sent from Lahore to
ask for it; and if the answer was either short or evasive,
they just took what they could and came away again.
" Now," said the Chancenor in conclusion, glancing at
his notes, " there are two and a half years' revenues due
at this moment, so it is high time to send an army !"
Such was Dewan Deena Niith's account of the Sikh
system of taxation in Bunnoo ; and the Resident's
private inquiries soon elicited the fad that the valley
had never been conquered or occupied by the Sikhs,
but for the last twenty or twenty-five years, during the
rapid decline of the Cabul empire, had been periodically
invaded and overmn by that aggressive and warlike .
race, who now considered it an integral part of their
kingdom. ,
The Sikhs might indeed have made out as good a
title to Bunnoo as the English to the revenues of
Bengal, ceded to Clive by the M e n Moghul; for in
the "Tripartite Treaty" of unhappy memory, Bunnoo is
among the dependencies of Afghanistan ceded by Shah
Shooja-001-Moolk to Runjeet Sing ; but they preferred
the boast of having won it by the sword, and kept alivc
their claim by the biennial devastation of a country
they could not hold, and inflicting constant injuries on
tribes whom-they found it hopeless to subdue.

b
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A native manuscript, the translation of which, in
English, by a young Muhornmudan, is now before me,
gives the following quaint account of these Bunnoo expeditions : " When the late Maharajuh Runjeet Sing went
to take a view of that country with his victorious army,
he received fiom the inhabitants a small sum of money,
of Mahmood of Ghuznee's coin, and twenty horses.
A h two years, Maharajuh Khurruck Sing Buhadoor,
with the chi& and sirdars, and twenty thousand men,
went to that country ; and the sumeendars (landholders,)
through their ignorance and ferocity, made hostile attacks.
They were soon put down, but, owing to the country
b i n g laid waste, nothing was realized. ARer five or
six years, Maharajuh Khurruck S i visited that part of
the country again with immense regiments of i n b t r y
and artillery. He succeeded in realizing sixty thousand
rupees, but no horses. The expemw of the march
were defiayed by the revenue of that land, but I cannot
say what amount was placed in the royal treasury. The
zumeendan of that frontim were in the habit of plundering the rirkaree (royal) horses, mules, *and camels ;
the consequence was, continued firing on both sides.
" ARer two years, Dewan Tara Chund, with an army
of eight thousand men, and twelve guns, marched off
to that country. On his first arrival, he collected the
revenue, amounting to forty thousand rupees; but in
doing so, the whole of the tribee of that part united
together, and fought desperately. Sirdar Jai Sing Attareewallub, with two hundred &try,
were killed on
the field, and five hundred persons were wounded, which

.

caused the Dewan to fly." This defeat apparently d e d
for signal vengeance, and accordingly, " After two years,
the late Prince NIK)Nihal Sing, with an m y of fifty
thousand men, besides artillery, marched, kc. *
They had occasion to fight with one village, and a few
men of the Maharajuh's Were killed ; but the rebellious
were routed by the army with great slaughter, the
inhabitants were put to the sword, and their dwellings
set on f
h
,
which entirely destroyed the viIlage."
And so the narrative goes on, with p t Mnies
every two or three years, small collections, risings of the
Bunnoochees, and frightful inflictions of vengeance by
the Sikhs. And this was what the Lahore Durbar now
solicited the British Resident's permission to re-enact !
But Colonel Lawrence was the last man who was
likely to sanction such a vainglorious persecution ; and
he gladly seized this early opportunity of civilizing and
elevating the barbarous military policy of a race which,
in one generation, had sprung from the plough to
empire. He said it wm his duty to maintain the boundaries af the. ~ i k hkingdom as he found them ; and if
the tribes of Bunnoo refused to pay a reasonable revenue,
the Durbar might send a force to compel them ; but a
British officer, chosen from the Resident's staff of
assistants, must accompany that force, to see that it
resorted to arms only in extremity, and committed no
excesses. Further, Colonel Lawrence advised them to
try and conciliate the Bunnoochees ; to subdue them
by a peaceful and just treaty ; and reduce the nominal
Ievenue, which was never paid, to a moderate tribute,

' '
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m acknowledgment of sovereignty. The Durbar con-

sented. A force of five regular infantry regiments, a
regiment of regular cavalry, and about Htem hundred
Ghorchurmhs, or irregular horse, with two troops of
horse artillery, was selected from the Sikh army, and
placed under the command of Sirdar Shumsher Sing
Sindhunwalluh, a member of the Council of Regency.
The British &cer, whom the Resident had intended
to associate with the Sirdar, as colleague and adviser,
was Lieutenant Nicholson ;* but., as he could not be
spared from the duties on which he was engaged, I
was ultimately chosen to take his place in the Bunnoo
expedition; an accident to which I am indebted for
many opportunities and honours which would have
fallen far more happily on my friend.
This was in the middle of February, 1847. From
Lahore to Bunnoo was a month's march ; and the hot
season of the Punjab commences in March, and sets
violently in in April. I had, therefore, at best a month
allowed me to talk over an independent people, who
had resisted Sikh subre'macy for a quarter ot s century ;
and I think it is not very surprising that I signally
failed in the attempt.
We entered Bunnoo on the 1 5th of March, and were
burnt out of it by the sun on the 1st of May. Of a
lakh and three-quarters of rupees of revenue, due from
the valley, we had collected only half a lakh; and as to
a peaceable settlement for the future (that is to say, an

*

Since so much distinguished in the Punjab war of

1848-9.
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engagement, on the part of the people, to pay anytiring
annually of their own free will), we had fully ascertained
that it was hopeles.
Was, then, this first expedition fruitless ?
Far from it. Two great objects had been gained.
Firstly. A Sikh army, under the influence of a single
British officer, had passed, unmolesting and unmolested,
through a country, which before it never entered but to
devastate, and never left but with heavy loss.
Secondly. I had reconnoitred the whole valley, ascertained the strength of its tribes, and seen how both
might be subdued.
Let me explain both. The Sikh army was notorious
for plunder; and one of Colonel Lawrence's strictest
injunctions to me at parting was : " To make severe
examples of every instance, and in very bad cases to
send the offenders in irons to Lahore." For the first
fortnight, I had full employment. On the line of march,
in the morning, I did nothing but detect, stay, reprove,
chase, overtake, and imprison plunderers, horse and foot ;
and all the rest of the day my tent was besieged by the
people of the country bewailing their damaged fields,
and calling on me to punish the offenders.
Long indulged in military licence, the Sikh soldiers
could not believe that they were no longer to be allowed
to help themselves from every farmer's field, pull their
firewood from every hedge, and drag a bed from under
its slumbering owner, in order that they might take a
nap on it themselves. The cavalry, too, thought it
quite arbitrary that they should have to pay for the

17
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fodder of their horses (fine young corn, which the
zurneendar intended one day to be bread !) But when
the wholesome reform once dawned upon their convictions as a fact, and a few severe examples before the
whole force showed what all plunderem had to expect,
the men gave it up at once, and settled down into a
completer state of discipline in this respect than is ever
attainable in the camp of an Anglo-Indian army, where
officers have no power of punishment on the spot.-(In
the Company's army, there is nothing so difficult as to
convict a native soldier of plundering ; or, if convicted
by evidence, to get a sentence of punishment from the
native officers who compose the court-martial. I t would
be a good thing, too, if the European officers would not
consider themselves quite so much bound by esprit de
corps, to shelter their own men. It is a kindly, but
mistaken, feeling.)
The news of the anti-plunder regulations in om camp
spread through the country, and long preceded us to
Aunnoo ; encouraging a third, at least, of the population to await our amval in the valley, instead of flying
bodily to the mountains as usual. Nor d&ng our stay
of six weeks in Bunnoo, were there more than two
breaches of the new discipline. In the one case, some
soldiers, by order of their officer (General PurtAb Sing),
cut down a fine sheeshum-tree, under whose shade the
holy Syuds of a village were wont to sit and pray ; and
I was induced, by the long services of the General, to
let him off with compensation to the Syuds. In the
other case, mother holy man rushed into my tent, and
VOL. I.

C
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complained that an elephant driver had begun to cut his
green wheat, and carry it off as fodder for our elephants ;
the Syud remonstrated in the only language he knewviz., Pushtoo, and the Mahout replied with a still harder
medium of communication. In proof of his story, the
poor Syud was covered with blood. There being only
four elephants in camp, a very short invatigation
brought the offenoe home to the servant of a Sikh
Chief, named Sirdar Soorjun Sing; and I resolved to
make a signal example of the depredator. A parade
of the whole Sikh force was ordered ; the troops formed
into a hollow quare, and in spite of the pemonsl
entreaties of his master, the Mahout was tied up to the
triangles and flogged-then passed with bare back down
the ranks of his comrades. Assembling the officers, I
then explained to them, and desired them to explain to
their respective companies, that the people of the
country, relying on my protection, had received us as
friends; but would resort to their old system of night
attacks and assassinations, if the Sikh soldiers plundered them as of old ; that, consequently, the peace of
the whole camp, and many men's lives; depended on
the maintenance of discipline ; and so firr as I was concerned, I would never overloak a breach of it.
After this there were no more complaints. Whether
they paid revenue or not, the Bunnwchees flocked
into our camp, and bought and sold with our soldiers,
and sat and taIked in our assemblies, as friends kstead of enemies. The great question at issue betweea
*$he
Lahm tribute money-was m u e y r e h d

-
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to argument, instead of the sword; almmt all the
chiefs took heart, and returned from the mountains to
join the national council in my tent, whether inolined
to yield, or determined to resist ; their different characters were discriminated; many were won over to our
side, and friendships formed, which afterwards stood us
in good stead.
One anecdote I must relate before leaving this subject, because it is most honourable to the Sikh force,
and shows of what a high degree of discipline that
military people is capable.
Sikh detachments, and,
indeed, all forces .not at the capital (before Colonel
Lawrence introduced regular pay), used to be paid by
tunkhwh, or assignments on the provincial collectors
of revenue ; on whose solvency, or caprice, it depended
how soon or how late they should realize their pay.
The army sent to Bunnoo had a very worthless bit of
paper indeed, drawn on one Dowlut Raie, the "contractor" (and I may add, devastator) of several provinces
on the right bank of the Indus. Either he could not,
or he would not, honour i t ; and our poor fellows,
obliged by me to pay ready money for everything they
bought in the valley, were soon so distressed for faod,
that some of them dropped down under arms from
weakness. Not till then was it reported to me by
the officers, in their expressive language, that " the
whole force was hungry," and wanted my permission
to quarter on the enemy. They were, indeed, standing
as sentries over the ripe corn-fields of the refractory
Bunnoochees I I looked out from my tent, and saw
c 2
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the rich harvest of that prolific land, in every stage,
from green to gold, waving temptingly around our
camp; and thought discipline had for the nonce been
most reverentially honoured ! So I passed the word,
for every soldier to cut enough food for himself and
cattle for a fortnight ; and in an hour, the harvest
had vanished from those parts, as if locusts had passed
over them.
Thus, as I said before, was one great object gained
by our otherwise unsuccessful expedition. The bloodthirsty and revengeful tribes of Bunnoo, and the army
of their Sikh masters, had, for the first time, met in
something resembling friendship ; and parted again,
without adding to the long account of mutual injuries
and hatred. The small end of the wedge of civilized
intercourse had at last been introduced.
The other object, which wns attained by this first
expedition, was a thorough reconnaissance of the valley,
and discovery of its weakness. Though the Sikhs had
claimed mastery over Bunnoo for upwards of twenty
years, they had always approached it, even with
immense armies, in fear and trembling. T h e Sikhs
were not more bigoted as Hindoos, than the Bunnoochees as followers of the Prophet. Onefifth of the
land of Bunnoo was actually in the possession of Syuds
'(the Prophet's own descendants), and other holy Mu+
hommudans ; and these, trembling for their fat revenues,
if ever Hindoo masters established themselva in the
valley, stirred up every religious feeling of the tribes,
and added fresh he1 to the flames of opposition.
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Not a night, therefore, passed without a Sikh camp
being besieged by thousands of fanatic Bunnoochees,
yelling out the Muhommudan call to prayers, in prolonged howls like that of the jackal, and then, when
they had worked themselves to a pitch of r e l i g i o ~
fury, rushing in on the horror-stricken sentries with
jezail and knife, and running amuck among the sleepless
Sikh soldiery in the lines.
By day, ewn, the grass-cutters of the cavalry, homever strongly guarded, would be led into ambuscades
and harassed into fight by secret enemies, who emerged
only to plunder them as they ran. And should any'
single soldier be fool-hardy enough to stroll a hundred
yards beyond the pickets, his mutilated corpse alone
told his fate to his' comrades.
In this state of things, it may easily be understood
how, in five-and-twenty years, the Sikhs never discovered the proper entrance into Bunnoo. Dependent
on their enemies for guidance, their armies were led,
year alter year, through quicksands, where their artillery
was useless, and delayed by the constant passage of
rivers, which they ought to have avoided. After a fruitless expedition, perhaps after a defeat before a paltry
fort, they fled precipitately out of the valley by the
same way they came, knowing no other.
The force which I accompanied, in March, 1847,
entered Bunnoo, as usual, by the old deceitful road;
which was so bad, that I determined not to go bwk by
it. Though we failed in collecting the revenue, I
thought we might at least estimate its real extent, and
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learn much by exploring the country thoroughly; so,
instead of retracing our steps, we pushed right a m s s the
valley from west to east; effected the passage of the
Khoorrum river, which no Sikh army had ever crossed
before ; and, after feasting our eyes on the richest portion 'of Bunnoo, lying perdu in a comer under the mountains, emerged upon a fine natural high road for an
army, which proved to be the real enh-ance and exit of
Bunnoo, so long and so successfully concealed. It would
be d S c u l t to say who were at first chagrined at this
discovery-the
Bunnoochees themselves, or the Sikh
chiefs and grey-beards of our camp. At last, both
sides laughed heartily at what, it must be confaed, was
a very good joke.
I have already mentioned, that we marched out of
Bunnoo on the 1st of May. The ample reconnaissance
we had made of the whole country during our stay, and
especially during our retreat by the new road, enabled
me, on the 4th of that month, to draw up a full report
on Bunnoo, and the tribes that held it; pointing out
the natural and social sources of their wealth and wars,
strength and weakness; proposing that the old Sikh
system should now be abandoned, and the permanent
subjugation and occupation of the valley be undertaken ;
and concluding with a detailed military plan for effecting
it, the main points of which were to level all the forts of
Bunnoo to the ground, and build one large one for the
Crown.
This plan was approved of by Colonel Lawrence;
and Lord flardinge (then Governor-General) directed

.

that it should be carried out the next cold season. I
solicited as a favour that I might be intrusted with the
duty, and felt quite grateful when my request was granted.
On the k t expedition, I had been sent, at the very end
of the season for operations, to off& to savages a proposition fit only for a reasonable people; and, after six
weeks' inefFectual labour and exposure, though I ought
not to have been surprised, I oould not but be as deeply
disappointed ae I had been interested in the experiment of peace. I had said to them : " Your revenue
is sixty-five thousand rupees a-year ; and as you refuse
to pay it, the S i s come and intlict on you a loss fifty
times greater. They destroy your harvests, burn your
houses, plunder your flocks and herds, and sell your wives
and children as slaves. The beautiful valley, which
nature has bestowed on you, is withered into a curse.
What for ? You say it is for your liberty. I offer you
that liberty ; and not only offer it, but guarantee it so
long as the Sikh treaty with the English lasts. Only
pay, of your own free-will, into any treasury you like,
an annual tribute of forty thousand rupees, and no nrmy
shall again enter your valley, no Sikh show his fi~cc
within your boundaries. You shall be left in the undisturbed enjoyment of your own country, and your own
laws I"
This had been refused ; and I had said, at part in^ on
their border : " Bunnoochees ! I have laboured hard to
do what I thought best for your own interests, for I
love freedom as much as you; but you have rejccted
my interference, and proved yourselves incapable of gm-

titude for the forbearance which has been shown you
by this Sikh army, which was able any day, to rout aU
your tribes. Now mark my words. I ha\.e explored
your valley, and know its riches ; I have discovered your
hidden road ; I have counted your four hundred forts ;
I have estimated your tribes; and I will beg of my
Government to let me come back to you again. I will
lead in another army by the new way, and level your
forts, and disarm your tribes, and occupy your country.
You shall not be punished for your present resistance.
No ! This beautiful scene shall no more be desolated by
revenge. You shall have the best laws that an enlightened people can frame for you; but they will be
administered by a Sikh Governor. He cannot oppress
you, for the English will be over him. You shall be
justly d e d , but you shall be free no more."'
The kind reader, who has followed me through this
tedious, but indispensable chapter, will now be prepared
to enter with me on more stirring scenes; to march

* Mr. Masson, in recording those adventurous travels of
hi, which astonish most those who know the countries best
through which he passed, makes the following just reflection
on what he saw in Bunnoo :
c' The advocate of anarchy, in contemplating so precarious a
state of society, might learn to prize the advantages conferred
by a mild and well-regulated gorernment, as he might be
induced to concede a little of his natural right, in preference
to existing in a state of licentious independence, aa the savage
inhabiht~t of Bunnoo, continually dreading and dreaded."Masson's Journeys in Beloochistan, Afghistan, and the PnQab.
Vol. I. p. 91.
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with me once more towards the western frontier of the
Punjab; assist me to fix the yoke on the neck of a
savage people ; help me to turn the assassin's knife ;
swim with me the midnight ford, and wake the sleeping
border rebel in his lair; r&d with me, with indignant
sorrow, the betrayed and wounded magistrate's appeal
for help ; sound with me the loud alarum, beat the angry
drum; welcome the fierce, but friendly wamors, that
rally to the call; and weld tribes, that never met before in
friendship, into a common army, with a common cause :
then, confident of right, plunge into THEWAR.
APPENDIX TO INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER.

Extract of a letter from the Secretary to the Government of
Indii with the Governor-General, No. 239, dated Simla, 21at
of July, 1847, to the Resident at Lahore.
Part of paragraph 20. "And now that Lieutenant Edwardes
has brought his tour to a close, you are requested to convey
to that officer the Governor-General's special approbation of the
temper and judgment evinced by him in h i ~proceedings at
Bunnoo.
(True extract)
(Signed)
'' H. M. LAWRENCE,
Agent and Resident."

A STRAY RECOLLECTION.
The English reader who receives eixpemyworth of " My
dear Sir" and " Your's truly," by the post every morning, will
be amused to see how friends in the Enet write to each other
in Pereian. The following ia a literal translation of a firewell
letter on parting with Sirdar ~humsherSing Sindhunwalluh,
my Sikh coadjutor in the first expedition to Bunnoo.
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(After all hie etate titles, &., kc.)
My dear Friend,
In a day or two we shall be at our journey's end ; and in
the joy of returning home you w U noon forget that you ham
been four months abroad. Sherbet, and " beyd-mooshk,"* will
drown the taste of the abominable waters of the Goombeeluh ;
the clean streets of Lahore* will make amends for the watercourse6 and quagmires of Bunnoo; you will have fireworks at
night insteed of attacks on the pickets ; the arrow of love inatead
of the spear of war; and wanderings in the many-coloured
garden, instead of tiresome marchee in the deaert. How caa
I hope, therefore, that in the eociety of old friends, you will
not also forget me P But as in the daily intercourse of the last
four months I have seen the candour and openness of your
disposition, your manly activity and dieregard of toil, your
fortitude and spirit in difficulties, and above all your desire
rather to earn for the young Maharajah among hia Afgban
mbjeds ar, great a reputation for justice and lenity ae his
predecessors acquired for cruelty and violence, M, it wan impossible I should not conceive an eeteem for yon, and a wish
to continue our friendship.
Remembering, therefore, how fond you are of the chase, and
how often you have admired my English greyhounds, I now
beg your acceptance of them; that when the cold weather
comes again, and with hawk and hound you once more take
the field ; when all your fat Punjabee dogs are panting in vain
after the hare, and these swift runners catch her on the very
edge of the forest, you will cry, rSh&uh/' (Well done!) and
in a moment of pleasure remember me."
gr

* A perfumed beverage extracted from the willow, of which natives m
passionately fond.
t Thii wm a puff, I fear, of the labom of Sir H. Lawrence and Major
MwGtgor, who performed the Angern tank of dnining the fflthiat capital
India.
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A YEAE IN THE PUNJAB.

READER! Take out the map which Mr. Arrow:
smith and I have had so much trouble with, or you
might as well read Persian as this chapter.

The western frontier of the Punjab is that tract of
country which lies between the Salt Range, the River
Indus, the Soomnee Mountah,# and the country
of S i d h ; a tract which, in the popular language of
the Lahore Court, was called " Ddraj&tJJJ
or the Encampments, from its three principal towns on the
banks of the Indus (Dera Ishmael Khan, or the Camp
of Ishmael; Dera Futteh Khan, or the Camp of Futteh ; Dem Ghazee Khan, or the Camp of Ghazee.)t
So called, from the principal mountain, the "Tttkhbi-

800bdn," or Throne of Solomon.

t In Vol. XVII. Part 2, July to December, 1848, of " The
Journal of the Aaiatic Society of Bengal," ia a very valuable
contribution by Lieutenant R. Maclagan, of the Bengal Engineere, entitled, Fragmente of the History of Moolb, the
DQajOt, and Buhawulpoor, from Persian MSS.," from which
I abstract the fallowing hbtorical account of the three Waa :

-
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The Sikhs divided the D6rajAt for practical purposes
(neither having nor wanting maps, and totally regardless
of the feelings of geographers in Europe) into two provinces, Dera Ishmael Khan, and Dera Ghazee Khan.
Dera Futteh Khan was included in the province of Dera
Ishmael Khan, and its name seldom heard ; the Sikhs
having built close to it a strong fort called Girslng, which
thenceforward gave name to the district.
The province of Dera Ghazee Khan had for years
"In A.D. 1469, Sooltan Hoossein was Governor of Mooltan.
A military adventurer named Mulik Sohnib, a Belooch, from
Mukr6n, on the coast of the Indian Ocean, west of the Hala
Mountains, came with h& two sons, Ishmael Khan and Futteh
Khan, and took service under Sooltan Hoossein, who nssigned
them the charge of the Indus frontier, ' from Kurdr to Deen
Kdt.'
(These places, I conjecture to be Kdr-i-La-Esau, on
the left bank of the Indus, directly opposite Dera Futteh Khan ;
and Kote-i-Belochwalla, opposite Dera Ishmael Khan. I know
no Deen Kote in those parts). Thin encouraged other Muk&
Belooches to come for service; amonget others, Hdjee Khan,
with his son, Ghazee Khan. All had lands assigned them on
the Indus. Mulik SohrAb founded the two towns called after
hie sons, Ishmael and Futteh ; and Hdjee Khan, another called
after his son Ghazee. The latter town was held in Jageer, first
from Delhi, an& afterwards Nadit Shah, by the descendants of
the original HAjee Khan, so late aa 1758, when Ghazee Khan
the Tenth died without issue ; and the Jageer was resumed by
the Crown of Cabul ; though two descendants of the family are
named aa being alive at Dera Ghasee Khan, in 1835, riE.,
Muhommud Ruheem Khan, and Muhommud
Khan, who
still hold two wells of ground free-a miserable vestige of former
privileges." The whole paper is highly interesting.
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been intrusted to Dewan Moolraj and his father, the
wise Dewan Sawun Mull.
The remaining province of Dera Ishmael Khan was
held at the time of my first expedition to Bunnoo by
Dewan Dowlut Raie, whose misgovernment has been
already alluded to in the Introductory Chapter.
On my report of his oppressions, the Sikh Durbw,
by the advice of Colonel Lawrence, removed him, and
his government was conferred on General Van Cortlandt, of the Sikh service, who had commanded a
brigade in the first expedition.
This gentleman, whose name must be familiar to
every one who watched with any interest the late war
in the Punjab, was indebted for a very rare combination of qualities to his descent, inheriting at once
the best characteristics of the East and Weat. Carefully educated -in England, he returned to seek his
fortune in his native land, and had been eighteen
years in the Sikh army when he accompanied me to
Bunnoo in the spring of 1847. The good sense,
extensive knowledge of the Punjab and its people,
and practical military ability which he discovered on
that occasion, led me to conceive him worthy of a
much more important trust than the one he held;
and on Dowlut Raie's removal, I solicited and obtained from Colonel Lawrence his promotion to the
government of Dera Ishmael Khan.
I will now. enumerate the countries which composed
that province :VOL. I.

D
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Bunnoo.
Morrmt.
EsaukheyL

Tiik.
Kolkhee.
Drilbund.
7. C h m d ~ .
8. G*,
or Dera Pvtteh Khan.

1

Each peopled by
its own peculiar tribe,
or family of tribes.

Mixed tribes.

CIS-INDUB.

10. Kuchee (mixed races).

As Bunnoo, though hitherto u n v d , belonged
wminally to General Cortlandt's province, it was arrsnged that he should command the whole of the Sikh
tmops selected to effect its reduction, instead of as usual
a Sikh Sirdar.
Few of the real Sikh chiefi ever cod-nded,
even in Runjeet's time, to learn the " new-firngled"
strategy introduced by the French officers. Yet it
was the natural policy of the ruler, whenever he s a t
an army into the field, to put at its head one of his
o m chi&. Consequently the Sirdar's part was the
p r a l plan of the campaign, determining what mads
should be pursued, what halts made, and when a
battle should be fought. The actual manoeuvring in
the me"1lke devolved almost entirely on the Colonels of
regiments; officers g e n e d y of humble families, who
had not been too proud to learn their drill, wear
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Feringhee uniforms, and rise to cornmsnd by merih
It may easily be conceived, then, what a want of oni
bination and unity of purpose was ehibited in the be&

Sikh battles; and their

success waa due to the

that, incomplete as their tactics were, they still contained far more of the European element than the
Asiatic strstegy of their opponents.
To me, therefore, it was a subject of congratulation
that my plans were to be carried out by a oom
rnanding-05oer capable of mmceuvring the whale of
hismarmy.
The force which the Resident intended to place at
my dispod was as fillom :-

7 Regiments of Infantry.
1
2000
3
80

Regiment of Regular Cavalry.
Irregular Cavalry.
Troops of Horse Artillery.
Zumbooruhs, or Camel-Swivels.

What with sickness and other exigencies of the
service, it will be subsequently seen that our numbers
fell far short of this.
The overgrown Sikh army of the revolutionary days
had at this time, for the sake of economy, been reduced
down to the lowest strength absolutely requisite to hold
the empire ; and it was necessary to draR regiments- amil
guns for the Bunnoo ekpedition from such quarters of
the country as could be safely weakened for a time.
In the end these M t s were concentrated in two
D 2
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distant divisions, one at Peshawur, and one on the
Indus at Esaukheyl, below the Salt Range; and to
save time, it was determined that the two &odd
form a junction, by a ~irnultaneousmovement, on the
borders of Bunnoo itself, instead of making a wide
circuit to unite east of the Indus. I t was natural to
expect a warm opposition from the Bunnoochees, and
this 'plan had the advantage of distracting their
attention and increasing their alarm.
The point of junction was to be the neighbouthood
of Kurruk, which the reader will find in my map, at
the mouth of the pass from which the Pesham road
emerges into the country of the Khuttuks on the east
of Bunnoo.
To reach this point, the Peshawur column had to
perform a very difficult march across the Salt Range,
by the Kothul of Kohiit, a route whose difficulties,
when beset by enemies, have been since experienced
in 1850 by a British force under no less able a
commander than Sir Charles Napier.
Indeed, the only disciplined army which to my
knowledge ever previously passed this way with its
mathiel was a Sikh brigade many years ago under
Raja Soocheyt Sing, the younger brother of Maharajuh Goolab Sing, of Cachmere, one of the most
desperate men of the brave Sikh army. He had six
guns, and carried them piecemeal on the backs of
elephants.
The present Peshawur column consisted of-

I

-
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3 Regiments of I h t r y .
1 Regiment of Regular Cavalry.
1 'Ikoop of Horse M e r y ; and
1000 Afghan Irregular Horse.

I t was conducted by Lieutenant George Reynell Taylor, of the 11th Regiment of Bengal Light Cavalry, one
of the Assistants to the British Resident at Lahore, and
met with no opposition from the mountain tribes ; but
had it done so, the name which its chivalrous leader has
since worr in the campaign of 1848-9, leaves no room
to doubt that had his men remained faithful the passage
would have been forced.*

* I append the "Route" pursued by Lieohant Taylor
it may be useful to military men :

.

From Pehwur to Budber
5 koss. November 20th.
6 ,,
,, 21at.
To Muttunnee
To the foot of the Kothul, or
} 8 JJ
,, 22nd.
Pass of Kohlit
,, 23rd, to
To Kohiit
:nd of the month.
6 ,, December 1st.
To Gud& Kheyl
6 ,,
,, 2nd.
To h h e e
6 ,, - ,
3rd.
To Ishmael Kheyl
6 ,,
,, 4th.
TO Kuijoorree
To shhah Baz Gurh
- 1 1 2 ,,
,, 5th 6 6th.
To Chounterah
To KurmL
6 ,.
,, 7th.

.....
....
. . . . . .{
....
......
...
.....
..
....
.. ...
Koss 64

-

Days 17

A '' Koss" variee from one and a half to two milee.
of the long time k u p i e d in this march ehodd be
The r-n
known to military men. The Sikhs took their ammunition and

The other column which1 accompanied, &d General
~ortlandtcommanded, muetered its h b b numbers
.on the 1st December, under the fort of Lukkee, the
town of which name is the capital of Murwut, the
atores aa mnal in earts, which were soon unable to proceed, and
~ l toybe carried on men's he&.
The
ylu rlro wee obliged to be dinmounted and c a d on ela
phmta, which animalasand camels, are the only curkge an army
cm me in this paaa. Even these meet with mwual obshlen ;
for in the march between Knjjoorree and Chonntemh occurs the
celebrated #a Koonh-i-Goam-an Afghan name which will not
Berr tmd&on. I t wan described to me by Repell Taylor
aa a "singular fissure in a long b&like ridge of mck, d
even when prepared for oar reception it required nice nteering
to sare a camel's load from being knocked &."
were obliged d

.

.
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rmed up with stom to admit of an m y puriog.

On a mbneqnent d o n , Lieutenant Taylor marched with a
company of intintry from Perhawur to Bnnnoo in eight dap.
Ree Journal, Febnury I lth, 1848, Cbapkr V. of this book.

It will. be
found in the map immdatdy betwetyl the junction
af the rivers K h o o m and Goombeeluh.
Of the strong brigade appointed to this column,
one regiment was so sick from fever as to be unable
to move ; and two other available wings of regiments
had not come up, and seemed to be in no hurry to
emamter the business. The General's muster, there
fore, amounted only to twelve hundred and twenty
infantry, and three hundred and thirty-four irregular
horae. But he had two excellent troops of horse
d t x y ; and by pursuing a circuitous route up the
left bank of the Khoomun, we M t confident of joining
the Peshawur column near Kurruk, without coming
into contact with the Bunnoochees.
An entry in my diary at this point may amuse the
d e r , as k t e r i s t i c of the wild situation we were
then in, and remoteness h m the sophietications of
civilid life.
" 1st Dee. -Halt.
Dreadful toothache. Cortlandt
and native doctor had three pulls. Broke two pieces
08. Tooth where it was. Ditto the pain. Petitions
all day."
I remembered it as if it were yesterday. A distrscting tooth, at the opening of a campaign, was not
to be quietly endured; and I expressed a regret that
there was no dentist in the wilds of Emtern Afghanistan L The General was a man of resource ; he
had seen a m e of dentist's instruments going cheap
at 8n auction the last time he was in the civilized
mantry adjoining Bunno0 on the south.

.
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world, and bought them in case of accidents. The
time had now arrived to turn this invatment of capital
to account. The General himself (and here he drew
out an enormous pair of forceps !) would draw my
tooth with great pleasure.
Do you think you could ?"
I' I,, try."
" Very well. Let me get into this chair, and take
hold of the arms. Now I'll give you three pulls, and
no mow. Go on I"
(An awful struggle, with a sensation of my head
being twisted off like a duck's, ending with a sharp
snap, and a sigh from the General.)
'I Is it out P"
" NO.
It's only a bit."
" Roceed with puU two."
(Struggle repeated ; same result. Another ' bit,' but
no tooth. The General, in despair, lays down the tongs.)
" I won't
try any more, for fear I should break
your jaw; but there is a native doctor in one of my
regiments who is very clever."
" Have him in. You have a right to one more
pull.yy
(The situation of the native at this crisis was truly
pitiable. On the one side, his whole soul revolted
from the impropriety of being cleverer than the
General, his master. On the other, an "AssistantResident" was no subject for trifling. The Messed
- Prophet alone knew whether he might not hang the
doctor if he did not pull the tooth out without a pang!
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Invoking the I m a m , he raised the forceps, looked
imploringly in my face, seized the tooth at a respectful
distance, and-villain
of villains !--shook it at arm's
length, as though it had been the nose of his first
wife. The " assistantResident" jumps from his chair
with the forceps between his teeth, and the native doctor
ezifs fiom the tent like a flash of lightning.)
On the 2nd December, we marched from Lukkee
to Michenkheyl, on the other side of the Khoomun.
Here I inspected the little band, and was particularly
p l d with the serviceable look of the artillery, and
one of the idantry regiments, commanded by Zorakhun
Sing. ' I t consisted entirely of Dogruhs, a fair and
smooth-M, but hardy and faithful race, fiom the
h i about Jurnmoo, in the country of Maharajuh
Goolab Sing, who is himself of that tribe. They had
been enlisted in the Sikh service before Goolab Sing
became independent, and remained in it by choice,
rather than enter the ill-paid army of their feudal chief.
They were armed with the long-barrelled and lightstocked gun called pur-mar, literally " the featherstriker," or as we say, fowhq-piece, in the use of
which, habits of the chase fmm their boyhood bad
made them individually expert. A regiment thus constituted is worth any two others for skirmishing purposes ; and I contemplated their appearance with
the satisfaction of one who knows that the success
or failure of his plans may be soon put to the issue
of the sword.*

* I have

often thonghthnlf in joke and hnlf in e a r n e s t
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On the same evening we liad pome practice on &e
sandy plain behind the village, with two rusty mortars, which we thought might help to reduce a fort
upon occasion, and were deGghted to see that, ander
the well-trained eye of old b z t d Ali (a pupil of
General Court, the best and most scientih of the
F'rench officers who instructed Runjeet's army), the
shells fell quite near enough.
It is astonishing, indeed, what execution the Sikh
artillery would do with ordnance which, in our army,
would be declared unserviceable. The people of
England must not judge of it by the richly inlaid
guns which are such honourable trophies in Windsor
Park. Such pieces were few in the Khalsa army,
and were, indeed, the toys of a Sikh Sirdar, named
IRna Sing, who had instructed himself in English
science, and shortly previous to the first Sikh war,
completed, at an enormous cost, a troop of artillery
for his own Government.
An inspection of the three or four hundred guns
the British armies have captured from the Sikhs,
would, I venture to say, show that the majority of
them were honeycombed, and a third, at least, had
more than one touch-hole. This latter circumstance
was a matter of perfect indifference to the Punjab
that, in case of an invasion of England, the h e a t infanty
regiment the world ever Raw, might be raised of county
gentlemen volunteers, armed with their own "double-barrels,"
and having their own gamekeepera for their rear-rant men ;
but I should be very sorry to have to command them I

-
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@umem, who, d q m i sud~ mm minutenwi as
serving the vent" with a m ' s thumb, clapped a

r

good fat sand-bag over the place generally, and so
" covered 8 multitude of k."
Nor did I ever see
or hear of an accident (so common in our army),
though, first and last, I have aeen a good deal of
Sikh powder blown away. I have heard that the
sand-bag is used even in the French army, and wish
the humane practice could find admison into ours;
for it is no joke for an artilleryman, however horny a
hand he may have got by honest labour, to hold his
thumb down, without flinching, to be scorched to the
bone by the hot vent of a gun in action.
ARer the murtar practice, I rode out into the
" Thull," or sandy desert, north and east of Michenkheyl, to explore a short cut to Kummur; but after
travereiBg ten miles of deep sand, without road or
water, I reluctantly returned to the bank of the Khoornun, and discwered a suitable halting-place for the
morrow, at a place called DuddianwaUa, on the proper
Bunnoo road which we discovered in the spring.
On the 6th (being very close to Bunnoo, whose
border is at Jhundookheyl), we struck completely off
the road into the desert, and encamped at a solitary
p b d e d Joor, which means in the Pushtoo language
" The Wells." Not a house, or hut, or field, was to
be seen in this wild spot ; and save for an occasional
thin column of smoke, seen for a moment in the sandy
distance, and then lost in the blue sky, we might have
deemed ourselves out of the reach of man. But, in

\
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truth, we were in the very heart of "The Vkmees,"
a name of terror even to the barbarous tribes of
Bunnoo.
How dared we then, with our small party, venture
there P For the present, the reader must be content to
know that it was purely on the faith of a friendship
which I had formed in the former expedition with
Swahn Khan, the most powerful man of his powerful
nation. An inhabitant of the snowy mountains, he
had never descended to do homage to S
ikh invaders,
and Cabul kings had never ventured among his hills.
Yet he had asked to be allowed to come down and
speak with the. fellow-countryman of Moorcroft, the
traveller, from whom he showed me a scrap of paper,
dated " Dummhee Thull, April 6th, 1824." I t merely
acknowledged Swahn Khan's hospitality and civility;
and after keeping it for twenty-three years, the farsighted Vizeeree chief had lived to see the day when the
white man's armies should tread upon the heels of the
white man's pioneer. I t was time to draw forth from
his goabskin wallet the record of his good faith towards
an Englishman, certain that that faded " certifimte" of
the solitary, helpless traveller, would now be as strong
to him as an army !
I could not but regard the MS. with warm but m e
lancholy interest. He who wrote it had long sintxi ended
his earthly wanderings. That adventurous spirit had
breathed its last among the savages of Andkhw, beyond
the remotest contines of Afghanistan.
This scratch of his pen survived, and was only just
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beginning to fulfil the g r a W purpose with which it
was given to the Vizeeree host. I t reminded me of
the aloe, which is so long before it flowers, or of those
seaIed bottles, whi& have sometimes been found in
tombs, and when opened, give up the perfume of a
forgotten age.*
I am glad to be able to contribute the smallest white
pebble to poor Moorcroft's cairn ; and cannot pass on
without recording that my friend Swahn Kahn spoke
of him highly in every way, adding that " he was very
wise, and wrote down everything; the trees, the crops,
the stones, the men and women, their clothes and
household furnturc, and kWYthing! He also gave

* Subsequently, another testimonial of Moorcroft's was
brought to me by chiefs of another branch of the Vieereea,
and I took a copy of it, M follows :
#'It having been wiahed by certain Wuzeerees that I ahould
lmve with them indications of friendship, I have pleaaure in
complying with their desire, so far M to certify that my party
have been treated with hospitality and respect by the underwritten persons belonging to the Oolooa of Wullee-Kheyl ; vix.,

JAN KEAN.
SHERAPUT
KHAN.
MEINDOCK
KHAN.
MULLICK
KHAN.
MUSHICK
KHAN.
IZTT KHAN.

(Signed acrose)
WILLIAM
Moo~cnopr.

"1 have reason to believe that the whole of the 0010s of
Wullee-Kheyl may be conaidered M my friends.
(Dated)

Zehrut' Akhwnd M e e d d ,
April 3rd, 1824."

medicine to their abeq, and hones, and" (h
af
ability m a Viseeree camtry) " c u d cured d l "
Fully as mnch m hawur d Moarcmft's meanoay,
as with any view to future @it, I made Sppshn I(rrhn
my guest; sent a " ZiyBfut," or walmnhg present,
of one hundred rupees to his h t , and ordered hw
nqwes a day to be @yen to himself, and two pounds of
flour to each of his followers, as long as they chose to
stay with m a The rude chief, who posoeaeed all the
virtues, with few of the vices, of a aawge people, never
forgot this treatment; and scarcely had I reached
Michenkheyl, on the 2nd December, in tjlie second
expedition, than I found myself locked in his giant
arms, and squeezed till I could have cried. I t was
he who had now guided our faroe to " The Web"
in the desert, and whose presence in our camp made
us as secure in the winter pasture grounds of the
Vizeerees, as though we had been in the citadel of
Lahore.
Let me now describe "The Wells" themselves, for
neither before, or since, have I ever seen anything like
them.
Between the eastern cultivated h d s of Bunnoo and
the hills of the Khuttuks lies a wide, undulating waste,
called the " Thull," or desert. I t is not exactly a
desert, because it furnishes vast herds with pasture
every winter; but it is a wilderness to any but the
savage, taught by long experience to direct his path
over it by the peaks of the surrounding mountains.
Towards Bunnoo it is all sand, which nearer the hills

gets hardend by a layer of prel md loose stonea

*

naehed down by the a n n d fioadrs. Both the ssnd
a d the stony gmund only nquire rain to make tham
yield abunchmt crops ; but rain d d n m visits either,
md the tract oomequendy is in gtmed only dotted
aver with m b b y vegetation aud the prickly bushea d
the OBrneEthorn.
Even this is a paradise to the Vimxme tribes, who,
expeMtmm their ownatonymdP;.e-cladmountains
by the enow, yedy set before them their flocks of
broad-tailed sheep and goats, and strings of woolly
camels and curved-eared horses, and migrate to the
sheltered plains of Bunnoo. Here they stretch their
Mack blankets or reed mats on the bare earth, over two
sticks set up like the letter T, the four sides draggling on the ground, or fastened with a stone if the
wind gets high. Under this tnbmble shelter huddle
men, women, and children, a h i d neither of the rain's
cold nor the sun's hot beams, and in happy ignorance
of better things. From the cmner of the tent the
shaggy muzzle of a hill sheepdog peeps out and watches
over the tethered donkey and &k goat left at home
with the women wMe the flocks are out at graze.
Tall and stately as a pine, the daughter of the momtains stands at the tent-door in her indigo-dyed petticoat
and hood, smiling on the gambols of her naked brats,
or else sits down and rubs out corn for her lord who is
a-field. The men, stout, fierce, and fearless of man or
beast, and clad in shaggy cloaks of brown camel'shair, drive out the herds to feed, and, with long juzail
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in hand, and burning match, lie fall-length along the
ground and listen for strange footfalls on the horizon.
Should an enemy approach, the discharge of a single
matchlock would be heard over the whole plain, b d
summon thousands of the tribe to the point where
danger threatened or plunder allured. Such were the
people whose gipsy-like encampments strewed the
T h d at the time I speak of.
From the Khuttuk hille, east of Kummur, a deep and
broad ravine runs down into the Thd. In seasons of
flood it is the bed of an impetuous torrent called the
Lowkghur, but during the greater part of the year is
dry, the little water which soaks down from the hills
being insuflicient to rise to the surface. To reach this
water at all seasons (without which their flocks would
perish), the Vizeerees have descended into the ravine
(which at Joor was from forty to fifty feet deep at least),
and there scraped wells about the depth of a man's
stature. Round the margin of 'the wells clay troughs
were formed, into which a Vizeeree, standing in the
weJ1, ,ladled up water for the t b t y cattle. Inclined
planes were also scraped in the high banks of the ravine
for the cattle to go up and down ; and the sand in every
direction, both round the wells on the slopes, and on
the plains around, was deeply imprinted with the hoofs
of the myriads of sheep and oxen who were daily driven
here to water.
In these our days it is rarely the fortune of civilized
man to stand in such a spot to behold a genuine primaeval, pastoral people, and in thought see Time visibly
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put back to the days of Lot and Abraham, who "had
flocks, and herds, and tents.""
On the 6th of December, I had intended to advance
~ c i e r a Cortlandt's
l
column from " The Wells " at Joor
to Kummur, but Swahn Khan, Vizeeree, assuring mc.
that there was no water there, except some springs in
the adjacent hills, and that Kurruk was too distant, I
determined to halt the force at the Wells, and myself go
on and explore the country.
I cannot positively make out from Mr. Masson's
narmtive (which is here very general, and deficient in
names),t by which pass he was led by his holy protector out of Bunnoo; but as it brought him ultimately
to Hungoo, I conclude that it was the Bilund-Khegl
and not the Kurruk road, which latter goes direct to
Kohiit. To the best of my belief, therefore, I was the
first European who h d ever been seen in the Vizeeree
Thull ; yet my full confidence in the honour of Swalm
Khan, who undertook to guide me, may be gathered
from the circumstance that I took with me only fiveand-twenty horsemen, and those at his request, in case
of any casual opposition from tribes over whom the
Vizeeree had no control. I pause upon this apparently
trifling incident, for no foolish vanity of my own, but
for the benefit of others; for hoping, as I earnestly do,
that many a young soldier glancing over these pages,
will gather heart and encouragement for the stormy lot

* Genesis, c. XIII. v. 5.
t See '' Masson's Travels," Vol. I. Chap. vii.
VOL. I.
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before him, I desire above all things to put into his
hand the staff of confidence in his fenow-man.
Candid, and generous, md just,
Boys care. but little whom they t r u s t
An error soon corrected ;
For who but learns in riper yeus,
That man, when moothest he appears,
Ia moat to be mepected I-"

.

is a verse very pointed and clever, but quite unworthy
of " The Ode to fiendship," and inculcating a creed
which would make a sharper or a monk of whoever
should adopt it. The man who cannot trust others is,
by his own showing, untrustworthy himself. Suspicious
of all, depending on himself for everything, from the
wnceptien to the deed, the ground plan to the chimney
pot, he will fail for want of the heads of Hydra and
the hands of Bria,reus. If there any Iesson that I
have learnt from life it is, that human nature, bhck or
white, is better than we think i t ; and he who reads
these pages to a close will see how much faith I have
had occasion to place in the rudest and wildest of their
species, how nobly it was desewed, and how useless I
should have been without it.
Swahn Khan leading the way on his enormous bay
horse, we set forth at daybreak, and picked out our road
to Kummur, which I guessed to be about twelve miles
from camp.
Kummur is a collection of stony hillocks on the bank
of a deep dry ravine, but the country around it seemed
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to be a fine arable soil from which the stones had been
laboriously cleared, and nothing was to be seen for miles
but green young corn. It is, however, quite dependent
on rain for cultivation. The people are of the Khuttuk
race, of the tribe of Turkeekheyl, and formerly inhabited
houses made of pebbles and mud on the hillocks already
mentioned. But this old town was destroyed in a feud,
and the new one is about a d;le and a half to the southwest among the fields, which are dotted all about with
the houses built of reeds and thorns.
At Swahn Khan's approach, a wild creature, all rags
and gestures, rushed out, and embraced his knees, with
many welcomes in Pushtoo, which he instantly turned
into bad Persian when informed who I was. This
prepared me for the announcement which followed, that
he was the " Akhoond," or scholar of the place ; but
as he had run out without his turban, I could not help
smiling to see the scholar's skull scored all over with
sabre cuts. He invited us all to stop and dine, and
smoke a chillurn ; but as I insisted on proceeding, he
made a last request, that " if ever I reduced the valley
of Bunnoo, I would recover for him a certain long
musket, which a M m t e e had taken as spoil, after
killing the Akhoond's father in a raid, and then sold to
a Bunnoochee, named Shah Abbas, for sixteen rupees,
though" (and this he whispered in my ear) " it's worth
forty !"
I may as well mention here, that I did not forget the
Akhoond's request ; but long afterwards, when all oppcsition had ceased in Bunnoo, clikovered Shah Abbas,
E 2
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redeemed the paternal firelock, which was indeed a long
one, and had it duly conveyed to the delighted " scholar"
of Kummur.
As Swahn had reported, Kummur proved to be a
koss distant from the water, which the villagers procured
from deep wells in the dry bed of a ravine behind the
hillocks; and we met hundreds of the women going
backwards and forwards, with donkeys laden with waterskins. I observed some of the donkeys with cropped
ears, and was told that this was a fine levied on them
for straying into a neighbour's field.
The drudgery of the household, and much of the outdoor work is done in this country by the women ; and a
poor Puthan counts his wives and female relations as so
many labourers on his estate.
The girls were all laughing round the wells, and did
not seem to have any Asiatic prejudice about concealing either their faces or ancles from a Feringhee, but
good-naturedly ran up to me with water, as the only
thing anybody could seek in such a place, and were very
much vexed that I did not empty a small pitcher.
It was quite clear that Kummur would not do for an
encampment; so we pushed on to Kurruk, about six
miles to the north. The open plain narrows from
Kummur till, at Kurruk, it becomes a mere neck of
cultivation, closed in by the Khuttuk hills, at the end
of which is the mouth of the Kohit Pass.
Kurruk itself is more a neighbourhood than a village,
consisting, as it does, ~f mud and pebble houses, strewed
at random about the fields; and the great number of

.
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Persian-wheel wells, which are seen among the cultivation, give it an Indian appearance, very unusual in these
parts. I should mention here, that at Kummur we
may be said to have left the T h d of ~unnod, and.
entered into the lowlands of the Khuttuks, a very extensive tribe, which occupies the Salt Range from hence to
Kalabagh on the Indus, in the east," to Esaukheyl on
the Indus, in the south, md as far as the Cabul river,
in the north. The tribe has two divisions; but I know
nothing of that towards Peshawur, whose principal town
is, I believe, Akora. The division south of Kohfit is
loosely subject to a chief, named Khwijuh Muhommud,
who resides at Teeree, and is, in turn, an indifferent
vassal of whoever rules at Peshawur and KohQt. The
Khuttuks are first-rate cultivators, for a hi people ; and
it was beautiful to see the unpromising stony hillocks
and sandy ground around Kurmk and Kummur, ruled
out into copybook furrows, and written in corn.
Having come thus far, it occurred to me that I was
now within a short march of where the Peshawur
column ought to be ; and might just as well go on,

* Mr. Elphinstone states that

"A branch of them possesses

the town and territory of Mukkud, on the Indian side," which
I do not know from my own personal knowledge, but feel certain
jB the case from the assertion being made in a book which,
forty years after it was written, will still astonish any traveller,
or resident in Afghanistan, by the wonderful extent and accuracy
of ita information, as much as it will delight him by the simplicity of its etyle and clearness of arrangement. I consider
" Elphinstone's Account of the Kingdom of Caubul" as a complete model of a report on any foreign county.
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and confer with Lieutenant Taylor on our mutual plans.
We had come slowly, the horses were fresh, and Swahn
willing; so on we went again, over some low uodulations of stony ground, and soon passed from Kurruk
into Chounterah, a considerable district, hill-bound, but
arable, and highly cultivated by the Khuttuks. Its
revenue ought to be considerable.
Ten miles from Kurmk, at a village of Chounterah,
called Jheyndree, I f ~ u n dthe Peshawur column; and
having much to talk over with Lieutenant Taylor, determined to sleep in his camp, and return to my own
next day. The sun was w t h g as we arrived, and I
was just in time to accompany my friend round the
cncampment of his little army, and note, with delighted
eye, the soldierly way in which he had chosen his
position, and now planted his pickets for the night.
Happy is it to meet with a friend anywhere ; but if
two, far and long removed from the haunts and converse of civilized men, be brought together, in barbarous
lands, by the common duties of some high enterprise,
there is a kindling of heart towards each other, which
would do good to the poor dandy who feebly lifts hi
bat to his lady-mother in the Park. I t might burst his
stays, but it would make a man of him.
December 7th.-The Peshawur column marched to
Kunuk, where, after advising Lieutenant Taylor not to
halt next day at Kummur, but push on to " The
Wells," I left them, and rode into my own camp, to
send out cattle to their assistance.
During this ride of sixty miles, we had passed many
:
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Vizeeree camps, which my little escort could not have
successfully opposed; and, without a hostage in one of
their own number, I should be sorry to ride that way
again with less than fifty well-mounted men, of whose
courage I was assured.
On this occasion, both the escort ahd old Swahn
Khan had gone nearly supperless to bed at Jheyndree;
for, though I gave them money to buy food, t.hey were
unable to get it cooked at that hour, and contented
themselves with a basket of greasy sweetmeats from the
bazaar. Now, therefore, I summoned the chef, and
told him to exhaust his resources on a feast, and soon my
largest tent was crammed with Swahn Khan, the escort,
and their mutual friends, who gathered round to hear
the news of the road and the other camp, and pull an
occasional leg or a wing out of the mountainous pildu.
Ntxt day, December-8th, the Peshawur column, after
a most fatiguing march across the desert, effected its
junction with General Cortlandt's division at " The
Wells ;" and we prepared, on the following morning, to
enter the scene of our labours. I t is time, therefore,
that I should introduce the reader to Bunnoo.
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CHAPTER 11.

BUNNOOis a lovely cou&y of Eastern Afghanistan, bound in, on three sides, by mountains: the
Soolimbee Range, on the west ; the Salt Range, on
the north and east; and open, on the south, to the
sister country of Murwut ; the two together forming
a valley, which is separated from the DCrajiit of the
Tndus by the lower Buttunnee hills.
Two streams break through the Salt Range, and
flood Bunnoo with irrigation. The Khoomun, which
is the principal one, takes its distant rise near the
celebrated fortress of Ghuznee; and, after watering
two-thirds of Bunnoo, part of Murwut, and a great
dea) of Esaukheyl, has still sufficient strength to join
the Indus on its pilgrimage to the sea. The s~naller
stream irrigates the adjoining valley of Dour, before it
enters Bunnoo, and in both these countries is called
the Tochee; but changes its name to Goombeeluh,
when it passes on to Murwut ; and finally joins its
waters with the Khoomun, below the town of Lukkee.
Profusely watered by these streams * (each field
I ought to mention of the Tochee, that, m long long it
remains in Bunnoo, ita waters are uaed both for irrigation m d
household pnrposes, and I never heard any complaint of it in
either of these departments ; but, changing its qualities with its
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having a rivulet for a hedge), crops never fail i?
Bunnoo.
The rudest and idlest agriculture is overpaid with
corn, sugar, turmeric, and almost dl the Indian grains
in abundance."
name, in Murwut it ia deemed useless for agriculture; and,
though habit enables the natives to drink it with impunity, it is
.very injurious to strangers,-producing, after a few days, and
sometimes hours, great pain and inflammation.
The beneficent Khoomm is everywhere a sweet draught for
man and his mother earth.
The harvests in Bunnoo are as follows :

*

SPRING CROP, OR

Rub&.

Barley ; ripe in March and April.
Wheat ; ripe in April and May.

B(4'rdy or Holcua Spicatus ; Jawdr, or Holcus Sorgum ; Maize ;
Rice ; Ddl, or pulse ; Sugar-cane ; Turmeric ; Tobacco; Cotton ;
Lobiycr, a bean (Dolichos aineneis) ; Uruee an edible root (Arum
colocasia)

.

GENERAL PRODUCTIONS.
VEOETABLELI.

Carrota ; Onions; Spinach ; MPthee and moom, of which
I know not the botanical names ; besides a great variety of
other herbs used by natives, are all produced in abundance.
FRUITS

(ripe in April and Bray).

The round and the long Mulberry ; Peaches ; Grapes ; Apples;
Pomegranates ; Lemons and Limes, all wild and requiring cultivation.
Ripe in June and July.
Khrbwzuh, or musk-melon ; Turloozuh, or water-mclon.
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In spring it is a vegetable emedd ; and in winter its
many-coloured harvests look as if Ceres had stumbled
against the great Salt Range, and spilt half her cornucopia in this favoured vale. As if to make the landscape
perfect, a graceful variety of the sheeshum-tree, whose
boughs droop like the willow, is found here, and here
alone ; while along streams, and round the villages, the
thick mulberry, festooned with the wild vine, throws a
fragrant shade, beneath which well-fed S p d s look
exquisitely happy, sleeping midway through their beads.
Roses, too,without which Englishmen have learnt from
the East to think no scenery complete, abound in the
upper parts, at the close of spring.
Most of the fruits of Cabul are found wild, and
culture would bring them to perfection: as it is, the
limes, mulbemes, and melons are delicious.
Altogether, nature has so smiled on Bunnoo, that the
stranger thinks it a paradise; and when he turns to the
people, wonders how such spirits of evil ever found
admittance.
The Bunnoochees, or, as they generally style themselves, Bunnoow&, are bad specimens of Afghans.'
. Could worse be said of any human race? They have

*

In a former note I have recorded my humble admiration of
Mr. Elphinstone's " Account of Caubul." I re&ret, however,
to be obliged to except his very high estimate of the Afghan
character, in which I think I should be supported by every
political officer on the north-west frontier, and almost every
military officer who served in Afghanistan. Nothing that I
have met with ia finer than theirphyipue, or wome than their
morale.
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all the vices of P~thhnsrankly luxuriant, the virtues
stunted. Except in Sindh, I have never seen such
a degraded people. Although forming a dietinct race
in themselves, easily recogniaable, at first sight, from
any other tribe along the Indus, they are not of pure
descent from any common stock, and able, like the
neighbouring people, to trace their lineage back to the
founder.of the family; but are descended from many
different Afghan tribes, representing the ebb and flow
of might, right, possession, and spoliation in a comer
of the Cabul empire, whose remoteness, and fertility
offered to outlaws and vagabonds a secure asylum
against both law and labour. The introduction of
Indian cultivators from the Punjab, and the settlement
of numerous low Hindoos in the vdey, from sheer
love of money, and the hope of peacefully plundering
by trade their ignorant Muhornmudan masters, have
contributed, by intermaniage, slavedealing, and vice,
to complete the mongrel character of the Bunnoo
people. Every stature, from that of the weak Indian
to that of the tall Doohee; every complexion, from
the ebony of Bengal to the roey cheek of Cabul; every
dress, from the linen garments of the south to the
heavy goat-skin of the eternal snows, is to be seen
promiscuously among them, reduced only to a harmonious whole by the neutral tint of universal dirt.
Let the reader take this people, and arm them to
the teeth; then, throwing them down into the beautiful
country I have described, bid them scramble for its fat
meads and fertilizing waters, its fruits and flowers,
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and he win have a good idea of the state of landed
property, and laws of tenure, as I found them in 1847.
Such, indeed, was the total confusion of right, that,
by way of gaining for this community a new point of
departure, and starting fair on an era of law and order,
Colonel Lawrence, as I shall presently show, was obliged
to declare that five years' possession should be considered a good title.
Mr. Elphinstone, writing in 1808, says of the Bunnoochees, that though " without any common government," they " pay some regard to the King's authority,"
i. e. the King of Cabul. From that date, the Cabul
empire grew rapidly weaker; and in a few years the
capital was unable to send a force to cone& triiute
from such a distant province as Bunnoo; and without
a force, no attention was paid to either royal messengers
or royal Purwannuhs. Bunnoo became independent of
its own lawful sovereign. About 1833, the far monq
odious power, which had risen up on the opposite brtnk
of the Indus, began its attempts to include Bunnoo in
the Sikh empire. If the Bunaoochees were unwillinL.
to pay tribute to Cabul, they were quite resolved not t r ~
pay it to Lahore; aid through a quarter of a centurn,
in the face of armies and devastations, they succrcdrtl
in maintaining their new-gained independence.
Owning no external degianc8, let us see w h n t
internal government this impatient race submitted to :
m truth, none.
F'reed from a king, they could not
agree upon a chief; but every village threw R n*nU
mund its limits, chose its own Mullick (master),
and went to war with all its neighbours.
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A highly intelligent native named Agha Abbas, of
Shim, who was employed by the late Major R. Leech
to make a tour th-ough parts of the Punjab and
Afghanistan, in the year 1837, reported that there
were "full four hundred, if not five hundred, forts
and villages in the district." (A fort and a village in
their language mean the same thing. There was not
an open village in the country.) Ten years later, I sent
a spy before me into Bunnoo to draw me a rough map
of it. He returned with a sheet of paper completely
covered over with little squares and lozenges, and a
name written in each, with no space between.
" Why, Nizamooddeen," I said, " what is this?"
" That,"
he replied triumphantly, " why that's
Bunnoo !"
" And what are all these squares ?"
" Oh ! those are the forts."
A pleasing prospect for the individual to whom the
subjugation of BUMOO had been confided.
Subsequently, in making a revenue assessment, two
hundred and seventy-eight forts were actually registered
in the body of Bunnoo alone, without counting those in
the outside lands of the Meerees, or those of the
Vizeeree interlopers on the border.
So that I have always considered that Agha Abbas's
lowest estimate, four hundred, was a correct one of the
forts of Bunnoo.
I t will easily be understood that many of these forts
would be too weak long to maintain entire independence; and accordingly, above the Mullichs of single
forts soon rose up Mullicks of four or five ; and these
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contending, the victors became Mullicks of ten, twenty,
or thirty. At last the richer parts of the valley were
divided into twenty lots, called tuppehs, as follows :
4 Sooraunee tuppehs.

6 Meeree ditto.
4 Issukkee ditto.
2 MundAn ditto.
1 Daood Shah ditto.
1 Mumushkheyl ditto.
2 Tuppaiee ditto.
These, when Agha Abbas passed through the
country, in 1837, were under only five chiefs; but
in 1847, there were very nearly as many chiefs as
tuppehs.
The position and power of these Mullicks, in this
rude society, was very curious; and to those who
think the laws by which mankind is governed, in any
of its phases, can never be beneath our notice, the
following picture will be full of interest.
Under the patriarchal form of government, which
penvades the tribes of Afghanistan in general, each
tribe, or Ooloos, has ita hereditary chief, called the
Khan, in the same way that every household has its
natural head; and it would be as impossible for any
other person to become " Khan" in hi place, as it
would be for a family to disown their own father, and
choose another for themselves. Nevertheless, a junior
branch of the tribe might become so powerful as to
take the lead; in the same way that a son, set up in
VOL. I.

F
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independent busin-,
may, among us, draw away all
the customers of his M e t .
This is not the case, however, with the Afghans of
Bunnoo. They are so mixed, and crossed, that all
genealogy is confounded ; and the consequence is, that
as the Bunnoochees of the twenty tuppehs can scarcely
be said to be of one nation, so the Bunnoochees of each
tuppeh are never all of one tribe, and cannot, lastly,
have one hereditary "Khan." The head of each
tuppeh was not I' born to greatness," but " achieved
it." Either he became so by being the greatest landowner, or the wiseet in council, or the most terrible in
fight. In short, he w e d his chieftainship to influence,
not blood, or right ; and his sons after him s u d e d
only to the same privileges, on the same conditions.
Hence, most likely it is that the c h i d in Bunnoo,
instead of being called " Khans," as in other parts
of Afghanistan, are d e d Mullicks, which means
simply masters.
Once elevated to that position, they then exercised
the same authority as " Khans" in other tribes, and their
state and consequence was maintained as follows :
Every " nuneendar," or landowner, paid to his
Mullick onetenth of the produce of his fields, in
kind; and this tithe of the whole year's produce was
called the mulkeeut, or Mullick's share. The chief
either collected it in his own barns, or, if too idle, as
was commonly the case, farmed it to a Hindoo (and,
it may be safely added, was remorselessly cheated in the
calculation). When realized, the tithes did not become
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absolutely the chief's private property, but formed a
fund whence d public chwere defrayed ; and out
af it, the high mud w d h around the fortified villages
were repaired, the cra& and watar-oouraea kept ope%
arms and ammunition pumhaaed, the pilgrim f
w
an his holy progress, the neighbow, saint, or stranger
hospitably estertained, tbs beggar relieved, and the
s a g of the w~ulderiqg minstrd mwded. At the
end of the year, if there was any surplus left, it became
the chief's private property; but if there was any '
deficiency, he was expected to d&y it out of his o m
Iv8ourceB.
- In addition to the tithes, the d y 0 t h revenue
which the chief derived, was from a few taaes levied
on the wretched Hindoos in the t o m ; such i~a
percentage on all sales, and a fee for permission to
msny*

The Mullick might have land of his own, inherited,
purchased, or seized, and thence derive a large private
fortune; but the above are the only public revenues
he enjoyed in his capacity of chief, and their whale
amount would not perhaps average more than £2OQ
per annum. In Bazaar, however, which was the
capital of Bunnoo, the Mullick, La1 Baz Khan, used
to farm the town taxes alone, without the agricultural
tithes, fnr £1 50 a-year.
Such were the rude and roughly-extorted privileger,
of the few who had the savage strength to rise above
their fellows in Bunnoo ; such the surly ' homage which
the Bunnoochee, who brooked not the yoke of Cabul
F 2
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or Lahore, paid, amid all his licence, to the great
necessity of man's fallen nature-to be ruled.
Some dozen and a half of chiefs had enjoyed these
baronial rights for several years when I first went to
Budoo, and no one of their number seemed to be
able to " annex" another tuppeh to his own. But
petty aggressions were continual, and the power of
every Mullick was liable to constant fluctuation fiom
the decrease or increase of his influence among the
landowners of his own tuppeh. For instance, a dependent of Meer Alum Khan, in the tuppeh M d n ,
would take offence and fly to the fort of Dilassuh Khan
in tuppeh Dgood Shah, and the fugitive under any circumstances by Puthunukkee, or the custom of the
P u W nation,* must be hospitably received and
admitted. And if Diassuh Khan felt himself at the
time (as boys say at school) able to thrash Meer Alum,

* The people whom we geographically call Afghans, style
themselves nationally PuthBns, a name which, under all circumstances, whether in exile on the burning plains of Mooltan,
two hundred yeare after Aurungzebe brought them from their
beloved Kandahar, or in still remoter Rohilcund, whose rich
fields rewarded them for placing the Moghuls on the throne
of Delhi, they never cease to cherish and hand down from
genektion to generation, long after a11 regrets for Afghanistan
itself have been extinguished in their bosoms.
The very national language of Afghanistan is called Pushthoo.
or Pukhthoo. There is no such langunge as Afghan. The
tribes collectively are historically called Pukhthhuh, and an
individual P u k h t h , or PuthBn. (See also Mr. Elphinstone'a
"Account of the Kingdom of Caubul," Vol. I. Book 2,
Chap. I.)
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he would jump into his saddle, summon his followers,
and ride out towards that Mullick's fort, where, standing at a safe distance so as not to be shot during the
conference, he would lustily shout out for hi neighbour
to appear upon the wall, and give up the wife, and
children, and chattels of his runaway follower; and if
this demand was complied with out of inability to
resist, Dilassuh Khan would thenceforward receive the
chieftain's tenth share of the produce of his new v a s
says land, albeit not in hi own tuppeh. On the other
hand, if Meer Alum was stronger than Dilassuh, the
wife and children, and chieftain's tithe, would all remain
in possession of the former; and in this case the
fbgitive, disappointed of revenge, would cool down,
sue for permission to return, and be either reinstated
on payment of a fine, or else murdered, and his lands
c o n h t e d , according to the circumstances of the case,
and the good or ill-humour of Meer Alum at the
moment.
These fluctuations of power, however, had, at the
time I speak of, ceased to be of any great consequence.
The ambition, violence, and influence of the few, and
the requirements and endurance of the many, had
mutually found their level in the distracted valley ;
and the result was, as already stated, that several
years had come and gone, and still seen the twenty
rich tuppehs of Bunnoo pretty equally divided among
seventeen or eighteen chiefs.
But more securely to preserve this atatw, and check
each other's personal ambition, a political division was
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resorted to, still more remarkable thPn the fmitoria
tuppehs divided
already related. The chiefs of the
themselves into two goondees, or betiom, the leaders of
which were the mssrt iduential men at the time an
either side. When I went firet to h m m , Sher Must
Khan, of Jhundookheyl, was at the head of one goondm, m u s w nine thousand fighting men, and Jaf&
Khan, of Ghoreewduh, at the head of the other, with

six thousand.
This division stood to the whole of k o o in the
lieu of government. If my one who " msrched" with
Sher Must Khan was injured, and refused redress, by
one d o " marched" with Jatlir, he instantly reported
it to the head of his goondee, who called on the head of
the rival goondee to do justice,* and in case of d u d ,
beat his drum and proceeded to appeal to arms.
Again,if a man was ill-treated in his own g o o h ,
and his chief did not see him righted, he cmssed over
in dudgeon to " the opposition benches" with his
matchlock and powder, and claimed the full rights of
citizenship.
Bunnoo is proverbii, even among the quarrelsome
tribes of the Trans-Indus, for its family dissensions;
and at the time I speak of, there was scarcely a Mullick in the whole valley who was not very much embarrassed and kept in check by having a son or a nephew
at variance with him and enlisted in the ranks of the
opposite faction.
In the event of my enemy attacking Bunnoo from
the two goondees laid aside their private

b 7-
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merencis, and with the whole strength of the valley
resisbed the common enemy. And thia was the one
m b y oawion on which there waa my d t j in
Bunwo. Ths Bupaoocbees were k d l y ILeYer at peace
unless they werre at war I
J have stated that one faction mushed nine h u s l ~ d
iighthg men, and the other six thoumud ; total, fifteen
thousand. And this leach me to make s rough cald a t i a a of the population of Bunnoo.
If fifteen thowand able men went out to figbt, the
old men, whose fighting days were gone, and those
pupossly le6t at home in the forts to guard the women
and fieh, would certainly amount to one thud of that
number, or five thousand, making s total of twenty
t h o u 4 males; and if we add to these a proportion
of fody thousand women and cbildwn, we shall get
sixty thwsaod ae the approximate (Buaaoochee) pop*
h n of h e valley. Again, to teat tbis cxddation,
divide sixty thousand by the number of forts in Bunnoo,
which is few hundred, and the d t is an average of
one hundred 4fiRy Bunnoochees to each fortifid
dage, an e s t b a b which my own o h a t i o n makea
me condm m y close to the truth.
But tbe Bunnoocheea do not constitute the entire
population of Bunnoo, and the leader would bave a
very imperfect idea of its people snd a d &ate if I
omitted to meation thres elmm of men whose inhence matmhlly affects the valley. These rrre the
Oolumb, or religious characters ; tbe Hindoos ; and the
Vizeeree interlop #re.
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A well-educated man will, in

-

all probability, be reli-

gious ; but an ignorant one is certain to be superstitious.
A more utterly ignorant and superstitious people than
the Bunnoochees I never saw. The vilest jargon was
to them pure Arabic frop the blessed Koran, the
clumsiest imposture a miracle, and the fattest fakeer a
saint. The myriads of holy vagabonds, who are the
spawn of the Prophet, found in the Bunnoochees an
easy prey, and in their fertile fields a luxurious livelihood. " Where the carcase is, there are the eagles
gathered together." Far and near from the barren and
ungrateful hills around, the Moollah and the Kbee, the
Peer and the Syud, descended to the smiling vale,
armed in a panoply of spectacles and owl-like looks,
miraculous rosaries, infallible amulets, and tables of
descent from Muhornmud. Each new-comer, like St.
Peter, held the keys of heaven ; and the whole, like
Irish beggars, were equally prepared to bless or curse
to all eternity him who gave or who withheld. These
were " air-drawn daggers," against which the Bunnoochee peasant had no defence. For him the whistle of
the far-thrown bullet, or the nearer sheen of his enemy's
" shumsheer," had no terrors ; blood was simply a red
fluid; aod to remove a neighbour's head at the shoulder, as easy as cutting cucumbers. But to be cursed
in Arabic, or anything that sounded like it ; to be told
that the blessed Prophet had put a black mark against
his soul, for not giving his best field to one of the Pro"a own posterity; to have the saliva of a disap1 saint left in anger on his door-post ; or behold
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a Hiijee, who had gone three times to Mecca, deliberately sit down and enchant his camels with the itch,
and his sheep with the rot : these were things which
made the dagger drop out of the hand of the awestricken savage, his knees to knock toget.her, his liver
to turn to water, and his parched tongue to be scarce
able to articulate a full and complete concession of the
blasphemous demand. Even the weak Kings of Cabul
availed themselves of these fears, and long after they
had ceased to draw secular revenue from Bunnoo,
found no difliculty in quartering on any of the tuppehs
the superfluous saints of Cabul.
I t is no wonder, therefore, that when I came to
register the lands, I found one-sixth of Bunnoo in the
grasp of the OolurnB.*
Out of two hundred and
seventy-eight forts registered in the richest parts of the

* This excess of superstition is not confined to Bunnoo, but
pervades the whole of the barbarous tribes around. The intelligent native traveller ('4gha Abbas), whom Mnjor Leech deputed
to these pnrts, gives the following amusing account of the impostures he practised on his road, to sustain his assumed character
of a saint :
Whilst among the Vizeeree tribes : " On descending from one
of these h i , I stopped for a short time on the borders of a
stream, with the intention of taking some refreshment, when
I observed s party of four men advancing towards me. Fearing
they might be thieves, I had recourse to my detonating powder,
and placing some on a stone at my feet, awaited their approach.
When they drew near, in attempting to rise, I rested my
walking-stick on the powder, exclaiming : ' Ya Alee Madads(Help, oh, Alee). The usual explosion ensued, and the thieves,
for such I still suspect them to have been, approached me with
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less thaa forty-four were, in tbe spring of

1848, the immediate property of rthgww

h m .

great reverence. and quested that I would blew them by
clapping them on the back.'"

*

*

*

*

8

Agsin : " While I warn dining, a Hindoo pmented himaelf,
and complained that he had a wife d o hed prewated him
with three children, but ru dumb. I mggabd thJ ehe nut
k polrewed of a devil. He indrbd upon my accompanyioghim home. This I did, saying that I would put a copper pice
and a rupee into a vessel of water, and that one or the other
would leap out ; if the former, he must distribute a fowl and
Borne copper change in charity ; if the latter, a rbap. A r d
being produced, I proceeded, with the eid of my r e m t , to
dimbur tbr water in order to Eonoeal the conimh, which
c ~ a i s t e dof 8 ateel spring, d n e d by mernr of a piece of rock
d t , on which I placed the rupee, during my incantation. The
salt of course, in time, melted, and the spring expanding, jerked
the rupee out of the water. The sheep was accordingly given
me to ~acrifice,as well aa the charmed rupee, and in return I
gave the dumb lady a looking-glass, in which she was pundually
to look at henelf whenever threatened with a return nf the dumb
devil, which I assured them would either quit her after neven
days or seven weeke."

*

*

*

*

*

whilrt amthe Khu@b, at Teem!, on tbe north of
Bmmoo : ''01) arriving at Teem, I put up ia tk8 mosque, when
shortly after a very good-looking woman p m a d d hem&
bringing with her bread and hrlwah, which rhe presented
to me ; then taking hold of my elirt, begged me to attend to
her petition. Thiu am, to give her wme chum to attract the
attmtionr of her husband, which had, for the paat months been
divided rmong his other wives, to her entire exclunion. I
ordered the Persian writer to make out the Peaeasary charm,

-

4

&in,

-1

IndirectZy their possessions were far wider. Exempted
from all Bibate themselvee (for neither did the lay
and gave it to her, aa well aa a piece of sugar-candy, which I
charmed by wetting it with my diva, while I repeated rnpposed
incantations over it. Thie she waa to give her husband to eat.
Whether he wan pleased w i t h the perhapa nmaaual attention and
fondnem of muurer of hia rise, or how it rr, I know not;
t of a rheep.
But the retmned to me next morning 6 t h a y
- much p l e d with the d e c t of my charm."

*

'

*

*

*

*

Again, at Uetarxye : " My fame aa a fakeer bad preceded me.
Immediately after my arrival, a man waited on me, and r e p
sented that he had a very beautiful daughter, who regularly
every Sunday and Wednesday went mad, and aometimea atrucL
herself, and sometimes her relatione ; that she aae engaged to
be married, and her intended had become averse to the mdch
ever since the commencement of theee fits; entreating me to
cure her. I became at a low what to do; and what puuled
me more, WIW, that the day of my arrival ana a hturday,
and the next day the girl re wae her wont, had the mad fit;
and I waa taken to the house, and found her etretched at full
length, heaping abuse on all her relatiom. I eoon diecovered
that she was shamming, and commenced operatione accordingly. I drew a line cm the ground round her, and wrapped
some hrimetone in a rug, and gave it to my servant, while I
covered my own head, and commenced incautatiana, telling the
sarvant to light the rag and apply it to her nostrils. while I
ordered the father to hold her h l y until I told him to releatie
her, warning him that if he did so witbut my telling him, the
devil, of whom hin daughter was poeseeeed, would kill her. On
the burning brimatone being applied, ehe begged to be releaeed,
in a sensible tone of voice. This I would not allow until she
epoke in the person of the poseeseing devil, and p r o d he
never would return. 1 explained that it was neceesarg to give
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Mullick ever dare to take tithe for himself from the
OolumB, nor to assess them for the Sikh invader), these
privileged classes soon grew rich, and began to put
their savings out to usury. The Bunnoochee landowners, notwithstanding the natural fertility of their
country, were poor. Every two or three years the
Sikh army harried their fidds, trod down their harvests, burnt their houses, and inflicted injuries which
a written charm, to prevent the return of the evil, and explained
to the mother that I wished see the girl in private. On her
baing brought. I questioned her before the mother, of the devil.
She replied, that arr long aa the fakeer (myself) remained, he
(the devil) would not possess her, but immediately on his (my)
departure, he (the devil) would destroy her after this. The
mother motioned her daughter to depart, who refused, saying
she would etay and wait on me. When we were alone, the girl
told me the truth, which was, that she had a lover, and played
these tricks that the match with the young man to whom she
was engaged might be broken off. I promised to aid her, and
told her to get her betrothed to visit me. In the morning the
young man came, and asked me to do nll I could to cure his
intended of her fits. I explained that if she got cured, the devil
would attack him instead, and proved it by my old apparatus of
the bowl of dirty water and the steel spring, which ejected his
name aa the fated one. He was much frightened, and entreated
me to point out remedy. This I did, by assuring him he could
never marry the 'poseessed.' and live, and that therefore he had
much better take the other sister, who was also marriageable.
This, after some time was, with my assistance, arranged. The
wccesaful lover who had hitherto remained in the background,
now visited me, bringing with him some cooked dishes. He
attenvarda accompanied me one stage aa a guide, and I leR
Ustamye with the satisfaction of having caused the happiness of
two beings at no one's expense ."
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it took the intervals of peace to repair; and in these
intervals the Bunnoochee Mullick, too ignorant to
estimate his own tithes, farmed them to a sharp Hindoo
trader, and spent the produce in debauchery, indifferent if the Hindoo who had paid him fifty per cent.,
exacted two hundred per cent. from the people. To
meet all -these demands, the landowner was too often
obliged to borrow; and his neighbour, the Syud, so
illiterate, that he could not read the Koran of his great
ancestor, could at least plead utter ignorance that the
sacred volume prohibits usury to good Muhornmudans.
He lent his money to the distressed Bunnoochee, and
took some land in mortgage until the debt was paid.
Whatever burdens that land was liable to in the community, whether tithe to the Mullick, or black mail to
.the Sikh, were defrayed by the unhappy landlord, while
his holy creditor enjoyed the crops.* At this rate, it
may be imagined how very seldom the original debt
was repaid; and my impression, on subsequent inquiry
into the state of Bunnoo was, that fully two-thirds of
that prolific valley, where nature never denies a harvest,
had passed into the hands of mortgagees from the
poverty of the farmers; and of these mortgagees the
O o l u d were by far the most numerous. In learning,

*

When subsequently I came to assess the land with a regular
tax of one-fourth of produce for the Sikh Government. I put dl
the ownera of mortgaged land in the way of clearing their
encumbered estates, by ruling, that whoever Lld the land
should pay the revenue, after which, the remainder produce
should be charged with twelve per cent. on the original debt,
and then the balance be camed towarda the discharge of the
mortgage.
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y any, if at all, elevated above their flocks ; in
gsrb and manners, a8 88mge; in no virtm superior;
humanizing them by no gentle idwmoe; shedding on
their wild homes no one generous or hembkimihg ray
of religion; these impudent impastors throve alike on
the abundance and the want d the superstithus Bunnoochees, and contributednothing to the common stock
but inflammatory counsel, and a f&
yd in the
rear of the battle.
If thk was the position of the privileged Muhommudan priest in Burmoo, far otherwise was that of the
despised and infidel Hindoo. The higotry of Christian
sects (though more repdensible) is lukewarm in comparison with the fiery hatred and ambmp&felt by a
Moo&&
in a Moossuldn country, for the Hindoo
worshipper of idols.
The sword-proselytismwfdch that p r o f i d impostor,
Muhornmud, found it neoesssrg for political purposes
to inculcate in his day, and which d the cresaent
into Europe, hss sunk deeply and ineradicably into the
Muhornmudan chsracter, and has disgraced the history
of successive generations with an enduring persecution
fiu more dGcult to bear than the wanton outbreaks of
a Herod, a Nero, or even a Decius. In India tihe
rant reign of the wise Akbur is a bright exception;
md the Punjab in particular, and the adjoining states
between the Sutlej and the Jurnna, have been the alternate scene of Hindoo suffering and Hindoo revenge.'
+
M

In rr single page of Agha Abbaa's Journal (written no late

1837), I found the following examples of religious retalia-

tion :
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The Sikh r e l i g h in ite origin was nothing more than
the charitable attempt of a good man to reaonoile the
followen, of Brahma and the Prophet ; and that great
Hindoo nation which, if unchecked by the Christian
stranger would have overrun the vast continent of India,
and have driven Muhommudanism back into Central
Asia, took its military rise in the blood of a Sikh
teacher, who was beheaded by a Muhammadan Prince
for refusing to perform a miracle. This thirst for
" infidel" blood has, in Afghanistan especially, been
aggravated by the reprisals of the Sikhs,ultimately so
viotwioua in their awn country over the power of Cabul
and Delhi; and it might well be supposed that, under
these cimmatanoes,love of life would procure from the
"At Nonsherah I witnessed an act of Sikh tyranny. Three
of the country people. Muhommndana, had been pressed to
labour the day before, and at night had been shot, on a pretended enspicion of being thieves. Their bodies were hung 0x1
a gallovk, and a 6re had evidently been lit underneatl~,from the
dreadful manner in which they were scorched."

*

*

*

*

*

*' Saw the body of a Khnttnk, suspended over the gate of the
town of Khyrabad, which is opposite to that of Attock, and on

the right bank, in company with a dog, and scorched like the
body at Noneherah. He had been killed by a Sikh on m e
f b pretence."

*

*

*

*

*

There is a noted robber in these par@ by name Sheremman, who lives in the Ganger hills. He is in rebellion
against the Sikb, and one of their moat deadly enemies. He
neldom plunders a Kaiila, unleee he h d e a Sikh in it, a Single
soul of which caste he never spares."
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timid Hindoo race a prudent observance of that law of
their religion which forbids them to cross the Indus ;*
but love-of gold is stronger than love of life, and the
H i d o o in Asia, like the Jew in Europe, has cheerfully
braved every danger, and encountered all civil and
religious disabilities, sustained by the one strong hope
of " a good investment."
Elphinstone says the Hindoos " are to be found over
the whole kingdom of Cabul; in towns they are in
considerable numbers as brokers, merchants, bankers,
goldsmiths, sellen of grain, kc. Tbere is scarce a
village in the country without a family or two who exercise the above trades, and, act as accoktants, moneychangers, &c. They spread into the north of Persia,
but in small numbers, owing to the bad treatment they
receive. They are encouraged in Bokhaura and other
towns in Tartary."f And in a note he adds, "they
are indeed to be found as far west as Astrachan, and
they aie numerous in Arabia, while on the east they
extend as far as Pekin, where they are said to have a
temple."
In all these positions, at the capitals, and in the
distant villages of their enemies, their u s e f i e s s to
governments and individuals alone protects them in
ordinary times; but this fails during periods of popular

* Attock, which is the most important fort and ferry of the
Indus, is supposed to take its name from a Sanscrit word,
signifying prohibition or hindrance ; " thus far shalt thou go
.- ,
and no farther."
t Vol. I. Chap. xrr.
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excitement, and especially if there be any religious
tumult, when the houses of the Hindoos are assailed
and plundered, if the owners themselves escape."
In Bunnoo the position of the Hindoos was peculiarly
degraded, for they lacked the interested friendship of a
regular and needy government, and became entirely
dependent on the individual Mullicks who harboured
them in their forts. They could not indeed venture
outside the walls, or visit their brethren in other forts
without a safeguard from their own chief, who conducted and brought them'back, and was paid for his
protection. Once when I was encamped in the Sooraunee tuppehs, two half-buried human bodies were
discovered, whose wounds bore evidence to the violence
of their death. I was &aid they were some of my own
men, and instant inquiry was made in camp; when
some Bunnoochees came forward to explain that they

* The Jews, to whom I have already compared the Hindoos,
were in Rome, which claims to be the most Christian of citiea,
conked to the Ghetto, or Jews' quarter, so strictli, that the
gate was shut on them at eight o'clock every night, and a
soldier posted there to prevent ingress or egress. After that
hour, any Jew found,in the streets of Rome was certain to be
hunted by the Christian mob. One of the acta by which Pope
Piue IX. has shown himself too liberal for his age, was the
removal of the reetriction and the sentry ; but, aa he had not
previouely removed the prejudices of hie people, they resorted
nightly to the unprotected Ghetto, and so plundered the emancipated Jews, that they petitioned to be again disfranchised, and
have the gate of the dark ages shut for another century on their
libertim. 80 sim& in the human heart, whether it beat under
a black skin or a white !
VOL. I.
Q
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were " only two Hindoos, who had gone out without a
guard to collect some debts I" No Hindoo in Bunnoo
w& permitted to wear a turbau, that being tao sacred a
symbol of Muhornmudanism ; and a small catton skullcap was all that they had to protect their brains frwn
the keen Bunnoo sun. When they came into our
camp they made a holiday of it, brought a turban in
their pock& and put it on with childish delight d m
they got inside the lines. If any Hindoo wished to
celebrate a marriage in his family he went to his Mullick for a licence as regularly as an English gentlemen
to Doctars' Commons, and had to hire the MuIlick's
soldiers also to guard the procession, and 6re a fm de
jok. Notwithstanding $I these outward dangers and
disabilities, the Hindoo in his inmost soul might hold
" high carnival," for assuredly he was the moral victor
over his Muhommudan masters. I do not remember
a single chief in Bunnoo who could either read or write.
and, what is much rarer among natives, very h indeed
could make a mental calculation. Every chief, therefore, kept Hindoos about his person as general agents
and secretaries. Bred up to love money from his
cradle, the common Hindoo cuts his first tooth on a
rupee, wears a gold mohur round hia neck for an
amulet, and has cowry shells (the k~weatdenomination
of his god) given him to play with on the floor. The
multiplication-table, up to one hundred times one hundred, is his first lesson; and out of school he has two
pice given to him to take to the bazaar and turn into
an anno. bcfore he gets his dinner; thua educated,

H i m , of all others, are the best adapted for middlemen, and the Bunnoochee Mullick found in them a
useful but double-edged tooL They calculated the
tithes due to him from the tuppeh, and told him a
falee total much under the real one; they then offered
tb buy them from him, and cheated him dreadfully;
and, lastly, they collected the tithes from the people
who were equally ignorant, and took one hundred for
fifty, backed by the soldiers of the very Mullick to
whom they had given fifty for one hundred. If the
landowner was distressed, the Hindoo competed with
the Muhommudan prieat for the honour of relieving
him with a loan upon hie land ; and if the debt wns
Stterwards repudiated, he mily obtained justice by
bribing his friend the Mullick.
Throughout the whole of B m o o all trade was in
the hands of the Hindoos, with the exoeption (charactmbtic of the two racm) of gunpowder,* firesrms,.t and
swords, which were exclueively marmfactured and sold
by Mnhommudm. Hence they had shops in every
petty fort, and every Muhommudan in the vahy was
their customer. Their greatest gathering was in Bazaar,
a fortified town,which was the capital of Bunnoo, and
whose chief, La1 Bsz Khan, had the wisdom to see his

* When gunpowder WM to be miuruf.ctmed for any hostilities, in which the whole community war concerned, the
Hiidoos were forced to contribute the materials, as their share
of the war expenses.
t Tbe iron of which the gun-barrels and swords were manufectared, ru brought to Bnnnoo from a mine m the Dour hills.
0 2
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own interest in treating them with tolerable kindness.
Here there were, in April, 1847, no less than a hundred houses of Hindoos ; the members of the despised
religion were allowed to erect four 'IMkoo~wAruhs,or
temples, and two charitable foundations, d e d Dhurum&uhs, a singular instance of toleration in the valley ;
and still more strange, they were not even obliged to
silence their holy shell, (the Shunkh), whose profane
screams would nowhere else in Bunnoo have been
allowed to set the teeth of MoossulrntZns on edge. In
one tuppeh of Runnoo (that of DIood Shiih) the Hindoos even arrived at the dignity of an independent
community. The D b o d Shilh tuppeh is the nearest
to the adjoining country of Dour, between which and
Bunnoo considerable trade is carried on in iron, and firpoles &om the Vizeeree hills, used in Bunnoo for
roofing; and an enterprisimg colony of Hindoos, under
the protection of Dilassuh Khan, actually established
themselves on this border, and were permitted to surround themselves with a fort.
For these privileges
they paid largely to the old chief, but were fully indemnified by a monopoly of the Dour trade; and I doubt
whether the larger colony in Bazaar could boast
of more wealth than the inhabitants of " Moola's
Gurhee!'
Living then though they did in fear and trembling,
unable to display the very wares they wished to sell,
burying the profit that they made in holes in the
fic!lds and under the hearthstones of their houses,
m:mying wives only by sufferance, keeping them only

'
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if they were ugly, and worshipping their gods by
stealth, the Hindoos of Bunnoo ban still not be said
to have been objects of pity, for their avarice made
them insensible to the degradation of their position,
and they derived from the gradual accumulation of
wedth a mean equivalent for native country, civil
liberty, and religious freedom.*
The only class remaining to be noticed in Bunnoo, is
that of the Vizeeree interlopers.
In my first chapter, I have mentioned that the
Vizeerees annually, at the approach of winter, drive
their flocks and herds down from their own cold
mountains to the more sheltered grazing grounds in
the Thull, on the, east of Bunnoo. If the reader will
now turn to the map, he will see the open country
designated by the general name of Bunnoo, divided
into three tracts, coloured respectively green, yellow,
and blue. The green represents Bunnoo Proper, the
rich cultivated tract which contains the twenty tuppehs,

* Although it in obvions that a servitude among Muhommudans, such aa I have described, was altogether inconsistent
with the practice of the Hindoo religion, I think it is only due
to the Hindooa of Bunnoo to mention that, in common with
their exiled brethren in all the other Trans-Indus countries, they
annually sent some members of their community on an atoning
pilgrimage to Juggernkth, a distance in a direct line of twelve
hundred and fifty milea, and probably fifteen hundred by the
road. The asperities of such a journey, performed in such
a climate, by persona usually in the decline of life, might well
be aa soothing to the conscience of the Khutree aa ascending
the steps of Pontius Pilate on bare knees is to that of the
Roman pilgrim.
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and all the Bunnoochee tribes and forts. The blue
represents the outside cultivation and villages of the
Khuttuk tribes, who are the masters of the hills on
the eaat, and this tract of land never belonged to the
Bunnaochees, and is not included in their country.*
The remaining tract, coloured yellow, not only includes
the formerly-mentioned Thull, or wilderness, but runs
round three sides of Bunnoo, interposing between it
and the hills ; and the whole of this is in the exclusive
possession of Vizeereea, who a h , as I shall presently
ehow, have extensive possessions in the tuppeha of
Bunnoo Proper, intermixed with the lands of the
Bunnoochea.
The Vizeerees are at once one of the most numerous
and the most united of all the tribes of Afghanistan ;
and to this, not less than to the strength of their '
country, are they indebtsd for being wholly independent.
They neither own now, nor by their own mount have
ever owned, any allegimm to any of the Kings of
Cabul, If you ask where their country is, they point
to the far-off horizon, where the azure sky is pierced
I may aa well take this opportunity of naming the villages
and tribes of the Khuttuks contained within the tract coloured
blue in the map. They are as follows :
NAME OF VILLAGE.

..,..
......
-. . . . . .

Luttummur
Kummur
Kurrnk
Nusruttee
Shinw6

. . . . . .
. . . . . . .

IPAME O F TRIBE.

Omjhdoo (or great)..
Lund (little), alrw, called Toorkeekheyl.
(Not known).
Nunruttee.
Gooddee Kheyl.

by the snowy peaks of " Sufeyd Koh,'! or the White
Mountain, and which, in their Pushtoo tongue, they caIl
Speenjha, or Speengurh; but that great mountain is
only their citadel, at the head of a long line of f ~ e
nesses extending from the frontier of T&, less than
a hundred miles from Dem Ishmael Khan on the Indus,
to within fifty milea from Jellslabad. The Vizeerees
are divided into two branches, the Otmanzyes and
the Ahrnudzyes. The former extend themaelves from
the parent stock in a southernly direction down the
S o o W e e hills as far as the plains of Tilk, and have
for their head-quartem Kaneegoornun, which is about
parallel with Murwut. The other bmch of Ahmudzyes
seems to diverge with the Salt Range, and stretch
along it to the eastward, as far as the country of the
Khuttuks. Hardy and, for the most part, pastoral,
they subsist on mountains where other tribes would
starve; and might enjoy the possession they have
obtained of most of the hills which encrust the valleys
of Khost, Dour, Bungush and Bunnoo, without any
inconvenience to the lawful owners in the plains below,
if their pastoral cares were confined to their own cattle,
and not extended to that of their neighbours. But it
is the pecuhnty of the great V i r e e tribe that they
enemies of the whole world. Amongst themselves
dissension is unknown, a spectacle unique in aIl
Afghanistan, and they are thus free to turn their
whole strength outwards against weaker and more
distracted races. Of the Vizeeree it is literally true,
that " his hand is against every man, and every man's
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By fir the greater part of the
hand agamt 'him."
trade between Khorassan and India comes and goes
through the Pass of Gwaleyree, which emerges on the
plain of the Indus, at the issue of the Gomul River, in
T . The hills on either side of the pass are held by
the Otmanzye Vizeerees ; and they cany on a predatory
war against the caravans, year after year, with a relent
less ferocity and daring, which none but a Lohhee
(or an English) merchant would brave, or be able to
repel.*
While the Otmanzye branch has been thus engaged
in taking annual toll from the Indian trade, the
Ahmudzye Vizeerees, with whom we are now more
particularly concerned, have commenced that great
transition from pastoral to agricultural habits which
so surely overtakes .every aboriginal race at the point
where increase from within or encroachment from
without reduces its pastures below the level of its'
wants. A m,ultiplying people, increasing flocks, and
insufficient grazing grounds, first brought these nomads

* 'L No quarter is given to men in these wars ; i t is said
that the Vieerees would even kill a male child that fell into
their hands ; but they never molest women, and if one of that
sex wandens from her caravan, they treat her with kindness, and
Cabul.
send guides to escort her to her tribe."-EbhinstonZu
Vol. 11. p. 80.
This chivalric trait I can easily believe, though I never hcard
of it from other sources; for considerable intercourse with the
Vizeerees impressed me most favourably with their character,
in spite of all the trouble their turbulent habits gave me. They
are truly very noble savnges!
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into Bunnoo about thirty years. ago. The Thull, too
dreary and barren for the softer Bunnoochees, was to
them a tempting space; they drove down their herds
into it, and pitched their black blanket tents; the
flocks fiittened, and the winter which raged in their
native hills passed luxuriously away in these new plaine.
The spring sun rekindled the love of home, and 'made
the goat-skin cloak hang heavy on the shoulders of the
mountaineer, and the sheep to bleat under its fleece.
The tribe turned their faces towards Speenjha; and
the Bunnoochee thieves, hanging on the rear of their
march to the very borders of the valley, were afraid
to venture within the range of the juzails of the
Ahmudzyes, arid the strangers went away unchallenged.
Again and again the winter brought them back, and
in occasional collisions between the savage of the plain
and the savage of the mountain, the Vizeeree proved
ever the. savagest, and became a name of fear and
hatred in Bunnoo. At length the Vizeeke. cast his
eye on the Bunnoochee fields and harvests, and became
possessed with the lust of land. So he proceeded in
his rough way to occupy what he wanted, which, for
the convenience of being within reach of his own
people, he chose nearest to the Thull; and when the
Bunnoochee owner came to look after his crops, he
was "warned off" with a bullet as a trespasser. A
sad era was this in Bunnoochee annals. Hushed were
all private feuds now, for the lion had come among the
wolves : Mullick after Mullick was being robbed.
At length the two great goondees laid s i d e their

differen-,
and met in high d on the national
dilemma. Then had been the time to fight, and fight
desperately, ere the intruders had taken root; and
some voices did cry out for war, but the chiefs of the
two goondeea knew their strength, and that the whale
ydey oould not muqter twenty thousand men. On
one side, their neighbours of Dour were afraid to assist
them, for their little valley was nearer than Bunnoo to
$he Vizemee hills. The brave men of Murwut, on the
other side, were ~caroelylees hostile than the Vizeerew.
The Vizeerees themselves could Bummon forty thousand
warriors. The " m c i l of war," as usual, reaolved
on peace-" tempered," as Talleyrand said of the
Russian despotism, "by assasahation." They would
not fight the Vizeeree tribe, but they would hamss
individuals with matchlock, knife, and ambuscade, and
make occupation or cultivation impracticable. They
i temper. The first act of
little knew the V
treacherous hostility drew down a fearful and bloody
retabation. Where at first only a field was gone, now
a home waa desolate: and so both sidee continued;
the Vizeeree encroaching, the Bunnoochee resisting;
the Vizeeree revenging, the beaten Bunnoochee retiring
in deapal. At length even this found its limit. Both
sides grew weary. Only a few Vizeerees cared for the
new toy of cultivation, and many came to a cornpromise with the owners for small sums of money,
inadequate, but better than nothing. The Vizeeree
intruders built forts like those of the Bunnoochees on
the plundered lands, and with the usual facility of

revolutions in the East, soon pawed into uadisputed
proprietors of eome of the best tracts on the left bank
of the Khoomun. But they never mixed with the
Bunnoochees, either in marriage, religious ceremonies,
or the more ordinary affairs of life. Had the Bunnoocheea been less wronged, the Vizeerees w d d have
been still too proud to mingle blood pure as the snow
on Sufeyd Koh, with the mongrel lowland tribes of
Bunnoo. Pruud, patriotic, and united among themselves; austere and simple in their own manners, but
hmpitable to the stranger, and true to their gueat
against force or conuption,* the Ahmudzyes stood
aloof from the people they oppressed, and looked on
in contempt at their cowardly submiasion, their dieunited efforts against the Sikh invader, thek lying
dealings with each other, their treacherous assassinations at the board, and the covetous squabbles with
which they converted into a hell the heavenly d e y
given them by nature.
I must not conclude this sketch of the Vizeerea
settlement in Bunnoo without mentioning, that as the
Ahmudzyes have occupied (besides their seinves in the
tuppehs) the Thun on the east, and the waste under
- the hills on the north of Bunnoo, so their countrymen
of the Otmanzye branch have felt their way d o h
Raja Heem Sing, when prime Minister of Lahore, sent an
offer of three thoasand rape-, or a300, to Mullick Swaho
Khan, Viceeree, if he would give up Mullick Futteh Khan,
Towmnuh, who hrd taken refuge in hia mountainr. The offer
w u rejected with indjgnation. .
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from the western mountains to the waste lands which
lie about the banks of the Tochee, scraped out of them
a little precarious cultivation, and built a few forts to
protect them from the Bunnoochee owners in the
adjoining tuppehs of Meeree. With these Otmanzyes
I had little intercourse, but they seemed to me to
possess all the predatory habits of the Ahmudzyes,
without any of the noble qualities which make that
branch of their nation savagely respectable.*
The reader has now been introduced to the four
classes which make up the population of Bunnoo:
the mongrel and vicious Bunnoochee peasantry, illruled by Mullicks, and ill-righted by 'factions ; the
greedy Syuds, and other religious mendicants, sucking
the blood of the superstitious people; the mean Hindoo traders, enduring a life of degradation, that they
may cheat their Muhornmudan employers; and the
Vieeree interlopers, half pastoral, half agricultural,
wholly without law, but neither destitute of honour
or virtue.t

* For a detail of the V i r e e tribee, see the Appendix to
Chapter 11.
t The proportions in which the twenty tuppehe of the valley
were divided among them may be anired at with approximate
accuracy from the following data. Out of 114,482 kunahls of
h d under cultivation in the khurreef, or winter harvest, of the
Hiudoo yenr 1904 (A.D. 1847), and which were measured by my
orders for the purpoee of assee ment, 89.89 1 were in possession
of Bunnoochee landowners and their Hindoo creditore ; 3 8,958
in the hands of the religious claaees ; and 5633 in those of the
Vieeree interlopers. ,Inother words, the religious pensioners

.
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To complete the picture, it is only necessary to
imagine these races in their several high-walled forts ;
the Vieerees on the outside, the Bunnoochees and
Syuds, with their Hindoo agents, in the heart of
Bunnoo Proper, d watching each other with vigilant
ill-will, and so divided by class interests as to e
unable to appreciate the danger approaching all alike
from without, in the shape of a brave and well-disciplined Sikh army, whose energies were guided by a
British officer.
Such was the country which, in the Christmas of
184 7, I was ordered to subjugate to the Khalsa Crown ;
such the people who were to oppose me.
Let us now return to the Vizeeree " MTells," in the
Thull, where, in Chapter I., we left the two Sikh
columns happily united, on December 8th.
had one-sixth, and the Vizeereee onetwentieth of that harvest.
I repeat, however, that thin can only give a rough idea;
for from this harvest three out of the twenty tuppehs r e
excluded by drought consequent on a feud about irrigation
between the Meeree Bunnoochees, and the V i r e e settlere
on the Tochee; and the Ahmurhye Vizeereee have of late
yearn taken to cultivate in the Thull, ao that they have now
more cultivation without than within the tuppehn.
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CHAPTER 111.

VERYearly in our march from Lahore, I had resumed
communications with my old antagonists in Bunnoo, by
the following prochation, which went before us as
avant-courier; for it was still desirable to reach our
object by a peaceful road ; and the arguments advanced
were such as would come home to the understandings of
all classes, put the loss of their liberties in the least repugnant light, and at all events suggest the hopelessness
of resistance.
" PROCLAMATION.
"TO TEE MULLICKS A N D PEOPLE OP BUNNOO.

" 1 told you last spring, that if you did not accept
the easy terms which I offered you, and pay up your
arrears, I should come to collect the balance in the
winter, build a fort, establish a Sikh garrison, and put
your fertile valley under a KArdL,* like any other
part of the Punjab kingdom.

* KbrcMr, means literally, in Persian, an agent; but wan commonly used in the Punjab to designate a provincial collector
of government revenue. In dl cases, he had police functions ;
in many, magisterial ; and in some even, judicial. He was thus
armed with great power ; waa generally supported by the Sikh
Durbar, whether right or wrong, if he only bribed the courtiers
well enough ; and waa consequently a blessing or a curse, simply
in the ratio of hir own perwnal incliaatione.
a
VOL. I.
-~
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" I am now on my way to keep my word ; and two
forces are marching upon Bunnoo, one from Dera
Ishmael Khan, and one from Peshawur.
" You see, therefore, that you had much better have
agreed with me in the spring.
" I t still depends, however, on yourselves, how you
will be treated.
" My orders are these: to collect your arrears of
revenue, and make a settlement for the future,
" With respect to the first, you dl know how much
you owe, and the sooner you pay it the better it will
be for you. I have got all your accounts, and see
that La1 Baz Khan's was the only tuppeh which paid
up. La1 Baz Khan shall have no reason to repent his
good behaviour, for I shall give him a larger allowance
than any other Mullick in Bunnoo.
" With respect to the futurc settlement, not only
the claims of the Maharajuh, but also of the Mullicks,
of the Ryots, of the Syuds, and dl other holy men who
hold charitable lands, will be taken into consideration,
and justice done to all.
" You know very well that no ' 6ahib'* evar fixes a
heavy revenue. ' Sahibs' ore at this moment settling
the revenue throughout the Punjab, and making all
the people happy.?

* Sahib means simply a m ~ b r and
.
ir diotinctirely aud univernally applied throughout British India md the neig*ouring
countries, to Englishmen ; an involuntary confession $the
master-energy of that race.
t Great satisfaction had at thir time been caused to t h a
rultirntorn of the Ponjnb by the light revenue settlement nude

1
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" If

you wish for peace and kinheas, therefore, and
to be good subjeoto of the Maharajuh, let the Mullih
present themselves in my camp without delay, and the
people stay quietly in their houses.
" Laat spring, half of you ran away to the hill8 ;
some because they were Bfraid af heing treatad barbs
mply by the Sikhs, aa usual, and some to esoape
paying revenue.
" You saw that I did not allow plundering, and that
the soldiers were set aa sentries over your crops, and
therefore you need not now run away out of fear.
" And it is of no use your m i n g away to avoid
payment of revenue, because the Udss and garrison
will wait till you come bauk, and you will at last either
have to pay or remain for ever in exile.
" Let a
ll good subjects therefore fear nothing, but
pursue their labours of harveot and cultivation ; and
let every Mullick who do- not wish to be ejeded
from his chieftainship come in to me.
"Above all keep in mind that the army whioh is
now coming to Bunnoo, is not going away again after
a month, but is coming to stay. Make your oalculations therefore accordingly.
(Dated)
"Camp, Meehee, November 17th, 1847."
in the district of Jhung, by Mr. Arthur CocLe, cbief aaaietant
to the President. It was the beginning of a complete aid
reduced eettleincnt of the land-tax throughout the Punjab,
which had risen to a most oppressive height during the financial
difficultiesof the Lahore Government previous to the fimt 8ikkwar.
H 2
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This proclamation, conveyed by a trusty messenger,
distributed, and duly deliberated upon in the Bwnoochee councils, had a good effect.
Sher Must Khan, of Jhundookheyl (whom I leR in
the spring leader of one of the two national goondees,
but who had since been expelled even from his own fort
by a rival and nephew of his own), came in to General
Cortlandt before I crossed the Indus, hoping to be reinstated by our aid. JaBr Khan and Alladad Khan joined
me as soon as J crossed at Esaukheyl, both of them
having grants for former services which they wished to
get confirmed. At Lukkee, in Murwut, wc were met
by La1 Baz Khan, of Bazaar, who alone of all thc chiefs
had behaved thoroughly well in the spring, and who
came now to claim his reward. He brought with him
a fat &ee, named Muhornmud Kaseem, an important
and short-winded personage, who acted as spokesman for
the Bunnoo chiefs on all grand~occasions. This holy
gentleman, at my last visit, had been chief adviser of
the war party ; but with an admirable nose for coming
events he now ratted, and came ip as the head interpreter of the peacemakers. These were followed by
a deputation from the Huweydees, a Bunnoochee tribe
on the right bank of the Goombeluh, west of the Mcree
tuppehs, who had never before submitted to either the
Cabul or Lahore power.
Next came, on the 1st December, Mooseh Khan of
the One Eye, with a large following of Mullicks, a
doub1,ledealing set, whose submission went for little
more than the " nuznus" of silver they threw down ns

-
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they approached. More glad was I to see at nightfall
the Meeree Mullicks of the distant western tuppehs,
whom neither I nor any one had ever seen before, and
who still looked as wild as hawks, prepared at the least
ill-omen to mount their jaded steeds again, and fly to
their usual hiding-places in the hills. Nothing indeed
could exceed the simple astonishment, not only of the
Meerees, but all the Bunnoochee chiefs, when they fist
came in, at every object they saw in my possession.
They believed my watch was a bird, and called the
" tick" its aong.
As for the perambulator with which
I measured the marches, they beheld it with perfect
awe, and asked me if it was true that it threw itself
down on the ground at the end of every mile to let the
man who guided it know he had come that distance ?
One chief wanted to know whether it was true that
English people could not tell lies ; and appeared, from
his look of commiseration, to attribute it to some cruel
malformation of our mouths. Another inquired whether
it was really true that, when I was young, I had read
books for twelve years uninterruptedly, without sleep
ing ? A people so ignorant as this is very difiicult to
deal with, for you never know what extraordinary idea
they may take into their heads. On the present occasion, the strength of their imaginations was in our
favour.
From the quickness with which the chiefs came in it
was clear that great alarm was established in the valley,
and that our advent as avengers of the last expedition
was expected in fear and trembling. On December and,

when we cro~aedthe Khoorrum river at Michenkhe~l,I
had the satisfaction of seeing almost all the leading
Bunnoochee Mullicks in our camp, instead of knowing
that they were preparing a warm reception for us in
Bunnoo.
To teat their sincerity, I &led on them to bring grain
i n b camp, where it was now acarce ; &er some excuses
they complied, and the price of wheat flour fell to ten
and a hdf seers for a Mehdbeerupee, or twenty-one
pounds for le. 9d. In India wheat flour is never c o ~
~ideredcheap till it f$ls as lo* as t h e - t w o pounds
for %.
On the 8.hof Decemh the Peahawur force having
joihed, I detttnnined to enter Bunnoo at Jhunddokheyl
on thn morrow.
The majority of the chi&, as before stated, *ere
h d y in ; but as yet the fit Kdzee was the only
member of the religious classea who had submitted,
and p a t doubts existed an to the line of policy they
memt to adopt. Lohg accustomed to unquestiotled
sway in B ~ h o o ,and great possessions free of taxes,
these " codsutners of the corn" were little likely to
pea quietly into payers of revenue ; and knowing their
power over the pwantry, I had already expressed to
Goverhment my opinion that they would stir up the
Bunnoochees to resist the entrance of our force. In
quch s m e most of the chiefi who had already sub~ t t e d ,and who were left honourably at large, would
have fled from our camp to their own forts, and headed
the natiotlal movement. The moment was therefol-e a

critical one, ahd I thought it expedient to throw the
following declaration into the a d e of oounoil.
PROCLAMATION.
"TO T H E MULLICKS A N D SYUDS OF BUNN06.

" The force from Peshawur has this morning joined
General Cortlandt's, and to-morrow 1 shall enter Bunnoo with eighteen guns, one hundred and thirty nunbooruhs, two thousand cavalry, and five regiments of
infantry.
"Almost all the Mullicks of Bunnoo have wisely
come in; but two or three are still absent, and I now
warn them for the last time, that unless they come in
they mill be dealt with as enemies.
" The people of Bunnoo, it is well known, are
entirely in the hands of their religious advisers (the
Syuds, Akhoonzaduhs, &c.), and their Mullich. I
now give notice, therefore, that in whatsoever tuppeh
a single shot is fired upon the Sikh camp, or a Sikh
soldier, in that tuppeh I will depose the Mullick from
all authority, and confiscate hi lands, and will not
giyc one beeguh* of ground in Dhurum-Urthf to any
holy man.

* A beeguh is a land measure of which I have forgotten the
precise exteut iu the countties Trans-Indus. Professor Duncnn
Forbes, in his invaluable dictionary (Hindustani and English),
says it is, in Bengnl, about one-third of an English acre, and in
the upper provinces about five-eighths.
t Dhururu-U~thmenns a '< religious object," and means, in
the Punjab, a charitable grant of any kid.
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On this you may rely. And it win not be admitted
as any excuse that bad characters from one tuppeh came
into another and there fired upon my men. I hold the
Mullicks and Syuds responsible for the peace of their
own tuppeh.
"

I

r-

I

(Dated)
Camp, Vizeeree Wells."

" 8th December,

Next morning we marched from " The Wells" to
Jhundookheyl, about ten miles, and encamped in Bunnoe Proper, on the left bank of the Khoorrum, without
any opposition, and the same evening Bazeed Khan,
Zubburdust Khan, and Khilht Khan, three Sooraunee
tuppeh chiefs, and Meer Alum Khan, of Mundaie, all
great malcontents who had hitherto stood aloof, and
the latter one of the most dangerous men in Bunnoo,
came sulkily in and made their submission.
The only Bunnoochee chief who had not now surrendered was the celebrated Dilassuh Khan, who deserves
a more particular notice. By right he was only lord of
one quarter of one of the tuppehs, Mood Shiih ; but his
desperate and cruel character had secured the whole.
He was distinguished above a l l his countrymen for implacable enmity, and the bravest hostility to the Sikhs ;
on one occasion Dewan Tara Chund, at the head of eight
thousand Sikhs and twelve guns, was repulsed from his
fort with a loss of two hundred killed and five hundred
wounded; and on another occasion when attacked by
llnja Soocheyt Sing, one of the bravest chiefs in the Sikh
nrmy, with ten thousand men, Dilassuh stood a sicge of
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two days in a weak mud fort, and then forced his way
out at night. (I believe it was on the former of these
two occasions ihat the guns had all the advantage of
being directed by a French officer, General Court !)
In short, Dilassuh Khan had passed his life in
waging war with the Sikh invaders, who never entered
Bunnoo without thinking of him with dread, and never
left it without fresh cause to remember and hate him.
When I accompanied the first expedition to Bunnoo, as
much to my surprise as that of all the Sikh soldiers,
Dilassuh, for the first' time in his life, came in,
saying without circumlocution, though in the presence
of many Sikh chiefs, that " he could trust a Sahib !
but if I had not been with the force, neither he would
be sitting there quietly nor the Sikh army !" He was
then a grey-headed old rebel of seventy, but his determined features, knit brows and flashing eye, showed
that he had lost none of the fire of youth; he came
in rather proudly, with frfty or sixty horsemen at his
back, but I was glad of it, as it attracted all the old
Sikhs in camp to look at h i through the screens of
ill then
my tent as if he had been a caged tiger. T
I had no idea of his importance, but gathered it very
soon from the muttered imprecations and expressions
of surprise which broke from the veterans whom he
had so often harassed. On the whole, however, they
lid him justice, and said, " He is a great man; other
chiefs have more followers, but Dilassuh has honour !"
Dilassuh upon this occasion remained an honoured
guest in my camp for about a month, when our line of
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march bringing UB near his fort, Sirdar Shumsher Sing,
the Sikh ohief with whom I was associated, could not
forbear from riding out to Bee the sdanghold which
had cost his countrymen so much blood; and the Sikh
troopers who formed hi escort took the opportunity of
riding round and about it in an insulting mannet which
they would have moat carefully eschewed had the old
Bunnoochee rebel been in snns. The consequence was,
that Dilamuh comidered thia as a recotlnoissance preparatory to a bombardment, and fled that very night
to the Dour hills, whence I was never again able to
recal him. He thought, as most Asiatics would, that
I was privy to the Sirdar's design, and that I h d all
along been cajoling him with apparent kindness only
the more surely to destroy him and avenge my Sikh
allies. In short, I had lost his confidence, and in the
bitterness of his awakened passions he wrote me a
most insulting letter from his mountain lair, which had
I caught him again at that time I most certainly would
have made him swallow bef0i.e f took him back into
favour; but it was better as it was. On my return
now to Bunnoo I felt compassion for the difficulty the
old chief was in, and sincerely respecting hia career of
patriotism, was unwilling to drive MI brave and aged
a man into exile for the few y m he had still to live.
I wrote therefore on the 9th of December to tell him
that if he did not come in for fear of being punished
for his late misconduct he might reassure himself, and
accept my guarantee for his life and honour ; but if
he meant to go into open rebellion I should have no
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alternative but to make sn example of him. On receipt
of this he was inclined to come in and " trust to his
destiny ;" but he had many enemies who were jealous
of his great name, and of the honour I had shown
him when he was my gueet, and they treecherowly
advised him " to fly and die as he had lived, a rebel."
Mwuh took their advice, fled to Dour, and never while
I am there returned to Bunnoo, tho&h he tried in
vain to come at the head of an invading m y . I
think it due to Major Reynell Taylor to add, that when
he succeeded me in Bunnoo, Dilessuh asked and readily
received permission to return to his native country.
A severer punishment perhaps could not have been
inflicted on him than to let him see the revolution
which a few months had effected in the once strong
and formidable valley ; the boasted forts all level with
the earth, a fortress of the Crown alone looking down
upon the now open and peaceful villages ; the peasantry
unarmed ; a b r d road traversing the country; peace
reigning where there was once perpetual fiud; a
government where a l l was anarchy ; the Sikhs lorda,
and Dilassuh nothing !
To resume the thread of our narrative, Dihsul1 wan
the only Bunnoochee chief who had not come in on the
9th of &ember.
I shall now adopt the plan of shinging, on a running
commentary, such extracts from the diary which I kept
at this time, a s possess any interest for the general
reader. It would otherwise be impossible to connect
together the varying occurrences of that eventful time,
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and the thousand different objects which arose, day
by day, in a scene where aU was new.
December 10th.-Halted to-day at Jhundookheyl, to
take a muster of our Barukzye contingent. Their complement of horsemen is one thousand; but they showed,
officers and all, eleven hundred, besides forty-three
camel-swivels, and twenty juzailchees. The horsemen
(Dooriinees, mixed with other Afghans) were better
mounted and equipped than any Jiigeerdhee horse I
ever saw in the Punjab. Their leader, Sirdar Khwiijuh
Muhommud Khan, and his horse, in chain armour,
looked like a leaf torn out of Froissart's Chronicles.
The exhibition altogether very creditable.

Eastern customs are grown so familiar now with
English readers, that few are probably ignorant that
lands, held under native rulers, by chiefs, on terms of
military service, are called jageers ; and those who hold
them, JAgeerdh. When Runjeet annexed Peshawur
to the Punjab, he gave a part of it back as a jageer,
worth four lakhs of rupees a-year (Z40,OOO) to the
three Barukzye chiefs who held it-viz. Sirdar Sooltan
Muhommud Khan, Sirdar Peer Muhommud Khan, and
Sirdar Syud Muhommud Khan ; aII brothers of Ameer
Dost Muhommud Khan, the ruler of Cabul. The condition attached to this jageer was, that the Sirdars
should join the Sikh army, whenever called on, with
two thousand horsemen.
On the present occasion,
only half that contingent was summoned; and the
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eldest brother, Sooltan Muhommud Khan, sent his
eldest son, Khwijuh Muhommud, in command. I t
will help the reader to appreciate Asiatic character, if
1 so far anticipate as to tell him that this Sooltan
Muhommud Khan, who now sent eleven hundred men
to my help, instead of one thousand, was the very man
who afterwards betrayed to the Sikhs Major and Mrs.
George Lawrence, whom he had invited to take refuge
in his house !
Yesterday, several of the Barukzye horsemen were
aught plundering, and, out of politeness, I handed
them over to their own master for punishment. This
morning he assured me he had himself " fed them
with stick; and begged that in future I would treat
him as a friend, and thrash all his men without
ceremony."
Rode out to see some lands which the Bunnoochees
of Jhundookheyl tuppeh, and their Vizeeree interlopers,
have agreed to put '' in Chancery," for my decision, an
enormous plain of beautiful land, which neither will
allow the other to cultivate. The Vizeerees have seized
a full half, if not two-thirds of this tuppeh, and must
be confirmed in possession; for their invasions seldom
&%te back less than Ween years, and my instructions
are, to consider five years' possession a good title.
Commenced a revenue measurement of all the land
in Bunnoo.
Held a Durbar, to receive the officers of the force
that has joined us from Peshawur.
Rcccived a great zi9afut (present) of Cubul fruits
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fmm Sirdar Swltan Muhornmud Khan. Aaked General Cortlandt to distributa them among the officers of
the forae. These fruits came on mulea and men's
heads, all the way from KoMt, a distance of seventy or
eighty miles.
Taylor thinks his instruationa require him to return
to his post at Peshawur, now that he has handed over
the troops to me: I think no too, and have told
Khwiljuh Muhornmud to give him an aaort of two
hundred horse and twenty zumbooruha. Zuhyuh Khan,
the Sirdar's brother, also aacompanies him with f3yY
three more horsemen; so that the party will be quite
strong enough. Taylor starts to-morrow.
December 11th.-Still at Jhundookheyl. Last night,
while reading in bed, G e n d Cortlandt surprised me
by entering to say that Mullick Swahn Khan, the leader
of the Vizeerees, positively refuse8 to send any men to
point out the Vizeeree lands to the revenuesurveyors,
declaring that the Vizeereea had never paid revenue tb
nny king or lord, and never would l This being the
case, I determined not to march in the morning, but
halt and bring this matter of the Vizeerees to a distinct
understanding. I t muat be settled eome time, and as
well now as any other, especially as our line of march
lies through the Soornunee tuppehs which are nearest
to the Thull, and have consequently been most encroached on. Any indecision or concession now would
probably stop our mllectiona of revenue from the Bunnoochees, and perhaps encourage them to rise.
The first thing this morning sent for Swahn Khan,
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and, in the presenoe of Generd C&dt
and Lieutenant Taylor, asked him what he m w t by what he
said to Cortlandt last night ? He replied, " That the
Vizeerees had oover paid even to the Cabul King. in
the height of their power, ~ n dthat the lands they had
got possession of i p Bunnoo were bought from tha
Bunnoacheea, and that too on the agreement that the
Bunnoochws were to pay whatever revenue might ever
be laid oa it 1'' Told him at once that this wap aU
nonsense ; that the Vizeaeea had by hook or w o k got
possession of one-third of Bunnoo ; that I had instructions to confirm all possessions of five years' standing,
which was more than the Vizeereea could have expected;
and they must distinctly understand that the conditions
on which this land is left with them is their paying the
revenue and settling down into peaceful ryots. If they
did not like that, then go back to their barren hills, and
restore the lands to the Bunnoochees, who would be
much obliged. Again and again I repeated that no
Vizceree should stay in Bunnoo who did not pay the
same as his neighboure.
This brought the Vizeeree to his senses, and he
began to inquire what revenue would be required?
Findiig him reasonable, I informed him that my own
intention was to have set apart the whole of the extensive grazing ground d e d the Thull, which lies between the Khuttuk lands and the Khoomm River, to
the Vizeeree tribes, making him (Swahn Khan) thc
Mullick, or chief, of the whole responsible for their
good conduct ; that on what little of the Thull might
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be brought under cultivation by the Vizeerees, I would
levy only onssixth, as the soil was entirely dependent
on rain ; but with .respect to aU lands in Bunnoo Proper
(i.e., in the tuppehs), the Vizeerees must pay in money
the same share of the produce* as the Bunnoochees ;.
that I should be glad if these terms were accepted, as
it would settle the feuds between the Bunnoochees and
Vizeerees, and provide for the wants of the latter, which
drove them to the plains to plunder ; but that, if necessary, I would carry out the alternative, and exert my
whole energies to expel the Vizeeree tribes not only from
Bunnoo, but from the Thull itself. Swahn Khan had
too much sense not to see in this both the benefit of
his people and his own personal aggrandizement ; and
gradually settliig into a business-like discussion of the

* I t is hardly necessary to remiud the English reader that
the great aource of revenue in India, and throughout the East.
is the land-tar, consisting of a varying share of the produce.
This ia taken by native governmcnte generally in kind, harvest
by harvest ; and being entirely intrusted to ill-paid officials, is
an annual source of loss to either the Government or the cultivator, according as the latter does or does not bribe the collector.
One of the many great benefits which the East India Company
have conferred upon the people of India, is their system of
revenue settlement, by striking a low average of the produce of
a district from the recorde of several years, and then taking
from the district the money value of the Government share, at
another low average of selling prices. A settlement of this kind.
made as Government desire8 it to be made, in the cultivator's
favour, becomes an annual profit to both the farmer and the
Crown; and involves an estimate once in ten or twenty years,
instead of annually.
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details, he asked, " What about our flocks and herds
in the l'hull ?" 1 replied, " Every year when the
Vizeeree tribes come down from the hills, they must
register their chiefs, numbers, and herds, and bring in
to the U r d k of Bunnoo a n u z m a , or tribute, of so
many sheep and oxen as I should fix, by way of mark
of submission."
M e r a hard fight about paying the revenue in kind,
instead of in money,' the old chief at last consented
on his own part, but said seriously that he could not
answer for the rest, whose chiefs he must collect, and
hold a Jeerga, or council, on this complete revolution
in their circumstances. On the understanding that this
was not to occupy more than a week, the interview
ended-more satisfactorily than I had anticipated, but
still not by any means put out of doubt. The affair is
one of great importance and moment ; but it is absolutely necessary for the settlement of Bunnoo, that no
tribe, however rude or lawless, shall share with the
Bunnoochees the same plain, and not submit to the same
law. Sikh authority has been as faint here as Sikh
visitations have been merciless ;-and the first thing to
be done, is to assert with a high hand the impartiality,
and at the same time fearlessness of what all the tribes

* Before

they hare experienced it, natives never can undcrstand that it is to their interest to have a money valuation,
instead of prying in kind, and they always violently oppose
the change ; but after a few years they would be just as
violent if Government proposed to return to the old awkward
system.
FOL. I.
I
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regard as " British law." The consequences are in the
hands of the Vizeewes; but I cannot believe till I see
it, that a pastoral people, whose existence depends upon
their flocks, and who have been thirty or forty years
fighting, inch by inch, for the footing they have obtained
in the plains, .willconsent all at once to resign their
hard-earned lands, because a small portion of the produce
is to be demanded of them for the future. The idea,
however strange and repugnant, is one to which they
must reconcile themselves ; and which a very few years
of strong but just government will make familiar and
e lsy.

Taylor, who had waited to see how this threatening
affair would turn out (for in case of an immediate
collision hi assistance would have been valuable), set
off for Peshawur when the discussion ended so favourably; with him Yuhyah Khan, two hundred and fifty
horse, and twenty zumbooruhs. Proposes to make
Koh&tin three days.
The rovenue survey going on well. In the course of
the first day's work, I now hear that a council of war
was held by the Vizeerees on the ground that ought
to have been measured, as to whether they should
permit or resist the measurement. In the debate they
11ittt.r.ly accused Sher Must Khan, their Bunnoochee
neighl)our, for submitting to, and even courting, this
pPponire of their pr~perty. He replied, " You have
j r ~ ~ l ~ l , rme
r l of my fields, and leave me to pay the
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revenue ; the Sahib will now see who enjoys the land,
and who ought to pay the cash !" The. Vizeerees at
last agreed to let the measirement proceed and see
what wmld come of it, though unanimously of opinion
that the Bunnoochees should have united with them
in resisting the common enemy.
December 12th.-Marched the force a few miles
from Jhundookheyl up the left bank of the Khoorrum,
and encamped nearly opposite Bazaar. While the tents
were being pitched, I rode across the K h o o m to see
if the guns could cross easily, and found in no part
of the river water more than a foot deep. Indeed,
the spacious bed of this great river is now dry. *
* * * * Spent the evening in trying to settle the
family dispute between Sher Must Khan and his two
refractory nephews. Mutual concessions. Promised to
let me know to-morrow whether they come to an
amicable arrangement of the property. When all the
forts are levelled, these factions and wars will come
to an end.
December 13th.-Marched
across the Khoorrum,
and advanced to a place called Mumukhsheyl, in one
of the two Dlood Shih tuppehs. On arriving, found
that the Syuds, and other holy characters, in some
neighbouring forts, had let loose the irrigation, and
flooded the ground destined for our encampment. They
did the very same thing in the first ex+tion,
and I
now administered the same punishment as on that
occasion, by making them turn out their whole male
population, and reconstruct the dam, which was effected
I2
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after an hour's hard labour, with boughs of trees, and
clods of earth.
I hear that yesterday, the Bunnoochee chiefs held a
jeerga, and unanimously voted themselves asses, for
having rejected, in the spring, the offered revenue of
forty thousand rupees per annum; and wondered if
their contrition would now be accepted, if they paid
down half a year's tribute in advance ! Their repentance
comes saclly too late.
December 14th and 15th.-These two days entirely
occupied in reconnoitring the country, to h d out a site
for our fort.
In the Introductory Chapter, it will be remembered,
that the two main points of the military plan I laid
before Government, for the reduction of Bunnoo, were to
raze to the ground all the forts of the Bunnoochees,
and build one large one for the Crown. The question
was, how to do either one or the other in a hostile
country, with an armed population; and which to
attempt first? -4 lawless state of society had obliged
-men to herd together for mutual protection; and
whether a dozen houses or a hundred were thus united,
the whole invariably took the form of a fort, and were
cemented into one '' walled city," equally impregnable
by the ruffian horsemen of their own country, or the
well-appointed cavalry of the Sikhs. Nor was the
direct fire of artillery of much more avail, far the mud
made out of the soil of Bunnoo is of such extraordinary tenacity when hardened by the sur), that to
breach the wall of a fort was next to impossible
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In the lower part, where it was thick, no impression
mas made; the ball lodged, and there was an end of
it ; nothing was brought down. In the upper part, at
the height of twenty or thirty feet from the ground,
where the mud wall tapered to the thinness of a man's
m,a cannon shot went through, and left a round hole
exactly its own size; and this operation might have
been continued till the upper part of the whole wall
was like a nutmeg grater, or sieve; yet the whole
thing would stand as firmly as a plate of perforated
zinc let into a building for ventilation. The only rapid
ways of taking such forts, were first by throwing in
shells, and burning the garrison out, by firing the
village inside; secondly, by powder bags, as Major
Thompson took Ghuznee; or, thirdly, by running a
gun up to the gate, and blowing it in ; and the first
was probably the least hazardous. Supposing, then,
the most favourable circumstances; that our force was
able to take, and rue, one fort daily, and that our doing
so, did not irritate the population to rise en rnasse, and
bring on general hostilities ; then, it was clear that it
would take upwards of a year to level all the forts,
about four hundred in number; and the soldiers of
the force would be exposed, day after day, to the inclemency of the sun at one season, and the rains at
another. In my judgment, that was an operation which
'no troops could cany through, and ought not to be
asked to attempt; and I willingly embraced the only
alternative of making the people level their own forts
with their own hands. This, however, was an ex-
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perirnent, 'to be very cautiously approached ; and I
determined, first of all, to commence a fort for ourselves, and complete it .to the height of an intrenched
position, so as to be able to leave half of my force
in safety within it, while I moved out, with the other
half against any Bunnoochee Mullick who refused to
raze his fort.
Having settled this in my own m i d , the next
thing was to choose a site for our fort. This was
a most difficult thing to do in a new, and enemy's
country ; yet, on. doing it judiciously, depended not
merely the security and comfort of the garrison, but
also its efficiency as a controlling force.
I t was impossible to be many days in Bunnoo, even
on the first expedition, without having misgivings as
to the possibility of ever making a settlement with the
Bunnoochees, which should have for its basis the voluntary payment of an annual revenue ; and anticipating the
ultimate necessity of a military occupation, I early made
inquiries after a good position for the erection of a
royal fort. By a good position, I mean an influential
one; for a strong natural position was not to be
expected in that level and highly cultivated valley.
Perhaps, the strongest in Bunnoo is Akra, the site of
an old Greek city, (which I shall describe elsewhere);
but, unfortunately for my purpose, this was close to
till. border of Murwut, the least dignified position which
t i m e of occupation could take up ; for we should have
(1 very much the air of being prepared to run away
:I moment's notice.
Pursuing the inquiry, I found
I
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that the murce of all influence, power, and wealth, in
Bunnoo, was the River Khoorrum ; and one chief was
described to be powerful, because his fort was uppermost on its banks; while another attributed all his
misfortunes to his estate b e i i low down inland. I t
seemed, therefore, that a fort placed at the head of
the Khoorrum, might command the valley by comrnanding the irrigation. But personal examination soon satisfied me that this inference was only generally comect.
The sixteen (out of twenty) tuppehs of Bunnoo, which
depended on the Khoomun for irrigation, did not draw
it from one canal, but several ; and there was no one
spot where a fort could have commanded them all.
At this period a new light broke in upon my
cogitations. I was looking at the question too much
through the eyes of a Bunnoochee. The command which
he would desire over the irrigation was the power of
stopping it from all but his own fields ; for the failure
of his neighbour's harvest was, next to the ripening of
his owa, the sight most grateful to his heart. But
such revenge would but ill supply the defalcations of
the Sikh revenue. The catholic benevolence of the
Lahore Government took an equal interest in every
man's harvest, and desired above all things to increase the cultivated area. What it sought, therefore,
was the power .of preventing the inigation from b e i i
stopped by rival chiefs, and so keeping it open through-.
out the year. Such a control promised to be one of
the greatest boons which the Maharajuh could confer
on the province he was about to acquire ; for ki-
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gation feuds kept Bunnoo in perpetual ferment, and
were the only check upon the universal culture of its
prolific soil. The first sight of a Bunnoo harvest
cheated the eye with its astonishing luxuriance, and it
was not till each tuppeh had been visited in detail that
the existence of waste lands could be discovered. Rarely,
however, was it the fault of the soil. In almost every
instance the land was found to be arable, but uncultivated for want of the irrigation which some hostile
neighbow had cut off. The real object, therefore, was
to establish the fort within easy reach of the heads of
all the canals.
Some were on the right, and some on
the left of the Khoorrum, and on either side the garrison would be required sometimes to cross the river.
I was finally induced to prefer the left bank, for several
reasons ; first, because the Sooraunee tuppehs which
lie there are the most fertile in Bumoo ; secondly,
because they are the highest, and therefore, probably, the
healthiest; and lastly and chiefly, because that site was
accessible by the newly-discovered road along the barren,
sandy plain, which extends from the northernmost point
of the valley all -the way to the Esaukheyl border, a
line of easy comm~ication,which those only could
appreciate fully who had been beguiled (as the Sikhs
were for twenty-five years) by the cunning Bunnoochees into the quagmires of Kukkee, Bhurut, and

Akra.
Accordingly I recommended the erection of the royal
fort on the left bank of the Khoorrum; but if the
Resident at Lahore should think a central posit.ion more

4
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advisable, I suggested the vicinity of Bazaar, the native
capital.
The clear mind of Colonel Lawrence discerned at once
the advantages which would arise from the central situation, and suggested that it might be made as accessible
as the one I had preferred, by cutting a good military
road through the very heart of the valley, and thus laying
it open to either war or commerce. To this valuable
suggestion, as much as to any labour of mine, Bunnoo
was certainly indebted for its rapid and permanent pacification when it was once reduced ; and the only merit I
can l a f l y claim is that of having at once adopted it.
No sooner, therefore, had I returned the second
time to Bunnoo than, as mentioned in the " Diary of
December 14th and 15th," I began to reconnoitre the
country for a centrical position for the fort ; and after
much anxious deliberation, finally selected a spot called
Bureyree, within a stone's throw of the great canal of
Kooch Kote, and I think about a mile from the town
of Bazaar. I t was (rather treacherously) pointed out
to General Cortlandt by Mullick J d r , Khan of GhoreewU; and Lal Baz Khan, the chief of that town,
afterwards told me that " he had watchcd us wheeling
round and round like a hawk, and could not think what
game we were hunting till he saw us come pounce
down upon Bureyree. Then he knew it was for a fort.
Many a Bunnoochee Mullick had longed to build there,
but the others all joined to prevent him, for fear he
should be master of Kooch Kote."
Let us now return to the Diary.
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December 15th, continued.-Laat
evening G e n d
Cortlandt gave out notices to all the tuppehs to pay up
their arrears; and in consequence the Syuds and holy
men of Mumukhsheyl evacuated their forts during
the night. So I ordered the outside fortifications to
be levelled by Cortlandt's sappers and miners, but the
deserted houses to be protected. The fugitives cannot
be far off.
December 16th.-As I thought it wrong to pass over
the contumacy of the Mumukhsheylees, today I issued
the following proclamation :" TO

THE PEOPLE OF BUNNOO.

"The men of Mumukhsheyl have run away from
their villages to avoid payment of their arrears, but as
at this season, when the Vizeerees come down to the
plains, Bunnoochees cannot fly to the hills, it is certain
that the Mumukhsheylees are hiding in the other tuppehs
of Bunnoo.
" This is therefore to give notice, that in whatever
tuppeh the fugitives of Mumukhsheyl, or any other
revenue defaulters, are now, or at any future time,
harboured, that tuppeh shall be held responsible for the
arrears of the runaways.
" And let no one think that such a fact can long be
concealed. The divisions and jealousies among you
are such that whatever is done amiss in one tuppeh
is told me fiom another.
" I could, if I liked, cut off the irrigation of the fields
of the Mumukhsheylees, and dectually punish them by
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ruining their crops ; but I prefer letting them grow,
as when they are ripe I will levy the arrears with
intenst.
(Dated)
16th December, 1847."

Yesterday the Kuthreea* of the town of Bazaar closed
their shops, and refused to sell flour to our soldiers,
except privately at an advanced rate, pretending that
their Mullick (La1 Baz) had forbidden them. Had
them all up, with La1 Baz's brother (he himself being
out with the revenue measurers), and after inquiry,
being satisfied that it was a conspiracy of the dealers to
raise the price of provisions, I fined them one hundred
rupees. The sympathies of these Hindoos were undoubtedly enlisted on the side of our Sikh soldiers in the
struggle now going on, and they heartily wished us
success against the Bunnoochees; yet such was their
avarice that they would add to our difficulties and starve
dl the camp for the sake of one per cent. If it was
" in the way of business,"
1 believe they would have
starved their grandmother ; certainly they would have
mixed her flour if she came into the dookiin as a purchaser, though being in general excellent relations

* A caste of Hidoos who in the Punjab carry on all trade8 ;
but maintain that they aro of the same stock an the Kehutree~,
or Chutrees, the military caste of India. In eupport of thie
declaration, they certainly are very militant; e. g. the " COW
Row" at Lahore, in 1846, in which one of them cut open my
head with a brick-bat ; and the Mooltan Rebellion, the head of
which (Dewau Moolraj) was a Kuthrce.
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they might have first given her the money in the back
shop.
December 17th.-The Mumukhsheylee runaways are
already making overtures to be allowed to come back.
General Bishen Sing and his regiment arrived in
cakp at last, having taken a month to make twelve easy
marches. This was one of the corps ordered to join
us from Pind Dadun Khan on the Jheylum, but like
everybody else who could, they lingered in the rear, in
order that the expected- defeat of our forb by the
Bunnoochees might occur before they were up to share
it. Even the Sirdars of the Sikh DurEar at Lahore
had taken little trouble to conceal their mirth st our '
going to reduce Bunnoo; and Raja Deena M t h , the
Chancellor, took a most sarcastic leave of a cousin'of his,
who was in General Cortlandt's service, when setting
out on this second expedition. I t would indeed have
given greater satisfaction at that littleminded Court,
iE, instead of adding a rich country firmly to their
master's empire, we had been as disgracefully thrashed
out of it as many of their number had been on former
occasions. While this spirit pervaded the Court, it
may easily be supposed with what little zeal the a p
pointed regiments and wings marched to assist us.
Vizeeree Jeerga. Unconditional surrender ! The
reder will not have forgotten that on December 11th,
Swahn Khan, Vieeree, had agreed to lay my terms
before the rest of his countrymen ; and promised that the
jeerga, or council, should give their final decision in
a week. Many of the greybeards of the tribes were

-.
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absent at the time in the hi, and had to be summoned; and when they arrived, there was such difference. of opinion as to the propriety of submission or
resistance that, for the first time in the history of
the Vizeerees, there seemed likely to be an internal
feud.
Thus matters stood at the sixth day (Dec. I 6th),
when all the leading chiefs adjourned the jeerga to my
camp. There, under a large shumjAnuh, or owning,
outside my tent-door, these wild savages seated themselves in a circle on a carpet, and awaited with proud
dignity my entry with the written proposals. In idler
dayp I ,would have given anything for such a group
to sketch, as, clothed in their cumbrous posteens and
storm-btained choguhs of camel's-hair, with long elfin
locks of rusty black or grey, dyed red with henna, hanging about their shoulders and weather-beaten countenances, each grasped his brass-bound juzail, or felt that
his knife was loose within his girdle, in case the Feringhee chief should have drawn them into an ambush
under pretence of a council. But now I had no leisure
for such light amusement; and it was with a deep
sense of the importance of our mutual object, and the
peace or war depending on the issue, that I seated
myself among them, and read, in Persian, the following
paper.
The Vieerees bent their heads to listen with as much
attention as if they had been scholars; and then, at
the close of each paragraph, turned .eagerly to a chief
from a neighbouring Afghan valley, whose education

and friendship with the Vizeerees had made me select
him as interpreter.
TERMS

HATEBB KBBYL, BBBZVND KHEYL, OOHBBZYE. BIBKEE KEEYL,
Y U Y U N D KEEYL, BOODDAN KHBYL, BUXKEE KEEYL.
J A N N B E XAEYL,

&c.,

I N JEBBOA AIIBMBLED.

I find that in the course of the twenty-five or thirty
years which have elapsed since the country of Bunnoo
was separated from the K h o r d n e e empire, the \%ee
rees have taken advantage of their own unanimity and
the divisions of the Bunnoochees to invade this fertile
valley, and possess themselves little by little of extensive
tracts of land.
You did this at a time when there was no hilkim,*
and no law in Bunnoo; and if among themselves the
Bunnoochees respected no man's rights, but acted on
the principle that land belonged to whoever was strong
enough to seize it, they cannot complain if you followed their example. Foreigners are always expected
to adopt the customs of the country.
That time has however gone. The Lahore Sirkar *
has determined to oc&py Bunnoo, and for the future
there will be a fort and an army, a hbkim and laws,
the same as in any other part of the Punjab kingdom.

*
t
-

HILkirn, a ruler.
Sikar, the eovereign or supreme authority in the etate.
~rivatehouseheld the idiom is oftem aped out of affectation,
bp a senant out of flattery.
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The object of this is to secure the payment of the
revenue, and a survey is now being made of every
tuppeh to ascertain how'much land there is, and who
holds it.
Whoever holds land in Bunnm, whether he be a
Bunnoochee, a Khuttuk, a Vizeeree, or of any other
country, will have to pay revenue alike. No favour
will be shown to any tribe, great or small, strong or
weak ; all landholders in Bunnoo will be considered as
Bunnoochees.
Mullick Swahn Khan tells me that the Vizeerees have
never paid revenue to any king, and they do not see why
they should now.
This argument is very good as long as you stay in
your own country, which is still independent. Maharajuh
Duleep Sing has nothing to say to the Vieeree hills ;
but when you come down into his country of Bunnoo
you must submit to his laws.
If you do not like laws, and paying revenue, you
are quite at liberty to give up your lands to the Bunnoochees, from whom you took them, and return to
those happy hills where there is no revenue to give and
no wrn to eat.
Of one thing be assured, that I will either make you
pay revenue like the Bunnoochees, or expel you from
Bunnoo. I have troops enough here to destroy your
whole tribe.
I do not believe, however, that you will be fools
enough to forsake in a day the lands which you have
been thirty years in conquering, or forego the whole of
your rich harvests rather than pay a part.

1.
@
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I therefore offer you the following terms:
First. All lands purchased in the tuppehs of Bunnoo,
or that have been violently retained in the possession
of Vizeerees for five years, shall be confumed to the
holders, as well as any of more recent date, if possession
has not been opposed.
Secondly. On these h d s you shall pay revenue at the
same rate as the Bunnoochees, beginning with this last
k hurreef.
Thirdly. The extensive grazing grounds, called the
Thull, whch is bounded by the Khuttuk lands in the
Damfin of the Khuttuk hills, at Luttummur, Kummur,
Nusruttee and Shinwi, on the east ; Durreh-i-Tung, on
the south ; Michunkheyl, the Khoorrum and the Sooraunee tuppehs, on the west ; and the mouth of the
Khoorrum, on the north, shall be given up to you for
your flocks and herds, on condition of allegiance, and
that each year when your tribes come down from the
hills, your Mullicks come in to the Khdk of Bunnoo,
report the number of thc tribes which have come down,
and present a yearly nuzzurana of two hundred and fifty
fat doombuhs; the shares paid by each tribe to be
settled among yourselves.
Fourthly. On any land cultivated in the Thull, either
by yourselves or others, you shall pay onesixth of the
produce.*
.

* The cultivation I had seen in the Thull, had almost all
been the work of Khuttuks, of a sub-division called Sooltnn
Kheyl, who are subjects properly of Esauliheyl. These specuIntors paid, I was told, one-iith to the Vueerees for the privilege
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Fihly. As your tribes are scattered about over so
large a surface, Mullick Swahn Khan shall be appointed
to conduct all business between the Sirkar and the
Vizeerees; and shall be called the Vizeer of the Vizeerees
of Bunnoo, and Mullick of the Thull.
. Sixthly. All enmity shall cease between the Vizeerees
and the Bunnoochees ; and there shall be no quarrelling,
and murdering, and plundering, and drying up of each
others' canals. Any Vizeeree who thinks himself
aggrieved will get speedy justice from me.

Think over these things deliberately, and then give
me a decisive answer, Yes or No.
(Dated)
16th December, 1847.

At the close of each paragraph the Vizeerees watched
my countenance to see if I was satisfied with my
friend's interpretation in Pushtoo, a language of which I
knew about as much as they did of Persian. The little
I did know was however quite sufficient to enable me,
knowing the subject, to follow the explanation of an
interpreter, and tell whether he kept back any essential
point. Necessity and habit soon make a man, thrown
on his own resources as I was, expert in exercising this
of cultivating ground which the Vizeerees annually appropriated
to the pasture of flocke. I therefore now purposely fixed the
land revenue of the Thull ao low aa one-sixth, to allow of
the above arrangement continuing; for if one-sixth comes to
us, and one-sixth to the Vizeereee, two-thirds will etill be left
with the farmers; and that ia a remunerating ehare, all the
world over.
VOL. I.
K
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indispensable check on interpretation ; and wild races,
especially, who have not yet learnt the hypocrisy of
courts, but use their muscles as God intended, knitting
their brows when they are angry, and laughingloud when
they
pleased, exhibit involuntarily on their faces a
register of the meaning which the ear has reported to
the brain.
As soon as the Vieerees were satisfied that they had
been made masters of my real meaning, they next proceeded to discuss its bearing on their interests, and the
debate soon got so warm, that for decency's sake they
adjourned it to their own camp, where they could speak
as loud as they liked. My spies went with them, and
had the pleasure of hearing all the arguments over again
on the road, and then a third time in the Vizeeree camp.
Words here ran very high, and my friend Mullick
Swahn Khan was roundly accused of selling himself
and his tribe to me ; but as all were of opinion that the
Bunnoocheea would never co-operate honestly in any
plan of hostilities, so no one ventured to recommend
resistance; and the jeerga sternly returned at last to
make an unconditional surrender. I caused each chief
to sign the " terms," or rather, to make a scratch where
he was told ; and as none of them had ever had a
pen in their hands before, much laughter was occasioned
by this first approach to the slavery of civilization ;
and the assembly broke up in good humour, to which
I further contributed by a feast in honour of the new
alliance.
I t is difficult for the En'glish reader of these pages, or
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indeed any one unacquainted with Bunnoo and the
tribes around, to estimate the importance of this consummation ; but there was no one in camp, from General Cortlandt who commanded, down to the lhguree
cooking the Sikh soldiers' dinner, who did not feel that
the most difficult half of our task in that country was
now accomplished.
In round numbers, the Vieerees were said to be in
possession of onethird of the valley ; their stout mud
forts studded the whole length of the eastern tuppehs ;
and their tribes, driven down by the cold, were at that
season swarming in the adjacent Thull. Warlike and
predatory from the natural necessities of a barren
country, bold from never having been subdued, possessing the rare quality among Afghans of unanimity,
and so savage in their wars, that even the Bunnoochees
thought themselves lambs in comparison, it is impossible to deny that the Vizeerees would have been most
harassing enemies at that present time; and though
ultimately we should have doubtless found an opportunity of inflicting severe chastisement upon them, the
war would have been resumed the next year, and a
continual system of forays and reprisals have kept Bunnoo in s ferment. As it was, the submission of the
Vizeerees extinguished the brightest spark of hope in
the Bunnoochees. They were now left to their own
resources, and the only chance of a successful insurrection was in the levelling of their forts. Those strongholds of rebellion had yet to be thrown down. The
foundations of our own were not yet dug.
K 2
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CHAPTER IV.
December 18th, Camp, Ildumuklhey1.-LAW night
a sepoy of the Moossulm$l regiment was robbed and
murdered close to camp, while returning from the town
of Bazaar. His body has nine spear-wounds, and four
sword-cuts. He and a comrade were out after h o w ,
and the comrade came on &head to camp, to report
that the other sepoy was detained at Bazaar getting
grain, but would come in next morning. He seems,
however, to have been afraid to stay out aU night, and
attempted to get home. As this is the first offence
against us, I should like to make a severe example to
deter others, and have at once offered a reward of five
hundred rupees for the discovery of the murderer. The
track has been taken up, and three men on foot and
one mounted traced to a neighbouring fort. One of
the footmen seems to have been wounded, and taken up
behind the one who was on horseback. I have made
the Mullicb of the fort responsible for either c q i n g
the track beyond the boundary of their village, or else
producing the guilty parties who are within it.
To-day, at noon, the foundation of our fort was
actually commenced on the chosen site at Bureyree.
To please the Sikhs, the usual native eremonies
were performed; the soil turned up, and oil poured
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in, sweetmeats distributed, a royal salute of twentyone guns tired, and the infant-fort named "Duleep
gurh," in honour of the little Maharajuh, whose
sovereignty it is intended to establish. To-morrow
we march to the spot and encamp there, so as to
protect and superintend the workmen.
I do not think that, up to this time, the Bunnoochees believed that it was redly intended to occupy
their country. The idea seemed to them too absurd.
The natural obstacles of the valley ; the savage hatred
of the Muhommudan people ; and the innumerable forts
in which they took refuge when worsted, and whence
they seldom or never could be expelled, had sufEiced,
for a quarter of a century, to disgust the Sikhs with
the very name of Bunnoo ; arid the Bunnoochees, in
consequence, had got into the habit of believing that
no foreign invader could put them to greater inconvenience than a temporary sojourn in the adjoining
hills. So long, therefore, as our army was not indulged in its ancient licence, but was kept in strict
discipline, they had little or no objection to its marching and counter-marching about the valley ; and they
devoutly believed, that when the cold season ended, the
fiery sun, wHose rays are collected into an intolerable
focus between the surrounding hills, would as quickly
drive us away again to the Punjab as it had done on
the last occasion. I t seemed then, to them, the wisest
policy not to oppose us openly by arms ; but, on the
contrary,' to yield apparently to all demands; and to
this, quite as much as to their own quarrels, we were
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indebted for our unopposed advance. They permitted
their l k d s to be measured, in the conviction that it was
all a pretence to frighten them ; and they slowly paid in
harmless instalments of their mears, for fear we
should see that our flimsy artifice had been penetrated.
The settlement with the Vizeerees gave the first shock
bo this blissful delusion, for it had every appearance of
being real ; but there were not wanting those who maintained that even this hot contest had been cleverly got up
between me and my friend Swahn Khan, the Vieeree
chief. The time, however, was now approaching when
the Bunnoochees were to awake for ever from their
dream of security. The digging of the foundation for
a royal fort, the Hindoo ceremonial of propitiating the
earth, the loud salute,'and the dedication to the Maharajuh, all bore marks of a work that was begun in earnest ; and though the Solomons of the valley still winked
at their duller neighbours, and maintained the joke to be
as good as ever, the majority of the Bunnoochee peasantry, who looked on at the ceremony of the 18th
December, walked away with lengthened faces and
saddened hearts.
December 19th, Can~p, Du1eepgurh.-Moved
the
force about a mile, to the site of the new fort.
The track of the murderers of the sepoy was resumed
this morning at daybreak, and followed distinctly into
the centre of four or five forts.
Held a durbar of all the officers ; at which administered a severe lecture to General Bishen Sing, contrasting
his snail-like march from Pind Dadun Khan with that
of Taylor and the Peshanwr force.
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This General Bihen Sing was a nephew of Sirdm
Tej Sing, who commanded the Sikh army at Sobraon.
He had been taught English in the L o d a n u h Missionary School, at the request of Sir Claude Wade, who was
then in charge of the north-west frontier, and had seen
in him signs of talent. H e had a good disposition, and
had he not fallen into diseolute habits, would have had a
favourable introduction to the British authorities ; but
his general character for dissipation, and unsoldierlike
delay in bringing his regiment into Bunnoo on this
occasion, quite put him in my black books. After this
lecture he rubbed up a little, and behaved very well in
superintending his division of the fort ; and when some
months after, hi men joined the Sikh insurrection, I:
believe he was afraid to oppose them, and he certainly
took an early opportunity of going over from Sher Sing's
camp to Lord Gough's; an act of prudence for which
he got a pension.
December 2 1 s t . T h e different sides of the new fort
were this day portioned out to the regiments to superintend and work at. Want tools ; but think we shall run
up the walls in six weeks.
The instructions I received from Colonel Lawrence as
to this fort were as follow :* " Build a good mud fort,
capable of holding twelve hundred men and eight guns,
in a healthy, centrical position ; if possible, commanding
the irrigation of the valley. Unless commanding a
wholesome running stream, it should be furnished with
wells or cisterns capable of holding water for the garri-

* See "The Punjab Blue Book of 1847-9,"
where the instructious are given in full.

pp. 83, 84,
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son for six months. Six of your guns can be put into
the fort. Its peace garrison should be two companies
of regular infantry, two hundred irregulars, and a company of artillery. In the next 'two or three years, four
regiments af idintry, one af cavalry, five hundred or
one thousand irregular horse, twelve guns, and fifty
zumbooruhs, *ill remain in one cantonment nenr the
fort ; and on any disturbance arising, the mass of this
force should at once proceed and put it down, leaving
their weakly men in the fort. The means of moving
two regiments, six guns, and one thousand horse at an
hour's notice, should be always kept up. Let your cantonment be ae compact as possible, one face at least
covered by the fort, and the further extremities covered
by high mud towers, capable of each holding fifty men,
and water and provisions for them for a week. All
magazines and storerooms to be in the fort, where six
months' supplies for five hundred men should always be
stored."
It may easily be conceived how much I now felt the
want of a military education, and that practical knowledge of field fortification which every cadet acquires (if
he has got any sense, and wishes to be a soldier, and
not a clothes-horse for red jackets) at either Addiscombe or Sandhurst. I had not had these advantages,
and the consequence was that though holding the commission of Lieutenant in an army belonging to the most
civilized nation of the nineteenth century,I was driven
to imitate the system of fortification which one of the
most barbarous races of Asia may have inherited, for
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fort was to be given up to the cavalry and artillery .
horses, and camels of the mmbooruhs.
The plan of putting the cantonment round the foot
of the citadel as an outer wall, was thought, by both
- General Cortlandt and myself, better than a separate
inclosure at a distance ; as, by our arrangement, the
fort and cantonment became a mutual protection. As
matters turned out, some months afterwards, it might
i
b of the Commandant of the fort, had
have saved the l
Colonel Lawrence's plan of separating the cantonment
been abided by ; but, in building a fort, even Vauban
would not t h i i it necessary to provide for such a
contingency as the citadel being besieged by its own
garrison I This, as the reader will see, was, ere long,
the fate of Duleepgurh.
Having thus projected our fort, we had next to
consider how to build it. I t was not likely that we
should get many of the Bunnoochees to rivet their
. own chains; and if we sent to the other side of the
Indus for workmen, great delay would be occasioned.
General Cortlandt informed me that Runjeet Sing
was in the habit of making the Sikh army build their
own forts, and quoted the instances of Jumrood, Peshawur, Doond-Sahuttee, MozufFurabad, and Huzaruh ;
but there was nothing they would not have done for
their "great Maharajuh."
Goolab Sing, and other
powerful Sirdars, had also persuaded the armies they
commanded to labour at fortifications; but they did
it by making an amusement of it, not a duty, and by
themselves aurying a few blocks of stone, as an ex-
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ample. The present seemed to me an occasion, when,
whether it were an amusement or not, it was the
imperative duty of the Sikh force to build the fort,
which was to secure the interests of their sovereign,
and their own personal safety; and accordingly, on
the 21st of December, as entered above, in the Diary,
the different sides of the fort were this day portioned
out to the regiments," &c. How this fared, the reader
will soon see.
While these military plans were in operation, General
Cortlandt, as Nazirn, or Civil Governor of the Upper
Trans-Indus countries, was actively csrrying on an
under-current of civil duties; and the stream, after
passing him, ultimately came to me, as the court of
confirmation and appeal. The businks this involved
was immense, for the late Governor, Dowlut Raie,
had, in some way or other, reduced every province
and every landholder to the lowest ebb. Now all
came to General Cortlandt for justice. The General,
ever patient and pains-taking, bore up as well a s he
could against the mass of complaints which b e w to
pour into Bunnoo, from Esaukheyl, Murwut, KO&chee, and Dera Ishmael Khan; but when he came
over to my tent at sunset, he had usually as little
appetite as I for dinner. My invaluable chef, Gholam
FIoossain, would have created a feast m the midst of
a desert, at half an hour's notice ; but his best chicken,
stuck with. pistachio-nuts, looked too like the ghost
of one of Dowlut Raie's victims; and the s o u t e t ,
nn which he prided himself most, seemed to our weary
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vision the very embodiment of a monstrous injury.
Dinner over, work was resumed by candlelight, and
midnight generally passed before we got to bed.
The assistants of Colonel Lawrence in the Punjab
at'no time had ever to complain of too little to do,
the work, during 1846, 7, and 8, varying from ten
to fourteen hours per diem ; but I look back to these
months in Bunnoo as the hardest grind I ever
endured. Even the chiefs and peasantry of Bunnoo
itself, though they might any day have been plunged
into hostilitids against us, began to appreciate the
blessing of an impartial and honest tribunal, and,
from looking on idly at the trials of Esaukheylees or
Murwutees, soon changed into litigants on their own
account, and promised, in a short while, to put every
acre of the valley into Chancery. Seeing their minds
thus prepared to welcome any system of regular laws,
after the anarchy to which they had been used, I
thought the time was come for imposing on them a
simple code, adapted to their circumstances and understandings ; the restrictions of which should interfere,
as little as possible, with the free habits of individuals,
while on their face they should be evidently for the
general weal. Accordingly, the following entry appears
in the Diary of the 21st of December:
Last night, sat up and prepared a rocla lama ti on of
Law and Justice for Bunnoo, which I translated this
morning into Persian. Am doubtful whether the laws
about arms will be sanctioned, but think them necessary ; and if carefully acted up to, they -will, in process
of time, disarm the valley without violence.
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PROCLAMATION

' CONCERNING

THE ADMINISTRATION

OF

JUSTICE,

AND

LAWS TO BE OBSERVED I N B U N N O O .

" 1. Henceforward all rule and justice rests with the
Nazim of the province, who represents the Crown ; and,
in his absence, with the local K h d b of the valley.
" 2. Mullicbs have no authority, except to carry
out the Nazim's or Kirdh's orders, and to collect the
revenue of their respective tuppehs.
" 3. Any Bunnoochee or Vizeeree, therefore, who has
a suit or complaint to prefer, must go to the Nazim or
K M r , and give in a written representation of his case.
" 4. Law and justice being attainable by all, recourse
to arms for the settlement of disputes is henceforth forbidden. Any person violating this rule, is liable to be
punished as a murderer, and if not hanged, will certainly
be imprisoned for a term of years, perhaps for life. Let
no one think that he will only be fined for cutting and
wounding others. Fines will never be received in compensation of blood.*

* Tbis law 4, referred to the -laws which ,were formerly in
force under Runjeet Sing, in the Puujab, by which there wm
a scale of offences against life and person, from murder downwards to assault, and a corresponding scale of fines, which,
when levied, were shameleaaly put into the royal treasury.
instead of being given to the injured parties or their fmiliea,
as they would have been had they m ~ d eany pretence to
jnstice. The price of a neighbour's life in this code waa, if
I remember rightly, eleven hundred rupeen, or $1 10, so that
the State made a good thing of a murder, and had great reason
to complain of a simple case of maiming.
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5. When any murder or robbery is committed in
or near a village, the Mullick and people of that village
will be held responsible either to produce the murderers
or robbers, or to carry the track on to other villages, who
in like manner must cany it out of their own boundary ;* and the Mullick of every village,will be fined if
he does not give immediate information of such an
event to the Mullick of the tuppeh, who will inform
the U r d h under a similar penalty. It is impossible
for a murderer or a robber to bring home horses,
sheep, cows, money or othkr plunder without its
being known in his own village; and villages will
~coordinglybe held responsible in twice the amount
of the property stolen if .they do not give information
against the offenders.
" 6. These rules, the probability of discovery, and
the certainty of punishment, being suflicient security
for the lives of individuals, no man, whether Bunnoochee, Vizeeree, or other person in Bunnoo, except the
military or police servants of the Government, will be
dagger
allowed to carry musket, sword, spear,
or other kind of arms. Any person violating this rule
"

* Thh eyetern of tracking, and village responeibility, was
in general use in the Punjab, and ie almoet the only way of
detecting crime in countriee where the people are not eufficiently
civilized to be enlisted on the aide of law, and against crime.
Ite jostice. ie lrlso obvione in communitiee which are for the most
part brotherhoods, or clana. The expertneee of the Indian
trackere ie we11 known, and their untiring pereeverance seldom
fails to be rewarded with the apprehension of the hunted
CrimiMl.
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will be considered to do so with evil intent, and will be
imprisoned, fined, or otherwiee severely punished.
" 7. The above rule applies a h to strangem, and
particularly to those tribee who on every Friday oome in
gmat numbers to buy and sell in the town of Bazaar.*
Any stranger who conducts himself peaceably will
receive the same protection from the Nazim or W,
as if he was a subject of the Maharajuh, but if he
&es
arms he will be imprisoned.
" 8. Any pemn who thinks the Government is unable to protect his village from attack, is at liberty to
keep arm sin his own house ; but whoever is satisfied
with the protection of the law is at liberty to eeIl his

* F'riday is the holieet day of the Muhommudan week; md
waa hence appropriately selected for the marketday of the town
of Bazaar; for Bazaar was not only the chief town of Bunnoo.
but the only public mart; and it wae resorted to both by the
Bunnoocheee of every tuppeh, and aleo by the various mountain
tribes around the d e y . The former brought out their anrplus
produce., and the latter bartered tbeir ebeq, oxen, goats, wool,
iron m d d t , for corn, etagar, linen (from India), silks, urns,
and gunpowder. I t was eesential that wch a promiscuous
aseembly of friends and foee, all carrying three or four d e n rive weaponn, ahould meet on some neutral ground; and this
waa well found in that day of the week which Muhommndans
of every eect reverence alike. I never myself witnessed a fairday at Bazaar, but waa informed that it
a most remarkrble
rpectade ; seldom lera then fen thonsand wild Afghans, clad and
armed in their different farhione, meeting in perfect peace, .qd
exchanging the d u h t i o n s enjoined by their common f& :
sc Salhm Aleikoom !" cc Aleikoom Salilam l"
Tbe day bdore,
:
or the day after, they could not have met without a fight.
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arms to the Government, which will receive them in
part payment of arrears of revenue at a fair valuation
" 9. All duties on corn are henceforward abolished,
as also all other cesses paid to the Mullicks of tuppehs,
who will receive compensation after inquiry. Any Mull& convicted of levying duties from Hindoos, or others,
will be severely fined, if not deposed.
" 10. Any Mullick, or peasant, who shall stop up
the water, or cut away dams; so as either maliciously
to dry up or to flood the fields of his neighbours, shall
be fined twice the amount of the damage so occasioned;
and the Mullicks of tuppehs, in particular, are held
responsible for looking after the irrigation.
" 11. All lands that have been held for five years
shall be confirmed to the holders, and all land disputes
of a more recent date must be brought forward at once,
when they will be settled by arbitration ; any not brought
forward within six weeks after this proclamation will
.not be heard, except d c i e n t reason be shown, such
as absence in a foreign country, or grievous sickness.
" 12. All Syuds, Oolumi, or other holders of hitherto
mdfee (rent-free) lands, will attend at the time of the
revenue survey, and' point out their lands ; and when
the extent of those lands has been ascertained .by measurement, they must within twenty days after the said
measurement, give in to the Nazim or Khrdir a written
statement of the said lands, with the suanuds (titledeeds, grants, &c.) or other authority by which they are
held ; and when all the+ claims shall have been given
.in, they will be considered c o w e l y , with reference to
L

a
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the proportion they shall prove to bear to the whole
produce of the valley, and individually with reference
to the conduct of the parties. Such malcontents as
the Syuds of Mumukhsheyl cannot expect kindness
from the Government ; no claims ' for dhumm-urth
(charitable) lands will be registered after twenty days
from the revenue survey.
" 13. Any zumeendar, Syud, or other holder of land
who shall run away to escape payment of revenue, his
lands and property shall be considered forfeited thereby
to Government, which shall either sell the same or give
them to well-wishers on mere payment of the arrears.
" 14. Any tuppeh which shall harbour revenue d e
faulters, or other public offenders, shall be held responsible for the claims against such persons, and any Mullick who does not give speedy information of such persons being concealed within his jurisdiction will be
removed forthwith.
" 15. The crimes of suttee* (widow burning), i h n -

* I do not know whether the Bunnoochees permitted the
Hindoos who resided amonget them to burn their widows ; but
think they would haye done so on payment of a fee, if the
nindoos had been sufficiently strict in their observances to desire
it. At any rate, in publishing laws de nwo in a new county
where there was a Hindoo community, it wtu necessary and
proper to infuse into those l a m the spirit which the humane
.Colonel Lawrence had already introduced in the Punjab, and
persuaded Mabarajuh Goolab Sing, for his own credit among
the English, to introduce in the kingdom of Cachmere. And
I may here remark, that when English readera hear or read
of the unpopularity of British rule in the Eset, it is well that
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ticide and slavedealing are forbidden under the s6verest
penalties.
" 16. The system of be'gdree (forced labour) will not
be allowed either to Government officials, Mullicks, or
any one else.
" 17.. The manufixture of arms and gunpowder is
forbidden, under penalty of five hundred rupees.
" 18. All weights and measures used by dealers in
Bunnoo must assimilate to those in use at Lahore, and
none will be allowed to be used which have not been
stamped by the Krirdk under penalty of a fine for each
offence.
cc

(Dated)
Camp, Duleepgurh, Bunnoo,
'# December 21st. 1817."

they should know that by far the greatest share of this unpopularity arises from such interferences as these with the barbarous prejudices of the natives. The Hindoo no longer feels
himself a person of vital importance in hie own house. His
death will not shorten the days of his young wife. She will
not adorn his funeral pile, nor her screams give solemnity to
hie exit from the world. She will happily survive as long u
her Maker intended, and regret her lord only if he treats her
well. Far be it from me to insinuate that if he treats her ill,
hie curry may even disagree with him ! The Muhornmudan
feels equally aggrieved by these benevolent rulers. He also is
now obliged to treat his wife as a woman should be treated, lest
she presume to seek a kinder home ; in which case (so low has
liberty fallen), he cannot kill her without being hanged !
Neither may either IIindoo or Muhommudau buy girls any
longer by the pound; nor those sacred races who cannot degrade
themselves by giving their daughters in marriage to meaner

'
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Reckived a visit from a deputation of Syuds and holy
men of Bunnoo, sent by their brethren to request the
small favour of all their lands being henceforward
excused from paying revenue as heretofbre! In reply,
read to them the twelfth paragraph of previous code,
and promised as fsvourable a consideration as I codd
give them.
December 5?2nd,Camp, Ih4leepqurh.-The expected
wing of Meyher Sing's regiment arrived in a m p , mustering only two hundred men ! The officers waited on
me, and gave a tolerably satisfactory account of the
delay in their arrival.
This evening, five men of Colonel MLn Sing's
rcgiment came forward to refuse to work at the fort,
and said they were deputed to speak for one hundred
others. I sent for them. Four came ; and on their
repeating their refusal and deputation, I told them it
was quite sufficient for them to answer for themselves,
and directed them to be paid up, and discharged on
the spot. I t is by no means unlikely, however, that
they speak the truth, and that they are the " painch"*
men, be permitted any more to strangle them. I n short,
British rule has undoubtedly deprived the nativee of many of
the most valued luxuries of life. It has protected woman
from man ; snd that great reformation is aa odiom M it is
honourable.
* The a s Painch " (or, M it is vulgarly called, " Punch")
was a deputation of the five (Pfnch, or Panj) cleverest blackguards in a Sikh regiment, who took their seats in the midaight
parliaments of the Khalsa army, where measures were camaerted
for keeping the Lahore Governmeut in the handa of the
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of their company, if not the regiment. The bull.must
be taken by the horns; and to-morrow morning I hare
ordered a parade of the whole force, when I shall call
upon all thoee men of M b Sing's regiment, wha refuse
to work at the fort, to step out, and discharge them,
however numerous. General Cortlandt tells me it is
one of the worst regiments in the Sikh service. The
rpsn am Poorbeeuhs,* and the regiment (known by the
putting up, or deposing and murdering a V k r , voting thsmsalves extra pay, gold necklaces, &c. The Colonele of regimentr .
had no authority whatever during the revolutionary days. The
" Painch" settled everything, and iseued orders to the officers.
A piece of brick or tile, passed from hand to hand, like the
"fiery cross," was the signal given by the s g Painch" for a
general muter, or the execution of mme bloody design p m viouely decided an.
* Poorbeenhe, men from the Poorub or East, waa applied
in the Punjab to emigrants h m Hindoatan. They formed a
large body in the Sikh army, and, like 4 renegades, were
observed in the first m d second Sikh war to be more bitterly
hoetile to the British than the Siib thernselvea. The r e a m is
obviooe. Runjeet Sing, in creating an army and an empire, gave
a hearty welcome to military adventurers and ambitious spirits ;
the very class who found their "occupation gone,'! under our
rule in Hiudostan. The Punjab, therefore, for many years acted
M the main sewer of Britiah India, and drew off all our malmmknk; to meet urr however, at last, faee to face, in a deadly
and final struggle. There can be no doubt that the eriatence
of a few independent native kingdoms on our bordem ie very
nrefnl, in the m y above dewxibed; but they have been still
wore useful than theJ are now, or cau ever be again ; so surely
does a peaceful government, strongly establiihed, c a w warlike
habita, feelings, and ultimately racea, to dieappear. We
have always more to fear from a eingle soldier whom our ad-

-
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name of " Dhokul Sing's") has always been at M o r e ,
lounging about at the Palace, and sharing the good
things afloat during the revolutions, and now active
service is not to their mind. Moreover, they have in
their ranks all the English sepoys who deserted from
Ferozepoor, and other frontier stations, during the Sukkur mutiny, in 1843. In short, they are a bad lot, and
the sooner the matter is brought to a crisis the better.
I t will never do to have insurbordimtion in our camp,
at this distance from support of any kind, and surrounded by enemies. The Sikh army has ever been
accustomed to labour at the forts, which necessity
required to be thrown up in an enemy's country, and
they shall do the same now.
In paying up the discharged men, it appears, that
the price of the gold necklaces, &c., which they extorted
from the Durbar in the days of the revolution, are now
ordered to be deducted from their pay; so, instead of
having anything to receive, they have collectively thirty
rupees to pay !
December 23rd.-At
8 A.M. parade. Line of contiguous columns, close order. Called oficers to the
front, and told them why the @ade assembled-viz.,
rmcing arma have thrown out of employ, than from the ten
son0 whom he bequeaths to the plough or beggary. I n thie
way, the difficulty of the Punjab ie the present generation. The
future w i l l be either the best and favourite eoldiere of the E&
India Company's native regiments ; or if not enlisted from a
ridiculous panic, will pass quietly back to those agricultural
pursuits from which Runjeet, with so much difficulty, diverted
their p
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to inquire into the truth or falsehood of the assertion
made by the four sepoys of MAn Sing's regiment,
" that they spoke not for themselves alone, but for a
hundred others!'
Said I did not believe there was
another soldier in the force, who considered his honour
to consist of anything but obeying the Maharajuh's
orders ; but if there was one, or any number of them,
now was the time to speak, and be discharged, for I
would not allow a small body of mutineers to spoil
the discipline of the camp. I recalled to them the
history of Mib Sing's regiment, and how grateful the
Poorbeeuhs who composed it ought to be, that they
had not been the first selected for discharge, when
the necessities of the State had obliged the Durbar to
dismiss many thousands of their own Sikhs; and I
then sent Colonel MPn Sing, to offer the whole of
his regiment the option of working at the fort, or
being discharged upon the spot. While he was absent,
the officers of the other regiments, among whom was
many a white beard, gathered round, and numbered up
the forts which the S i soldiers had built with their
own hands. " I t was," they said, " the immemorial
v t o m of the service; and at this very moment, the
troops, with Captain James Abbot, in Huzaruh,were
building the fort of Gundgurh." The Colonel at last
returned to the front with four of his men, three of
whom were given up by the regiment as ringleaders,
and the other had threatened to cut down the Colonel
if he did not move off 1 This being corroborated by the
Adjutant, I ordered him into irons, and the other three
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refusing to work, I confined them, for the purpose
of having them hied by a courtmartid, on charge of
exciting a mutiny. The Colonel then declaring, that
his regiment was sauf (clean), I dismissed the parade.
The court-martial afterwards assembled, and consisted
of the CoIonel, one of the Commandants, and one
of the Adjutants of each corps in the force; with
General Bishen Sing as President. They sat all day,
but not being experienced in such courts, made a meos
of the proceedings, and General Cortlandt will preside
to-morrow.
I saw, however, by the evidence, that the whole of
No. 4 Company of M&n Sing's regiment was absent
yesterday evening from the works, and refused to join ;
so that we have nipped a serious mutiny in the bud.
I shall not let the matter drop, but sift it to the bottom,
and punish the guilty, however numerous.
Looking back to this mutiny, I have always thought
it a far greater danger than any the Bunnoocheea could
have opposed, and am thankful that it went no fbther
hgths. - I n the last extremity, I relied on the fidelity
of General CortIandt's artillery; and though at this
distance of time I forget whether the guns were loaded
before the parade, I remember that all was in readinto use them if required.
The whole force has been working since the parade
with alacrity at the fort, and done more than on any
previous day. Indeed the spirit of the &r
mrpe
seems as good as that of M b Sing's is bad. Cortlandt's
Poorbeeuh regiment, the " Kuthar Mookhee," in parti-
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cular, work famously ; an answer to those in our own
swvice who uphold the excuses " Jack Sepoy" makes
to escape work.*
December 24th.-Spent half the day in hearing the
ins and outs of tha great Jhundookheyl land dispute
between Swahn Khan, Vizeeree, and Sher Must Wan,
of Bunnoo. At last they agreed to appoint arbitrators,
which is the best way of doing justice to local
questions.
The rest of the day consumed in the court-martial,
General Cortlandt having begged me at last to come
and hear the evidence myself. This I did, and soon
brought the witnesses to the point. The day after
to-morrow we shall sit again, take the prisoners' defence,
and wind up the proceedings. I t is clear that the
whole of No. 4 Company " struck," but the prisoners
were the ringleaders and stirrers-up of the mutiny.
Considerable progress in the fort these last two days ;
and labourers are W n n i n g to come in from Kuchee,
on the other side of the Zndus.
Decernber 25th.-Kept Christmas Day by doing no
business, and seeing no one, thinking of home. How
dear such memories are, none know but those who
have been thrown into such solitudes. Every Sunday

* A still better answer, however, is to be found in the
i
n
e
r
s ; which beyond dl comparison is
Corps of Sappers d M
the h e s t , b e a t , best behaved, and most thoroughly mldierlike body of native infantry in the East India Company'e
army. Their caste h, I believe, just aa high rrs thet of any
regiment in the line; and bow far higher their utility ! Any
new native regiments ought to be aappere and minem.
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I used to spread out on the table before me a porftxt
treasury of home reminiscences, some sad, some happy,
all softening and full of good; kind letters, pictures
of dear old houses, not a few memorials of the dead ;
and, side by side with these penates, a dehghtfully
quaint and martial likeness of Lord Gough, p e r p
trated by a Lahore artist,* a bronze medal of Lord
Hardinge, and the portrait of Henry Lawren-"
my
very noble and approved good masters." There was
great happiness, great sympathy, and great encoungement, in these old odds and ends of affection, and the
little tin box that contained them was a sort of " ark"
on-my week-day sea.
Received, whiie in the very attics of my ch4teau
d'Espagne, the pleasing intelligence that five Bunnoochees of MerdPn tuppeh have, turned " Ghflzees,"t and
sworn to take my life and Cortlandt's, in the hope of
saving Bunnoo I This design is in its way patriotic,
and, consequently, respectable; but it confirms the
necessity of disarming the people. The Bunnoochees are
such liars themselves, that up to the last minute they
have been flattering themselves that I am onc too,

*

Should this meet the eye of Lady Gough, thii effort of
native genius (a copy of which is in her cabinet) will, I daresay,
not be forgotten. It was done when Lord Qough's conquering
army waa at the' gatea of Lahore ; and the painter seems to have
thought it a duty to adorn the face of the General with "the
flush of victory."
t A " Gh&ee9' is a Muhornmudan Crusader, or Crescentader,
one who devotes hia life to fighting for the faith, and spilling
the blood of infidels.
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and was only frightening them with the threat of a
fort. Now their hearts sink as the walls go up ; and
cven Dilassuh Khan, who ran away to Dour, thinking
he should come back when we were gone, meditates
how best to make his peace.
December 26th.-Having now got into a standing
camp, I have ordered Sunday to be a holiday for all
the troops. Accordingly, today also the fort works
suspended.
December 27th.-Court-martial resumed; and the
proceedings closed. In the middle of it, however, a
disagreeable intermption occurred.
A Bunnoochee,
m e d with a naked sword, tried to force his way
into the council-tent, where I was sitting on the floor
in the midst of the Sikh officers, and inflicted three
severe wounds on the sentry at the door. The noise
made us all look up ; and seeing what was the matter,
1 called out to the sentry to bring down his bayonet and run the fellow through; whereupon he
brought it to the "charge," and put the Bunnoochee
lo flight. He had not gone ten yards, however, before
a sepoy of Bishen Sing's regiment caught him in his
open arms as he went by, hugged him l i e a bear,
tripped him up, and findy fell on him. The crowd of
infuriated soldiers would have killed him instantly, had
I not interfered upon impulse, though I rather regretted it on reflection.* All the Bunnoochee Mullicks
in camp were at once summoned, to see if they could

* The reader will see presently what evil arose from the
temporary delay in this wretch's punishment.
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recognilse him; but nobody knew him. Evey Mullick
who asked him what fort he belonged to, received for
answer, " Yours I" At last he declared himself of a
certain fort in the tuppeh of Alladad Khan, who was
sent off instantly to make inquiry.
The sentry who was wounded at the tentdoor died
within two hours afterward. His skull was cut right
through, and the blade had entered into his brain.
I must see about his widow.
Took the opportunity of asking Meer Alum Khan
whether he had heard of five Bunnoochees in his tuppeh
having sworn to take my life and General Cortlandt's ?
He denied all knowledge of such a conspiracy; and I
told him it was odd that I should hear of it and not
he. As all mischief seems to originate in Meer Alum's
tuppehs, I now finally informed him that unless he
produces the men who murdered the sepoy of the
Moosdmiin Regment on the night of the 17th December (whose track ends in the centre of four *ofhis forts),
I will remove him h m his chieftainship. On this be
started off, and will perhaps produce the guilty.
At night another dastardly assault. A tumboorchee
(drummer) of Bishen Sing's regiment, went out a littie
way b o n d the pickets, and was set upon by three
Bunnoochees. He defended himself well until the guard
could come to his assistance, but he received a severe
blow over the head.
These frequent acts of violence and bloodshed announced but too plainly that the peasantry had got over
th
'2 of our return to Bunnoo ; that they at

length believed our intention to remain then; and that
the fort was not a s b ; and lastly, that the nthgious
edvisers of the people had mmmended the readoption
of their w a d system of haRssing the Sikh camp with
night attacks, ambuscdee, and rrssas&ations.
My
attention was thus d e d to the necessity, firstly, of
taking p r e c a u t i o ~measulps for our own safety ; and,
sedondly, of dimming the people of the country. A&
cordingly, the orders already issued that no stranger
should be dowed to enter the camp with arms were
now enforced by sentries thrown out all round to search
every one who came in. B e t h positions were chosen
far the pickets, and the pickets strengthened at sunset.
The soldiers, too, were forbidden to go out alone into
.the villages to buy food or get grain ground; no one
was to go out without his comrade, and both well armed.
For my own part, I m m d d that some years ago
Runjeet's own gnmdson, ftao ~ b a Sing,
l
was twice
very nearly as%aasinated in Bunnoo, while at the head
of Sikh armies. Once a poor-looking lad, with a basket
of flowers, was admitted into the tent to lay his humble
offePing of roses and jessamine at the Prince's feet. As
he approached a suspicious bystander thrust his hand
into the basket and pulled up a pistol, which was cond e d under a garland, ftlll cocked, d loaded to the
muzzle. Anothex step nearer and he would have dis. charged it ! A seoond time a whole band of Bunnoochees concealed themselves under some m d h - b u s h e s
in a water-cut, which ran past the Prince's sleeping tent ;
and when he had retired to rest,' fired a perf& vollg,
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of bullets in the direction of his bed. Several of the
attendants were wounded, and the " charpai," on which
Nao Nihal Sing was sleeping, was splintered, but he
himself escaped with a severe fright. These examples,
coupled with the late attempt against General Cortlandt
and myself in the court-martial tent, determined me
to be more cautious ; and from this time I always carried
a doublebarrelled pistol in my belt when out of doors,
and in the tent made a paper weight of it while writing,
or laid it beside my plate at meals. A long cavalry
sword also usually stood sentry in the corner, and real
live sentries stood over each door of the tent. One
might have thought these precautions sutficient for the
Emperor of Russia, but it will be seen presently that
they were no discouragement to the patriots of Bunnoo.
In my " Report" to the Resident at Lahore, on
leaving Bunnoo the first time, I asmmed it as a matter
of course that, when royal troops should be sent to
occupy Bunnoo, they would be directed to disarm the
inhabitants as a primary measure ; and this was one of
the leading features of my plan for the subjugation of
the valley ; but in alluding to it, Colonel Lawrence, in
his final instructions to me at Lahore, disapproved of so
sweeping a measure. " All persons," he said, " who
now oppose you may be disarmed, also any suspicious
characters ; but it is not advisable to irritate the people ;
and those who live near the Vieeree hills may require
arms to defend themselves. Make it, however known,
that all who abuse the kindness now shown will forfeit
future consideration."

I
,

.
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Restricted thus from thoroughly disarming the Bunnoochees, I still thought it w necessary to bring arms
into disuse in the common business of life, that, as the
reader will remember, in the code of simple laws published on the 21st December, I forbade their being
worn in public, and invited the people to pay them
in part of arrears of revenue, at the same time legalising
their possession for the purpose of resisting external
enemies. There was every hope that even this qualified
measure would render recourse to arms much less frequent, and ultimately, as law gained strength, make
the use of them in party feuds forgotten. But the
process was likely to be slow ; and though private l i e
might daily become more secure, the public peace would
remain in the same condition as at present, secured only
by the presence of an overawing force. No progress
would be made in getting the people into the power of
the Government, but the contrary; for at the end of
two years it was intended to reduce the garrison of
Bunnoo to "two companies of regular infantry, two
hundred irregulars, and a company of artillery." The
Government, therefore, would be weakened, and t.he
Bunnoochees remain as they were at first (with the
important exception of their devoted forts), in possession
of the arms which a superior force had rendered useless,
but which an inferior force would tempt them to
resume.
Against this was the one possibility that two years'
administration of just laws should reconcile a barbarous people to the loss of liberty.
'POL. I.

X
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The adpining valley of Murwut afForded a good illustration of these viewe. About five years previom to my
missian to Bunnoo, one Mulliok Futteh Khan Towannuh, had been deputed by Mahajuh Sher Sing an
on exaotly similar mission to M m t . There were
no forts in M m t to knock d m ; but the Multiok
built a stout one far the Crown, established a w o n ,
and gave the Sikhs what they never had thore &rea firm footing. h t he did not disarm the
What happened ? In one single night, without
d any kind reachmg the garrison in tbe fort, a md
malcontent, named Durrikkee Khan, awnded a nukk h h (kettledrum) at midnight in his d q e . The
weltknown signal wa,s taken up, d re-echoed fmm
village to village across the sandy plain of M m t ;
and next morning the town of Lukkee was destroyed,
and the fort besieged. The news of the rising sprtad
like wild fire ; the neighbouring Afghan tribes rushed
to the m n e of expected plunder, and soon the rebel
army nlvnbered twelve thousand men. The siegelasted
seventeen days, and more than one assault was made ;
but though the R o h h gamkm was not three hundred
strong, they gallantly maintained themsehes till Dewan
Dowlut Raie came up with
smd troops f h m
Dera Ishmael Khm, and mkd the siege. The rebels
dispersed to their homes, buried their arms, and a
fortnight afterwards, when I happened to reach W e e ,
not a Mumutee was ever to be seen with a sword or a
spear.
This case seemed s t a y in point. I had now

&.
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forbidden aams to be worn in Buowa,md m n , not an
armed lhmnoochee add be seen .bmd
p m
sence of m occupying army would repress for the time
the very idea ufreskhnee, and d w d go on ssnoddy
till the apparent sdjugatbn and contentment af the
d e y shodd induce the diminution of the f m . &me
trifling spark might then eet the =try
unexpeckdy
in a blaze, and the garrison of ten thousand men find
themselves beleaguered by an emred h t of hnnand Vizeerees. If they behameti witb ordinary *try
and prudence, they would hold swtr a fort as we were
building against. all CCme18' till succow
could cume from'
head-quartem of the province at Dera Ishmael K b .
But this is holdirrg a country,not gozternkg it.
On the other hand, were the Wmnnoochee peasantry to
be disarmed, the sting w d be t&en ant of them fw
ever. The task would be diikdt, but it would make
the fuhve easy ; and I now again solicited permission to
undertake it.* Mr. John m e n e e (who wae then
Acting-Resident at himre, in the pIaRe of Cobnel .
Lawrence, gone home on sick leave 68 England),
" comi&red the measure impolitic, inasmuch as it
would unite all classes against! us; it w d d be in-.
- operative, inasmuch; as it WCWM
be but paatidly su*
cessful'; and lastly, as kx as it did succeed, it wouPd
be in&ious, for it would expose the disarmed Bunnoochee to the attacks of the formidable Vizeeree,

* My letter of application on this head is printed in pp. 95,
96, "Punjab Blue Book of 1847-9."

=dent

The reply of the Acting

d Lahore, at pp. 97-9.
M 2
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who, safe, in his mountain fastness, could choose his
opportunity for attack.*"
This view of the case was
subsequently taken
by the Governor-General in
Council,+ and I was consequently obliged to abandon
the idea, and content myself with discouraging the
use of arms, and buying them from: the people in
part of their arrears of revenue.
I t is not for me to doubt the policy of this forbearance ; but I may be permitted to rejoice1 sincerely
that the very opposite was at once adopted when not a
small valley like Bunnoo, but the vast country of the
Punjab was to be subjugated and annexed ; and I
think that few of our countrymen in England will hear
without pleasure that within one year of the battle of
Goojurat, the new " Board of Administration for Punjab
Affairs" had, by their energetic measures, taken one
hundred and fifty thousand arms of all sorts from the
newly-conquered people ! In such a Government there
is both vigour and security.
. December 28th, Camp, Duleepgut-h.-Last
night
received an ursee (petition) from some chiefs in the
M e e m tuppehs, to the e f h t that the Bukkykheyl
Vizeerees, have again cut off some irrigation of theirs,
which by my orders was opened some days ago. As
the seed-time is now closing, this is a serious matter to
the Meetees, so I determined to go in person and see

*

See Letter from Mr. John Lawrence to the Secretary of the
Government of India, dated Lahore, January 7, 1848. "Punjab
Blue Book," 1647-9, p. 99.
t " Punjab Uluc Uwli." p. 101, Inclosure 11 in No. 20.
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the Vizecreo dam. Accompanied by General Cortlandt,
Sirdar Khwiijuh Muhommud Khan, Sirdar Ram Sing
Chappehwalluh, and about one hundred and fifty horse,
I set off early for the Meeree tuppehs. There I found
an extensive plain, barren for want of water ; and crossing the bed of the Tochee river, entered another p t
tract, which stretches away to the western hills, and is
by right of seinire and possession the property of the
Bukkykheyl Vizeerees. Their green, well-watered cornfields presented a striking contrast with the dried-up
acres of the poor Meerees, though the land of the latter
was the best. No inquiry was needed. The two banks
of the Tochee told their own tale. Pursuing the course
of that river upwards, we came at last to .the point
where the stream should by right be divided, and go
half to the Meerees and half to the Vizeerees. Here we
found a strong new bund (dam), extending upwards of
two hundred yards, completely preventing any water
from flowing towards the Meerees, and conducting the
whole stream of the Tochee to the lands of Bukkykheyl. Not a Vieeree showed, but they were al) close
by in the hills. The first thing we did therefore was
to crown the high stony hillocks, beneath which the
dam lay, to prevent surprise ; and I then set half of the
escort to work with their hands and spears to break
down the dam, which was partly effected in about two
hours. We then set fire to the brushwood pulled out
of the dam, so as to prevent its reconstrubtion, and
satisfied with seeing the whole Tochee now rushing down towards the Meeree tuppehs, we left our bonfire
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blae'i, and retired, but did not reach camp till 3 P.M.
To-morrow I shall send a party of sappers and miners
smounted behind as many horsemen, to complete the
dmku~tionof t4e dam, and prevent the Bukkykheylees
h t a bving any more water till the Meerees have done
sowing. The Meeree chi& seeing the water coming
dowu to thtir villages, mounted and gallopped up, full
~f thanks, which were sincere enough I dare say.
D e c d w 29t~.--General Cortlandt has put the
Gbszee fsnndy on trial in his court. His ~ccountof
himself is ae follows; several days ago he came into
oaarp, a ~ dsaw me sitting out under a shumyanuh
(ambg), surrounded by petitioners. The though;
occyrwd to him that it would be easy to kill me ; so he
went home, and propounded the question to his religious adviser, f 6 whether any man killing a Feringee
would be a shuhed, or blessed martyr?" The Moolluh
replied, 6' Decidedly, and a very meritorious act it
would be; but the Sahibs had a nasty habit of hanging criminals and exposing their bodies on the gallows,
a custom which disgusted and temfied respectable
Muhommudans, and prevented them from becoming
martyrs.'! The same priest put up an extraordinary
prayer at the Musjid, appropriate to the calamity which
had f$len upon Bunnoo, in the arrival of the Zalim
8ahib log (tyrannical Englishman), and implored the
interference and help of God in this crisis. I t is not
strange, therefore, that the prisoner, a youth just full
grown, and full of pride and strength, should have
brooded over these matters till, as he says himsell,
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" the fixed determination came into his heart imme
diately after saying his noontide prayers, to go and kQl
the Sahib !" Taking down his sword, therefore, and
putting on his best clothes, he set out; and on the
road seeing anothe~Moolluh at prayers among some
tomba, he threw him his old p@&nulrs (loose trowsers),
exclaiming, " Take these in the name of God !" The
Moolluh replied, " Kubool!" (it is accepted). This
some of -the Pushtoo interpreters understand to have
meant in its vernacular usage, " May God prosper your
undertaking !" Others understand it in ita simple Persian sense, " Your offering is acoepted." Approaohing
the camp after this costly religious sacrifice, he threw
hie scabbard into a field of sugar-cane, so as not to be
in his way; and knowing the prohibition against taking
arms into our camp, he hid the naked sword under his
clothes. He then entered the lines, and went to my
tent ; and finding I was not there, followed to General
Cortlandt's, where he saw us all sitting at the courtmartial. From this time he continued to lurk about,
and endeavoured to get in. At length growing imp*
tient, he asked a Murwutee, " If the Sahib was likely
to come out ?" The Murwutee replied, " Not till the
evening ;" and he then made up hia mind to form his
way in by cutting down the sentry, and accordingly
attacked him aa before related.
Hence it is clear that the peer (religioue instructor)
was the instigator of the moreed's (disaiple) crime,
and I have sent to arrest him. My own opinion is,
that. Shihadut and Ghuma (both military martyrdom)
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nre cases in which it is both politic &d just to consider the faith-expounder as, ipso facto, partkeps &-

minis. Martyr-mania might soon be stopped in Bunnoo if the priest had to pledge his disciple in the cup
of beatification which he holds out.
December 30th.-&r
the affair of the Tochee
dam, I told Mullick Swahn Khan to summon the Bukkykheyl Vieerees. To-day he arrived with them. They
were very humble, expecting to be forgiven ; but when
I imposed a fine of fifty rupees on them for breaking
the irrigation laws, and told them to divide it amongst
them, they vociferously gave up the real offenders (a
subdivision called Khan Kheyl), and left them to pay
the whole. I gave them five days to pay it in to Swahn
Khan, under pain of a farther fine of two rupees a day.
Swahn Khan protests against being made the collector, as he says the Vieerees will murder him ! I
promised, in that melancholy event, to build a fine tomb
over him, and the old fellow went away chuckling.
This is just what I w h t , to make S w h Khan our
partizan, and not that of his countrymen. I t gives us
his voiw in the jeerga of the tribes ; and though they
may feel jealous of his honourable position, they are too
unanimous not to act on his sensible advice.
Decembm 31st.-Sirdar Khwijuh Muhornmud Khan
is getting importunate for leave to return kome. He
rents the Kohfit revenues from his father, and says he
suffers tembly by not being on the spot to exact them.
Cannot spare the Barukzye contingent till the Bunnoo
forts are down.
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Januay lst, 1848.-A salute of twenty-one guns
fired to ush& in the New Year. Rode out with Ge.neral Cortlandt to decide upon a line for a new military
road, which by Lawrence's advice is to run right through
the middle of the valley, h m the Dourt hills to Lukkee.
When completed it will be about eighteen koss, or two
easy marches, from Lukkee to Duleepgurh. The Mullicks, through whose ground it passes, are responsible
for cutting it and putting bridges over the canals.
This was a great measure of good, both for Government and the people, as it would not only open the way
for commerce but secure life; for even a Bunnoochec,
while threading the devious tracks which formerly led
across the brooks and quagmires of his country, was
never sure that he would not be waylaid by an enemy,
or robbed by a Vizeeree ; consequently nobody went far
from home unless absolutely obliged.
I thought it fair, therefore, to throw the chief burden
of this new road on the inhabitants of the country; and
though General Cortlandt's officers and sappers superintended the work, the actual manual labour was all furnished by the tuppehs through which the road ran.
Seed-time being over, there was little or nothing to do
in the fields ; and to keep the peasants in good-humour,
we gave them a grand feast of roasted goat and rice, at
the end of every koss that they completed.
Resumed examination of the Ghazee, and people
concerned in that d a b .
January 2nd, 8unday.-No business ; but Commandant Fuzzul Ali, being a Muhornmudan, saw no
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reason why he should not amuse himself by laying out
the new town of Duleepshuhr.
This was another of the measures by which I designed
to transfer all power and influence fiym the native
Mullicks to the Sikh Government. Bazaar, the former
capital of Bunnoo, belonged to La1 Baz Khan a chief
whose good conduct made me reluctant to injure him
in any way ; and I therefore left him in possession of
that town, hoping fully that he would be able to maintain its prosperity : but in occupying a foreign country,
there are so many advantages, military and civil, attendant on possession of the capital, that it was dearly
advisable to found a new one of our own; all whose
interests and associations should be connected with the
new order of things. The meks were ready to my
hand in the bazaar, or movable market, which aooompanies every native army ; and I proposed to establish
all the graindealers cloth-merchants, butchers, bdkers,
and artisans who followed General Cortlandt's force, in
good permanent shops, as the nuclew of the town.
Further, I relied confidently on getting all the scattered
Hindoo traders whb h d so long held their lives on frail
tenure in the Bunnoo villages; feeling sure that they
would gladly remove to a wen-Protected city, under the
wing and patronage of the new authorities. Thus, in a
short time, it was reasonable to hope, that the commerce
and trade of the valley would centre in our new capital,
and be entirely under our control, while B w m would
remain only a useful rival.
The new town is to be one thousand paces from the

fort of Duleepgurh, so as to-be under fire of our guns,
but not within musket-range. If ever the peasantry
therefore rise and seize it, our fire will reach them, but
t,heirs will not reach us.* The relative positions of the
two will be seen in annexed sketch.
Cortlandt has made a very fortunate discovery that
the majority of the juzails in Bunnoo belong to the
chiefs, and-not to their vassals. Whoever was Mullick
of a fort, furnished muskets to the inhabitants for its
defence : consequently, we should only have to come
down upon the Mullicks, in cape of a disarmamentnot on individuals.
Januay 3rd, 1848.-The
arbitrators I appointed
have settled the great land dispute in Jhundookheyl,
between Sher Must and Swahn Khan ; and I this day
bound the parties, under heavy penalties, to abide by
their decision; then packed them all off to mark out
the boundary at once, before more doubts arise. Thus,
by the influence of a disimtmeated European, in whom
both sides could trust, two very large estates, which had
lain waste for several years, were brought back to fertility and use. I was amused by the choice of umpires.
The Vizeeree chose three of his own nation, fearless of
jealousy or foul ply. The Bunnoochee could not trust
his own people, and chose three low Muhommudans
out of the town of Bazaar-two oilmen and a gardener !
General Cortlandt, this day, sent up to me his judg-

* The long juzail of the Afghan p e w t r y , fired from a rest,
w i l l do good execution at four hundred yards, and reach much

further at random.

'
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ment, in the trial of the mutineers of No. 4 Company
of M b Sing's regiment :

P d g Dutt, to be dischnrgcd from the servicc, and
imprisoned four years, with labour.
Sookh La11 ditto ditto with two years.
Seetul . . ditto ditto with six months.
Anunt Ram, to be discharged only.

.

This I confirmed, but desircd Cortlnndt to c d up
the whole of the 4th Company, and inform them that it
was my intention to have discharged every man of them ;
but as many days have now elapsed, and they have
returned to their duty, and been ever since diligent in
constructing their share of the fort, I am led to believe
that they were originally led away by the four ring.
leaders now sentenced to punishment, and that they
now repent of their behaviour. The non-commissioned
officers also must be severely reprimanded ; for I hold
it as nothing that it is shown in evidence that the noncommissioned officers were in the fort, when the sepoys
were mutinying in the lines. The same is observable
in all mutinies of native soldiery-that at the time of
the outbreak, the officers stand apart, nay, remonstrate
with the mutineers, and then found great claims upon
their having done so : but this is prudence, not loyalty.
They know that the officers will be first called to account,
and that both their fault and' punishment will be
immeasurably greater than that of their men. If
N. C. 0.do their duty, it is impossible for any mutiny
t i come to a head, for they live among the men ; and
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at the first insubordinat.: word that is spoken, they would
wrest the speaker, cany him before the Colonel, and
draw down on h i such punishment as would effectually deter others ; at least, if the Colonel is worth his
salt.
Again, Colonel Mik Sing never reported that the
men of his regiment had on a previous day shown
insubordination, though it is admitted by all the wi!nesses. For this, he, too, must be reprimanded sharply.
T o overlook a fault of ignorance is very often good,
but to wink at disobedience is always folly. Sheikh
S&di says, well, " You may stop the source of a river
with a bodkin, but let it run on, and it will cany away
an elephant with his load I"
January 4th.-A deputation of the chief Povinduhs,
or Cabul merchants, having amved yesterday from
Dera Ishmael Khan, I received them to-day. The object
of their coming is to get their case laid before the
Resident. The Maharajuh has one line of customs,
and Dewan Moolraj, of Mooltan, has another. The
passes out of the mountains bring the caravans first
into the Maharajuh's line, and if they are destined for
Umritsir, they can cross the Indus, at Ekaukheyl, and
by a circuit escape MooIraj's line ; but if their destination be Mooltan, or Bhawdpoor, then they have to face
both lines. The consequence is, that the caravans are
d halted at Dribund, and will not come on till the
question is settled ; trade stagnates, and the goods spoil.
Cortlandt has requested the Bunnoochee Mullicks to
sell him twelve huudred juzails, and being in good
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humour, they volunteered to get him fifteen hundred,
amd two camel-swivels, as follows:

.

#
.

. . . . . 100 juzaih and zumboors.
. . . . 200
. . 100 ,,
. 100 ,,

From kazaar
,; J&rIhlm
,, Meer Alum Khan
,, Sher
Khan 6
Four Soornee tuppehs
,, Sliukuroolluh Khan
,, Mooseh Khan
From Six Meeree tnppehs :

.

. . .

3,

,,
,,

,f

400
100
100
300

,,
,,

,,
;
;

...

Khulk!hw.n
Mumoor Khan
Futteh Khan Mushir

. ..

.

These we shall take in payinent of ameats d revenue,
and they will be so many less a+t
us m case of a
row.
The reader will remember,that the f0undat.h or the
fort of Ddeepgurh was hid on December lath, 184 7,
so that the soldiers had now bee^ Lbourbg at it seventeen days. They bad h e n sssisted also by some
hundredw of eo0Ke-s fiom the eastern bank of the Indus,
and altogether bhere could scarcely have h e n less than
fm tilmwmd men ~ ( ~ ~ b natt work,
l p &wing for those
&sen# on duty ia h e camp. %ce the mutiny had
been put down in U n Sing's regiment the works had
gone on with great rapid%y. The earth to build the
walls was dug out of the ditch, and there moistened,
and made into mud, by a canal, and regvlated by the
workmen themselves. The soldiers stripped to their
blue paijbuhe, divided themselves iatg gangs, and,

standing at equal distances, kept up a constant rivalry
as to which gang did the most. One grenadier would
be seen down in the ditch filling an osier basket,
or (failing that) his own shield, and cooking dishes,
with well-trodden mud ; another handing it, when full,
to his comrade above the ditch, who tossed it to a
third upon the wall, who threw it out where it was
waded, and p d dawn again the empty vehiele for

more.
Here and there stood a corporal, or a .se@eant;
acting as overseer; and whenever he saw a supetior
approaching, shouted m a commanding tone : " Get
on ! get on !" On the m e r bastions (now rising
into importance) perched the Colonels and Commandants, shaded by their immense chattuhs (umbrellas)
of gay eoloured silks. From this high altitude they
overlooked the busy scene, and eneomaged their begrimed and toiling men, with witty remarks upon tkek
a w m e s s , sneers at the slower progrese of the regiment mxt them, or (if no tdl-tale was near to listen)
stweastic congmtuhtiow upon the dignity to which they
had all arrived, in being promoted to brkkhyers, after
so mmy years' service in the hfkrior capacity of sdeiers !
A little before sunset, General Cortlande and I would go
out and dismiss the men to their dinners, and then walk
round and survey the day's work, Mowed by & the
mnb*,
which d e d e d with tthek o m m s fiom the
bastions at our arrival. Commendations to the zealous,
and repoofs to the lazy, mere then disbributed in the
hearing of all, and having seen the outside picket take
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up its post in advance of the fort, to prevent mischief
during the night, we returned to camp, and left the
deserted and silent works to be disturbed only by the
measured footfall of the sentry.
The soldiers thus watched, and excited to emulation,
had raised the walls of the inner fort, by January 4th,
to such a height as to form a complete and almost
impregnable intrenched position wherein to leave half
the force and all the baggage, if necessity called out the
other half.
At length, therefore, the moment had arrived to
attempt the only really hazardous part of our enterprise, which the capitulation of the Vizeerees had left
unfinished. I mean the levelling of the Bunnoochee
forts.
That night was an anxious one to me, and I sat
up hour after hour considering and reconsidering our
position and means, and the best course for us to
pursue. Again and again I thought over the opinion
of the Acting-Resident, that the razing of the forts
should be done by us, not thrown on the people ; and
that "when the Sikh fort was ready, I should begin
gradually to dismantle those of the most turbulent."
But I always came to the conclusion that he would
not have given that advice had he ever seen the
Bunnoochees, and known their irritable temper and
dislike to the intrusion of Sikh soldiers into the
villages and amang their women. He thought that
my plan would unite the whole peasantry against us ;
and I thought the same of his ! But then (as was ever
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the considerate custom of both himself and Colonel
Lawrence, with their assistank), afier giving his advice,
he left me to act on my own discretion, fully confident
that his object was mine, and every nerve would be
strained to accomplish it. I did, therefore, what 1
think an officer should always do when called upon
to act on his own responsibility-viz., act also on his ,
own judgment.
D u r i i the night I prepared the following proclamation, and issued it next morning.

" PROCLAMATION
"TO T E E BUNNOOCEEES AND VIZEEREES OF BUNNOO.

" A royal fort is, as you see, now being built by
the Lahore Sirkar in Bunnoo, and it has been called
Duleepgurh in honour of the Maharajuh.
"In it will remain four regiments of infantry, two
troops of hoke artillery, fifty zurnboonrhs; and one
thouskd cavalry.
" This force is sufficient both to keep you in order
and to protect you against your enemies; and as you
are forbidden by the laws which I before published to
have recourse to arms and fight among yourselves, it is
no longer necessary that every village, should be a fort.
"Where just laws are in force, every fakeer's hut is
a castle, because no one dare enter it to injure him.
" You are hereby ordered, therefore, to throw down
to the ground the walls of every fort and enclosed
village within the boundaries of Bunnoo; and I hold
VOL. I.

N
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the Mullicke responsible for the carrying out of this
order within fiffeen days.
" At the end of &en days I wiU move against the
first fort I see standing, considering the inhabitants
as enemies, and remove every Mullick who has a
fortification left in his tuppeh.
" The seed-time is over, and you have nothing ta do
in your fields. Let the Mullicks, therefore, of each fort
collect the inhabitants and knock down their own walls,
so that at the end of a fortnight the villages of Bunnoo
may be open like the villages of Murwut, Ti%, Esaukheyl, and other p&
countries.
(Dated)

" Camp, D~~leepgurh,

" 6th January, 1850."
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Januay 5th, 1848.-THIS morning was pubhhed
the proclamation for knocking down forts, and this
evening La1 Baz Khan, of Bazaar, came to beg for a
few more days over and above the fifteen allowed for
the work of destruction, as his town and surrounding
fortifications are more extensive than any one else's.
The request being reasonable was granted, and he
promised to begin razing to-morrow.
On this chief I always calculated to set the example,
and hoped othenr would follow. None, however, came
forward to-day.
So bad was the Sikh h k (post) in those days, that
it was not till now that I received from Mr. John Lawrence any notice of the mutiny which occurred in our
camp on the 22nd and 23rd December; my letter of
the 24th reaching him on the 30th, and his of the latter
date arriving to-day. (How often did we on the frontiers think with envy of the English penny post !) He
wrote rrs follows :" With regard to the mutinous spirit evinced by
Colonel MAn Sing's regiment, I entirely approve of
the measures you adopted to bring them to their
senses, and consider that your conduct throughout the
at&
was most judicious. I have moved the Durbar
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to instantly recal this regiment; and request, on the
receipt of its instructions, you will give them a route
to Lahore, laying down the days for each stage, so as to
prevent any delay on the way. If you can do without a
corps in place of this one, so much the better, for we
have no corps to spare; but if one in its room is necessary, I authorize yon to call on Lieutenant Nicholson to
send one of those stationed at Hussun Abdal."
January 6th.-The
news of the recal of the Mlu
Sing regiment having gone forth, I received an early
visit from the Colonel this morning. He came to
beg me to permit his regiment to remain, and pass
over their breach of discipline, urging two points :
" that it was hard for the whole regiment to suffer
for one company; and that the whole regiment bad
since been hard at work at the fort." I replied that
my orders were absolute to send the regiment to
Lahore; and with reference to his two pleas, the first
was untrue, as the evidence proved that on a former
day both the Grenadier and the Light Company had
refused to work, and on the day now in question
No. 4 : so here was the right, left, and centre, at
once proved mutinoh, and it would be odd indeed if
the intervening companies were in proper order.
Moreover, I have since heard that the whole regiment abused the soldiers of the other corps as they
passed Mlln Sing's lines on their way to work at the
fort. And with regard to the regiment having since
worked at the fort, small thanks to them. When they
had the alternative of immediate discharge offered them,
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the greatest bully among them thought it best to be a
well-paid coolee in the service than a badly-paid one out
of it. Whatever merit, however, there may be in their
subsequent labour, will certainly receive its due weight
from the Resident, to whom I have impartially reported
the rapid progress of the fort aRar the suppreesion of the
h t e , and the diligence of the mutineera among the
rest. Colonel M h Sing then pressed me to give him
a rmmmendatory letter to the Resident which I positively declined, and told the Colonel that my opinion
with respect to him is just this: that he ie a very wellintentioned young man; and did not is the remotest
degree share the spirit of hie men ; but that somellow
or other his men oare no more for his authority than
they do for the regimental big dnun. I am sorry for
him, but Colonels must stand or fall with the regiments
they profeas to oommand.
I cannot find any tram in my Diary that I had re.
commended the recal of this oorps, but think it is vory
probable that I did, for fear they should corrupt the
reat of the force. But whether or no, it is improper
of a subordinate, after having reported any misconduct
to his superior, to side afterwards with the evil-doer,
and interpose between him and the just punishment
which his own report has elicited from the superior.
Such a course may gain temporary local popularity,
but is very embarrassing at head-quarters, and ultimately brings two things to pass-his
superiors
neglect his reports, and his inferiors grow indifferent
to his angar.
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A thing occurred to-day, which I know not whether
to ascribe to good feeling or fear. The Meeree chiefs
have sent deputies of their own, along with others from
their enemies the Bukkykheyl Vizeerees, to say that,
through my interference (on the 28th December), in
breaking down the Vizeeree dam, on the Tochee river,
they have now sown all their lands, and if I had no
objection, the Vizeerees were welcome to a fair share of
the water from this time. Both deputies said that the
Meerees and Vizkrees have now come to an amicable
agreement ;and under the influence of fear (the Vizeerees
of me, and the Meerees of the Vizeerees), I trust they
will get on in future without squabbling, and cultivate
their opposite sides of the river without firing at each
other across the stream.
These interferences were the bright spots of my wild
and laborious life. The peace that ensued came home
to so many, and the cultivation it permitted sprang
up and flourished so rapidly under that genial sun,
that one's good wishes seemed overheard by better
angels, and carried out upon the spot before charity
grew cold. And, indeed, this is the great charm of
civil employment in the East. The ofiicer who has a
district under his charge has power to better the condition of many-thousands; and the social state of the
people is so simple, that his personal influence decta
it as rapidly as the changes of the air do the thermometer. In England the best men can sckely hope
to see their seed come up. Even charity is organized
away out of the hands of individuals. A well-dressed
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secretary turns the handle of a mill, into which rich
men throw guineas at one end, while poor men catch
halfpence at the other. Sometimes the guineas come
out blankets and coals instead of halfpence, but the
machinery is the same ; and the giver and the receiver
never see each other's faces, and feel sympathy and
gratitude only in the abstract.
January 7th.-The
umpires in the land-dispute
between Swahn Khan and Sher Must have returned,
after laying down the mutual boundaries, and building
pillars upon them. The disputed tract (named Sudurawan) is in itself nearly half a tuppeh, and both sides
are delighted to bring it back to cultivation. As an
illustration of the sort of justice which best suits these
rude people, I must tell the reader that a branch of
this great dispute referred to a small property called
Oozjhdoo, which Sher Must had sold to Swahn Khan,
and which he was now to get back again on refunding
the purchasemoney. The question arose, what was
the purchasemoney ? Sher Must (who had to repay
it) said three hundred and twenty rupees; but Swahn
(who was to receive) said one thousand and twenty !
Neither would abate a fraction, and the whole quarrel
was as far as ever from a settlement, for the sake of
this one point. " Now," said I, " look here ! One
thousand and twknty, added to three hundred and
twenty, equal one thousand three hundred and forty,
and the half of that is six hundred and seventy, or the
medium between both your statements. I shall take
two pieces of paper, and write on ohe 'six hundred
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and seventy,' and on the other 'three hundred and
twenty,' and then put them into my foraging-cap, and
Sher M u t shal pay whichever he draws out. Do
you agree P" " Agreed ! agreed I That is true justice. In destiny there is nothing wrong. God will
do as he likes I" The foraging-cap was mysteriously
shaken, and presented to Sher Must, who trembled
violently as he put in hi hand ; and though he drew
forth the most unfavourable figure, he was quite
relieved when the solemn ordeal waa over. Neither
of the parties would have presumed to say a word
against a decision thus pronounced, whatever they
might have thought of one delivered by the Supreme
Council of India.
January 8th.-Rain
(whioh had been gathering
round for some days) fell today, not heavy, but ince9sant. The spring, so dry in India, is always a
rainy season in Bunnoo.
I t being n m s a r y to fix some limit for taking up
old ma, both in the civil and criminal courts, in the
latter I have named the month when the first expedition entered Bunnoo laat year, that being the first
time that an army ever came to establish proper relations between this people and the Lahore Government.
In civil caws I named five years ; the period which
Colonel Lawrence has hed to give a good title to
land.
January 9th, Sunday.-Rain continued all night,
but cleared off towards morning ; and the Bun shining
out ehowed a clear blue sky above, and Mow the
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hills from here to Ghuznee dovered with snow. A
most welcome sight to an Englishman in the East !
More assassination. Near camp is a mill, where
the sepoys go to grind aorn J and last night it appears
some Bunnoochee patriots lay in wait for them going
home. Fortunately none of our men happened to be
at the mill ; but an unhappy Kuthree, of Bunnoo,
corning out in the dusk was mistaken for a sepoy,
and cut down. His friends think they have a clue
to the murderers. General Cortlandt wrote some
days ago to Dera Ishmael Khan for two celebrated
" trackers," who are the moral terror of that neighbourhood. By their help we may bring home one or
two cases, and stop this cowardly warfare.
Januay 10th.-Thinking it necessary. to show the
Bunnoocheea that the order for knocking down their
forts in fifteen days is not to be a dead letter, I this
morning at eunrise rode out, accompanied by General
Cortlandt and fifty horsemen, to see how the work of
demolition was progressing ; and passing down the right
bank of the Khoorrum through the tuppehs of Bazaar
and Mooseh Khan, crossed over the river, and swept
round through the four Sooraunee tuppehs on the left
bank, reaching camp again at one o'clock.
The general progress is not great ; and, as usual,
La1 Baz Khan of Bazaar, having most at stake, has set
the best example. The order, however, has only been
issued five days, and some of the Mullicks tell me they
only got their copies of it yesterday. For the first day
or two they all thought it was a joke, and tried to
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laugh at it as if it was a good one ; and when convinced
by our serious manner that we were quite in earnest,
they then began to look at each other, waiting to see
what line of conduct their next neighburs would pursue.
Such are the feuds among them, that more than one
man has come forward to beg that his enemy may be
made to knock his fort down first, or else it will be
impossible for him to expose his village to an enjlade I
In the midst of these conflicting feelings, the beloved
stronghold stood intact ; but my visit of this morning
has roused the people from their lethargy. If, as I
approached a fort, the inhabitants jumped up on the
wah, and began to make a show of levelling, I took it
for granted they would obey, and passed on with a
" Bh6bli8h I " (Welldone !) But three forts that I
came to were not inclined to render so much homage ;
they were closed and silent, and it was as clear to be
seen as if the walls were glass that a proper set -of
rebels were inside. So I quartered five horsemen upon
each, and told them not to come away without twenty
rupees, and live free and well till the fine was paid.
Before noon the chiefs of all three thought it better to
pay the fine, and get rid of their expensive visitors.
To-morrow I shall do the same in another direction, and
send parties all over the country to report where work is
going on and where it is not.
Among other forts, I visited two belonging to the
Vizeerees, on the edge of the Thull, and admirably
placed on a high bank surrounded on three sides by a
quicksand (in which the leader of our party was nearly
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lost). I was greatly struck by observing several V i r e e
horses out at graze on the open plain. The instant
they caught sight of us they collected together, took
a good long look at us to make sure we were coming
their way, and then wheeling round, gallopped off to
their masters in the forts, with as much judgment of
what was proper to be done under the circumstances as
if they had been Vizeeree sentinels.
Bunnoochee hones similarly cast loose would use
their liberty only to fight, and run to any fort rather
than their master's.
So national is nature, and so
strongly does the human master impress his own
characters on his brute dependents.
The Vizeerees and Bunnoochees are both great
breeders of horses ; those of the former are remarkable
for their good qualities and curved ears ; those of the
latter have beautiful legs, and are very active and hardy,
but so incurably vicious, that they are only fit to be
chained to the pole of a six-pounder gun, where lashing
out behind is no ,inconvenience, and lying down
impossible.
This morning Colonel M h Sing's regiment marched
towards Lahore. General Cortlandt tells me the Colonel
made a last effort yesterday to argue away the mutiny
of his men, and, amongst other things, flatly denied that
the Grenadier and Light Companies had mutinied sornedays before No. 4.
As this was proved in evidence on the court-marM,in presence of the Colonel, who then said nothing,
Cortlmdt now asked him to put down his present
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denial in writing, as a ground-work for a new trial,
here on the spot, before the regiment marched away to
Lahore, where there would be no witneeses against
them ; this, however, M h Sing declined, for fear something worse should come out. The sepoys of the corps
have, I understand, quite made up their minds that
they are summoned to Lahore to be disbanded, so had
an auction of all the tin-pots and iron pans, so numerous
in a Hindoostanee regiment, which of course fetched
good prices at this distance from shops of any kind.
Should it really be the Resident's intention to disbirnd
MBn Sing's regiment there will be but one opinion in
this camp of its justice, and the example will do a world
of good throughout the service. As for the Colonel, I
no longer pity him; for I hear he ia worth five or six
lakhs of rupees, the mass of which was left him by his
uncle and predecessor, Dhokul Sing, who accumulated
it by ooolly confiscating for himself the property and
arrears of pay of all the men who died in his regiment.
Their homes being in Hindoostan there were seldom
either heirs or relations on the spot to " administer to
the estate." Taking a hint from this story, I begged
General Cortlandt to make the Colonels of all the
regiments in this force open books for the estates of
deceased sepoys, the non-existence of which appears to
be quite an annuity to commanding-officers.
The rain has done good instead of harm to our fqrt.
Bricklayera, oarpenters and labourers are flocking in
daily, and the soldiers work manfully. As an instance
of the terms we are now on with the Vizeerees, I may
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mention that they are daily bringing in fir-poles for our
own cantonment from the pineforests with which some
of their hill-sides are covered.
January, 12th.-To-day, being a great festival of
the Sikhs,is a holiday for the whole force.
Rode out through the upper tuppehs of Bunnoo,
and stirred up the activity of the peasantry in pulling
down their forte; it makes both hands and hearta
bleed. Paid a visit also to the forts of the Momundkheyl Vieerees, who possess a fertile little island at
the head of the Khoorrurn, and contrary to the custom
of all other Vizeereee, live the whole year in Bunnoo.
Being quite in a corner they thought to pass unobserved, and had not pulled down any part of their
fortifications ; but the moment we appeared in sight, it
was amusing to see how rapidly they jumped astride
the walls and began hammering away. The chiefs too
rushed out, dragging a fat doombuh (sheep) as a nuzmr
(offering). This,by the bye, is the universal offering
of Bunnoo, and I never pass by a fort that I have
not to,refuse a sheep I
One fort which we visited to-day was entirely
inhabited by Hindooe, a singular instance in all Bunnoo.
I t is called " Moolluh's Gurhee." Now that this
among other forts muat come down, the Hindoos, afraid
of living in an open villsge, have applied to be admitted
into our new town of Duleepshuhr, the foundations
of which are to be laid to-morrow.
January 13th. - Mullick Swahn Khan, Vizeeree,
came tn beg for a little delay in knocking down his
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fort, as all his people are engaged in ploughing and
sowing the lands, called Sudurawan, which have been
just assigned to him by the umpires. As crops are
more important than castles, I allowed him ten days .
more than the h n fixed originally.
By this time the whole population of the valley
was engaged in demolishing the forts for fear of being
fined; and I confess I viewed the progress of the
work with equal shares of satisfaction and contempt.
Had my proclamation been sent back to me as gunwadding, and the unanimous chiefs shut themselves up
in their forts and defied me to pull them down, the
valley of Bunnoo, for aught I know, might have been
free at this moment. To be sure it would have been
a hell ; but what of that? the Bunnoochees liked it.
Having ascertained that the chiefs of a tribe of
Vizeerees, named Janeekheyl, who hold lands adjoining those of Bukkykheyl, on the east of Bunnoo, have
never come into me, nor signed the Vizeeree agreement,
and that the whole tribe is now in the hills, I have
sent through Swahn Khan to inquire if they mean to
stay where they are ? If so, I will give their lands
to other people. If not, they had better come and
sign the agreement.
A great number of the Hindoos of Bunnoo having
come to beg that places may be allowed them in the
new Apital, I walked over with them to the spot, where
the streets are now being laid out, and asked them
what they thought of the plan. I t was generally
approved, but every one made a special request that his
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particular house might be the nearest to the fort !
Already the applications are so numerous, that we have
been obliged to extend our plan; and it is probable
that the trade, not only of this rich valley, but also of
Esaukheyl, Murwut, Ti&, and Koliichee, will soon centre
in Duleephuhr, instead of, as hitherto, in Dera Ishmael
Khan. That town, indeed, when 1 saw it last, was in
a very decayed condition ; and I am assured that one
natural obstacle exists to its ever becoming a very prosperous settlement-the white ants are so destructive,
that it is impossible to keep a store of grain in the
town ; and for the daily consumption of the inhabitants,
supplies are brought in from the country, and across
the Indus. When General Cortlandt arrived, and inspected the fort of U U g u r h at Dera, he found the
greater part of the grain in store quite pulverized by
white ants.
January 14th. -Some
'Meeree chiefs came in to
beg that I would allow half the height of one of their
largest forts to remain standing, as the fort is directly
under the hills of their enemies, the Vieerees, and
absolutely necessary as a city of refuge. They also
interceded for another fort, which commands their irrigation. These requests seem reasonable, but I shall
ride out myself to-morrow morning to the spot, and
see that they are true; for I hold the levelling of the
forts to be the key-stone of the subjugation of Bunnoo,
and will let off none that I can help.
Received from General Cortlandt the proceedings in
the case of the Ghazee, who came to assassinate me in
YOL. I.
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Cortlandt's tent, but merely killed the sentry. He
sentences the Ghazee to be hanged ; and his religious
adviser, the Peer, to be imprisoned for twelve years.
In this decision I ooncur, but have recommended that
the Ghazee's body remain on the gallows, as an example
of the fate which awaits all Muhornmudan martyrs.
The case goes on to the Resident for confirmation.
Januay 15th. -This morning, according to promise, gallopped out to the Meeree border, and, after
inspection, gave permission for the walls of two forts,
named Noo& and Shuheedhn, to be left standing, as
high as a man could reach with his hand. (Of course,
they will pick out a big fellow to measure with !)
Was pleased, indeed, to see that a great portion of
the lately barren plain of the Meerees has been sown
since I released the irrigation from the Vizeerees; but
still it came too late to plough and sow the whole.
Returning to camp about one o'clock, I learnt nccidentally, in ta,lking with a fakeer, that one of our sepoys
had been murdered last night between camp and the
town of Bazaar. Immediately sent word to General
Cortlandt to dispatch the trackers. Odd enough, he
had heard nothing of it, though our people were going
and coming all day on that road. People now sent out
to bring in the body, which had several wounds ; but
the murder was evidently not committed by a thief,
as the money, sword, clothes, &c. of the deceased were
left with the body. Must have the officers all up to
my tent, and speak about the little attention paid to
the camp orders, about staying out at night, and alone.

1
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One s u m f u l assassination encourages the Bunnoochees to commit a dozen others.
At night, a good joke. One of my twenty-five
orderly horsemen came to me with a loud complaint
that he was put on duty contrary to the roster ! This
from an irregular and a Sikh, was amusing ; for, even
in the regular Sikh army, the impartial rSk has been,
till very -lately, disregarded, both it duty and promotion. But I was glad to see so good a sign of improving discipline : had all the men up, and drew up
a roster for future observance.
About this time, Lord Hardinge sailed for England,
and I received the following gratifying proof that I had
not laboured under his eye in vain.
Extract of a letter from lthe Secretary to the
Government of India, Foreign Department, Fort William, No. l 176, dated the 24th of December, 1847,
to the officiating Resident at Lahore.
Paragraph 3. " The Governor-General has been
pleased to raise the d r y of Lieutenant Edwardes
to one thousand rupees per mensem, and that of
Lieutenant Lumsden to eight hundred rupees, as a
testimony of his approbation of their services since
they have been in the Punjab.
(True extract)

J. LAWRENCE,

(signed)
#'

Officiating Resident."

No increase of pay,, however, could compensate to
0

2

#

'
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either of us for the loss of such a master; may I add,
with humble gratitude, so kind a friend?
January 16th.-This
evening I received all the
officers of the force, and called upon them to enforce
the camp regulations against soldiers going out alone,
and remaining out after sunset. They proposed to lay
a counter-ambush near the mill, to shoot the Bunnoochees who lurk there at night ; but though the chances
are, ninety-nine out of a hundred, that they would
shoot the right persons, yet there is one chance that
they might shoot the wrong. Besides, there is something repugnant in taking a man's life out of a hidingplace, before he has, by any overt act, discovered hostile
intentions.
I also took the opportunity of remarking on the
wantonness of destroying mulberry-trees for firewood ;
a practice which the soldiers are getting into now that
-they feel themselves a little secure in their new country,
and which has already disgraced the Sikh armies so
*hamefully in Cachmere and Peshawur.
There is plenty of wood to be purchased, if the men
-.willonly encourage the peasants to bring it in, by buysing, instead of stealing it. (At Cachmere, the Sikh
.soldiers very nearly cleared away the poplars, and did
much injury to the chunk, or planetrees,' and the

* Mr. Vigne, the enterprising traveller in Cachmere, saw on
the spot what I have merely heard of from others. He says:
"A great number of these fine trees have been destroyed by the
Sikhs. The Governor, Mihan Sing, cut down Bome in the
Shfimdr, and sold them; but Runjeet ordered him to repair
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valley of P e s h a m was almost denuded of the mulberry,
once so plentiful and valuable. The wantonness of all
soldiers is very great in the way of plundering supplies
of all sorts, if good discipline be not observed in the
army to which they belong; for they are birds of passage, and feel that they will not miss to-morrow the
shade of the grove which they injure today. But
though I have seen a soldier of Hindoostan pull the
door off an empty house to cook a chupattee with, I do
not think the same man would have cut down a graceful
poplar, or planetree, for he would have been too
civilized, and felt the enormity of the act. A Sikh, on
the contrary, has no feeling on such a subject-no love
of nature. He sees no aspirations in the towering of
the cypress, no sadness in its bending before the wind ;
he views it with the eye of a carpenter, and would
tell you to a foot how long it would last him and his
comrade for firewood. In the forest of Lebanon I
believe he would sit down and chop four new legs for
his bed; for it is a well-known fact that the Sikh
soldiers pulled the roof off a palace of Raja Heera
Sing's at Jusrotuh for no other purpose than to get
the beams, which were of a favourib wood, for bedsteads.

There is, however, one class of men even still more
inimical to trees of every kind than the Khalsa soldier : I
the damage an well an he could! In the times of the Patha
no man could cut down a chuntir under a penalty of five hundred
rupeee, even on hi8 own ground.-Vip'u Trmels in Ka~hmir,
Vol. 11. p. 95.
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mean the camel-drivers of an Indian army. Certainly
they have " no bowels," and their camels have I
This evening attended the christening of the new
town, which is called Duleepshuhr, or the city of
Duleep. My object in naming both the fort and ,city
after the little Maharajuh was to help, as far as lay in
my power, to dispel the jealousy felt by the Sikhs st the
very d o r t s made to strengthen their own government and
improve the country. They either thought, or p r e
tended to think, that everything we did was for ourselves, not for the Maharajuh; and that we had no
intention whatever of leaving the Punjab when that
Prince attained his majority. Hence the readiness
with which they took- up arms in 1848, though little
better prepared then to carry on the government themselves than in 1846, when they implored us to remain
and guide them. During the progress of the late war,
Sikhs more than once told me that they considered
Chuttur Sing's mistake was " not waiting till the term
of the treaty expired, when, if the British evacuated, well ;
and if not, the nation would have had a just right to
try and turn them out. As it was they only acted
on suspicion, and broke a treaty."
To-night Mullick Swahn Khan, Vizeeree, came with
much mystery to warn me against riding into the Bun. mochee forts.
Now that the demolition is going on,
I am in the habit of riding out to see where any are at
a stand-still, and stir up the workmen ; and being generally in front of my own party, I am usually the first to
cnter the gateways. This seems to have put it into

.
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the heads of three Mullicks in the Dbod ShBh tuppeh,
that it would be easy to cut me down before any of
the escort could come up to assist me ; and (as Swahn
told the story) " of course two or three of us would
be killed afterwards; but we should get rid of the
Sahib, and then, of course, the force would go away
from Bunnoo." This Bunnoochee logic is very awkward
for me, and I must certainly get them to comprehend
that I am not the only Sahib in the Punjab ; but that,
if I were killed, another would come down from
Peshawur in a week, and, in official language, " assume
charge of the office."
Januay 17th.-Cortlandt also has received information of the DPood Shiih plot fiom a Hindoo of that
tuppeh, who is more explicit in his account than
Swahn Khan. He says that Vizeerees also were concerned in the matter; that they held a consultation
with the people of the adjoining valley of Dour, who
promised to bring down four hundred men, who are to
get into a fort whose walls are still standing, so as to
attract my attention ; and as soon as I enter the fort
the gate is to be shut, and I, and the two or three with
me in front, are to be killed, after which the conspirators will take their chance. I t would be a great
thing if these gentlemen could be caught in their
own trap.
January 18th.-The Hindoos request me to settle
what ground-rent they are to pay for a site in the
new town. Considering that Government will have to
compensate the owners of the ground on which the
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city stands ; to build a wall round the city, and keep it
in repair for ever ;and that it is desirable to securt: at
starting what is so diflicult to get Hindom to agree to
afterwards-viz., a fund for chokeedaree (watching) and
conservancy ; I think five rupees a-year per shop is a
fair demand from a class of men whose lives are now,
for the first time, to be protected, and who are relieved
of all corn-laws and customs. Fixed five rupees accordingly. Every man is to build his own shop, on the
site allotted to him ; the shop to be his own property.
The abundance of wild mulberry-trees in Bunnoo
made me desirous of introducing the growth of silk
into the valley, and I had written to Lieutenant
Taylor to ask him to send me down a few families of
silk-growen, fiom Peshawur, promising them every
encouragement in my power. About this time I received his answer, as follows: " We have been looking
for silk manufacturers for you, and expect to be able
to send you some ; but they will require advances of
money to purchase eggs, there being at present but
a very small supply in Peshawur. They can be procured
from the Sufaid Koh, and its neighbourhood, and are
not expensive. We must try and get up the eskblishments again here. They have died out for want of
sustenance for the worms, through- the ruthless destruction of trees, which always accompanies the progress
of Sikh civilization."
The lovely cold season of the Punjab, and Eastern
Afghanistan, may be said to last fiom November the
1st to February the 28th ; though March may by
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added at Peshawur. I t was time, therefore, that I
should divide the strength of the force necessary to
occupy Bunnoo all the year, in order that the superfluous regiments might have time to reach their summer
quarters. My little army was at this time constituted
as follows :
NAME .0 BEOIYINT.

CASTE 0. BOLDIXBS.

General Bbhen Sing's regment.
Soobhan Khan'e regiment

{

.

General Cortbdt's
Mookhee regiment.
Zorikhun Siing's regiment

Mihnr Sing's regiment
Khb' regiment
Uk6l regiment of cavalry
Ghorchurmbe
Bnrukqe horse

{

Muhommudane of
the Punjab.
Ditto ditto
Half ditto ditto;
half Poorbeeuha,
among whom a
few Gloorchuhs.
Dogruha from Jummoo.

.B

NUM-I.

}
. .

i

1
)

570
6g0

450

. . . . . 525
. . . . 363
. . . . 403
. . . . 500
....600

. . . . Ditto .
. Ditto .
. . . . Ditto .
. . . . Afghans

Total

. .

4742

Beside these, were three troops of horse artillery,
a heavy battery of four guns, and eighty zumbooruhs.
The first three regiments of infantry were those I
selected to remain, not so much because they were
strongest, as because they were mostly Muhommudans,
and had, therefore, more in common with the Bunnoochm, while the rest being Hindoo Poorbeeuhs of
Hindoostan, were a shade less odious than the Sikhs
and Dogruhs of the other three regiments. Of the
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c a v e , for the same reason, I should have been glad to
retain the six hundred still left with me of the Barukzye horse (I had already let four hundred go, to
oblige their masters), but this would have been contrary
to the terms of their service, so that I had no choice
but to keep the five hundred Sikh Ghoorchurruhs, the
Ukiil regiment of regular cavalry being wanted again
at Peshawur. The Peshawur troop of horse artillery
was also to return, leaving with me in this arm, General
Cortlandt's two troops of horse artillery, four heavy
guns, and eighty camel-swivels. With this artillery,
nearly two thousand infantry, and five hundred horse,
in good discipline, under experienced officers, and in a
strong fort, well stored with provisions and ammunitions,
I felt that we should be able not only to maintain our
own position, and govern the Bunnoochees as soon as
their demolished forts had made them helpless, but
to defend Bunnoo against all comers, should a religious
invasion be made from the Afghan mountains in our
front.
January 2 1st.-This morning I had to perform a
very unpleasant duty. The embarrassed state of the
Sikh exchequer renders it necessary to reduce every
establishment to the lowest pitch consistent with efficiency, and " to keep no more cats than will catch mice."
Amongst others, the expensive ghoorchurruhs (Sikh
irregulars, or yeomanry) are passing under the shears ;
and I am ordered to offer certain favourable terms to
all who will retire and become pensioners or the State.
But of course the pension would be less than their
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present pay; and the ghoorchurruh service, since Runjeet's death, seems to have degenerated into little better
than a charitable institution, not only for the old wornout horsemen of Runjeet's day, but also for the Sikh
chiefs, whose respective banners they follow. Under
these circumstances, a just, and even liberal pension,
comes to them as an injury.
This morning was fixed for the invaliding parade, and
I went down the line with the officers and pay-masters,
and asked every Sikh singly whether he wished to
retire. Out of five hundred, only nine accepted, and
those nine in a sulky and almost insubordinate manner,
which, under the circumstances, I thought it best not
to see. They all expected that I was going to discharge
a certain number of incapables, whether they liked it or
not; but as the Persian order from the Lahore Government distinctly said they were to go buh murzee-ikhcod
(of their own free-will), I pressed none of them, though
I saw many whose numerous, and I doubt not, honourable wounds, rendered them as fit for the pension-list,
as unfit for service. The parade was not over tiU past
noon, though it began at sunrise ; and I was both
fatigued and disgusted long before it ended. The
spirit which actuated the Sikh army was ineradicably
bad. They had, before we entered the Punjab, emancipated themselves from all control, and seized both the
Government and the treasury. They did no duty they
could
did not like ; voted themselves as much pay
be diverted fiom other departments of the State; and,
fun of money and idleness, lived a life of political
excitement, and the grossest private debauchery.
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When Lord Gough's army first reached Lahore, in
February, 1846, every window in the streets of that
capital was filled with the courtezans of the conquered
K h h soldiers ; and on every roof, and in every gate
way, the soldiers themselves were throwing dice, and
gambling away the memory of their defeats. So
shameless and abandoned a city was supposed not to
exist in Asia. Now all this was exactly the sort of
thing to which the whole spirit of British rule in India
is opposed, and which it will neither tolerate in its
armies nor its civil offices. If there is any one thing
which more than another characterises the AngloIndian Government, it is method and regulation ; and
the natives talk of the aieen (laws) of the East India
Company, as the Old World may have tallred of those
of Lycurgus. The weak Lahore Government, therefore,
could not have called in an ally more certain to " set
things to rights ;" and the self-willed and mutinous
Sikh army soon found that their day of licence had
departed ; that they must now march where they were
wanted, and when they were ordered ; mount guard
when it was their tour of duty, obey their officers,
and live upon their proper pay. But it may be w i l y
conceived that they did not like it. I t was as
galling to them as it was beneficial to the country.
They did not want justice, they wanted immunity
from law.
The British officers whose task it was to assist the
Lahore Government in such changes, could not be blind
to the existence of these feelings in the army; and to
do their duty in the face of it, to perform that most

.
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thankless of offices, a public reformer, and be day after
day slaving away their health at good that was to seem
d,
was a disheartening employment that nothing could
have rendered tolerable but the consolation of maintaing';

peace.

After transacting cutcherry (office) business for an
hour or two, I was sitting with Swahn Khan, Vizeeree,
and his interpreter, talking over Bunnoo affairs when
the cry arose that " Swords were going!" Swahn
Khan having no arms (amrding to camp rules), bolted
out of the tent ; while his " man Friday" began dancing
about, wringing his hands, and ejaculating : " Oh, that
I had now a sword! This is the evil of taking away
men's proper tools !" Having ever since the first
attempt of this kind kept a double-barrelled pistol on
my table, I now cocked both barrels, and walked outside, for the row had grown quite deafening, and I
thought there must be a dozen Ghazees at least; in
which case, one person inside a tent fourteen feet square
would stand but a poor chance. Scarcely had I got out
at one door, than the Ghazee (for there proved to be only
one) forced his way through the sentries and chuprassees (official messengers), and entered my tent at the
other door. Hearing the rush, I turned round, and
could see through the screens of the tent, a Bunnoochee
with a naked sword plunging after me like a mad bull.
(The outside door of an Indian tent turns up, and is
suppoied on props during the day, as a kind of porch,
to keep off the sun. It is very low, and I knew that
the Ghazee must stoop as he came out, so here I took
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my stank) His turban was knocked off in stooping at
the door, and when he stood up outside, he glared round
for his victim like a tiger who had missed his spring.
Then his eyes met mine; and seeing no resource, I
fired one barrel into his breast. The shock nearly
knocked him down, for there could not have been two
feet between us. He staggered, but did not f d ; and I
was just thinking of firing the other barrel at his head,
when a stream of soldiers and campfollowers, with all
kinds of weapons, rushed in and bore away the wretch
some twenty yards .towards a native's tent, into which,
hacked and chopped in every dkction, he contrived to
crawl ; but was followed up, and was so mangled by the
indignant crowd before my people could interfere, that I
wonder he survived a minute. He lingered, however,
till night, in spite of the remedies which the native
doctor, by my orders, applied to him. The rage of the
soldiery was beyond description, and I had great difficulty in preventing his being carried off to be burnt
alive. Even late in the evening, a deputation came to
say that it was apparent the Ghazee could not live out
the night, and " had he not better be hanged at once,
while he had any life in him 7" I said : " No ; let him
die ; the example will be just as great, perhaps greater,
if his body is exposed on the gallom afterwards."
My tent immediately after this startling o c m c e
was besieged by the officers and soldiers-some half
naked, just as they had rushed h m the fort works
when they heard my pistol; and it was really quite sufficient compensation for the danger, to see the unfeigned
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anxiety of the men, and hear their loud greetings and
congratulations. All discipline was lost in such a
moment of stmng feeling. Thirty swords at least,
covered with blood, were held out among the crowd,
and as many voices shouted : " I hit the dog thie way !"
" I cut him that l" And certainly they had not left
much of him untauched, though they had been too
much in each other's way to deal very fatal blows.
Then came all the officers and sirdars of the force,
throwing down nuzzurs and whirling money round my
head-as is their custom on occasions of triumph or
deliverance-and the sun set before I could get rid of
the assembly. The worst part of the whole business
is, that the Ghazee slashed one of my syces (grooms)
most severely before he entered my tent, and I am
afraid he is anything but out of danger. The poor
fellow was cooking his dinner, and the cowardly rascal
sliced him with his tulwk all down the back.
I t would evidently have been better had the first
Ghazee been hanged at once. The delay of a formal
trial, and submission of the sentence ,b Government
for confirmation, is beyond the capacity of this people to
appreciate; and seeing no instant example, they probably think that the anger of the law has passed harmlessly away. I have therefore ordered the body of the
assassin who died to-night to be exposed to-morrow on
a gallows, the same as if he had been hanged ; for the
Muhommudans of Bunnoo believe that this takes away
the virtue of martyrdom, and excludes the hero from
the Paradise he sought. This belief is common to all
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the tribes of Eastern Afghanistan, and would probably
be found to pervade Muhommudans generally. The
Sikhs were well aware of it, and they burned the bodies
of these religious assassins ; thus, in popular estimation,
converting them to Hindoos. One example of that
k i d was sufficient ; for it caused the deepest horror
throughout the country in which it occurred. The evil
was, that they had not always such just provocation.
Afghans were often burnt at Peshawur who had been
killed in ordinary affrays, or even sometimes on suspicion. I t was a part of the deadly persecution which
raged between the disciples of Govind and the followers
of the Prophet, and made no pretence to a judicial proceeding. The reader will remember that, in a note at
page 9 1, Agha Abbas relates that he himself witnessed
" three of the country people, Muhommudans, pressed
to labour the day before, and at night shot, on a p r e
tended suspicion of being thieves. Their bodies were
hung on a gallows, and a fire had evidently been lit
underneath, from the dreadful manner in which they
were scorched ;" and again, " the body of a Khuttuk
suspended in company with a dog, and scorched. Ho
had been killed by a Sikh on some f&e pretence."
But if done deliberately and dispassionately, from no
vindictive motives, but with a sole desire to check such
homble offences and save human life; it was, I am
inclined to think, justifiable; and in similar circumstances I would not do it myself, simply because it
would be impolitic. To hang a Muhommudan for an
attempted assassination would be admitted to be right,
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even by his countrymen, however much they might
grieve at it. I t would engender sorrow that he had
not succeeded better, but not malice or revenge. But
to rob the martyr of his religion, and number him
among abominable infidels, by a Hindoo burial, would
be thought a step beyond the limits of just social retribution and the mere reprisal of a hostile religion. Hence,
instead of putting down assassination, it would originate
a feud.
Saturduy, January 22nd.-The name of the assassin
proves to be Zabtuh Khan, son of Sher Khan, village
Hussunkheyl, in tuppeh Bazaar. His mother-in-law
came and recognised his body ; but said he always lived
a vagrant kind of life, never at home except to sleep.
Had not been home for five or six days. There are
two moollults (priests) in the fort, and I shall not excuse
their lands in any way; for it is strict justice that the
religious adviser should suffer for the religious clime of
his disciple. The doctrine is equally applicable to countries nearer England than Bunnoo ; and if it is true, as
I was assured recently in Ireland, that the denunciation
of any ,person from the altar is almost immediately followed by his murder, most solemnly do I hold that the
denouncing priest is guilty of that murder, and should
suffer for it as much as if his eye had taken the
cowardly aim, and hi finger pulled the trigger. If the
law cannot reach him, it is weak ; and if public opinion
will not support the Government in strengthening that
law, buch public opinion is morbid, and has lost the
VOL. I.

P
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manly vigour which distinguishes a country in its
prime.
Took the accounts of the khurreef (winter) harvest of
tuppeh Bazaar ; from which it appeared that twelve forts
were in possession of lay zumeendars, and ten of Syuds
and other religious proprietors, while six thousand two
hundred and eleven kunahls of ground belonged to the
fonner, and two thousand six hundred and fifty-six to
the latter ; so that in this tuppeh the priests have appropriated nearer one-half than onbthird. At the rate of
onefourth of produce from the laymen, and only oneseventh from the priests, the land-tax of this tuppeh
for this winter harvest would be five thousand rupees:
and if, as the people say, the spring harvest is to the
winter as one to two, then the whole year's revenue is
seven thousand five hundred rupees. At this rate, if
tolerably equal, the twenty tuppehs would yield a lakh
and a half of rupees per annum (one hundred and fifty
thousand) ; but I fancy Bazaar is about the bat. On
the other hand, I expect the spring harvest must be
nearly as good as the winter one, as there is water all
the year round, and now that the irrigation will be open
to every one, the wheat crops will be better still. The
priests also may be well raised to onesixth of their produce, and the revenue will still be very low. But these
are my orders, to conciliate the people by an easy assessment. They will require it too : for the more the condition of this country is looked into, and the more the
peasants come forward to represent their cases and seek
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redress, the clearer it becomes that theit dullicks have
been mere hati corrsumere fruges. n e y ground the
qots, then wasted their gains. As the money came, so
it went. " Md-i-mooft ; dil bt? rihrn !"*
Sunday, January 23rd.-Walked round the Wt to
see what damage had been done by the min, which
ikll heavily dl night. Walls very wet and pappy, but
no d o d . There will not be mother ~uchfort on
this side of the Indus.
January 24th.-This
day iny poor sye, Bookh M,
died of the fearful wounds he had received ftbm the
Ohazee. The native doctor thought he was in tl fair
way of recovery. I t has terrified all my Hindoastenee
sewants, and I hear they art! praying for my ,mall ta
Lahore. I have told my mabnshee (native secretary] to
tell them that any one of them whose heart faih had
better go ; but if they stay with rhe, they must hold
their tongues, and set en example to others, for Buhnoo
is quite bugbear enough already.
(Sookh La1 wab an excellent servant, and a great lo&
to me, aa he was the only one who could either dress
or bring to the door an ill-tempered but hard-working
Arab home that 1 had. Had he left either wife of
children, I would have given them a small pension, but
he had neitber. Through the medium sf' a brother
otllicer I found out his father, end sent him tt present
before leaving India.)

*A

Peraian proverb, signifying that

the heart haa no

rrcruplea d t h wealth eaaily acquired!'
P

a
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Niamoaddeen (a spy) says he overheard some
Oolumds (priests) in the fort of one Jaffir Khan, in
Diiood Shtih tuppeh, talking h u t some ten or t d v e
Oolumhs in the next valley of Dour having turned
Ghazees, for the sake of their faith, and sworn to kill
the Sahib in Aunnoo. These Dourees are great blackguards : perhaps the moat vicious' and degraded tribe of
the Afghan nation. Their country is described to be a
valley, about twelve boss long (eighteen miles) and five
koss broad, surrounded by mountains. The Tochee
runs through the centre of it, and it is watered like
Bunnoo. There are about one hundred and fifty fortified
villages in it, and the cultivation is rich and abundant.
The people are perfectly independent of Cabul, and have
always been friends with the Bunnoochees, and enemies
of the Vieerees. I understand that from the Vizeeree
dam which I destroyed, to Dour, is not more than five
or six koss, and after passing through a narrow gully
the road is good. Agha Abbas, who visited Dour in
1837, mentions that " there is a peculiar tribe in the
hills of Dour that shave one eyebrow, one moustache,
and half the beard ; and apply antimony with the finger
above and below the eye, so as perfectly to disfigure their
faces."
I t may be useful to political officers if I give here
the information obtained of the Dour tribes by both
Agha Abbas and myself. He estimates their forts at
one hundred or one hundred and fifty, and says :
" Three of the forts are large, the residences of the
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Mullicks. They arc Thuttee, Ismail Kheyl, and Hydur
Kheyl;" and the details he gives may be arranged as
follows :
NUMBER OT DlTFO
BHOPB.
ROUSES.

Thutles

..

Ismail Kheyl

Hydur Kheyl

.

.

Total of three
priucipd fo*)

TIOHTINO
YE&

NAMES OT
CHILTS.

Muhomlnud Khan,
(oftheKhuttuktribe.

GW)

65

1000

700
300

100
35

3000 Ali Khan.
2000 KumB1 Khh.

200

6000

I6O0

From Thuttee to Ismail Kheyl (or as he sometimes
calls it Moosakheyl) he calls five koss ; and from the
latter to Hydur Kheyl six koss (the country between
these two " particularly fertile, and well-watered.")
'' In every field of - the valley there is a tower built
for its defence. The people are much divided among
themselves." As usual, the priests masters. "There
are two Syuds here who are much looked up to. They
are from Kanegoormm ; their names Jowahir Shah and
Ghureeb Shah. All disputes axe settled in their presence, and they draw no contemptible revenue from the
district."
The information I obtained while in Bunnoo does not
apparently tally with the above ; but Pushtoo names are
so corrupted, that it is probable the three first on my
list correspond with Agta Abbas's three principal
forts.
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UAYI DT TBS TVPOSE.

HAW

or Tam

CHIWL

. Nuwah and Shuddeeddr.
. Sheikh Husaun.
. . . . Meerddd.

Khuddee U e y l , : ,
So Kheyl, or Wuemkheyl
Hydur Kheyl
Eyduk
Moob$ruk~e

. . . . . . Wbiee and Shuddeh.
.. . . . PeylCbooddeen.

Tuppaiee
' ~ e e r Sb

. ., .. ..

,
U ,

Durpl Kheyl
UmEBnee
,
Mullikh'

. .

.. ..
,

.

,

.

....

Mudd& and Khnndthe.
Zureeb.
Ukbur Shah, Mnddrisiin, Jungeer.
Mbmidee, Meeruk, KhBszum.
Sher Khan, Beloch, Adum.

nesday, Januay 25th.-Hearing

that s e v d krts
in the Dlood Shlh tuppeh were only half knocked
down, I rode out in that d i r d n this morning ; and
&ding eeveral still half as high again as a maa, 1 b e d
them ten rupees each to hurry their movements,
The two IWlkks who'planned kilhq me ip ow of

tbek.gdewayswereJla5rKhaaandSMdeeKbrua; and
I thought it would be well, ROW that I was in th&
neighbourhood, to p
y them a special visit.. The twq
brta almoat twohed each other, and hardly any of
either had been hooked down. They were very large,
and full of people ; t h m b paucity of hands could he
no exwe. Sbsrdw Khan hid himself at our approach,
which I have never known any Mullick to do yet, howmea
Altogqt4et 1 thoqght these two
a c b m s deem& BP mercy, and put a heavy fine on
each oS @
qwuterbg horsemea on them tiQ
t?~eypaid a, ~);4
t ~ e ydid d k g t b b y .
(The reader will remember that I gave the Bunnoch

i&w.

chees fifteen days wherein to raze their forts. At the
end of that time many came to me and deprecated my
being angry, or fining them for not fulfilling their task
in the appointed time, declaring that they had done
their best, end appealing to the very great progress
they had made. I was indeed quite content with their
labours, but made a great favour of extending their
days of grace. Twenty days bad now elapsed, and
about two-thirds of the dmtruction was accomplished.)
In the whole of Bunnoo there may be now twenty
or thirty uninhabited forte whoee w& are stiU standing
intact, there being no one to kwck them dom. Of
the rest, I s h o d soy two hundred are already level
with the ground, one hundred down as low as a rman's
waist, and seventy or eighty oe high as a man. Ther
fact is that the demolition is no easy work. The mud
is like iron, and the Bunnoochees hate hbour as cordially as all other PutMas.
N i z d n ' s information of yesterday is confinned to-day. B d a Ootum %g, a Sikh hkeex* in

* It may aeem atrange to the Europeui reader tbat a Sikh
fakeer slnmld reside securely m the bigoted country of Dcur,
w b ehief mthoritiea were two prieeb of the Muhornmudan
t e l i i o ~ . W the character of s &er ie aaaed throughoub
tbe k
t
,d ccxne he in what mme he will, k is aune d
nuperstitia tevennce d charity. There was, I remember,
in Lahore, a Mnholurnudnn shrine nuned DM-Gunj-Buksh,
greatly revered by the Soonnee sect, sod it wlar chiefly eupported by donation6 tkom the Sikh authorities. The infamous
&nee J h d a constantly consalted it m an oracle. &in the
festival of .the BusPPtse, or Fuat of Spring, is held w i t h p t
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Dour, has, out of regard for his countrymen in this
camp, written a goormookhee (note) to a Commandant
in General Cortlandt's artillery, and it was brought today by a Kuthree of Bazaar, named Dewan. Fuzzul Ali
and the Commandant took it to Cortlandt, who sent
it to me. I t states, in a few words, that-we had better
be on our guard, as the tribes of eight countries, of
which Dour is one, have banded together to strike a
blow for their religion, led on by their O o l u i s ; that
the gathering has begun, and will amount to thirty-five
thousand men ; and that they will descend on Bunnoo
in a few days by the Khoorrum road. The writer
implores his friend not to let it be known from what
quarter the information came, as it would cost him his
life. The Hindoo who brought the note gave further
particulars, that the stirrers-up of the whole are, as
usual, the priests, aided by our old runaway rebel,
Dilassuh Khan, and his son, Sheikhee; both of whom
are, moreover, said to be in communication with Meer
Aknun Khan, a son of Dost Muhommud, the ruler of
rejoicings by the whole population of Lahore, at a Muhommudan shrine in the suburbs. More inconsistent still, a Sikh
deputy-governor under General Cortlandt, named Sirdm Chunda
Sing, waa in the habit of sending propitiatory offerings to a
Moslem shrine at Dera Ishmael Khan, and endeavouring to
extract from it a prophecy that the Sikh nation would soon be
free from the control of the English; and of course at liberty
to oppresa Muhommudans once more ! Hearing this, I removed
him from his government, quietly, but did not expose him ;
when, throwing off all disguise, he joined the rebels in front of
Lord Gough's army, and shared their defeat and ruin.

.
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Cabul, now collecting revenue hard by us in Khost, and
also with the Barukzyes in my camp ! On this latter
point I questioned the Kuthee closely, but he persisted
that it was the common talk of Dour that Dilassuh
receives letters from our Barukzyes. I t is diflicult to
imagine what motive their leader, Sirdar Khwhjuh
Muhornmud, can have for such an intrigue; but to
endeavour to account for an Afghan's intrigues is as
idle as to disbelieve them for want of any apparent
motive. I have certainly thought sometimes that he
looks with jealousy on this subjugation of Bunnoo.
Kohiit was given in jageer to his father, as much
because the Sikhs could not conquer it as to provide for
a fallen foe; and he may argue that the reduction of
Bunnoo may suggest the resumptibn and reduction of
Kokt. To-morrow I shall send for him, and tell him
plainly what I have heard, as I had much rather stop
him in such a course than let him alone to pursue it
for the sake of punishing h i afterwards.
-4s to-the invasion &self, we have three thousand
infantry, one thousand cavalry, eighteen guns, and eighty
zumbooruhs, and if the whole of the thirty-five thousand
Afghans were to come down, and be joined b) the
whole of Bunnoo, the most they could do would be to
shut us in our fort. I have no doubt that an invasion
is really in agitation, but doubt its being so extensive as
.described. We shall prepare for them all, notwithstanding. Meanwhile I have written to the head priest
in Dour (who by great luck proves to have a grant of
charitable land in our own province of Tik), calling on
1
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him, if he wishes to retain it, to advise his disciples to
be wise in time, lest the fate of Bunnoo be also the fate
of Dour ! This letter I send thmugh Swahn h,
Vizeene, my never-failing &t
in all troubles. The
old man himself came in the evening to warn as of the
Dour a l b c e , which ha oame to his hearing through
his own countrymen in the hiUs. He seems, bowever,
to think that the mow is too heavy in the mountsins
where the " dhs" live, to admit of such on expedition
jwt now, a d expect that the bees will confine themd v e s fbr the present to s d forays an our gras-cutting parties, &c. I have profited by the hint, cmd ordered
the camp foragers not to expcme tbemsehrea towards the
head of the Khoorrum.
All the cbiel Syuds and Odumd of h n o o cpdled to
express their kqpiaese at my escape from the sword
of the Ghszee, and gave in a f w d petition to be dlmd
to sweat on the Koran that they had not instigated the
assassination. Of C O U I ~I~ cledhed their oath, but
ampted their congratulations-at jusb what they were
worth. Took the opportunity af infonnig them, tbat
if they got ridof me, they wwM probablp get h e Sthk
in my plm !
,kmnaq 26th.-With referenee to the t h . m t e d
invasion, directed a tank to be &g immediately in the
fort. Two companies of sappers and miners hard at it.
In three days this will hold water enough for a month
We did not intend to lay in the fort supplies until
the building was over, d the spring b e s t gahered
in, buf it is now wcewq to "victual" at once; 4

not to oause alarm here, or raise the price of grain
so as to distress the camp, our camels will cross over
the I n h from Esaukheyl, where they are graziag, and
bring supplies from Kuchee,
Swahn Khan havipg received payment from Sher
Must, partly in cash and partly in securities, has came
to me ta make out the receipt for him, being a h i d to
trust any ane elsq lest they should set dcrwn mure cash
than he has yet touched; in which case, nd b&g
able to read, he would be cheated A pleasing state of
society to live in I
Three M*
have run away from tuppeh DBood
Sh&hto join the reported invaders in Dour. Two of
them are the men who conspired to kill me in the gateway of their f ~ r t s The Hindoos wba live in their
d q p have o ~ m to
e report it. Told G e d Cortlarrdt
to write an order to the runaways to rettun within a
week, or fdeit their lands. This Dhood ShCih tuppch
gives me more trouble than all Bumw put together.
The Bunnnoohees have a prove~b," He comes from
&od SU," which is equivalent to, " He is a born
tbol I"
Went to see how the new town of Ihdeepshuhr gets
OR.
Walls on three sides waist high. The Hindoo
shopkeepers of Bazaar are beginning to desert even
t k kind master La1 Baz Khau, and want shops in
our city. Fear Bazw will be knocked u p and would
mucb prefer its keeping its ground as a rival.
Cortlandt dreadfully wsrried d t h the com@ts of
the i"saEltry against their own Mullicks
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I n the course of some other business, Ursula Khan,
a fine young lad, sixteen years old, son of one of the
Sooraunee Mullicks, came in to impart to me his own
and his father's uneasiness about ' past murders.
" What," he asked, " is to be the law ?"
I asked him,
jokingly, " What does it signify to a lad like you ?
how many men have you killed??'He replied, modestly,
" Oh! I've only killed four, but father has killed eighty !"
One gets accustomed to this state of society ;but in England, what monsters of cruelty would this father and
son be considered ! Indeed, few people would like to be
in the same room with them. Yet, cateris paribus,
in Bunnoo, they are rather respectable men.
Very little of the cold weather was now left, and as
it was necessary that I should make a tour of the other
countries under General Cortlandt's government (T&,
KoUchee, Ddbund, Choudwan, G h g , and Dera
Ishmael Khan), and, if possible, make a revenue settle
ment of each for the next three years, I requested the
Acting-Resident at Lahore to send some other Assistant
to take my place, temporarily, in Bunnoo, General
Cortlandt remaining there till I returned, which would
probably be the end of March, when my locum tenm
could go back to his own district, General Cortlandt
transfer his court to Dera Ishmael Khan, the headquarters of his government, and I remain to carry
out my own undertaking in Bunnoo. On January
28th, I received Mr. John Lawrence's consent to this
arrangement ; and he wrote, " I have this day written
to Taylor to run down to Bunnoo for a month or six
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weeks, so that you can make your tour ;" adding the
following appropriate advice, " take care of yourself,
or you will get killed by some fellow." The feelings
of an over-worked Resident at seeing one of his
scanty number of Assistants in a position where he is
very likely to get killed, and throw another province on
his hands, may be supposed to resemble those of a
" lone woman" while packing up the vallise of her only
son just gazetted to a regiment in the neighbourhood
of the Cannibal Islands. How very ill I " took care
of myself" in the said tour, and how very well I was
" wigged" by Mr. John Lawrence's successor for nearly
" getting killed by some fellow," will be seen presently.
that the mortgaFriday, 28th January.-Decided
gees, who hold lands in pledge, and not the mortgagers
who have pledged them, shall pay the arrears of
revenue due upon those lands. This refers to a custom in Bunnoo, already alluded to in Chapter XI., that
when a landowner borrowed money and put his land
in pawn on that account with his creditor, the debtor
continued to be liable to all charges on that land,
although the creditor reaped dl the crops ! This was not
only contrary to the Muhomnludan law, but to justice,
which was of more consequence, and I asked Mr.
John Lawrence's advice as to ~ u t t i n gan end to it. He
decided that credit should be given to the landlord for
the rent of his lands in pawn, " minus a fair rate
of interest, say twelve per cent. ;" or in other words,
that after the mortgagee had paid himself twelve per
cent. interest on his own advance, and defrayed the
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expenses of cultivation, he should carry the U n c e of
the produce of the land to the repayment of the loan.
This was full justice to the landlord, but it was still
inconvenient, as it left him to pay the land-tax for which
he had often no means ; and I so far modified the arrangement as to take the land-tax out of the landlord's
rent in the hands of the mortgagee ; thus paying
Government first and the uaurer second, which is the
order of their actual rights. This new law was a very
great boon to the whole proprietary of Bunnoo, and if
since acted up to must have already released many
estates from the usurious grasp of the priests and
Hindoos.
Engaged all day with an intricate case of land
claimed by a Peshawur mean (religious teacher) ; it has
occupied me two days, and will take another, but the
development of it was highly interesting. The history
commences thus :" The daughter of Shahbul inherited the lands from
her father, and we killed her, and took away the
lands ;" and it continues on in the same strain through
a succession of masters, who all took by force, and
were expelled in turn ; some killed, others mutilated,
&c. Two were condemned to death, but as a personal
favour, and to oblige a neighbour who interceded for
them, they merely had their hands chopped off!
Vizeeree manners ! Swahn Khan asked, to-day,
for a few days' leave, to go home and sleep with his
wife.
Bunnoochee manners ! Ursula Khan begged to be

-
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dowed to sit on the carpet, and contemplate me, as he
had fallen in love with me ! The only way to take
these things is phiiosophically. I t is of no use to get
angry, where no offence is intended.
January 29th.-Received a visit from Sirdar Khwiijuh
Muhommud Khan, and his cousin, Alim Khan. The
former has been absent on a shooting excursion, there
fore I have not sooner had an opportunity of telling him
the report from Dour, about his correspondence with
Dilassuh Khan. He denied it solemnly, and showed
many arguments, such as "the Sirkar's kindness,"
lc
salt," " fidelity," " hopelessness of success," &c., why
he could not possibly have done so base an action ; but
he was not indignant at the suspicion, as I think an
honest man should have been. However, I do not
mean to imply that he is guilty. His mode of meeting the charge may be quite in character with an Afghan,
and probably he was no more surprised at being asked
whether he was a traitor, than a Swiss milkmaid, if
her lover inquired whether she had a goate.
No fresh news from Dour about the invasion, but I
have sent special messengers there to see what is going
on. It has been raining here the last two or three
days, and what is rain in the plains, is snow in the
mountains; so this will stop any movement for some
time.
A discovery has been made that the jureeb kushes
(revenue measurers), who estimated the M u r ~ u t
crops last harvest, took bribes from wery Mdick in
Murwut, and registered about half the produce ! A

'
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Mullick has come forward, on account of some other
enmity, and proved the fraud. Ordered all the jureeb
lcushes to be apprehended, and sent for all the Murwut
Mullicks. The informer's name is Muhommud Khan,
of Bydm, and all the other chiefs went to his house in
a body, to beg him not to split; but he said he had
made the accusation, and must prove it. He must
be protected, as he will be a marked man, both
among the Mullicks and the Government officials.
This is an instance of the corruption that goes on in
the collection of the revenue, under a native rule.
Such a thing could not occur in the territories of the
East India Company. The same jureeb kushes, who,
in this case, favoured the landowners, might with
nearly equal facility, have oppressed and cheated them.
To save a second notice of this case of gross fraud, I
may as well state the result in this place. h m a
p r c l i m i i inquiry into one of the three tuppehs of
Murwut, named Totehzye, it appeared that at least
two-thirds of the revenue had been suppressed; but
as the landholders came forward, and volunteered to pay
double what they had registered, I let them off at that
rate, on condition that they would divulge the details;
when it was admitted that two-thirds was the lowest
that had been kept back, and, in some cases, threefourths I
The other two tuppehs of Bydm and Dr~yplareh
refused to expose the officials, whom they admitted
they had bribed; and I imposed on them the full
additional charge of two-thirds.
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I next suspended the Urd&, or Government
collector, and made him over for trial to Lieutenant
Taylor, who acquitted him of participating in the
frauds of his underlings.
Sunday, J a n u a y 30th.-No business. Very heavy
rain. Glad to hear the rain has reached Murwut
abundantly.
The harvest .there will be enormous.
Some rain has also reached Dera, where it was sadly
wanted.
An English reader mn scarcely understand the intense
interest with which every watery speck on the horizon is
watched and welcomed in the countries Trans-Indus,
where fully two-thirds of the soil have no other means
of irrigation than the uncertain clouds.
rain has done considerable
Januay 31st.-The
damage to our fort, the work never having had time to
dry. Once dry, the Bunnoo mud would turn any rain.
But .the delightfully moist accounts from Murwut,
and even that thirsty plain, KoUchee, quite counterbalance our injuries.
Between the extremest cultivation of Bunnoo on the
south, and the town of Lukkee in. Murwut, is a plain,
ten koss long, and capable of cultivation, but barren
for want of water. I t appears that the people can
remember the whole being irrigated hy the water of the
Khoomun, after satisfying the fields of Bunnoo; but
this was many years ago, and at some period of unnatural order in the valley. For years, such has been
the q u a r r e m at the head of the canals, the irrigation barely reached the southern border of Bunnooo
VOL. I.

e
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but now that a royal army has taken up its abode here,
and put a stop to all irrigation feuds, the' happy idea has
entered into the minds of the proprietors on the borders
of Murwut and Bunnoo to cut canals and draw the
Khoormm water through the whole length of the
waste to Lukkee, where it will fill into the Goombeeluh,
and in a few minutes be borne once more into the
parent stream of Khoormm. This will, in fitct, create
a new country; and I have told all the zumeendars
to attend, and point out the course of the canal to me,
when I go on my tour ; but so many adjoining villages
spring up, and claim shares of the land, that it will
be a difficult job to apportion it, as will be seen from
a list of the claimants : the people of Moghulkheyl,
Puhirkheyl, Khoojuree, Kukkee, Gundee, Moosahkheyl,
Mumushkheyl, and Bazeedkheyl.
Great complaints against one Ghuzza Khan, a Buttunnee robber, whose hold is at a place called Ghubbur,
in the hills above Dunikee in Murwut. His operations
are extensive, and he is the rallying point of all the
outlaws of this border; he is said to be assisted by
the Murwutees of Moosahkheyl and Durrikee, who, tin
very lately, were themselves in rebellion. Secmities
must be taken from the Murwutees, and Ghuzza Khan
be routed out, when we have leisure fbr such niceties
of government as hunting a highwayman.
The news of the Dour rising is again rife to-day, and
I heard one circumstance which looks very much Eke
business, but shows also how flimsy is the bond of uniea
which' is to hold these doughty thirty-five thousead
. .
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men together. The Dour people have distributed
among 'themselves a capitation-tax of one rupee, which
they calculate will amount to twelve thousand rupees
(much obliged to them for this contribution to their
statistics : a capitation-tax of twelve thousand rupees
represents twelve thousand fighting men, for the males
alone wear turbans, by which the tax is counted.)
Diassuh Khan's eldest son promises to add three thousand rupees to the common stock : total, fifteen thousand
rupees, which is to be paid to the Vizeerees of Musjeet
to assist them. Hitherto the Dourees and Vizeerees have
been enemies. Watches are set at the Bunnoo passes
to arrest spies (I hope they will not kill mine !) ; and I
hear the Dourees are so rampant that they declare the
Bunnoochees are no longer worthy to be called Afghans,
but must be considered Hindoos, and as such killed
wherever met with.
F e h a r y lst, 1848.-Talking over the proposed
canal with Ja& Khan, of Ghoreewal, and finding that
his plan embraced the seizing of bdgdrees (forced
labourers), I have thought it best to conclude a bargain
with him, as follows : I will give them from Government
a bonus of one thousand rupees, towards the payment
of hired labourers; if the zumeendars, whose lands are
to benefit, will labour free. He has thankfully accepted
the offer, and gone off to tell the rest.
Two days ago, - a Havildar was walking with a
Kuthree towards a m p , when they came up with two
or three Afghans, talking together in the middle of the.
msd. The Kutulee understood Pushtoo, and catching
Q

2
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a word or two of the conversation, pretended to stop

and pick a thorn out of his foot, and so heard that on
Thursday or Friday, four or five Bunnoochees (finding
that one is of no use) are to try their hands at cutting
their way into my tent in a body. Some of the conspirators they said were now working at our fort as
a preliminary. The stupid Havildar, instead of marking
the mcn who held this conversation, did not even
report it till to-day. Similar information has been
given also from another quarter to Colonel Holmes.
Dewan, the Kuthree of Bazaar, who brought the
goomookhee (letter), on 25th January, from the Sikh
fakeer in Dour, and took back an answer, has this
morning returned with a reply from the fakeer, who
writes that the 25th of M&gh (four days hence) is fixed
for the rallying of the rebels. The Kuthree estimates
the Muhsood (or Musjeet) Vizeerees at ten thousand,
the Turreekheylees at eight thousand, and the Dourees
at ten thousand. He says it is not true that a tax of
twelve thousand rupees has been self-imposed by the
Dourees to pay their Vizeeree allies, but that the agreement is this, D i u h Khan undertakes to feed the
force " until our camp is plundered ; after which, every
man is to help himselfl" The Vizeerees inquired what
arrangements were to be made about the spoil? I t
was necessary that the Dour people should swear to
give them a free passage back again through Dour, to
their own his,as they return with the plunder I Finally,
lt was agreed that the Vlzeerees were to have twotbirds of the spoil, and the Dour- and Turreekheylees
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the other third. A suspicion is already afloat among
the Dourees, that I have offered their dies three thousand rupees not to join them. Two Brahmins, fakeers
from Hindoostan, were kiied by the Dourees three days
ago, on suspicion of their being spies instead of fakeers ;
the Dourees themselves who know nothing but Pushtoo,
being of opinion that they did not speak proper Hindoostanee. Some Moolluhs of Dour have gone off to Khost
to preach the Crescentade. Dilassuh's son sat nunnawateuh* at the door of Zeywur Shah, the Syud of Kane
goorrum, until the holy man gave his consent to the
insurrection. Diltlssuh himself is sick, and in bed.
Our Bunnoo Mullicks are said to be in constant correspondence with him.
February 2nd.-During a visit paid me to-day by
Sirdar Khwiijuh Muhommud, we had some con~crsation
about the relative vnlue of land here, and land in and

*

This interesting custom has not escaped the notice of
Mr. Elphinstone, who thus explains it :
" The most remarkable is a custom peculiar to this people,
called Nannawautee (from two,' Pushtoo words, meaning, " I
have come in"). A person who has a favour to ask, goes to
the house or tent of the man on whom it depends, and refuses
to sit on his carpet, or partake of his hospitality, till he shall
grsnt the boon required. The honour of the party thus solicited
will incur a stain if he does not grant the favour asked of him ;
and so far is the practice carried, that a man overmatched by
his enemies, will sometimes go nannawautee to the house of
another, and entreat him to take up his quarrel; which the
other is obliged to do, unless he ie utterly unable to interfere
with effect, or unless some circumstance renders his interference
obviously improper." Vol. I. pp. 295, 296.

.
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about Peshawur. H e startled me with the assertion,
.that in Kohiit, a jureeb* of land produces, in the year,
from fifteen to thirty rupees, and that he takes twothirds of the produce, in rent, from hie ryots. The
Bunnoochees here might derive a world of contentment
from a comparison of this with their own light assessment of one-fourth on laymen, and onssixth on
priests.
A p t deputation of Syuds and O o l u d waited on
me f o ~instructions how to draw up their statements
of free lands, which I gave them. They then went on
to beg they might be allowed to erect low walls round
their dwellings in the villages, as now that the forts
are knocked down every passer-by can look into their
women's apartments. I promised to send a trustworthy
Muhommudan to see the premises, and point out where
walls might be built without degenerating into forts
again.
The Bunnoochees have been so long accustomed to the feeling of having a fortress all round them
that they feel quite cold at the idea of the fresh air circulating through their villages. But I think the better
class of Oolumd are beginning to be reconciled to the
new order of things, and see that &r all they are not
going to be hardly treated.

* A jureeb of land is rkty guz, or ymh, square; but the
yard differa in length in Merent par& of India. The Ikheeguz, established by the great Ukbur. is given by Professor Forbes
as thirty-three English inches. The Akdee-guz, used by the
Sikhs, is longer than our English yard ; but I forget the precise
uumber of inches.
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February 3rd.-Nizamooddeen,
my polymorphous
epy, has returned from another trip to Dour. H e
confirms the accounts of the intentions and wishes of
the tribes ; but says they are so divided with mutual
suspicions, and so alarmed with the idea that they
themselves are going to be invaded by us, that a united
plan seems impossible. The warning letter I sent to
the Syud, Zeywur Shah, had a very amusing effect.
Zeywur Shah happened to be away, in TBk; so the
Dourees put his brother under m e s t for carrying on a
treasonable correspondence with the Sahib in Bunnoo.
I n vain the junior Syud urged that he could not help
the Sahib writing to his elder brother, he was not b e
lieved ; and all confidence was given up in a moment in
a man who just before was one of their leaders !
Similar reports are afloat of a correspondence between
me and Dilassuh, and the common people are described as living in a state of continual fright of our
force arriving and laying waste their fields; a feeling
which I shall cultivate, by carrying on the new road
(which is being made from Lukkee to Duleepgurh)
from D u l e e p p h to the Dour hills, so as to be ready
for anything.
Nizamooddeen confirms the murder of the two Hindoostanee fakeers, suspected of being spies. H e himself
got admission by forging a letter, as if from Sher Must
Khan and Mew Alum Khan, of Bunnoo, to some
Syuds in Dour, inquiring " how the insurrection was
getting on?" The Syuds wrote in reply, " That the
tribes promised, but no reliance could be placed in them."
.H says he saw one poor man, a beggar, kneading some
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flour that had been given him in charity. A Dourec
drew his sword and cut his head off. The bystanders
asked what he did that for ? He replied : " Poor
devil ! life was a burden to him. With what difficulty
he got that bread !" (The very principle upon which
gentlemen in England shoot their old pet dogs and
horses, and some tribes of Indians eat their greyheaded fathers and mothers !)
On the whole I am glad of this account; for I was
beginning to think'it would not be right of me to go
on circuit to Kolhchee, and leave Taylor perhaps to
encounter an invasion intended for my special destrus
tion. Now I do not think it can possibly come off for
three months, if at all.
Esau Khan, the first Ghazee, was hanged this day,
his sentence having been confirmed by Mr. John Lawrence. He asked if any harm was to be done to his
father and mother, and when assured to the contrary,
seemed quite content, but begged that he might be
put out of pain as quickly as possible. Poor wretch !
How one's feelings soften as time throws its veil over
an offence. T h m weeks ago, I condemned this assassin
to death, with rather a predominance of eontempt for
the cowardly nature of his crime. Now I have to think
of the murdered sentry before I can un-pity him and
justify myself!
Just before the execution, a large snake crawled out
from beneath the gallows and was killed; a strange
coincidence, which the natives considered anything but
accidental.
This morning my bearer, Nihaee, borrowed an old
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juzail from a horseman, to go out dove-shooting. The
gun burst, and killed him on the spot.
All my Hindoostanee servants now began to think
Bunnoo an enchanted and accursed land (what with
assassinations, accidents, and rumours of wars), and
went about their work with the air of men in a powdermill, who know that they live on the verge of an explosion.
W d a y , Ekbruay 4th.-General Cortlandt has taken
the accounts of two tuppehs in detail, and finds that
Meer Alum, their Mullick, has merely taken from them
two thousand rupees over and above their proper reve
nue, and yet tells us that the people have not paid their
arrears. These are " the good shepherds" truly.
Occupied a great part of the day with taking depositions of soldiers in the Dogruh regiment. Their corps
was originally raised by the Jummoo Rajuhs, who engaged jageers for raising them.
Maharajuh Goolab
Sing now claims their arms, and instead of applying to
the Lahore Government or the British Resident for
them, besets the men's homes and families in his country,
and billets soldiers on them, with the announcement that
they will not be withdrawn until the absent Dogruhs
either send back their muskets, others in exchange, or
their value. Goolab Sing was quite penurious enough
to look after such small matters ; but I believe his real
object was to bully the men into leaving the Lahore
service, and come home to him their natural chief.
They would have gladly done so, had there been any
comparison between the two services, for Dogruhs love
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their homes with the usual affection of mountaineers ;
but whatever might be the irregularities of the Sikh
army before the English war, or its clipped and
diminished privilege8 &awards, there was always mom
hope and bettar pay in it than in that of Jummoo.
The common pay of a soldier in Goolab Sing's service
was four rupees a-month, half of which was paid in
coarse flour rations, and half kept in very long arrears,
the said arreara saddled with fines at every convenient
opportunity. Hence his service was reslorted to only as
a pis aller; and so it will probably continue, for avarice
is one of the few passions which strengthen with old
age-

,

For this reason, I think there cannot be anything
more unfounded than the alarm so prevalent, both in
India and England, about Goolab Sing's military r e
sources. Those who have had the best means of
inquiring into them, estimate his guns under one hundred, hh cavalry under two thousand, and his whole
infantry, regulars and irregulars together, under twentyfive thousand. Of the guns the majarity are of small
calibre (two or three pounds), suited only to hill warfare. It is doubtid whether he could bring half a
dozen troops or batteries of six-pounders into the field.
Such an army, ill-equipped, ill-clothed, and ill-paid, need
not be very terrible to the rulers of British India, who
can afford to occupy their most recent conquest with
nearly fifty thousand men.
The Indian newspapers are now teeming with Goolab
Sing's hospitality to English travellers in Cachmere.
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That singularly able man h~ evidently appreciated the
Englieh. character, and is getting the legs of the public
under hie mahogany. The tide of opinion will perhaps
now turn violently in his favour, and from being " the
most dangerous enemy," he will become "the best
friend of the British Government." Truth, as usual,
lies between the extremes. Goolab Sing neither is, nor
ever will be, a sincere friend of the British Government.
What Asiatic Sovereign is ? I t is sufficient if they are
consistent allies. Be they Hindoos, or be they Muhommudans, their religion, which is their strongest sentiment, dreads and abominates Christianity. They are
thus incapable of lore; but they are not of gratitude.
Goolab Sing is probably as grateful as a very bad
man can be, and divides the merit of his success in
tolerably equal shares between our power and his own
cunning. Old age and good fortune have dulled the
once keen edge of his ambition, and he would be contented if he could be assured. He knows that he is
known. He has the English papers read to him, and
sees that he is an object of suspicion to all, and of
ambitious hope to many. He dreads the British,
because the British dread him; and stores his annoury,
because he is threatened with a war " next cold weather."
If ever, therefore, he becomes our actual enemy, it will
either be because he thinks us his, or because, in
moments of dficulty, we desert ourselves, and cause
him to be doubtful of the issue. A musket-barrel is
said to be "proof" when it has been loaded to'the
muzzle and fired off without bursting. Goolab Sing
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has a right to claim " the Tower mark." We may
suspect, nay, we may know, that he truckled with the
Sikhs before the battle of Goojurlt; but we h o w also
that he did not go over. Take him therefore quantum
valeat, he is a reed that must not be leant on-not a
club that we need fear.
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CHAPTER VI.

-

HEARD
from Taylor,-who started from Peshawur to
relieve me of my duties here on Monday last, and will
reach Kurmk on Monday next. Ordered one hundred
horsemen of the Barukzyes to meet and escort him
from K m k .
A letter from the Dour !3yud, who vows that he is
dissuading his disciples ; but advises me, by way of retort,
to take care of myself, or some of the Bunnoochees will
kill me' some fine day, and render invasion altogether
supemuous.
Swahn Khan rather thinks the invasion will occur,
and advises me to call for more troop here : but then
he has no experience of guns. Our little force might
be put on the defensive by an immense horde of e n e
mies, but could never be approached.
February 5th.-Sent
Swahn Khan off to Kumk,
to meet Taylor, who. has a company of infintry with
him, and will therefore be obliged to encamp one night
in the Thull. Swahn Khan being with him, will p r e
vent any row between the Vizeerees and the escort of

Bhyea.
Told Swahn, as he was going that way, to collect the
stipulated nuznuana, or tribute, of two hundred and
my kt doombuh (sheep), from his countrymen.
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I t is now some days since I sent to the Bukkykheyl Vizeerees, on the west of Bunnoo, to come in
and give security for leaving off their system of plunder :
but they pay little attention to Swahn Khan's summons, or friendly advice, being of another branch of the
Vizeerees; and the only answer I can get out of them
is, " that they are afraid to come in, on account of their
old offences, having spent years in fighting the Bunnoochees." I t only remains, therefore, to build a small
fort upon their lands, which will both keep them off and
watch the Tochee pass into Dour. Another one is
wanted at the head of the Khoorrum and the other pass.
(Memorandum. These must not be sentry-boxes ; but
big enough to hold twenty-five footmen and fifty horsemen, each.)
Sunday, February 6th.-Walked over the fort, which
has made great progress since the rain ceased. (Memorandum. To order the corner bastions of the inner fort
to be six feet higher than the rest of the wall, so as to
sweep well over the cantonment walls, and hit anything
within a reasonable distance under them.)
Ordered a vegetable garden to be laid out, between
the fort and the Khoormm, for the soldiers ; each company to have its own plot.
Monday, February 7th.-Rozee, the " man Friday" of
old Swahn Khan, came to tell me that a detachment of
the Musjeet, or Muhsood, Vizeerees, has actually arrived
in Dour, and the attack is talked about in five' or six
days. Positively I am sick of this " Coming, coming,"
but never " Come."
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February 8th.-Sookha Sing, A d j u k t of artillery,
has received another letter from Baba Ootum Sing, the
Sikh fakeer in Dour, who writes that the invasion was
nearly given up for want of funds; but Dilassuh has
come forward, and now twenty thousand Muhsood Vizeerees are collected, and will make a nightcattack on us in
five or six days. If indeed they are collected, they must
either fight soon, or disperse for want of commissariat ;
but I do not exactly understand where this collection is.
If in Dour, the Baba would have seen them, and said
so : if in their own country, they have plenty to do before
they can reach us.
Nizamooddeen says the Dourea have offered onetenth of their lands to these Vizeerees, to defend the
rest from the Sahib. They replied : " The Sahib takes
onefourth in Bunnoo, therefore you must give us o n e
fourth here ; for it is better for you to have Puthiins
for masters than infidels. W e will then occupy the
passes, and keep everybody out."
These Dourees will end in bringing the wolf into their
fold, either in Vieeree or English clothing. I am
quite satisfied, in my own conscience, that I never gave
. them any reason for entertaining such a thought as a
Sikh invasion; but it was a natural suspicion for
Afghans; and as they acted on it, and talked of inlrsding me first, I have certainly thrown out hints, on
purpose, that if they did not keep quiet and mind their
own affairs, I might one day pay them a visit.
I t being proved against a Mullick, to-day, that he
had realized more of last year's arrears than he h d paid
VOL. I.
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in, I asked him the reason ; he replied, naively : " I kept
the money till you came again I"
Februcrry 9th.-The best report we have had yet!
Mean Munawurooddeen tells me that it is at last quite
settled (and no nonsense), that the insurgents shall
advanm on Bunnoo by thwe d s : the Muhsood V k
me^, by the Shakto road, whioh emerges .in the lands
of the Janeekheyl ((not at the Tochee river, but a little
rivulet called Khywre); the Dourees, by the B M n
mad; and the Khostees, by that of the Khoorrum.
This is because they cannot trust themselves in each
other's company; and though they are all to meet
once, inside Bunnoo, to swear mutual fidelity, they are
to divide again, and make separate attacks. Friday is
fixed, and the Mean says, if it does not take place then,
it will never take place.
Sent Taylor word of the above, as he is delayed on
the road; and, supposing the report to be true, a small
detachment might be 8et upon by the Bunnoochaes
at moh a hvourable crisis.
All that seems to me proved is, that the Dourees
are intriguing with all the mighbouring tribes to get up
an invasion ;and this is sufficient to make us take great
precautions, but affords no cause for the least anxiety.
Our position is strong, if our people only know it,
The great thing is to show no apprehension, and even
conceal precautionary measures, if possible ; for, so long
as our own soldiers are in good heart, they may defy all
Cabul in the fort they have now nearly finished.
Some Syuds of Munjeekheyl, hvo koss from Teeree,
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in the Khuttuk hills, have been always in the habit of
trading beheen their own country and Bunnoo. Four
days ago their people, with h o hundred and forty bullock loads of grain (one and a half maunds each, equal
three hundred and sixty maunds, equal twenty-eight
thousand eight hundred pounds), sixteen loads of
pomegranate skins, and other articles, were on their
way to Bunnoo, and had reached a place called
Z u n g b h , two and a half koss h m Gomettuh when
the Hathee Kheyl V
i (under Bo&, Wdeea d , and Kazim) sallied out, and stopped the m l u h ,
which they then carried off to their own homes;
assigning as a reason that if the Khuttuks carry all
their grain to Bunnoo, it will be so dear that they,
the Vizeerees cannot buy it ! The drivers of the
bullocks went back and told their mastass, the Syuds,
who came and bought off their property, with a promise of one hundred and sixty rupees on their return
fiom selling it. They now complain to me of this
extraordinary import duty, and want fiee trade.
This they shall have for our own s&m, for if we are
restricted to Bunnoochee corn, the price will rise very
high. As yet, importations have kept the market
down; wheat has come in from the vicinitp of Cabul,
and rice from Jummoo ! Both speculations Med ; as
the grain was cheaper here than where it came from.
F e h ay 10th.-Being
determined to establish an
- outpost at the head of the Khoomun, I sent workmen
to repair an old fort that is there, and has been deserted
by the Vizeerees, who no sooner saw that I wanted to
R 2
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occupy it than they politely offered to knock it down.
This I r e M , and they have now driven off my workmen from the repaiis, and turned a stream of water on
to the foundations, so as to bring down the walls. \\'hen
this was first reported to me, I remembered the Dour
invasion, and thought this might possibly be a trap to
draw a small party of our soldiers near the Khoorrum
Pass, where the "allies" may be in wait to pounce
on them. So I sent a strong body of two hundred
. Barukzye horse, and one hundred regular cavalry, under
Colonel Holmes, with orders to seize any persons found
injuring the fort, and to show no quarter if they resisted. If numbers against them, send word to me.
On anival, they found that the vagabonds had made
off, after flooding the fort with water, which our party
-with difficulty meaged to turn in another direction.
I have ordered one hundred Barukzye horse and forty
Rohillas to occupy the old fort till the repairs are
complete, when seventy-five men win remain in it
permanently.
Sirdar Khwhjuh Muhommud came to beg off his one
hundred horsemen from this duty. I was much annoyed
and told him if his men had no stomach for the job, I
would certainly send Sikh regulars ; but in that case-his
one hundred men must take the place of the Sikh re
gulars in the fort works. He then declared it was not
safe for so small a body to be detached during these
ticklish times. Pretending to see the justice of his
representation, I reflected for a moment, and then said :
"Very true ; I agree with you, more ought to go, 80
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make your one hundred three hundred, and then consider yourself responsible for the post." He was dreadfully taken aback, and so ashamed, that I let him down
to two hundred. This will cure him, I dare say, of
shirking duty. His lines too seem very empty, and I
fear he has sent some of his contingent home without
leave. Not to be too hard on him, I hare warned him
that in a few days I shall take a muster, so this will
enable him to recal them. I t is necessary to keep
one eye open and one eye shut with these holiday
soldiers.
A chief has come down from Dour, and applied for an
interview. Told him to come to-morrow. He has not
ventured beyond the Meeree tuppehs, where his scream
might be h e d in his own valley !
February i 1th.-Rode out along with General Corb
landt to meet Taylor, and got within a koss and a half
of Luttummur before Taylor's party came in sight.
Taylor passed by Luttumrnur, and says it is well inhabited, and the people apparently well off. Taylor
has only been eight. days in coming fiom Peshawur;
good marching with a company of infantry. Riding
home through the Sooraunee tuppehs, I think we saw
only four forts either wholly or in part standing ; and
three of them proved to have neither inhabitants nor
owners, with grain growing in them like the fields outside. Ordered the neighbours to unite and knock
them all down.
The Mullick from Dour came to-day, according to
appointment. His name is Lara Khan, of Hydur-
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kheyl ; he gives the same account of the rising in his
country as Nizamooddeen has done. Reparts came to
Dour that the Bunnoochee forb were being knocked
down by our soldiers, cattle seized, property plundered,
the women seduced, and every other atrocity committed by the Sikhs and the Sahib. The Doureee
with their Mullicks and their Moolluhs assembled, and
discussed this state of affairs; and being unanimounly
of opinion that the army would next come on to Dour,
they agreed that it would be better to take up arms,
and go and fight the kaffirs in Bunnoo. Lara Khan
wae determined to come and judge for himself how
things were going on; and though all the neighborn
told him he would never come back alive, he set off,
and hid himself in one of the Meeree forts some
days, to see whether any soldiem came to plunder, or to
cany off the women. He saw nothing of this mrt,
but was told, on the other hand, how, a few weeks
ago, the Sahib had come there and broken down the
V k e dam, and given water to the Meerees, to enable
them to sow their fields. Still he was incredulous, and
said, " Perhaps this is too far for the plunderers to come ;
let me go nearer the camp." So he came to a village
close to us, and again watched : he saw no violence of
any kind, but everybody going about their own business. He then took heart, and came cautiously into
camp, and looked about him. He said : " At first I
felt my heart bursting with anger when I saw kafirs
( i d & ) around me on all sides ; but when I sat down
by the Sahib's tents, and saw everybody corning to
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the adawlut (court of justice), and their cases being
heard, and justice done, then the tightness of my heart
was relaxed, and I went away, aaying, "What liee
they tell in Dour !" As he repeatedly said
friends
would be surprised to see him back again, I gave him a
gaudy silk Zomgee (scarf) to tie round his old turban,
and told him to tell the Dourees, not only thst he had
been into the dreadful camp of the ka&rs but had
been kindly treated there; and that the head k&
himself, the redoubtable Sahib, sent them all word,
that if they minded their own affairs he ~ ~ o u never
ld
come to their country; but if they attempted to
excite war, he would, as soon as he had leisure, treat
them as a neighbour's house on fire, and extinguish
them in self-pr&on.
Last night a few Afghans csme down to the
Khoorrum outpost, and fired four or five shots; but
finding the place well occupied, retired again. To-day
Cortlandt had two hundred men at work at it; pulled
an old door out of another fort, and set it up in the
outpost ; and the place is now tenable.
February 12th.-Asked
Taylor to go and inspect
the repairs of the Khoormm outpost. FiRy horse
along with him for fear of accidents. Returned at
sunset, and reporti walls fourteen feet high all round,
but want a rampart to enable the garrison to, fire
from them. Door also weak.
Mean Munawurooddeen came to take his leave to go
to Sungurh; said all chance of the allies ooming together was now at an end. The Khostees have r e h d
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to come on account of the snow. The Muhsood
Vizeerees* are fighting among themselves ; the son of
one chief, Jehangeer, having killed the son of another
chief, Shahzad, and thus thrown the tribe into complete confusion. The Dourees, deserted on all sides, are
inclined to throw themselves on our mercy, and only
wait for the least overture to make a formal submission.
This is rushing on to their fate ! Cortlandt has similar
information from other quarters.
When the rumours of this Dour invasion first reached
me, I duly reported it to the Acting-Resident at Lahore.
With that promptness to meet danger which was common to him, and the brother for whom he was acting,
Mr. John Lawrence immediately ordered another regiment (the Futteh Pultun) to march from its station, at
Huseun Abdal (between the Indus and the Jheylum),

* As this is the last mention I shall probably have to make of
these remote Vizeerees, I may aa well append the following memomdm:
Nusrattee.
h av e4
Muhsood,
or} chiefs
Jungee Khan.
The V of
Sidh.
note.
Musjeet,
Golhnee.
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Mud& Kheyl
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Muhmood Kheyl

1

•

2

.

Kuttey.
Jungee Khan.
Ziilhee.
Shumeedd.

This last Mullick ( S h u m d ) ie a woman! and is said to
have authority over several tribes ; dresses like a man, wears
arms, and led the Afghan insurrection against Lukkee ~MurII
wut, in February, 1847.
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to Dera Ishmael Khan the capital of General Cortlandt's
province, and there await my orders. He still farther
reinforced me by ordering dl absent detachments from
the regiments in Bunnoo to join their respective corps
without delay, and followed up this vigorous policy by
strengthening Peshawur with cavalry and guns ; rightly
amsidering that any disturbance in Bunnoo, on the
south side of the Salt Range, would affect the safety of
the outpost province on the north.
He thought the information of a gathering of the
Afghan tribes round and about Bunnoo, to attack us,
extremely probable, and was prepared even to find that
the Barukzye Sirdars, at Peshawur and KohQt, were
ooncerned in the insurrection. He believed all those
pensioned relatives of the Ctibul monarch to be desperate
intriguers, and utterly untrustworthy ; and time justified
the opinion. In less than a ycar from that time, his
own brother and sister-in-law (Major and Mrs. George
Lawrence) were by them made prisoners, in the base
ambush of a proffered refuge, and given 'over to the
S i army.
Mr. Lawrence agreed with me in thinking that the
rising would not at once take place; but warned me
that the Afghans required neither commissariat nor
money, and had shown that they could a d with effect in
the severest cold. Still it was more likely that an
army of fkeebooters would assemble at a season when
the crops were ripe, and when they could support
themdves with facility by reaping the Bunnoo harvests.
My course, he said, was to hasten the completion
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of my fort; to get some of my gun8 mounted, to lay
in provisions, and place my baggage in 8ecurity. AB a
soldier, and, moreover, as present on the spot, I was the
best judge of the line of conduct to be pursued if an
invasion from without, and a rising from within (h
the one would follow the other), were to omur; but
with referenoe to my remark that the worst they could
do would be to shut us up in the fort, he thought that,
leaving a stanch Commander and select ganison inside,
it would be far better to move out with the remainder
of the force, and take the initiative. Two thousand hur
hundred men, with twelve guns, well handled, ought,
he said, to be irresistible in the plains, against any
tumultuary force, however numerous ; while shut up in
the fort they would lose canrage, and the enemy gain it.
This lest opinion would have been indisputable had
the " two thousand four hundred men" been our own ;
but I confess that I had never complete confidence in
the Sikh troops, nor could ever rely on their % h h g
under our orders, even for their own sovereign, with the
same good-will and gusto as they did against us. At
any point .of these operations to subdue Bunnw, I
would have preferred overawing my Bunnoachee ene
mies, to employing my Sikh friends, as much from prudence aa humanity.
Fortunately, it seemed now unlikely that the tribes
would put us to the proof; and in the same letter that
I wrote to thank Mr. John Lawrence for his prompt
reinforcements, I was enabled to report that the emergency had passed, and to solicit hi instructions in case
the Douree ringleaders should throw themselves and
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their country on our mercy, and make terms for being
lightly ruled.
The title of the Punjab sovereign to the valley of
Dour was as good as to that of Bunnoo. Both had
been ceded to the Sikhs by Shah Shoojah, in the Tripartite Treaty. But es hr as we, the British, were concerned in the matter, the caaes were not parallel. The
Sikhs had, year aRer year, asserted.their claim to Bunnoo
by force ; but they had never ventured into Dour. We
were bound, therefore, to take the atatus in quo, and
secure Bunnoo if we could ; but there was no obligation
to interfere with Dour. I t was, consequently, a mere
question of expediency, and not of national right or
honour ; and thus regarcing it, it seemed to me unwise
to profit by the opportunities for annexation, which either
the invasion or the submission of the Doureea might
afford; fvr t h e would seem to be no stopping afterwards. The same difliculty would pragent itself, after
possming Dour, that had now followed our occupation
of Bunnoo ; that is, the people of Bunguah, Khost, and
the Vizeeree hills, would feel the same alarm for their
own countries, and make the same hostile demonstrations
that the Dourees had now felt and made for theirs. On
the other h e d , if the line already drawn by Sikh p r s
tensions were adhered to, it was reasonable to hope that
this example of moderation to Dour would calm the
excitement and fear which pervaded all the other neighbouring valleys, and was evidently at the bottom of the
recent movement.
Even if the Dourees and their allies actually invaded
Bunnoo, my advice would be, after repelling them,
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merely to follow them up into Dour, and levy a tukseeranuh (fine) of ten thousand rupees, or some such
sum,in a lump, and then retire.*
Mr. John Lawrence took a similar view of this question. He wrote to me : 'L I coincide in your opinion
that it would not be expedient to listen to any overtures
from the people of the Dour valley, as also in the mode
they should be dealt with, in the event of their invading
Bunnoo." And again to the Secretary to Government,
as follows : " I look with considerable suspicion on any
overtures from so bigoted and ignorant a race as the
Mullicks of Dour. The occupation of Dour would but
increase the difficulties and dangers of the Sikh position
on that frontier. I t is easy to overrun, or even occupy
for a time, these valleys on the borders of the Soolim h e e Range, but the entrances to them all are more
or less difficult ; and in times of general insurrection, a
body of troops, unless in considerable force, would be in
danger of being cut up."?
I t is right that I should not suppress the next entry in
my Diary, as it is very much to the credit of my friend,
though very litt.le to my ova.

''Y unday BIorning,

13th February, 1818.

" My dear E.
"Do you have' service on a Sunday: or if you do
not, will you ? We are four Christians here; and
*marks are equally applicable to the present British
Cabul, nnd the possible future necessity of a
tion intofhat country.
ab Blue Book, 1847-9," p. 1 10.
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where the blessing is promised to the two or three
that gather, surely it ought to be done.
" John Holmes always attended prayers at Peshawur,
and was pleased to do so.
" I was asked lby Mudut Khan, only a few days ago,
whether the laws of our religion prescribed any regular
worship ? I am not for displaying the matter unnecessarily, but surely this is wrong. I could add plenty of
arguments, but you can well imagine them. Only do
not think that I wish to assume the Mentor, or that if
you have any repugnance to the arrangement that I
shall think you a worse man, or a worse Christian than
myself or others ; but I really think what I propose to
be the duty of every man. I know how much happiness
it leads to.
" Yours very sincerely,
"

R. G. TAYLOR.''

If I knew that Colonel John Holmes was a Christian .
at all, I certainly was not aware that he had any fixding
about Christian duties, or had been in the habit of
attending divine service at the house of Major George
Lawrence at Peshawur. I thought that General Cortlandt and myself were the solitary members of our
Church in that wild region; and if it never occurred
to either him or me that it would be well to read together, I trust it was from no indifference to the Sabbath
itself. Indeed the suspension of the fort works upon
that day, though a matter of necessity, and perhaps
life and death, sufficiently proclaimed its sacred character
in our eyes to both Hindoos and Muhommudans.
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And now that Taylor proposed to me to claim
Holmes as a Christian, and ask him to join our service,
it startled me.
Colonel Holmes, or as he was commonly d e d by
the Sikh soldiers, " John Holmes, Sahib," was a halfcaste who had served in the Company's native .&myas
a musician, but left it and carried his knowledge of
European drill across the Sutlej, to Lahore, where he
speedily rose to be an officer, and was now the Colonel
of a regiment of regular infantry. He could talk English,
and did his military duty well. He also professed Christianity; but there was much excuse for any one not
knowing this, aa he lived like a Muhommudan, probably,
" ae his father before him ;"for in a petition for pension
presented to Government aRer the Colonel's death,
there were, if I rightly remember, set down in the catalogue of his surviving family, the extraordinary items
of " three mothers and two wives 1" This was quite
oonsistent with the manners of the native soldiers
among whom he lived, and was obnoxious to neither
Muhommudan nor Hindoo, so long as he passed for
one or the other, or was known by both not to be a
Christian. But if we claimed him as a Christian, it
could not fail to incur scandal, as the general principles
and ordinances of Christianity ate w d known to all
Asiatics, and with reference especially to marriage, are
gladly supposed by them to be very indifferently observed.
Such at b t wee my feeling on the point; and I
attempted to bring Taylor to the same opinion. But he
was too good to be ashamed of anybody; and though
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much better aware of Holmes's character than I was, .
and how little likely he was to d e c t credit upon w,
he still thought we might reflect some good on him.
"What chance," he said, "is there of hiis becoming
better, if you exclude him from your congregation ? and
how can we tell at what moment the hearing of the
Truth may take effect upon him ?" So that it was for .
the pure sake of doing religious good that Taylor
battled ; and I was 80 struck with the charity and generosity of the motive that I gave way; we had prayers
in my tent, and Taylor was happy.
In the evening, Taylor, Cortlandt, and I, rode out to
sea the progress of the new road fmm Duleepgurh to
Lukkee. The Commandant in charge of it has laid it
out as straight as an arrow,and deserves great credit.
Sookha Sing, Adjutant of M e r y , has received
another letter from Baba Ootum Sing, who confirms
the intelligence of the break-up of the invading alliance.
The idea of hostilities on a great scale is entirely given
up, but Dilassuh Khan's son, Sheikhee, is organizing a
band of thieves to make forays on our cattle.
Monday, F e h y 14th.-The
Vizeereea of Janeekheyl, who have never yet come in, this morning sent
their deputies to make terms. They say the tribe has
been literally ruined by the severe foray made on them
in the early part of the wintar by the N h u r tribe of
Lohibees, under S W d Khan, which drove them into
the hills, where they have passed the winter in the
greatest misery, begging food m d clothes from other
tribes. They now petition for their lands in Bunnoo,
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and justice on the Nkurs. I asked them to give
security, first,'for their own future good behaviour; but
they said, " No one ever went security for Vizeerees !"
At last we settled that an outpost-fort should be put
upon their lands and those of Bukkykbeyl, to keep both
tribes in order. If they keep their promise and give up
thieving, the expenses of the fort to be borne by Government; but if complaints are still made, the expenses
will be added on to their land revenue. This agree
ment they signed in writing, and went away p'romisimg
faithfully to abide by it.
Mean Munawurooddeen, who two days ago said the
Dour invasion was given up, now declares the Vizeeree
nllies are still ready to keep their word ; that the attack
is arranged for next Friday night, and the following
childish plan decided on :A body of skirmishers are to advance in one direction
with lighted matches ostentatiously displayed, and when
all our guns are brought to bear upon that point, then
the real onset will be made from the opposite quarter,
and a thousand picked men in ziwuh bukhtur (chain
armour) are to go right at the Sahib's tent!
who have
The Mean forgot to explain where &s,
scarcely got shirts to their backs, are to provide themselves with chain armour; and only one thing is to be
said in favour of the report, that if one man could be
found to come and relate such a project with a serious
face, another might certainly have framed it, and any
amount have thought it a great manaeuvre.
February 15th.-Rain here d day, and heavy snow
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in the hills.
invasions.
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The gods declare for cr<ps and against

February 16th.-The Bazaar Kuthree, named Dewan,
who has so often got intelligence from Dour through
his " commercial correspondents," came this morning
to say that Diassuh Khan's son has gone to Khost to
conspire with the son of the Ameer of Cabul, who is
there with an army collecting revenue,* and that the
invasion is by no means given up. My own idea also
is that it is not " given up," but that all efforts to bring
the tribes together have faded, and the more they try,
the more impracticable it will be found. I was prepared
for great jealousy and weakness among the various
tribes, . but not for such an extent of distrust as I now
see renders abortive even their plots against a comnlon
foe.
I t is hightime I made my tour of the other countries
in General Cortlandt's ~rovince. Yesterday evening
news came of a disturbance at Giring ; this evening a
report has arrived from the Deputy-Governor at Dera
Ishmael Khan, that the Sheraunees (who inhabit the
mountain called Solomon's Throne) are coming down to

* A subsequent private letter from Major George Lawrence,
who was in charge of Peshawur, and had alwaya good intelligence from Cabd, communicated to me the real mission of this
young Prince. "The assemblage of ao large a force in Bunnoo,
leads to the supposition that we have designs on Ghuznee, and
the Ameer's son, in Khoormm, has been directed to watch your
movements ; as is hi other eon, Gholim Hyder, at Jellnlabad,
told to look after me in this quarter.''
(Major G. L. to Lieutenant E.. 14th February, 1848).
VOL. I.
8
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attack the fort 6f Dribund. In the fort there are only
fifty horse and m
y foot, and the garrison scream for
reinforcements.
Sirdar Chunda Sing on this sends
them fifty more horse, keeping at the same time a
whole regiment of infantry doing nothing at Dera ! So
much for a Sikh Deputy-Governor ! To-morrow I will
send him ten of our camel-swivels, and tell him to go
himself, with two hundred infantry at least, and give
out that I am coming with no end of guns.
Indeed the sooner the better. This Dour invasion is
a will-o'-the-wisp, but the troubles of KoUchee, DrC
bund, and Girhng, are tangible realities. I t will take
some time to get this province quiet altogether. Lying
as it does along the foot of the great Soolimgnee mountains, it must always be liable to forays at one end or
the other; and when both are settled, then in the
middle ! As soon as I get back to Bunnoo, and Cortlandt to Dera, he at that end and I at this, will be able
to pitch into any refractory tribe in no time."
Thursduy, February 17th.-Taylor, with fifty horse
men, rode out to the Tochee Pass, to choose a site for
the outpost fort, which is to watch that pass, and con-

* The elegant European reader will, doubtless, be shocked at
expressions like " pitch into," so awfully frequent in this Diary.
They are vulgar, the author is aware, but they are vigorouu,
and flowed from a broad-nilbed pen in the hurried intervals of
thick-coming ditficulties, when words are snatched fmm the
vocabulary, aa men choose weapons for a fight-the strongest
first. It would have cost little now to eubstitute drawing-room
eqi~ivalents; but the identity of these records of life among
barbarians would have been totally destroyed.

I
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trol the Vizeerees of Janeekheyl and Bukkykheyl. He
reports all forts in that direction level with the ground.
Indeed, I om quite satisfied with that part of our
labours. Taylor says the crops of the Meerees on the
lands we helped them to irrigate are flourishing. Our
coming to Bunnoo has as yet brought unmixed good
to them at all events.
I t having become absolutely necessary to secure the
Peyzoo Pass in the Buttunnee hills, between Murwut
and Thk, which is the main avenue of intercourse and
trade between these parts and Dera Ishmael Khan, I this
day confided the charge of it to a Jummadar, named
Mittoo Khan, a native of Kolichee, who formerly accompanied Major Mackeson to Peshawur in Cabul, during
the Afghan war. H e is to have a small fort built for
him at that part of the pass, if possible, where water
oozes out of the ground, and where caravans, or single
travellers, would gladly stop if they dared. Besides
himself, the garrison will consist of fourteen horse and
ten foot ; the latter to hold the post, while the horse
chase highwaymen and thieves. Pay of the whole, two
hundred and twenty-three rupees per mensem.
The Lahore Durbar, though so hard up for money
that they can scarcely carry on the Government with all
John Lawrence's economy, have sent a fat fellow named
Ruggonith, who has no other merit than being a Brahmin and an astrologer, to be Supernumerary Commandant in one of Cortlandt's troops of horse artillery.
T h i is quite disheartening. With great consideration,
and some compunctions, I have just resolved on incur- s 2
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ring at Peyzoo a monthly expense of two hundred and
twenty-three rupees, to keep open a great highway of
commerce, and save the community from plunder; and
the Lahore Durbnr, without a scruple, impose on my
establishment an idle supernumerary, whose pay equals
that of the whole garrison of the Peyzoo watch-tower !
I t is as l a d as a wife mending the children's frocks by
candle-light, while her husband stakes " the plate" at a
gambling-house.
.
Friday, Februay 18th.-A man whom I have had
stationed in the villages at the foot of the Tochee
Pass to Dour, for the last nine days, to bring information of any night attack, came in this morning to tell
me that he sent an old Vizeeree friend of his not only
into Dour, but also towards the Kaneegoorrum and
Muksood Vizeerees ; and that ull idea of the rising has
now been abandoned by everybody except Dilassuh's
son, who still restlessly goes from one tribe to another,
agitating, plotting, and entreating war.
This morning, I concluded the settlement of the last
winter harvest of Bunnoo, which amounts to fifty-six
thousand six hundred and seventy-six rupees.* Con-

* I wns obliged, ultimately. to leave Bunnoo without mnliing
a revenue settlement for the next three years ; but my irnpres&n was, that the valley would produce a lakh and a half of
mpees (815,000) per annum to Government at the exceedingly
essy rate of one-fourth from laymen, and one-sixth from priests.
Sir Alexander Burnes says, that " in the times of the Kingn,
Bunnoo paid a yearly tribute of one lac and forty thousand
rupees ;" a sum so closely approaching my own estimate, that
1 should rely confidently on the statement, -had not the ailthor
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sidering that when we arrived in Bunnoo there was no
crop left on the ground except the sugar and turmeric,
we must think ourselves fortunate to have made out so
much. The result of the inquiry is that the religious
classes, Syuds, Moolluhs, &c., possess one-sixth of thc
valley, which is less than I expected, but far too much,
considering how it was acquired, and to how little
general good it is applied.
February 19th.-To-day,
got Taylor to take the
muster of thc Barukzye contingent, of which I warned
Sirdar Khwhjuh Muhommud Khan some days ago.
Proper complement, eight hundred ; present in camp,
and on duty in Bunnoo, seven hundred : deficient, one
hundred. The Sirdar says these have gone to Peshawur
and KohPt with messages at various times, and been
detained by the fighting going on there. Most probably, when the fighting began, he sent them to help.
I have ordered them all back again.
The men of this contingent are kept so dreadfully in
arrears by the Barrlkzye Sirdars at Peshawur, who meanwhile are lavishing their revenues in their harems," that
added, that "the level and defenceless nature of the country
will always enable the most powerful cllief iil its vicinity to
exact somethillg from it ;" a description so singularly erroneous.
that it contains only one true word, viz., '' level." If Bunnoo,
with its lofty externnl hills, and four hundred internal forts,
was " defenceless," I trust I may never have the misfortune of
warring with a country such as Sir Alexnnder would have
considered well defended !
* Sirdar Sooltan bluhommud Khan, the eldest and worst
of these Sirdare, passed both his days and nights in the apnrt-
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the younger sons who command them here can scarce
keep them from plundering, to get daily food.
A few days after this muster had taken place, I was
informed, on good authority, that the most Fdstdian
shifts had been resorted to, to get up even seven hundred for inspection. To square a deficiencv of about
fifty or sixty, which still remained, after dressing up all
the grass-cutters in Barukzye turbans, to look like
soldiers, the Sirdar, whose resources were almost as inexhaustible as those of a Commjssariat Gom&shtuh,*
111cntaof his women, who were said to be about three huudred in
uu~nber. His children he had long left off counting, and was
ignorant of the names of all but the thirty or forty eldest, and
one or two youngest. I have, myself, seen him come out from
his garden, at Shehdera, near Lahore, to meet Lord Gough, followed by three or four elephant loads of his mae. I t is irnpossible to conceive anything more wretched than must be the condition of these pampered offspring, now, that the base treachery
of their father has driven him from his princely jageer, at Peshawur, to become an unwelcome peneioner at the half-starved Court
of Cabul. Whatever causes, such aa salt-taxes, kc., may be
assigned for the misconduct of the Afreedees, and other tribe8
about Peshawur, since the Punjab was annexed, my conviction
is, that it is principally owing to the intrigues of these hungry
exiles.
* A Commissariat GomLhtuh is a native superintendent
of cattle, stores, and grain, and the deputy of the European
Commissary. H e is generally supposed to be the, ne plus ultra
of a conjuror, and would any day undertake, with one hundred
bullocks given, to make them pass muster for two hundred.
For my own part, I give the palm to the King of Cachmere,
whom I have, "with my own eyes," as they say, seen perform
much more~stoniahingsleights of hand.
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sent out into the highways nnd by-mays ,of the Khuttuks, and " compelled 'them to come in." Amongst'
others, w a ~my old friend, Nussoorooddeen, the oneeyed " scholar " of Kummur ! The Sirdar's ikbdl
(good fortune) was great indeed, that Taylor took the
muster, instead of me, for I should have recognised
the " scholar " in a moment ; and he, delighted to get
the Barukzyea into a scrape, would assuredly have forced
on the kclaireiesement, by thanking me for recovering
his father's long matchlock. What a situation l I have
never ceased to lament its loss.
Agreeably to my request, Taylor has brought me
down a silk-grower from Peshawur, to inspect the Bunnoo mulberry-trees, and report on their capabilities ; his
name is Musheedee Khan. H e is pleased with the place,
and says it promises well ; but as yet the trees, though
abundant, are w i M , and must be pruned and doctored,
before they will throw out the fine leaves wanted by the
silk-worms. This operation must be done in the
month of Har (June and July); so I have sent him back
to Peshawur for the present, and he is to return with
his own family, and as many others as he can induce to
join the colony. He is also to collect as many eggs as
he can. He seems much pleased with this new opening for his trade, and says he was almost starving at
Peshawur, owing to the Sikhs having destroyed the
mulbemy-trees.
Sunday, February 20th.-Niiamooddeen has brought
me a queer sort of a paper, bearing the seal of old
Dilassuh Khan, and commencing as if addressed to his
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son, but gliding off into a petition to a superior, saying :
" I have not offended in any way. If you are going to
the southward, there is my youngest son in Bunnoo,
who will go along with you; and if you come north,
here is my eldest son in Dour, to receive you," and so
on. I cannot exactly make it out. The clerks in these
holes and corners of the world are not very learned;
but at any rate they know well the common forms of
respectfbl expression, such as, " My Lord I" " Protector of the poor !" kc. ; neither are they likely to omit
the characteristic epithet of Sahib, which is given up to
Europeans by common consent ; and therefore, on the
whole, I do not think it is a direct communication to
.me, but probably to his younger son, Khojuh, in Bunnoo, desiring him to express these sentiments to me. I
shall not notice it. No farther advances ought to be
made to this old rebel; and even his own yielded to
with much persuasion. He has not yet tasted the
bitterness of exile sufficiently, and it is better that he
should get heartily sick of it, when he will be glad to
crawl back, humbly, to his home. Even then he should
give security. This Bunnoochee style of coming and
going; flying without reason, md then negotiating to
rchun, is child's play. Neither should his younger son
1~ ollo\\.c.d tc I krrp his place warm for him, as chief of
Di(~otlSl~all;though, on the other hand, it would be
llnrd to rh*privchim of the onefourth which belongs to
his famil!..
Thr. expccted Dour invasion, the plots and attempts
I rid 4 b f n w by assassination, and the wild excite
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ment of our whole work in Bunnoo, was beginning at
this time to attract general interest; and while overworked Secretaries to Government turned to " the last
Bunnoo Diary," as Lord Clarendon might turn to thc
reports from Tipperary, and anxious private friends
poured in their inquiries whether I was still dive, I was
not a little startled at a spark of military ardour which
flashed from the inky darkness of the Lahore Residencyoffice, and threatened to singe all the quills in that abode
of peace and literature.
The following letter came to me by post:
*' TO LIEUTENANT EDWARDES,
" ASSISTANT

" Sir,

TO T E E RESIDENT, ON DEPUTATION
AT BUNNOO.

" I beg to solicit your consideration of an offer
which I make of my services, if you think they might
be turned to any advantage.
" If, in the present state of affairs in Bunnoo, I
could be of any use to you in minor details, whilst
your time was occupied in more important matters,
and that you can get me detached frorn the Residency,
I shall be happy to join your camp.
" I think I would be qualified to make myself useful
to you in many points ; and I require no remuneration
further than being allowed to hold my appointment as
second clerk of the Residency-office, and to draw my
salary at Bunnoo.
" I have served five years in the royal army, and
am acquainted with discipline.
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" I was present at the battles of Meanee and Hydrabad, in Scinde ; and my conduct was noticed by Colonel
Penefather at the latter place.
.
" I was subsequently employed a
4 an Assistant in
the Field Commissariat of fe Army of the Sutlej, and
received a slight wound of a sabre & Sobrbn.
" I an, Sir,
" Your mo& obedient Servant,
"

G. QUIN.

" Lahore,
" 15th February, 1848."

Mr. Quin was an Lrishman, and had so evidently
turned his sword into a penknife prematurely, that I
would willingly have employed him, had such a luxury
as a clerk been allowed me in those " 'prentice days;"
but I was obliged to reply, as follows:

" Sir,
" I hare received your letter of the 15th Febmary,
offering your services in this quarter, and like the
spirit which dictated it, and the manly tone in which it
is written.
" I should be very glad of your servias, for a man
who can write and fight k the very fellow for this
border; but am not allowed an English writer, and
if I were, there would perhaps be. difliculty in getting
you detached from the Residency English office, where
hands used not to be too numerous.
" Therefore I see no use in applying for you at present, but I will do so if work incntases; and, at all
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events, I shall not forget your winingness to be employed where employment is no sinecure."

" Camp, Bunnoo,
" February 23rd,

-

1848."

I have thus formerly introduced Mr. Quin to the
reader, because hereafter he will be found to play a
very honourable part in a struggle far more extensive,
and hard contested, than any that was .at this time
foreseen by the ablest politicians of India.
The following extract fiom a private letter From the
Acting-Resident will inform the reader of the ultimate
and well-merited fate of the Dhokul Sing regiment
commanded by Colonel MPn Sing, which mutinied with
me in Bunnoo, and was ordered to Lahore for refusing
to build the fort of Duleepgurh.
" The Dhokul Sing corps came a week ago ; and
three days ago the Government order, sanctioning their
being disbanded. On Saturday it was c a m 4 into
&at. They were paid up, and their arms taken away
without a word." (Dated 14th February, 1848). Short,
sharp, and decisive.
Febl-uay 2 1st.m-A complaint, by a Murwutee, against
the Janeekheyl Vizeerees for stealing ten camels in
open day. The time corresponds so nearly with the date
of my taking an agreement from thst tribe, to settle
quietly on their lands and give up thieving, that I do
not know whether this offence was previous or subsequent to that agreement. I have therefore sent out
Ubtczur Khan, of Kwndee, to accompany the com-
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plainant to the Mullick of Janeekheyl, and after inquiry
bring the Mullick to me.
The officer in charge of Bunnoo has a very difficult
card to play with these Vizeerees; and his usefulness
here will depend in a very great measure on his succcss
in maintaining friendly relations with them. Nothing
would be easier than to drive them out of the valley
and seize their lands, but I am quite convinced that the
true policy is in the opposite direction, to induce the
Vizeerees, not merely to visit, but to settle all round
Bunnoo; making them a kind of cactus-hedge." So
long as they cultivate, they will obey. Every field is
so much bail for keeping the peace. If driven out
again as mere graziers and wanderers they will be an
indigent, thieving set of enemies, continually harassing

* The frequenter of horticulturrrl f4es a t Chiswick, or the
owner of English hot-houses, will not get a rery correct idea of
my meaning, unless told that the cactus, in India, is a most
formidable plant, growing twice, or even three times, ae high as
a man, matting its branches together like the folds of the
Laocoon, and opposing to all attacks from without a completc
cheueus-defiise of spikes aa long aa one's finger. I t was once
my unhappy lot to be lodged in one by a runaway horse, wlio
broke his curb-chain; and I came out very much like a porcupine, with my boob so nailed to my feet, that they (the boots,
not the feet) were obliged to be cut off with a penknife, piecemeal. I t would be some compensation if the Indian cactus
bore the gorgeous blossoms we see in Europe, and perhaps in
Africa; but it can only boast a slinbby yellow flower, about the
size of a dandelion, and is therefore abandoned to hedgerows,
or stuck like the emblem of ill-will on the boundary of two
estates.
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our border in that irregular mode which is so dficuIt
for either regular military or civil power to meet; but
they we so unused to authority of any kind (every
Puthdn being, as their proverb says, his own Khan),
that it is a most delicate task in dealing with them, to
combine the dignity of government with the conciliation of policy. But after all, if it were not difficult,
there would be neither credit nor interrst.
I should not be much surprised if many of the
Vizeerecs, who are now so quiet in the Eastern Thull,
cut their crops this next summer, and then run away
to the hills without paying the revenue to which they
hare agreed. Their intellect sees no further than the
paltry gain of the present harvest ; but in such a case,
I would not break with the tribe, but sell the particular
ground : to Vizeerees, if possible ; but failing them, to
Eunnoochees. The runaways, after eating their one
harvest, would begin to see that they had after all not
done such a clever thing in killing their golden goose,
and with much suppli~qtionseek re-admittance into the
valley.
I t will be desirable also, as a n~le,to make each
tribe keep a vukeel (representative)" here with us, to

* Similarly situated native Governments take a hostage, and
the system answers very well; for they do not scruple to visit
on the hostage the short-comings of his principals. But no
civilized Government would do this in these days, though common enough in the olden time ; and this bring speedily found
out by the people who have given the hostage, they are not
restrained by any fear on his account, and proceed to hostilities
just as freely as if they had given no hostage at all. This me
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m i v e orders, sewe summonses, and call in offenders,
which is much less obnoxious than sending a Sikh
Government servant, who too frequently is a bully.
The povinduhs (Lohanee traders between India and
Cabul) are again giving trouble at Tiik. Shah Niwaz
Khan has imprisoned seventeen of them. Ordered him
to send them to me for trial. They think it a matter
of course driving a herd of camels into a corn-field,
and then drawing their swords on the proprietor when
he comes to remonstrate !
Sirdar Khwkjuh Muhommud Khan, Barukzye, has
been for a long while trying to persuade General Cortlandt, in order that it may reach my ears, that by
right the Eastern Thull of Bunnoo belongs to the
had opportunities of discovering afterwards in Bunnoo ; but a
remarkable instance is but too familiar to the English reader.
I all>de to the outbreak and massacre of the British force in
Cabul, at the time when the deposed Afghan Prince, Dost
Muhommud Khan, was a prisoner in the hands of the British
in India. Dost Muhommud was not called a hostage by us, or
given up as one by his people ; but practically he would haye
acted aa one in the hands of Runjeet Sing, nt Lahore, or m y
other native contemporary sovereign. The Afghans, however.
knew very well that the English would not hurt a hair of his
head ; and the insurrection was headed, if not planned, by
the Dost's own son, Muhommud Ukbur Khan.
Hostages, therefore, should only be taken by British officers
in India when they, for the first time, come in contact with a
totally barbarous tribe, who have hitherto had no experience of
Europeans. So long ss they think their hostages are in danger,
so long they will be quiet; but after this stage, a vukeel is
better than a yurghomd.
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Khuttuks, or, in other words, is a dependency of his
father's jageer of KoMt. A case in my court this
morning brought on the question, and I took the opportunity of calling in the Sirdar's vukeel, and a Khuttuk
witness, who both proceeded very quietly to claim, not
only the Thull, but a good slice of Bunnoo Proper.
The proof, however, was minus; and after hearing all
they had to say, I think the rights of the Khuttuks
could not have been better defined, or more justly
respected, than in my own agreement with the Thull
Vieerees, wherein I make the boundary of the latter to
be the edge of the present cultivated lands of the Khuttuks, in the damun-i-koh (skirts of the hills), at Luttummur, Kurruk, Kummur, Nusruttee, and Shinwli.
I t is necessary, moreover, that the Sirdar's narnesake, the chief of the Khuttuks, should bring the
country he already has into order, and be responsible
for the conduct of his subjects on the Bunnoo border.
At present he bears the character of being very incapable, and his Barukzye masters scknowledge that he can
only extract his revenue from these same villages, on
the Thull border, by force of arms. From Shinwd, I
doubt if he gets anything.
My time for departure from Bunnoo being now at
hand, the chief Bunnoochee Oolurna, of all degrees of
ganctity, d e d to take leave, and be made over to my
successor, Taylor."

* An

interesting custom exists in the Punjab, and all the
countries where Sikh influence has been felt, of making over
clients from one patron to another, by the old patron taking the
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They expressed themselves well satisfied with the landtax of one-sixth, which I have fixed for them, and seem
at last quite to have got over their apprehension, so
natural to Afghans, that after the forts were all down,
I should avail myself of their weakness to levy the
same share from the priests as from the laymen. They
are a very touchy class of men, and consider themselves
so sacred, that even to pay their revenue through a lay
Mullick is derogatory to their dignity, and beg to be
saved from
such a fall from their " high estate." Then!
,
client's arm, and putting it into the hand of the new patron,
who immediately grasps it, if he consents to take charge of the
suppliant's interests. Thus, no subordinate official would think
of assuming his office, without the mediation of some mutual
friend to introduce him to hie future master, and make him over.
Nor. among natives, is the ceremony an empty one ; for, on both
sides, there is a superstitious feeling, that after the new patron
has once taken his client's arm, he is bound in honour to protect
him to the best of his ability; and if he does not intend to do
so, on account of some pique or enmity, he will resort to all
sorts of shifta tq avoid engaging himself by taking the offered
arm, and thus, from the very first day of meeting, the parties
mntually understand whether there is to be friendship between
thcm, without asking, '81s thy heart right with my heart. as
my heart with thine?" The ceremony is almoet meaningless
under European Government, where all parties are certain of
impartial justice, and under which farouritism should not exist.
But this, natives are dow to believe; and when I left the
Punjab, all my old frienda wcre uneasy till I had made them
over in all form to some member or other of the new Governmeut, to protect them in my absence.
The same cnstom may exist in Lower India and perhaps, ia
common to the East generally, without my knowledge.
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happen to be nine forts filled with priests, in a cluster,
close to La1 Baz Khan's tuppeh, which can with propriety be made into a ptuish of their own, with a headpriest, by way of Mullick ; on condition that any delay
in paying their revenue will at any time forfeit the
privilege, and consign them all to the charge of a lay
Mullick. But the other priests of Bunnoo, scattered
about in twos and threes, and seldom possessing even
entire single forts, cannot be so indulged : it would produce endless confusion in the revenue.
As our fort of Duleepgurh is now rearing itself
proudly into the air, nnd approaching its completion, I
sent, some days a@, for the four heavy guns at Lukkee, to mount on the four comer bastions of the
citadel. They arrived this morning with their Colonel,
Sooltan Ali Ahmud Khan, the two remaining guns of
whose battery have arrived at Lukkee, and will remain
there in the fort. Some ammunition stores also have
arrived for our magazine.
F e h o r y . 22nd.-Ubeezur
~ h h whom
,
1 sent
yesterday to the Janeekheyl Vizeerees, has returned,
and reports that they disown the deputies who came in
to me on the 14th of February, and made terms for
the tribe, saying they had no authority to do so. They
declare they are willing to pay revenue, but are too poor
to undertake to be re'sponsible for robberies which may
or may not be committed by men of their own tribe, &c.
This being the case, when robberies next occur,
I see no resource but the one which, of all othcrs, it
is desirable to avoid-namely, retaliating on the tribe for
VOL. I.

T
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aonc%aling the individual OfFender, and cutting away
the crope of the recusant community, until they do

agree to collective mponsibiity.* Most probably it
will only be necesary to cut a few fields, and that the
chiefi will we it is their interest to agree Naturally
they mi& the entrance of law amongst them, and
coneider the right of highway robbery the mo& undoubted inheritance of man.
The zumeendan of the district of GSiog, on the
Indus, have again petitioned me for permission to

* This

principle hss been already alluded to in a note to
Law 5, of the Code I prepared for the Bu~oocheeq and
published December 2 1st, 1847 (See Chapter IV.)
I t is the English marim, that it is better many guilty should
m p c , t h m one innooent man s u k r . Thir muim is benevolent, and self-denying,
and amounts to a consent on the port
.
of the community, to forego much justice for themselves, rather
than i n f i t the least injustice on others. But suppose society to
be eo bad, and law, consequently, eo powerless, as that the
meaning of the maxim should come to be extended to thh:
I t is better that dl criminals should escape, rather than one
innocent man a d e r :" would tbe English peaple endure the
maxim any longer? I think not; and think, moreover. it
would be absurd and contradictory if they did. For, in effect,
it would be as good as to say, thnt " many innocent pereons
rhdl be plnndend and murdered, rather than one innocent
peran be whipped, or hanged." It would be p&g
tb
p t a to the leuer evil.
Now, this is exactly the case of a Government in the Eaat,
when dealing with subjects who are not yet broken up, aa it
were, into individuals, but are held together in masses, by
tribes, and brotherhoods. And, supposing the tribe hss no
direct inter& in the crimes of every m e oE ib mcmbarr, b u u
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retaliate on the Ooshter~unw,who carry off their
cattle from the lowland pastures, into their own fastnesses in the 8oolhiinee mountains. I cannot deal
with this question with that decision which Z should
wish, for I am quih ignorant of the locale; and this
is one of my chief reasons for wishing to get away
from Bunnoo, and make a regular tour of inspection
of all the oountries under my charge, before Z settle
down for the year. For the present I have told the
zumeendars of GiQng that they are at liberty to defend
their liva and property, if necessary, with the mod,
but not to originate attacks even for the purposes of
reprisal. I am the person to judge of the propriety of
reprisal, aad to make it too.
Wrote to Khwkjuh Muhornmud Khan, KhutWc,
inviting him to come down and discuss with Lieutenant Taylor arrangements for making his yillaga w
the Bunnoo frontier responsible for plunder.
Being in want of firsburnt bricks for the drains
and water-courses of our new fort of Dulw~gurb,
General Cortlandt sent workmen to dig up the ruins
of the old Greek city at Aha, and they have brougbt
merely wanting in the active morality to give the derider up,
it is still for the general good of the cousty, tbat tbis bwtoned cwmunity rhould suffer for its offendbg members. Milch
stronger, however, is the ,case, when the tribe, as in Eastern
Afghonistq, is itself a moving conspiracy; the whole profiting
by the foiayn of any one individual. I n that case, I conceive
that the community is particrps criminis, and a fine imposed
on it for the crime of one of its membere, is not opposed in
the least to the English maxim above alluded to.
T 2

'
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away great quantities of a size much larger and
squarer than are used " in these degenerate days."
Many of them have carved edges, as if they had been
for mouldings or cornices.
It seems almost barbarous to make ordinary use of
these relics of the Macedonian invasion ; and startling
to be one's self the instrument of building up a New
World dynasty, on the ruins of one of the Old.
Have the English come all this way from home, by
the way of the Cape of Good Hope, to shake hands
with the ghost of kexander the Great, and inquire how
he found the roads in the Caucasus? Time, Time,
thou art a very old man, and seest very strange things !
February 23rd.-Violent
rain all night and all
to-day. Considerable damage done to the fort.
February 24th.- he heaviest rain I ever saw f d
all day ; at times thickening into hail. The whole
camp a swamp, and the fort and cantonment I am
afraid will be almost resolved again into their pristine
elements. To go out and look is impossible. If tho
labour has to be done over again, it will be very disheartening to the soldiers. Once let the mud get
dry, and it would resist a flood; but so long as it is
wet every shower affects it.
The Khoorrum is full, though empty the day before
yesterday ! Its roar has been audible in camp all day.
The natives here have a proverb (derived probably
from experience), that if rain falls for four puhrs* in

*

A puhr ia a watch. The dny and night are divided into
eight watches, of three Englieh hours each, or in the nati~e
mode-of cdculntion, nine gurbccs.
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Bunnoo, it travels one hundred koss down the IXrajit ;
and if eight yuhrs two hundred koss. At this rate it
must have been one stream of rain from here to the
Sutlej.
February 25th.-Camp in a miserable froggy condition of puddle and mud; but rain ceased at mid-day,
after half destroying our beautiful fort.
Ld Baz Khan came with a question which involves
a principle applicable to all Bunnoo; therefore let me
register it. His tuppeh is watered from a branch of
a great duct, called Chushnneh, which has been almost
destroyed by the late flood, and must be repaired
immediately. H e came, therefom, to say that it was
the custom for the ryots of the adjacent tuppehs of
Mooseh Khan, and Kalookheyl and Ishmael-Kh4nee
(the two latter forming one tuppeh), to assemble and
help the ryots of his own tuppeh in clearing and embanking the great canal, since h m it diverge also other
branches, which irrigate their lands. T o this verv
reasonable representation he added a more suspicioul
request, that I would permit him " to send his Kotwil*
round the other tuppehs to call them all together."
I t immediately struck me that this was assuming a
kfnd of baronial supremacy, which must be most offensive
to the chiefs of the other tuppehs, as implying that
they owed La1 Baz allegiance, and must obey hi

* Kotaa, in India, means a head poliie-officer in charge
of a bnzaar, or town; but, in Bunnoo, it wna ignorantly
rpplied to a night watchman, messenger,. or, M in thisyplace,
a town crier.
I
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summons. Nothing could affront a Bunnoochee more,
for of all jealous and conceited creatures he is the
sporst. So I sent for Mooseh Khan's son and repre
sentative, Shivallee, and Musteh Khan, chief of Kalookhey], and asked them myself whether they objected to
holp in clearing out Chusbnneh.
Musteh Khan s ~ i d" No," at once ; but Shivallee,
(whose father and La1 Baz have been shooting at
each other over the wall for years !) very excited,
said: "Our water is separate. Why should we
help to clear La1 Baz's canal?" La1 Baz warmed up
at this, and stretching his hand out on the carpet of
my h t , said: " I will put down one hundred rupea on
this carpet. You put down one hundred rupees. If
the water of your land does not come from Chuabnneh,
then my money shall be forfeited to the Sahib. If
it does, then your money shall be supt (confiscated.)"
Upon this Shivallee gave in, having great objection
to lose his money, though none to lose his oharacter
h r truth. The decks being thus cleared for action,
we set to at the inquiry, and I traced out the
irrigation of the five ducts which are fed by the
Chushneh canal : and then sent orders to the whole
of the benefitted landowners, through their respective
chiefs, to unite and repair Chusbnnkh. The proposition of La1 Baz's kotwdl was hailed with a shout of
derision, and each Mullick finally promised to send
round his own drummer. Memorandum.-To
apply
this decision to aU hture cases.
The damage done to the fort by the rain is so

.
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extensive, that I should say it will take three weeks
to repair it, and add $500 on to the cost. All the
sun-burnt bricks are destroyed. Fortunately, the temper
of our soldiers is now excellent, and they put up oheerfully with what really is a great misfortune. Probably
so heavy a fill of rain will usher in the hot weather
sooner than usual, and relieve ue of all fear of another
disaster.
I give the following case from my Diary, because it
will show the reader two things : how Runjeet Sing
was accustomed to let down easy the chiefs he conquered, by giving them jageers for military service,
and how liable to abuse that jageerdaree system was.
So latebas the beginning of the present century, the
country lying both east and west of the Jheylum, between
Pind Dadun Khan and Jhung, was possessed by the
same Belooch races as till lately were the lolds of
Sindh. Indeed, the proper limits of Sindh though now
forgotten in political revolutions, are described by Mr.
Elphinstone, with his usual accuracy, to commence
about latitude 31° north, and occupy both banks of
And to this
the Indus, from that point to the sea.*
day the zumeendars, on the right bank of the Indus,
as far north as Dera Futteh Khan, are Beloochees.
In February, 1810, after taking the town of KhooshAb, on the right bank of the Jheylum, from one
Belooch chief, named Ja* Khan, Runjeet proceeded to
besiege and reduce SBheemAl, the stronghold of another
powerhl Belooch, named Futteh Khnn, on the left
bank. Futteh Khan was a man of ability and coumgc,

*

See his Vol.

I.

p. 122.

,

,
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and had, before this, given Runjeet much trouble; so
that unscrupulous conqueror availed himself of a slight
delay in the surrender of one of the outposts, to put
Futteh Khan in irons, send him with his family prisoners
to Lahore, ar~dconfiscate all his property. Having
thus reduced his enemy to the lowest pitch of misery and
destitution, and brought it home to every aching joint
in the manacled chiefs body, that it was of no use to
fight against the " Lion of the Punjab," Hunjeet,
according to custom, began to relax hi gripe. After a
year's confinement, Futteh Khan, Belooch, was released,
and allowed to return to his home; and to keep him
from starving, and his retainers quiet, was assigned what
the Sikhs call " a money jageer," i. e., he was told to
keep up fifty of his former soldiers, and draw twenty
rupees a month for each fiom the Lahore treasury, the
said soldiers to render military service whenever summoned.
I n process of time, Futteh Khan died, and the name
of this once dreaded Belooch is dready a tradition on
the banks of the ohcontested Hydaspes. He was
succeeded, however, in the family degradation and pittance by his son, Lungur Khan (Sirdar Lungur Khan,
as the conceited fellow loves to be called) ; and it was
my misfortune to have his fifty horsemen sent with me
to Bunnoo. Hungry and lean, men and horses, 1:
never got a good day's work out of them, but lost many
i n hearing their complaints. At last, on the 26th
February, I saw that the case was formally inquired into,
and h 6 e is the memorandum.
Out of the twenty rupees per man allowed by
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Government, Lungur Khan has, by virtue of being
his father's son, systematically pocketed five rupees,
and given the remaining fifteen to his men. The
men are not merely retainers, they are vassals born
and bred (khaneh-zad) ; have all of them served many
years, and some forty; and being sincerely attached
to their "house," they cheerfully endured their fifteen
rupees, out of which they had to " find themselves,"
and feed their master's horses. But two years and
eleven months ago, Lungur Khan went bail to the
Lahore Government, in the sum of five thousand
rupees, for the ultimate payment of some arrears of
revenue by the zumeendars of a district named Nimbhul,
near Pind Dadun Khan; and the zumeendars, finding
they had got a soft friend, never paid the arrears,
and left Lungur Khan to forfeit his security. In this
emergency, Lungur Khan bethought him of his ancestors
and the " feudal system," and invited all his horsemen
to share with him this new calamity of their " house."
Another five rupees per mensem were deducted from
each man to enable their leader to pay the fine, with a
promise that it should all be paid back "in the end."
But the end never came; and the men and horses,
with hollow eyes, saw each other fading away, and heard
their bones make melancholy music as they rode along.
And now they all say they must eat ! Decision : Told
Cortlandt to advance fifteen rupees to each man, and
wrote to beg the Resident to cut it from Lungur Khan's
own personal allowance, arid make him pay the full
twenty rupees monthly to every man till their arrears

I
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are repaid ; after that fifteen rupees aa usual, if he him.
Also to make the Nimbhul people pay Lungur Khan his
five thousand rupees.
Khan, Vieera,
Bunday, February 27th.-Swahn
has sent in his man, Rozee, to tell me that he has
now collected the tribute of one hundred and fXky fit
doombuh (sheep) from the Thun Vuemm, and is on
his way to Duleepgurh with them. The whole Thull ia
reported to be a swamp from the late storms.
As I march from Bunnoo to-morrow, and wish to
see this first Vizeeree tribute before I go, I have sent
back Rozee to bring Swahn himself with the sheep to
my camp at Ghoreewalluh to-morrow evening, when I
mean to give the old Vueeree a dress of honour.
being my last day in
February 28th, 1848.-'Illis
Bunnoo, in the morning early I held a Durbar, to take
leave of all the officers of the force, at which I praised
them all sincerely for the good service and general
conduct of themselm and their men since we entered
Bunnoo, and begged that they would let me hear
as good an account of them fiom Taylor when 1
return.
I took this favourable opportunity of conferring on
Zorakhun Sing, the veteran Commandant of the
Dogruh regiment, a Colonel's commission, which I had
procured for him from the Maharajuh through the
Resident, and a purse of one hundred and twenty-five
rupees, instead of a dress of honour. The old man
was much moved at this public honour, which his long
services have never been able to win from his corrupt

I
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and thankless Ghrvernment ; and I trust the whole of
the officers present drew the desired inference, that if
the British alliance protects the royal treasury &om the
soldiers, it equany protects the soldiers fiom royal
caprice and injustice.
After dismiesmg the Icade, I had another Durbat
for the Bunnoochee chiefs, who mustered strong to be
made over to Taylor, and urge a thousand "last words"
of petition about their own affairs.
As yet, I have not leisure to examine into their
former incomes; so, for present msintenanw, I told
them I would give up five per cent. of their revenue
to the chiefs of tuppehs, and five per cent. more to
the chiefs of villages, each on their respective coketiona ; total, ten per cent. on the whole land-taxi
To this rule I made two exceptions in favour of those
sealous Mullicks, La1 Baz Khan, of Bazaar, and Jafb
K h a ~ ,of Ghoreewalluh, who are each to enjoy onefourth of their whole revenue.
With great difficulty I got rid of them all ; and
after saying a cheering word to every one who had done
well, and telling some others to inind how they behaved
in my absence, I lett camp about eight A.M.,accompanied
by Taylor and Cortlandt, who agreed to make a ddtour
with me to the Greek ruins at Akra, which Taylor had
not yet seen.
I t is time that the reader also should be introduced
to these highly interesting remains, though he will
doubtless be disappointed to find that I am totally
unprovided with a theory founded thereon ; at least,
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one of my own. One confidently set up by the Hindoos,
is quite at the reader's service.
In the south-west corner of the valley of Bunnoo,
within a short distance of the left bank of the Goombeeluh, and about midway between the two towns of
Kukkee and Bhunut, stand a cluster of high mounds, of
different sizes and elevations but undulating one into
the other, and evidently parts of a long-ruined whole :
indeed, at a little distance, they all seem one, and combine to form a most striking eminence, on a perfectly
level plain, which is seen from almost any part of Bunnoo west of the Khoorrum river.
These mounds, when examined, prove to be composed of Eragrnenta of burnt bricks and broken tiles,
cemented and mushed together by the lapse of ages ;
and the deep channels which successive storms and
floods have worn down their sides reveal, here and
there, more perfect hgments of old brick-work, and
hint that perhaps even halls and chambers might
reward the antiquary's deeper search.
To the north of Akra, a rapid stream, called the
Luhoruh,* cuts its way through high banks, and
rushes into the Goornbeeluh ; and across this stream,

* This stream was very shallow when I saw it, in the month
of March ; but had deep holes in parts. in which I was told
there were such large fish as the muhhir. The steep banks
are deeply cut into ravines, and show that it must be a formidable stream in the rainy seasou. When Prince Nao Nihal
Sing was with a Sikh army in Bnnnoo, forty eepoys, and one
hundred and fifty camels, were drowned by a sudden rise of the
Luhomh, while they ware crossing the ford.
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on the right bank, directly opposite the chief mound
of Akm, stands a smaller mound, which, to a military
eye, looks like an outpost, to command the water.
During the first Bunnoo expedition, in 1847, we were
encamped here ; and General Cortlandt's sappers dug
some way into this outward mound, and came, at a
considerable depth, to a small circular chamber, made
of large and beautifully-burnt bricks, in which there
were some human bones, but nothing to give any clue
to their history:
Rain fell very heavily about the same time, and laid
bare a very large quantity of copper coins, which the
soldiers amused themselves by picking up, and brought
to General Cortlandt and myself. They were generally
dreadfully battered and effaced, but on most of them a
few Greek and Bactrian letters were very plainly traceable.
Some were very perfect indeed, and the raised figures
on others, though nearly rubbed level with the surface,
could be recognised as corresponding with many better
specimens which General Cortlandt had collected in
Huzaruh, the Salt Range, and other parts of the Punjab,
all over which the Macedonian footsteps are more thickly
and ineffaceably trodden in than is, I believe, generally
known in England.
I t is a pity that a great and liberal Government,
like that of the East India Company, does not depute
some one or more of its scientific servants (such as
Captain Alexander Cunninghame, of the Bengal
Engineers, whose attention and numismatic knowledge
have already been deeply given to the inquiry,) to pro-
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seed to the pulljab, on the exclusive duty of instikrtipg
B q d a r md soieatific search for Greek coins and
Iplios.
Major Jsmes Abbot& and Iieukmmt D. W i n ,
of the enginem, both made very extensive and valuable
coIleckw of coins in Hugeruh, among whicb were
numerous beautiful silver, and a few gold ones; and
Major Lumsden, tbe energetic leader of the Corps of
Guidee, disoovered temples in the Eusofzye country, of
which the uninitiated could merely say that thej were
'' very old and very strange I" What a pity that such
(reasurea as these, end others like Akra in Bunnoo,
w h & h Greek or Buddhist, d the '' Ibie.de, Parthian,
or Ehnit.8," should lie at our feet as full of meaning
as ths obelisks of Egypt, and not, like them, be forced
to give up their secret.
But to return to A h . Three or four rnilesr from
Kukkee stands Bhurmt, a considerable walled town on
the left bank of the Luhoruh, and remarkable at once
h r n being built of brick. All the other towmi -of
Bunnoo am made of mud ; and so w d ~hurrutprobably have been, had not the ruins of the old Greek
city bard by supplied the people with most excellent
burnt bricks, the evident antiquity of which have given
rise to a belief amoag the Hiodoos that the founder of
thb town was Bhurut, the brother of Rim; and son of
Rajah Jusrut, so fsmws in Hindw mythology. In
this amusing belief they are only confirmed by the
G d inscriptions on the coins found about the mounds

of Akra, which they denominate

"

Seetee

R b Kt?
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paid," or the W-pence of Seetee and R4m ; arguing

both with reference and reverence to the Greelc, that it
is not to be tiupposed that the brother of Rim would
eitbw talk or write common Hindee !
By a perverse ooincidence, even the equi-distant
town of Kukkee contributes a link in the proof of t b
Hindow ; for this they say was the name of B h u p t ' s
mother ! Many a strange antiquary has gone mad for
less than this, and I trust that the reader will be so
aontent with it as not to regret I have no other
" theory" to offer. All that I venture to contend far
is, that the ruins are Greek, or rather Graeco-Bactrian.
The coins put that much beyond a doubt. The Grecian
outline of the feakues, however cankered, cannot be
mistaken. They W n g to the countrymen of Alexander,
and the freedom of the designs and high relief, to a
period when art was in perfection.*
Nor would it be h q e t b e r so whimsical as the conjectures of our Hindoo friends, if 1 were to h k t (nothing
more) that the very name of " Akra" may be only the
timebattered ruin of v,a h a . It is indeed the only
eminence on the unbroken phin of Bunnoo, and might
well have bee0 h o d by the conquerors with the
distinguishing title of the hill.

* The above wee written from memory of the coins ; the coins
tbemsel~eqof which I bad m o than
~ a handful, bring been
l& at Iohore in the hurry of my departure for England. I have
&a. however, learnt f m Major-General Taylor, Lieuteaant
Gwernor of &dhurot, that his eon had sent several mine from
Akm home, and some bbd been prerePted to the British Museum.
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On the present occasion (February OSth, 1848), while
General Cortlandt and myself were s t a n d i i on the top
of the chief mound of Akra, and Lieutenant Taylor
was engaged in taking from below the sketch which
enriches this chapter of my book, the workmen who
were digging for bricks turned up a large cylindrical
clay draining tile about a foot long, and ten or twelve
inches in circumference, with a neck at one end so as to
fit into the next tile, exactly as is practised at the present day among ourselves ! Yet this tile was probably
two thousand years old.
Without wishing to force the incident into the service of any theory, or put any strained construction on
it whatever, I will merely mention that the Bumoochee
peasant may at this day be seen standing on the ruins
of A k r d with his feet encased in buskins exactly resembling the foot of the long Greek boot, " cothumus."
The sole is of the same shape, the thongs over the
instep are crossed in the same pattern, and the toes of
the wearer are thrust through in the self-same manner
as we see in any ancient statue.'
I was told that the
sume is common to all the peasants of Afghanistan,
and I have since seen it myself in other tribes besides
those of Bunnoo; but this in no way detracted from
the interest I felt on first seeing such a shoe moving

* Knowing that the late Governor-General of India was an
enthusiastic admirer of the military genius of Alexandet the
Great, I forwarded to his Lordship, as a possible vestige of the
Macedonian invasion of Asia, a pair of these Bunnoochee bnakins ;
and I believe that Lord Hardinge has them still in his poseeeaion.

I
1
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about on such a spot. But, alas ! for such pleasing
cheats of the imagination, had I asked the wearer,
" Who built this ancient city ?" he would have replied,
" 17re injidele 1"
The last word in the above sentence reminds me of an
omission which I could nowhere better rwtify than here.
Standing either on the ruins of Akra, or below them
at the village of Bhurrut, and turning to the north-east,
the traveller will certainly exclaim : " What is that stupendous fortress which 1 see crowning the opposite
mountains?" The Bunnoochee guide will almost as
certainly reply : " Kafr Kot !"-(the
infidels' dwelling).*
" Infidel," in this sense, is almost synonymous with
" Greek ;" for if you press for more information as to
who the infidels were who built Akra and Kafr Kot,
the Afghan peasant invariably shrugs his shoulders,
and says: " I fancy, Alexander I" And if this be not
strictly true, nothing can be more just in spirit to the
memory of that great man, than the way in which
everything immense or wonderfill is at once attributed
to him. There is another " Kafr Kot" in the Khyssore
Range, above the Plaii of Esaukheyl, a valley to the
south of Bunnoo and Murwut ; and I regret much that
I never was able to find leisure from the present to Gsit
these ruins of the past. The following description of
the one on the Bunnoo border is from Mr. Masson's
Travels.+
Sometimes the Bunnoochees call it "Hooree Muhl," or

"the Fairy's Palace."

t V O ~I..
VOL. 1.

pp. 101-3.
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it w a yet daylight we passed around the
brow of a hill, opposite to which, and separated by a
water-course, was a much higher one, on whose summit
were a series of walls, describing the ancient fortress
named in these parts, Ksfr Kot, or the Infidels' Fortress.
Above the path we were following, the rocks were so
arranged, that I was doubtful whether the peculiarity of
structure was the &ect of art, or of the sportive hand
of nature. They wore the appearance of decayed bu ldinge; while on the verge of the hill was a parapet, or
what so nearly resembled it, that in the cursory view
my time permitted me to take, I did not dare make up
my mind respecting it, and I would have been very
glad, had not the fear of losing my company prevented
me from staying, to have satisfied myself. Kafr Kot is
believed, by the natives, to have existed before the
Muhornmudan invasion of India. The stones employed in its construction are represented to be of wonderful dimensions. I have been told by a gentlemen
who has visited it, that he did not consider it so ancient,
as there are embrasures for artillery in the towers. The
natives, in reply to this objection, afiirm that the em bra^
sures are modem additions.
" The fortress has long since been abandoned, swing,
i t is mid, to water being distant. This is one of those
places which deserved a more rigid inspection. A line
of massive wall, wherever found, is styled by the present
inhabitants of these regions, Kafr Kot, or Killa Kafi,
equivalent and general terms, which, in most instances,
ill explain the nature of the remains of antiquity on

which they are oonferred. So far from having been
originally places of defence, the greater number of them
denote the sepulchral localities of by-gone ram. In
the remote and sequestered bites in which they are
found, it is inconceivable that large towns and fortresses should have been fixed; the former could not
have flourished, and the latter would have been of no
utility."
At the foot of the ruins of Akra I bade "good-bye"
to Taylor and Cortlandt. They returned to Duleepgurh: and I pursued my march towards the Bunnoo
tiontier. Our camp was pitched at Qhoreewalluh, and
on the road we saw bathing but corn, corn, corn, in
every direction.
Reached Ghoreewalluh about two P.M. About three
koss of the new road, or half the dbtance between
Duleepgurh and Qhoreewalluh, is already finished, and
has a truly irnpoeing and civilized appearance in this
hitherto untravelled country, Trees are ,now being
planted on each side; so that in a few years the road
will be one long avenue, and the traveller be screened
from the sun for a few more hours of his journey.
Ghoreewalluh is a considerable village, containing
f d y fifty shops, and these much less huddled together
than is usual in Bunnoo. All traces of fortiflcations
have disappeared here ns elsewhere ; and I feel happy
at the thought that I leave but one fort behind me in
Bunnoo, and that our own.
Several Hindooa left here yesterday on the long $1grimage to Jugganath.

u 2
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No sooner had I arrived here than the whole male
population of Ghoreewalluh turned out, formed in a
line, and sat down on the ground as long as I sat outside my tent, with their chins on their knees, and their
eyes fixed in silent contemplation of the " Feringhee
Sahib." Presently old Swahn Khan, Vieeree, arrived
from the Thull, and seeing all the Bunnoochees so near,
said his prayers violently, in Pushtoo. I asked : " What
is the matter 7" He said : " God preserve you from all
these rascals! Why do you let them all come round
you?" At the same instant, I dare say the Bunnoochees were saying among themselves : " Just look at
that fool of a Feringhee, sitting down with a Vizeeree !
If he does not get a p6sh-hbz (dagger) in his stomach,
it's extraordinary."
nesday, F e h a y 29th.-Breakfasted at Ghoreewalluh, as I wished to give a dress of honour to Swahn
Khan, and have a parting conversation with that tmehearted and faithful friend. As soon as he had got
over his delight at the gold embroidery, he reverted as
usual to the subject nearest his heart--the prospects of
his own tribe. He seemed anxious about how his
people would be treated by "the new Sahib ;" but I
assured him that Taylor was much more considerate
and long-suffering than 1 could pretend to be, which
comforted him on that head. We then had a long and
interesting conversation about the Vieerees, and I took
considerable pains to show him that the interests of
his people and of the ruler of Bunnoo are identical.
" To drive out the Vizeerees and resume their lands
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would be easy, but impolitic; for as poverty brought
them from their own country to Bunnoo, so it would
force them to plunder if expelled; and the cultivated
tuppehs of the valley would then be surrounded on
three sides by thieves and murderers." (The European
reader might think these remarks offensive ; but Swahn
deemed them highly complimentary, and merely interrupted me to say : " Very true !") " On the other
hand, if the Vizeerees take root in the soil of Bunnoo,
cultivate, and pay revenue, they grow rich and contented, the Government fills its treasury, and everybody's desire is obtained."
Swahn Khan wagged his beard repeatedly during
this discourse, and uttered his favourite ejaculation of
approval: Rwhtal rishta! Ghukh nishta! (True1 true!
No doubt !) But from sundry remarks he added about
the want of intellect of the Vizeerees, I infer that he
is by no means sure that they will abide by the agree
ment they made with me. So I thought it as well
to add, that " however glad I should be to see the
Vieerees settle down and pay revenue in Bunnoo, yet
if they preferred mutual loss to mutual benefit, I was
quite ready to meet them on that tack also, and would
hunt them down with as much good-will as I had
shown hitherto in securing them their lands." Lastly,
the old man could not resist hinting what a boon it
would be if the Vizeerees were let off with paying onesixth instead of onefourth; but I nipped this in the
bud, and begged him never to propose such a thing
again, as justice required that the Bunnoochees should
not pay more than the Vueerces.

.
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On tho whole, judging from the length of time he
has taken to colleot the tribute of two hundred fat
doomhub, and this morning's conversation, I auepect
that the ~heerees,aa their wrn grows up, are beginning to grudge plying a quarter of it to Government;
and it will not aurprise me if many of them reap their
harvests and abscond, thinking to do a clever thing.
Taylor will, I fear, have trouble ; but what newly aub
jugated country can put its neck to the yoke without
wincing ? #
I had sent on at sunrise the troop0 that were to

* The following memorandum was made by Lieutenant Taylor
at the time of receiving this Vizeeree tribute :

Nuns of Rib of
Vieerees.

HLthee Kheyl
S i r h Khyl

.. ..

Mullicks

'*onfeh

Vukeela
furnished

Share of
the Tribute.

Tdbea
in
Bumma

"Coongees"
or presents,
on payment
in
Bunnoo. of revenue.

160 sheep
49 ,,

1000
300

to receive

ta

Ofticia1

1

1
1

1

BPPEW.

Momund Kheyl

. . .. 19
6
.
. . } Is

Oomenye
Beeannd Kheyl
Payinduh Kheyl
8iid.n Kheyl

1000

,,

360

**

. . .

,,

2
1

1

2
1
1
2

2

BUXKEE KB?XL.

1

2

9

10

No Mama of tho
Janee Kheyl.
259 '

4270

The nine extra sheep were to make up for some that were not dLfat.''
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accompany me on my tour of the frontier, and I now
fdowed them to Gundee.
Between Ghoreewalluh and Gundee is six koss of
jungle, excellent ground thrown away for want of
water. This is the tract which is to be brought into
cultivation by the new canal that is now being cut;
but the chief of the next valley but one (Esaukheyl)
has wtually come forward to remonstrate, and tells me
it Qlrill be an injury to his country. This I cannot
understand, as the Khoornun is seIdom or never dry.+
Such, however, is the constant obstacle to one's attempts
to do good to any one. Somebody else says it will
ruin him I
Gundee proclaims itself to be in Murwut, by the
houses being made of reeds, grass, &c., instead of mud,
se they are in Bunnoo.
So here I &all bring this long chaptar to a close;
and as the springing up of a great war at the opposite
end of the Indus too soon overwhelmed these peaceful
labours (if, indeed, they may be called peaceful, in virtue
af the end they had in view), and prevented me from
ever again returning to Bunnoo, let me ask the kind
reader to review, for a moment, in his own mind, the
ohaptara which he has read, and consider whether enough
of peril, enough of anxiety and responsibility, enough

*

By mbwqnent inquiries which I made, I ascertained that in
the months of Bhadon and A ~ s g(August and September), the
Khoormm sometimes, but seldom, is dry for four or five days.
and on extraordinary occasions, for ten days, at Durreh-i-Tung ;
but this was not sufficient to make me forego the certain berlcfit
of reclaiming a tract littlehferior to Esaukhegl itself.
The Ooombeeluh river ie said to be never dry.
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of wild adventure and barbarian life, and if not enough
of accomplishment, at least of good endeavour, were
crowded into these first three months of my " YEAR
UPON THE PUNJAB FRONTIER."

On the 9th of December, 1847, we entered Bunnoo.
On the 17th of the same month, the powerful, brave,
and hitherto unconquered Vizeeree tribes resigned their
independence, and consented to pay tribute; and, as
far as I know, and with such occasional exceptions as
any one might suppose, have abided by that agreement
till this day.
On the 18th of December, was laid the foundation
of the royal fort of Duleepgurh ; and, in spite of the
mutiny of one of the regiments, that structure was
raised by the hands of the Sikh army, under my
command, to the height of twenty feet, or within six
feet of the top, before I left Bunnoo, on the 28th of
February, 1848, or in the short space of seventy-two
days. And this, in an enemy's country, without an
engineer, and almost without tools.
On the 5th of January, 1848, the people and chiefs
of Bunnoo were ordered to throw down their forts,
about four hundred in number.
By the end of a month, in spite of being preached
against in the mosques, in spite of two open attempts
at assassination, and a third plot to murder me in a
gateway, I had carried that measure out, and left but
two Bunnoochee forts standing in the valley, and those
two by my permission.
Such were the chief results which had been accomplished by this expedition in less than three months ;
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but besides these, a new town had been founded, which,
at this day, is flourishing ; a military and commercial
road, thirty feet broad, and twenty-five miles long, had
been undertaken, laid down, commenced, and has since
been completed, through a formerly roadless valley, and
is now (under the protection of ordinary police) traversed by the merchant and travener in ease and
security ; tracts of country from which the fertilizing
mountain streams were diverted by lawless feuds, had
been brought back to cultivation by the protection of a
strong Government ; others lying waste, because disputed, had been adjudicated, apportioned, occupied, and
sown once more; through others, a canal had been
designed and begun, and promised to create a fruitful
country in a desert; while, still nearcr approaching to
civilization, a people, who had worn arms as we wear
clothes, and used them as we use knives and forks, had
ceased to cany arms at all; and though they quarrelled
still, learnt to bring their differences to the bar of the
civil court, instead of the sharp issue of the sword.
In a word, the valley of Bunnoo, which had defied
the Sikh arms for fiveand-twenty years, had in three
months been peacefilly annexed to the Punjab, and
two independent Afghan races, the Vieerees and the
Bunnoochees, been subjugated without a single shot
bkng jred.
1 believe I may add, that under the firm,yet benevolent, administration of my successor, Major Reynell
Taylor, there is at this moment no part of the Punjab
where there is less crime, and more security, than in
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CHAPTER VII.
IMMEDIATELY
south of Bunnoo is the sister country
of Murwut, the two together, as was remarked in the
description of the former, comprising " a valley, which
is separated from the DCrajlt of the Indus by the
lower Buttunnee hills."
Like Bunnoo, it is bound in on three sides by hills;
on the west, by those of the Vizeerees and Buttunnees ;
on the south, still by those of the Buttunnees; and on
the east, by those of the Khuttuks bordering on Esaukheyl; pn the north, it is quite open towards Bunnoo,
the two plains running into each other.
The approaches to Murwut from the Punjab and
force
the plains of the Indus are as follows :-A
coming from the Punjab crosses the Indus at Esaukheyl, and comes up the right bank of the Khoorrum
river, through a gap called the Durreh-i-Tung, or the
Narrow Pass, between the hills of the Esaukheyl Khuttuks and those of Largee ; and encamps' for the first
time in Murwut at a barren, houseless spot, called
Dera Futteh Jung,* within an easy march of Lukkee.
F'rom Dera Ishmael Khan, on the Indus, the Governor

* Dera Putteh Jung means the Place of Victory, and was EO
called, because Sher Muhommud Khan, the Nuwab of Dera,
here defentril a lnrge force of rebeh.
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of that place, if called upon suddenly to go to the rescue
of his garrison in the fort of Lukkee, marches to
Murwut by the way of Puharpoor, up the Largee valley,
a difficult road for troops, as the valley itself is long
enough for two marches, but must be made in one, as
it affords not a drop of water, unless recent heavy rain
has filled one or two holes scraped by the shepherds
in the earth.
But the most frequented road into Murwut, and the
one pursued by all traders from the countries of Tbk,
Kolichee, and Dera Ishmael Khao, and the best also for
any army coming from the southward, is that called the
Peyzoo Pass,through the lower Buttunnee hills. This
pass is about three miles in extent, and affords an excellent
road for artillery, broad and smooth-except
at the
northern and highest end towards Murwut, where it
is stony-sloping gradually, and varying in width from
five yards to fifty. At the southern, or lowest end,
water oozes out of t,he sand at the base of a precipitous
rock, and may be obtained in quantities sufficient for
a camp, by sending on a party a few hours previously
to scrape large holes or tanks.
This pass used to be so infested with robbers that
it became no pass at all; but' (as recorded in my
Bunnoo Diary) I established a watch-tower and garrison
at the end of it, and traffic at once ceased to be
molested.
There are four other passes from T& to Murwut
across these Buttunnee h i , which it may be useful
to military men to know, viz., the Kutlar, the Siggee,
the Byhin, and the Tubbee. The first may possibly
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I waa told, be practicable for artillery, but the other
three are only passable by horres, camela, &o. Of
the whole that of Tubbee ie the wont. Those of
Siggee and Byhin are the neareat to Bunnoo, and the
Kutlar nearest to Lukkee.
I am not aware of any pass between Peyzoo and
Durreh-i-Tung.
The intervening space is ohiefly
occupied by a very high mountain, on which there ia a
riydmt ( p h of pilgrimage) of grg repute and aanctity
among the Afghan tribes on the Indus ;and 1 was told
that it required as much strength as zeal to cany a
pilgrim over the difficulties of the scent.
The country of M m t , thaugh aompelled for ever
to divide with Bunnoo the same hill-encircled plain,
must have been thus atlsociated in one of Nature's
most eccentric moods. Instead of possessing, like
Bunnoo, a strong clay soil, fertilized by superabundant
streams into a perennial harvest, it is an undulating
sheet of the lightest sand, which, on an average, is a
desert two years out of three, and a garden the third ;
that being the proportion in which it d m drought and
is blessed with rain.
In reading the different accounts given by Mr.
Elphinetone and Mr. Masson of this country, I have
been reminded of the fable of the bee and the butterfly,
on the upper and under side of the aspen-leaf. Mr.
Elphinstone says : " The country of the Murwuts is
compobed of sandy and arid plaina, divided by ranges
of hills."*

* Vol. XI. p. 56, a Account of the Kingdom of Caubul."
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In Mr. Masson's description we scarcely recognise
the same place : " The numerous dages, marked by
their several groups of trees, the yellow tints of the
ripe corn-fields, and the fantastic forms of the surrounding mountains, presented in their union and
contrast a splendid scene."*
Both travellers were right in their instance, but
wrong in their rule. The one must have visited it in
a year of drought, the other in a year of rain. A
longer residence enabled me to see it in both conditiqns, and I never saw so, violent and complete a
contrast.
The triennial harvest of wheat, barley, and grain is
so overflowingly abundant, that it amply makes up for
barren seasons ; and living thus in a land which knows
no medium between want and superabundance, seems to
have no injurious effect upon the character of the
people. They are one of the finest races of the TransIndus-tall, muscular, fair, and often rosy-cheeked ; and
in the evident purity of their Afghan blood, form a
striking contrast to their mongrel neighbours the
Bunnoochees. I t is this, perhaps, which makes them
personally proud and dignified ; but they are frank and
simple in their manners with strangers, and distinguished
from all the Puthiin tribes with which I am acquainted
by a more generous treatment of their women.
I'he dress of the Murwutees is the loose shirt
common to all Afghanistan ; a voluminous trowser,

*

Vol. I. p. 85,
and the Punjab."

'a

Journeys in Beloochistan, Afghanistan,
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whose folds are gathered together at the ancle in the
same way as the shulwar of the Persians, but on a
smaller scale, and of a dark striped cotton or silk;
and a chocolate-coloured turban. The hue of this
latter article is quite a distinctive mark of a Murwut
peasant.
The capital of Murwut is Lukkee, which, in Mr.
Elphinstone's map, was at that time correctly placed
on the right bank of the Goombeeluh, but which the
moden1 traveller will find to have migrated to the left
bank of that river. The old town of Lukkee itill
boasts a few huts on the right bank, but all the Hindoo
traders and artisans have deserted it, in order, most
probably, to be under cover of the fort, which the
Sikhs established on the opposite bank.
Mr. Masson makes a mistake in placing Lukkee on
the Khoorrum, from which river it is between two and
three miles distant.
To the best of my knowledge, there is not one
native fort, walled village, or intrenchment of any kind,
to be found among the people of Murwut ; a fact
which, to my 'mind, always spoke more for their
bravery than the four hundred forts of the quarreIsome, vindictive, yet cowardly Bunnoochees. Something, however, must be allowed for the diierence of
soil ; for the sand of Murwut is as useless for building
as the mud of Bunnoo is excellent: hence there are
few or no mud houses even in the villages of Murwut,
except those of the chiefs, though in the town of Lukkee
VOL. I.

X
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the shops and houses of all classes are built of that
material, favoured by the vicinity of the h e r .
Mr. Elphinstone describes their abodes well : " Half
the M m t s are fixed and employed in agriculture;
the rest wander about with their herds of camels,
living chiefly in temporary huts of branches ,sftrees,
with a wall of thoand a rod of straw: some few
have black tents of the worst description."* And
.this is not only applimble to their temporary, but to
their permanent v i l l q . All are constructed of twigs,
branches, osiers, &, &c. ; and a stiff wall of thorns,
thrown loosely on the ground, mounds the whale
colony, and is closed at night with a ~ d gate
e of brambles, which is thrown on one side at dawn in (he
morning, to let out the cattle.
But perhaps the chid characteristic of this country
is its excessive drought. There is, I believe, only o w
well in all the villages of M m t ! The reason of this
is, that the water is so &r below the surface, that the
people cannot d o r d to sink w e b to it. Instead of
such expensive luxuries, they dig a tank outside each
village to catch &-water; but this preoarious supply
is soon exhausted, and then the drought suffered by
the people, in the summer months, is incredible. The
only way they have of procuring water is by keeping
mules and bullocks, to cany skins to some distant brook
or spring; and the industrious women of Murwut are
thus employed all the summer, for nearly twelve hours
out of the twenty-four. The poor who cannot keep

* Vol. 11. p. 57.
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a mule, have to walk to the water before they can

get a draught !
To bring this state of things more fully home to
the reader, I will mention the instance of a village
called Teeturkheyl, on the road from Lukkee to the
Peyzoo Pass ; the inhabitants of which have, in general,
to fetch water all the way from the Goornbeluh river,
or fourteen miles and a quarter, as measured by my
perambulator.
Mirza Agha Abbas, of Shirh, the intelligent native
traveller, whom I have often quoted, mentions an interesting fad in connection with this subject, which
is very characteristic of the religious and hospitable
Puthftris. " Each house," he says, " subscribes a vessel
of water for the mosque, and for strangers."
Murwut being much more easy of access than
Bunnoo, has never, that I am aware, been able to
shake off authority; but, on the contrary, has submitted to an increase of burdens from every new
master.
Originally the D o o h Kings of Cabul imposed on
the Afghans of Murwut, the light tribute of one hundred
and twenty camels ~early,and the service of one hundred
horsemen, with: a tax of three thousand rupees on
he Hindoos resident among them. G r a d d y , however,
they raised the revenue to twelve thousand rupees a-year.
(Agha Abbas sap eighteen thousand, but I think not.)
To them suoceeded the Nnwab of Dera Ishmael
Khan, who levied sometimes twenty-seven thousand,

x
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sometimes thirty thousand, and sometimes forty thousand
rupees from the Murwutees.
Next came the devouring Sikh; but though he
swallowed up the Nuwab of Dera, Runjeet Sing was
either too busy or too cautious to meddle much for
some years with his remote Afghan dependencies. I
believe Mr. Masson is correct in saying, " Maharaja
Runjeet Sing once marched with an army of twenty-five
thousand men to Lakki. He exacted thirty thousand
rupees, but did not judge it prudent or convenient
to make a permanent settlement in the country, as, it
is said, he had contemplated."*
The earliest certain account that I have of the
Sikh proceedings in Murwut is subsequent to Runjeet's
death. About the year 1842, Runjeet's son (so-called)
Maharsjuh Sher Sing, deputed Mullick Futteh Khan,
Towannuh, to make some permanent settlement with
the chiefs of Murwut. He was a brave, highly inteltigent, and singularly energetic man; but like most
natives preferred fraud to force, and was even less
hampered with scruples about using it than the generality
of his contemporaries at the laxest of all courts. Under
a promise to make a " perpetual settlement" of the
revenue of Murwut at the low rate of one-sixth of the
produce, in kind, yearly, he induced the chiefs to consent to his building a fort in the heart of their country,
at Lukkee, on the left bank of the Goombeduh. Fatal
concession ! No sooner was the fort completed, and a
trusty garrison of foreigners installed, than Futteh
Vol.

I.

p. 99.
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Khan ran unexpectedly short of money, and asked two
tuppehs of Murwut, named By& and Dreyplareh to
lend him eight thousand rupees, and he would give
them credit for it in the coming harvest. Before that
period came, Futteh Khan was superseded by another
Governor, named Dewan Dowlut Raie, who interpreted
the loan into a regulwly established tax, and grafted
six thousand rupees more on to it, so that ever afterwards these two tuppehs had to pay fourteen thousand
in addition to the one-sixth of the prorupees
duce of their fields, for which they had originally
bargained. The imposition was rendered still more
odious by the method of assessment and collection.
He made it a poll-tax ; and it was called by the people, in
derision probably, the " putka," or turban, the most
honoured portion of a Muhommudan's dress. Every
male who was of age was liable to this tax, and consequently it fell heaviest on the largest families.
Besides the tuppehs of By&
and Dreyplareh,
there are in Murwut a third tuppeh, named Moosakheyl, and two half tuppehs, named Michunkheyl and
Tajoozye, which Dowlut Raie taxed as follows : .

a-year,

Moosakheyl, from 15,000 to
Michunkheyl
Tajoozye

. . . . .
. . . . . .

20,000 rupees.
700 ,,
500 ,,

Moosakheyl, as will be seen on the map, lies
towards Bunnoo and the Vizeeree hills, and conse
quently never submitted to regular payments ; so that
the authorities were obliged to make incursions into it,
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and harry the people. till they came to terms. When
I first passed through Murwut to Bunnoo, I found the
smouldering e m h of more than one village of this
tuppeh, which had been burnt by Dewan Dowlut
Raie's orders, for refusing to pay the revenue. In
the end they used to compound for all demands, but
never would allow either their crop to be measuredl
or their polls to be counted.
In addition to the hated " putka" tax, and the landtax of one-sixth, the avaricious Dewan imposed on this
impatient and newly-conquered Afghan people all the
vexatious custom dues of the Sikh system in the Punjab,
which averaged no less than eight thousand rupeea per
annum ; and from these various sources he admitted
to me that, one year with another, he obtained from
Murwut seventy thousand two hundred and sixty-six
rupees. With more correctness I was informed, by
common report, that he never squeezed less than a lakh
out of it, or £10,000 sterling.
My own idea of what would be a fair and rather
easy revenue for Murwut is sixty-five thousand
rupees.
In the beginning of 1847, the rage of the Murwutees at the " putka" tax rose to such a pitch, that
they rebelled, and laid siege to the fort of Lukkee,
with the intention of raziG it, and freeing their country ;
an enterprise in which they were readily assisted by the
neighbouring Vizeerea and Khuttuks.
The fort was commanded at that time by a very
brave Puthiin, named Nizam Khan, Khodukka, who
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first burnt the town of Lukkee to the ground, to
deprive the besiegers of shelter, and then defended the.
fort with his garrison for seventeen days, until his
master, the Dewan; arrived b m Dera Ishmael Khan-.
with guns and reinforcements, and raised the siege. ,
I arrived in Murwut almost immediately afterwards,:
and forced the Dewan to remodel his system of assessment, by abcfii~hingthe poll-tax, and raising the landtax from one-sixth to onehurth, a change which was
no loss to the Dewan, and was hailed as a perfeot;
enfranchisement by the people. By a happy mident,.
a rainy season followed this interference ; anrl the
superstitious Murwutees considered it a Divine declaration in favour of the change. Their joy, however,
was raised to its utmost when, on my report of the
ruin to which Dowlut Raie had r e d u d every country
under his charge, Sir Henry Lawrence removed him
from his government, and c o n f d it on General
Cortlandt. The Dewan was hated through the length
and breadth of his province; and from latitude 31°
north, on the Indus, to latitude 33O, there was no
name among the mountain robbers of the Soolirnfnee
Range which struck such terror to the people of the
plains as that of their own Governor, Dowlut Raie.
Yet he was in high favour with the Sikh Durbar;
and Rom the great Chancellor, Dena Nith, down to
the Punoanuh-Nuvees (writer of orders), there was
not an official at Lahore who did not lament his f d .
Why? Because they loved his bribes, and did not
care n buttan for hi13 people. Such was 'the Govem'
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ment which it was the thankless office of the British
Resident and his Assistants to controll*
Having thus given a general account of the country of
Murwut, let us now return to its fkontier village, Gundee, where we arrived (in the preceding chapter) on the
29th of February, 1848.
On approaching the village, I was astonished to see
ail the women c o e out to meet me) and found
that they were the bearers of a petition, begging me
to forgive their husbands for deceiving the revenue
measums.t They " denied that they conspired with
the measurers, or bribed them ; and if there was any
mistake, it was owing to the measurers not measuring
the crops, but taking the oaths of the Mumutees on
the blessed Koran as to the amount, a process into
which errors must unavoidably creep, as the Murwutees could only depose to the best of their understanding; and all Afghans, by the grace of God,
were well known to be deficient in that commodity," &c.
A Hindoo interpreter accompanied the women ; and
I observed that he wore a brown turban, like the

*

f n E)urnesis Cabul," p. 96, is a well-executed plate, of
which the following explanation is given in the text : "Among
the company present was the young Eon of the Governor (of
Dera Ishmael Khan), whose intelligent and beautiful countenance interested ns all greatly."
In the lineaments of that
" intelligent and beautiful countenance" I recognise, beyond
the possibility of mistake, the future Dewnn Dowlut Raie !
How ill his manhood justified the promise of his youth, my
reader will be able to judge.
t See Chapter V., Diary,January 29th.
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Murwut Muhommudans, and long +lets,
like theirs,
which shows that the Mumutees are much more
tolerant than the-Bunnoochees. This man told me there
were only two old men in the village, few of the men of
Gundee outliving the prime of manhood, on account of
a blood feud raging between two divisions of the Dulkhozye tribe of Murwut, headed respectively by Zufr
Khan and Sahib Khan; which feud produced u d y
three stand-up fights a year, the Government garrison
at Lukkee assisting one side or the other for a consideration.
DIARY RESUMED.

March lst, 1848.-Marched from Gundee to Lukkee, the capital of Murwut ; distance six koss of waste
land similar to that which lies between G h o r e e d u h
and Gundee. It will all be irrigated by the new canal.
The late severe rain has done much injury to the
fort of Lukkee. Memorandum : To write to Cortlandt
to send workmen as soon as they can be spared h m
Duleepgurh, to put a rampart to the north-west bastion ; a roof to both gun-bastions, to protect the sentries
from the sun ; brick houses for the garrison, instead of
grass, which exposes them to fire ; and raise the level
of the magazine floors, which is now below that of the
ground outside, and consequently damp. Also re-bore*

*-The European ordnsnceofficer will be surprised at the easy
way in which I here peak of re-boring artillery ; but not only
that accnpation, but every other connected mth cannon foundery,
has become almost ae familiar to the smiths of the Punjab, a6
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and .re-mount the two heavy guns, and remount the
light gun, if of any use. Also complete the complement of artillerymen, and send " standing ordm" to
the new Commandant, Muhammud Ali Khan: .This
.young fellow is already aghast at the country he has got
into, and I suspect will soon find the breeze of these
Afghan hills disagree with his metropolitan constitution.
What a melamholy change h r a Lahore dandy: to sit
on the bastions of Lukkee, and watch the 6ah &.in
the undrinkable Goombeeluh I.
The fort of Lukkee, which holds Murwut in subjection, consists of an inner and an outer s q w e enclosure, both built of mud, of a very crumbly description,
owing to the nature of the soil. The outer fort is one
hundred yards square, and the inner one sixty yarda.
In the latter is a tank for water, on which the strength
of the fort so mainly depends, that I bused Dewan
Dowlut Raie to enlarge it and line it with burnt brick
at considerable cost. It is filled from the Khoorrum,
not the Goombeeluh. There is no well in the fort.
hoeing a home is in the Fillagea of England. Runjeet Sing
maintained n very extensive establishment of military a r t k s ,
who were constantly employed either in imitating European
models, or improving them for Asiatic use ; m d these men
disseminated their knowledge, in time, throughout the whole
craft ; so that the Punjab ia probably more. f d of ingenioun
workmen than any part of India of an equal size. Just before I'
left Lahore, a common blacksmith repaimd a theodolite for
Colonel Napier, of the Engineers, so beautifully, that it wee
impossible to find any difference between the old piece and thn
new.

The ditch was about eight feet wide, but I rather think
Major Reynell Taylor widened it and threw up a glacis,
with a dwered way, on an'occasion which will be dated
in due amme. Altogether it is - a v;ay good fort to
corikal a people who have no artillery; but its waUs
are so rotten h m thd materisl of which- they are
made, that even six-pounders would breach them in an
. .
hour.
The vicinity of Lukkee is quite unsuitible for a
military cantonment, and ought never to be chosen as a
station for one soldier more than is absolutely necessary
to p r r k s n the fort. In the fin,% place the water of the
Goombeeluh is most unwholesome to drink, producing
inflammation, &c. to a most painful extent in strangers ;
and secondly, the land between the Goombeeluh and
Khoorrum rivers is low, swampy, and feverish, and the
breeze which comes over it produces sickness to such a .
degree that in the summer of 1847, one of General
Corqandt's regiments of Hindoostanees was almost
destroyed by a few months' residence at Lukkee, and
the men were obliged to be put into boats at Esaukheyl,
and floated down the Indus to Dera.
The place where they were cantoned had been taken
ignorantly from a fakeer, to whose vengeance the natives
attributed the sickness, but the less superstitious European officer will CUX in it only the operation of natural
causes, and avoid the place in future.
The town of Lukkee (which is about two hundred
yard from the hrt) is now very well peopled, and
thriving, and seems quite to have got over its double
'
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adamity of b e i i fired by the Government and plundered by the rebels !
The ground from here to the Goombeeluh slopes so
much that a dam is required to be thrown round the
north of the town, so as to save it from the flood which
runs down to the river from the plains above, after
heavy rain.
In a conversation to-day with the Hindoo merchants
of Lukkee, they told me of a still more absurd law of
mortgage than that which prevailed in Bunnoo. In
Murwut, if A pawns his land to B for five hundred
rupees, A keeps the land under his own cultivation,
paying a small share of the produce to B by way of
interest, and so far all is fair enough ; but if A dies, B
has no farther claim on the lmd, because the man who
borrowed the money from him is dead, and his debts
are not binding on his heirs ! I t is needless to add
that the As are invariably the Afghan landlords, lawmakers, and borrowers; and the Bs, the buniyuha
(Hindoo traders), who earn, and lend, and lose.
March 2nd. -Proceeded to Teeturkheyl, fourteen
miles and a quarter. The whole valley of Murwut is
now one sheet of corn, and no one can remember such
a harvest. The tremendous rain, however, has done
some damage, for our road this morning lay through
the lands of Ubbakheyl and Mundrakheyl, across which
the hail-storm passed, and we saw that the corn had
been literally mowed off by its violence, a few inches
from the ground, over a distance of about two miles.
(It afterwards turned out that the corn had not

.
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been in ear, and therefore sprang up again, and bore
more than any other corn in the valley.)
At every village, from Gundee to this place, there
has been a " demonstration" of women got up to
induce me to let their husbands off from paying the
revenue which the cropmeasurers were bribed to
suppress ; and very severe actions have I had to fight
with these Murwut amazons, but all in good-humour ;
for they break their way through the escort, seize my
horse by the bridle, and taking me regularly prisoner,
commence a kind of deprecatory glee, made up of
fractional parts of the simple burden, U m lurree I (I
have a petition). Set to music, it would run thus :
Urn lurree I-lurree !
Lurree !-Urn I-nlz 1
R w !-Urn !-urree l
urree !-Lurree !-uz 1

The effect of it, rising in A sharp from the throats of
at least two hundred women, half of them laughing,
while the other half scream, must be left to an
imaginative ear. Not one of them ever says what the
petition is, nor will they allow me to speak ; it being
mutually comprehended, by me that they want the
revenue to be excused, and by them that I will not
do it. In the end I have to watch an opportunity to
bolt, followed by all my horsemen, and the loud laughter
of the unsuccessful petitioners. On these occasions the
husbands kept out of sight, or just peeped round the
corners to see whether the brown beauty which melted
their own hearts had any softening influence on a
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Feringhee; their teeth certainly are brilliant, but what
said the wolf to Little Red Ridinghood ?
Scarcely in any case has " a husband" followed
the demonstration up by coming to my tent to complain ; and it is well known they will go miles to
reoover a few pice (half-pence) if they know they are
in the right.
This custom of allowing their women to be seen is
a trait worthy of remwk, as quite peculiar to Murwut,
and dontrary to one of the strongest prejudices of
Afghans, who jealously shut up their females. Even in
low-bred and vicious Bunnoo the women shun observation; and in Peshawur (my Barukzye escort told me)
seclusion is so r i g d y enforced, that " not a woman
, dared to look out at a passing Sirdar, to see whether
or no he were well-mounted and dressed." The
enlightened ladies of Murwut, therefore, drew down
from all the Afghans in my train unqualified expressions of blame and astonishment; and no sooner did
we approach a village and catch sight of the blue
petticoatad crowd outside, than Tobah ! Tobah !"
(Shame ! sham; I) b m t fmm every mouth.
Tbe want of water here is so serious an inconve.nience to troops passing and mpassing, that I have
ordered a well to be sunk forthwith at Government
erpense, cost what it may. The villagas ssy there is
a tradition that water is mow than sixty cubits from
the s h e , and so they have never tried to dig a well
to it, but if mine s u d s , they say all the villrqSes

willfhhenrmpla
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through the Peyzoo Pass,
and encamped at. the .southern entrance, which is no
longer in Murwkt. but Ti&. ,
Spent the day in determining the best p d o n for
thk watch-tower fhtit ie to keep this paas in order, and
in selecting r e a d s brought forward by Mittoo Khan
to form the garrison. Plenty of candidates, and I chose
out a very proper set of fellows, as hard as nails.
Mittoo Khan is anxious not only to be Commandant
of the Peyzoo tower, but founder of a Peyzoo town, and
cultivator of the surrounding waste. This would form
a most desirable halting-place ; but as usual with all
propositions for the improvement of these quarrelsoma
countries, objections are immediately started.
Firstly. The land which has hitherto lain waste is
T&, and
at once claimed by three countries-Murwut,
KoUchee.
Secondly. The water which comes down the Peyzoo
Pass in seasons of rain has hitherto been turned to
account in the fields of the Koondee people, about four
koss to the west; and they say it would injure them
to interpose a new colony at Peyzoo.
I n these difficulties, all I can do is to decide that a
town at Peyzoo shall be founded for the benefit of
travellers ; and who is to colonize it, and who cultivate
the land, must be left to the decision of a Commission
of Boundaries.
For the present, Shah Niwaz Khan of TPk must
build the watch-tower, and take credit for expense in
his revenue accounts.
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Wood tiom T& : stones and mud on the spot.
Wrote to Shah Niwaz Khan, the Governor of Tik,
to meet me at Tukwhh, that I may hear how he and
his country get on.
And now, as the course of our narrative is carrying
us to the southward, and will not return this way again,
I think those readers who look in these volumes for
something better than personal adventures, will be glad
of some account of the two countria we are leaving
in the Ddrajiit of the Indus,
on our right and l+T&
and b u k h e y l on the bank of that river.
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CHAPTER VIII.

ESAUKHEYL
is a slip of country about forty mites
long, which lies parallel with the Indua, having the
great salt mines of K U b i g h on the north, the Khys~ C K CRange on the south, and the Khuttuk branch of
the Salt Range on the west. Between the two latter
ranges at Durreh-i-Tung, or the Narrow Pass, a peep
is also obtained of the adjoining country of Murwut.
On the east the mighty Indus used to be its boundary,
but in justice cannot be so termed any longer.
The lndus pursues its course with the sagacity of
a. living thing.
Burning with an the zeal of the
Muhommudan races. on its banks to perform its pilgrimage, it seems, from its high altitude in Tibet, to
have scanned the map of Central Asia, and di&d
that it was nearer to the Indian Ocean than the Caspian.
In vain the Indian Caucasus, seeking a bridegmbm 'for
her daughter Oxus, stands across its path ;zit detects
an opening, and rushes by. In vain the Soolimdnee
'Rangestretches out its arms to draw it intd the thiisty
wlea of Afghanistan ; it leaps through the rocks' d
Attack and KBlbbBgh, and takes refuge in the Ady
'deserts of the south, nor regu&es its western '&&k
$ilkthe Mountains of .Solomon am passed, when,it turns
with its .fellow-traveller, the Sutlej ; and the two, with
I+ 2
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loud songs, as of pilgrims whose place of pilgrimage
is in sight, roll on uninterruptedly to the sea.
From the time that it turns southward at Attock
till the time when it turns westward again at Mittenkote, the Indus divides the Punjab fiom Afghanistan;
and in that particular part of its long southern stretch
with which this book is concerned (that is, below the
Salt Range), it divides the DCrajkt, or plain of the
Indus, from thst division of the Punjab which lies
between the Indus and the Jheylum, and is therefore
called the Sind S&gw Doib."
The Indus has for many years been gradually taking
a more westernly course in its passage to the Sutlej,
and nowhere perhaps so markedly as at Esaukheyl.
Here, year after year, it has encroached on the western
bank, and in removing from the Sindh SQgur has
increased its breadth of terra j m . The alluvium
,thus thrown up has in process of time created on the
left, or eastern bank, a low but highly fertile tract
.called Kuchee.
At Meanwallee, the point where you leave the Sindh
SAgu Doilb to cross over to Esaukheyl, the alluvial
tract just spoken of is about twelve miles broad vhen
the river is at its lowest. In other words, the Indus
has already removed twelve miles from that part of the
Sindh S6gw ; and though in seasons of its utmost
flood the river still reaches its former bank, and permits
the villagers on the old high ground to fill pitchers
Doilb mernr a delta between two rivera; and Sidh S
means the sea of the Indw ; and a m?ait ia in itr flood!

e
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from the waters with which' Kuchee is then overspread,
yet in ordinary times the original Dolb of Sindh S@r
iq now no longer discernible from the femes of
Esaukheyl.
I t was impossible for the Afghans of Esaukheyl to
see twelve miles of the breadth of their country quietly
transferred to the people of the Punjab; and when
Ahmud Khan (elder brother of Muhornmud Khan, the
present chief) was at their head, they brought the men
of Kuchee to an understanding, and caused a mutual
boundary to be laid down in Kuchee on the eastern
bank, parallel with the Indus, the Sindh S@r, and
Esaukheyl.
So much of Kuchee as was to the east of this boundary, was to remain the gain of the people of Sindh
S@; but whatever more alluvium might be thrown
up subsequently on the west of the boundary was to be
recognised as so much emigrated Esaukheyl.
In my judgment, therefore, the eastern boundary of
Esaukheyl is that laid down in Ahmud Khan's time, in
Kuchee ; and not the River Indus.
The point, however, was disputed so late as the
year 1848, when I had both the countries, Cis and
Trans, under my charge.
In the confusion of the Punjab kingdom; and the
jealousies ever existing between the Sikh Governors of
neighbouring districts, Ahmud Khan's boundary was but
ill observed; and the land, not being needed by the
oppressed Esaukheylees, became covered with a high
jungle of reeds, tiger-grass, and tamarisk.
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I have heard old Khalsa soldiers say, that when RunSing first came this way-probably when he went
to Lukkee, in Murwut-he opened a way through this

jeet

jungle for his army, by putting four elephants abreast,
and making them go on in h n t , crushing, tearing down,
and trampling into a highway, the undisturbed vegetation of years.
The residence of a British Agent at the Lahore
Court, fiom the year 1846, very soon gave a new d u e
to land and impulse to cultivation, by establishing every
man's rights, snd securing to him his gains ; and S
ir
Henry Lawrence still farther promoted industry by proclaiming that all land newly brought into cultivation,
without prejudice to older land, should be rent-free for
three years.
Amongst others, the Esaukheylees wished to extend
their cultivation, by breaking up their jungle-covered
alluvium, on the opposite bank of the river ; and many
were the formal notices filed in General Cortlandt's
court, of their intention to embark capital, on the faith
of the Resident's term of grace.
But the men of Kuchee thought the history of their
mushroom country was already old enough to be forgotten, and they claimed the whole of the new land
between the high bank of the old Sindh S@ and the
Indus. " There was not a child," they said, " so ignorant as not to know that Esaukheyl was on the right
bank of the Indus I"
After hearing both sides, I thought the face of the
country, with. which I was myself familiar, decided

clearly enough in favour of the men of Esaukhq.1;

and I ordered the eldm of that country, with their chief
and Government KiWlr, to go over to Kuchee, meet
the elders and authorities on a certain day, and hnnally
retrace the boundary of Ahmud Khan.
The KQrdh of Kuchm, a tsue Sikh official, named
Rim Sing, instead of obeying his ordm, and tracing
the old boundary, allowed hie clients the men of
Kuchee-to reopen the whole question, and start, de
nwo, with the protest that their boundary waa the
Indue, flow where it might.
The eqmsion they used on this occasion, was that
the Indua was a " hud-i-Secunh," or Alexandrian
boundary; of which, a8 1 had never heard before, I
asked the meaning, and was informed, that they did not
intend to say that Abmder the Gieat had decided the
Indus to be their boundary, but that the Indus was an
Alexander in its own pecukar way, dividing lands as it
thought proper, and giving them to whom it chose, by
fiats, which could neither be disputed nor resisted.
The plea was too poetical for our purpose, which was
eminently practical; and, if admitted, would have left
the Eaaukheyh the prospect of soon having no
So I hed Ram Sing Afty rupees for
country at all.'

-

* Aa an illostntion of the tranmtion from having country to
hvhg none, I may mention that in m e part of Esaukheyl, the
Indm haa within the last few yeara cut off a coxuiderabli slice,
and mrde .nd j m t h n d of it. The mmeendars clung to their
land with the u d tenacity, aad aetdly established two village8
on the islrnd ;one named Cheenuh Powree, and one named Bandeb
Walluh. Occaaionallj the Induo rwe and overwhelmed the islana,
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thinking, when he ought to have obeyed; and, as the
season was lost by the delay, left the boundary of
Ahmud Khan to be retraced by General Cortlandt,
when he should leave Bunnoo for Dera. Ultimately,
the Mooltan war called away the General much too
precipitately to think of provincial boundaries; and I
know not whether the eastern boundary of Esadcheyl
has or has not been defined until this day.
Mr. Elphinstone's general description of Esaukheyl
is btter than any I can give. He says : " I t is a very
fertile, well-watered, populous, and highly-cultivated
country. The water-coums are so numerous and so
broad and deep as greatly to obstruct the roads. The
villages are thickly planted, and most of them very
large ; most of the houses are thatched. The chief
produce of the whole country is wheat."*
When however he adds that, - "the hukheyleea
disregard the royal authority, and have little government within t h e d v e s , they plunder weak travellers,
and steal h m those who are too strong to be plundered," this takes us back to a period long gone by, and
the description is no longer applicable. So I shall tell
the reader what I know myself of this people, their
country, past history, and present condition.
Whence the name of Esaukheyl comes from, I know
not, for there is no longer any trace of it left among its
when both colonies took boat d returned to the mother country.
Esaukheyl, but emigrated rgain M soon M ever the i b d re8p~e-d'' Elphinstone," Vol. XI. p. 53.
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people. The country generally is so called; but if s c
go to the tribes, we find them divided into four families
-the Zukkookheyl, the Murnmookheyl, the Badunzye,
and the Uppookheyl. Probably, therefore, Zukkoo,
Murnmoo, Badun, and Uppoo, were the four sons of
Esau Khan, the founder of the tribe.*
Even the chief town of the country is not, I believe,
called Esaukheyl by the natives, but Zukkookheyl,
though their Sikh masters got into the habit of calling
it Esaukheyl, as being the capital, a custom which I was
thus led to adopt, and which is probably perpetuated
under our own Government.
The present head of the Esaukheyl (Muhommud
Khan) showed me his family papers, and the earliegt
records they contained were shortly as follow :In the reign of Ahmud Shah (who was King of the
Cabul empire froh A.D. 1747 to 1773) the Lord of
the Esaukheyl was Duleyl Khan, great grandfather of
the present chief, and he received a grant (of which I
saw the original) fmm that monarch, declaring tiat the
four tuppehs of Esaukheyl were for the future his, as
a reward for past services ; half of the revenue thence
derived to be his own; and three hundred tomauns
(six thousand rupees) to be paid him yearly out of the

* Ae a specimen of the fanciful etymology of antiquarian
geographers, I may mention here, that even Reynell, in his
" Memoir of a Map of Hindoostan." discovers in " Issakyl,"
or, Esaukheyl, the country of the " Assacini." Unfortunately
the Esaukheyleee lue not the aborigines, but modem world
invaders. Bee * # Reynell," p. 117.

.
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revenues of M
A and Bumoo, on d t i e n s of
service, i e., assisting in decting the revenue of those
districts.
From this k t we gather incidentally that Murwut
and Bunnoo never paid revenue to the most powerful
King that ever sat upon the throne of Cabul, unlesa
compelled by hrce ; and that even Esaukheyl was so
little obedient that Ahmud Shah gave the Khan one
half the revenue as a bribe b r oollecting the other.
When Duleyl Khan died, Ahmud Shah confirmed
the above privileges to hie son, Khan Zeman Khan,
who seems to have been not only loyal but a courtier ;
for on the death of Ahmud Shah we find a grant
from his son and sucwsor, Timour Shah, again confirming .the family privileges, and adding themto two
hundred tomauns more (or four thousand rupees) per
annum, in considmtion of Khan Zeman tiding, with
twenty-two horsemen of his tribe, in the Shah's own
escort.
Elphinstone says, that under Timour, " the power of
the Door$nees first became stationary, and has sinoa
declined ;"# and we could not find a better illustration
than is next presented us in the an&
of this little
h n t i e r province. F i years after, Khan Zerrnrn
esteemed it an honour to ride in the dust kicked up
by Timour Shah's horse ; and Khan Zeman's son,
Oomur Khan, is driving a hard bargain with the Nuwab
of Dera Ishmael Khan, late a vassal of Cabul, now the
sovereign of the Plains of the Indus! The Nuwab

*
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confirmed Oomur Khan in the chi&nst;ip, but allowed
him only a quarter instead of half of the revenues of
his country. (He was nearer at hand than the great
Kings of Cabul had ever been, and so the Essukheyleea
were more under hie thumb,)
. When Oomur Khan died, his son, Ahmud Khnn,
elder brother of the present chief of the tribe of Esaukhel, s u d e d at firet to the same privileges and the
same allegiance ; but both were soon changed : the nllegiance from the Nuwab of Dera to Runjeet Sing, and
the pride& from one-fourth to one-eighth of the
revenue of his country.
The date of this grant is 1893 of the Hindoo Era
of Bikrum Ajeet, or A.D. 1836 ; and it contains two
interesting facts concerning the country of Esaukhql.
F i t l y . It states that, whereas them is a mine in
Esaukheyl whence saltpetre is extracted, 'half the produce of whioh was allowed to the chief under the rule
of the Nuwab of Dera ; the half is henceforward r e
duoed to a third.
Secondly. It statea that whereas Oomur Khan had
constructed a canal, and brought new tracts of land
into cultivation ; and his former sovereign, the Nuwab
of Dera, instead of taking onefourth of produce, which
is the usual tax on all newly-cultivated ground, had, in
consideration of Oomur Khan's benefits to the community, only taken onesixth.; so this was now confirmed
under the Sikhs.
. The saltpetre mine here alluded to was, I believe,
at Kotkee, in the Khuttuk hills, west of &aukhey1 ;
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but not very long after one-third of its produce was
thus secured to Ahrnud Khan by the Sikh Government,
a Sikh General, Rajah Soocheyt Sing, gave one Hoossein
Khan, chief of the neighbouring tribe of Khyssore,
and an enemy of the Esaukheyl, a kind of "letter of
marque," to go and inflict injury on Ahmud Khan ; and
one of the first things he did was to burn and destroy
all the works at the Kotkee saltpetre mine; since
which, to the best of my belief, the mine has never been
re-opened.
The canal spoken of in the grant, as having been
cut by Oomur Khan, still exists in full operation and
utility, and is the cause both of the fertility and bad
roads of Esaukheyl, noticed by Elphinstone.
This canal is cut from the Khoorrum river near
Durreh-i-Tung, where it enters Esaukheyl on its passage to the Indus; and as fmm the chief canal there
have been cut no less than seven smaller ones called
in the lnnguage of the country " Kus-es"), from each
of which again are innumerable ducts for irrigation, it
may easily be conceived how much the public spirit of
Oomur Khan improved the fields, at the expense of
the highways of his country.
The Khoorrum at Bunnoo falls into the Indus at
Kuglanwalluh in Esaukheyl, and as far as my information goes, is the only river in the country, Esaukheyl
producing - no native stream. There is, however, a
ravine called Punialluh or Paneewalluh (the watery
one), which brings down water to the village of Attock
in Esoukheyl in the rainy season.

-
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- The quantity of land cultivated in all Esaukheyl by
means of irrigation from the Khoorrum and the Indus
was registered in 1848 as twenty-two thousand three
hundred and fifty-one beguhs. Cultivated by irrigation
of -wells, two hundred and twenty-four. Dependent
entirely on rain for cultivation, thirty-seven thousand
one hundred and eighty-seven. Total, fifty-nine thousand seven hundred and sixty-two beguhs.
The calculation in Esaukheyl is that twenty-five
beguhs can be cultivated by one plough. The most
that a beguh of the best land d produce is eight
rupees a year.
The family papers of the Esaukheyl chief are brought
down to the present generation by a postscript to the
Sikh grant last quoted, dated 1895, s.a.a, or 1838,
A.D. ; that is, two years later than- the body of the
grant. In these two years, Ahmud Khan had died
without issue, and the postscript is merely to transfer
the privileges which he had enjoyed to his next brother,
Muhornmud Khan, who is living at this day.
From a perusal of these records, we bhould not
gather that the chiefs of Esaukheyl had suffered from
the Sikhs more than the usual retrenchments, which
naturally follow every new conquest. But the facts are
far otherwise ; and as the tyrannical conduct of the Sikh
Provincial Governors in Esaukheyl is only a specimen
of what they did in every other country of the Upper
D6rajtt (of which only I am able to speak h m personal knowledge), I shall here briefly fill up the narmtive, and show how it was quite possible for a vassal
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of the S
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h
s to have a

p t of on&ghth d.'the
revenues of his country from the Sikh Sovereign, and
yet he himself be a hauseless exile fiom that camtry,
while a Sikh o f f i d pocketed his income.
When Maharajuh Runjeet Sing, in 1821 or 182-2,
took Munkhera, in the S i d h S$gur Do&, he rati6ed
to the cooquered Nuwab perpetual possession of the
territory of Dera Ishmael Khan, TransIndus ; and to
make the treaty more solemn, dipped his royal hand
in saffron, and stamped the impression on the paper.
Yet a few yeara aRerwards (I think in 1936), he did
not so much forget himself, as kingly honour, in sending an .army to retake it. He was dcient3y ashamed,
however, not to go in person ; and the faith-breaking
m y was commanded by his grandson, Prince Nao
Nihal Sing.
. The first Governor whom Xao Nihal installed in .
Dera, after deposing the Nuwab, was of course a Hindoo, and his name was Dewan Lukkee Mull, an d e
but grasping man, who, not content with grinding
these countries during his own life, provided for their
future ruin by begetting that Dewan Dowlut Raie, who
was mentioned in the last chapter, and leaving him to
succeed to the Government.
Lukkee Mull wns not a mere colledor of revenues,
.as all Governors should be ; he fanned them from the
Crown, and looked about in every corner, not to see
.what he could remit, but what more he could impose.
.
The little d e y of Esaukheyl presented to him r
spectacle at once tempting and sad. There was a <iht
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truly h w i n g to the soul of a Hindoo G o v e r n o l ~ a
Mhmmudan gentleman in quiet enjoyment of a good
ilawma

M e e Mull made a memorandum in his mind that
he w d e d A h d Khan's one-eighth of the revenues
af Esaukheyl, and by representing that powerlem chief
as rddious, drew down upon him at once two eepa-

rate armies, one under Sirdar Futteb Sing Miin, and
the other under Rajah Soocheyt Sing.
Ahmud Khan fled to Kote Chanduh, in the Khuttuk
hills, but being pursued by b h e y t Sing, abanhned
tiis country altogether, and took refuge in Bunnoo with
Sher Must Khan, the hospitable chief of Jhundookheyl,
under whose roof he died.
(It was at this period that Hoossein Khan of Khyssore burnt the works at the Kotkee mines).
Lukkee Mull now thought the family property was
his, but Nao Nihal Sing, who had originally annexed
these countries to the Punjab, seems to have taken a
sincere interest in the family of Esaukheyl, and he
hastened to save them from destruction by appointing
the deceased Ahmud Khan's brother, Muhornmud Khan,
to the fill rights and privileges of the chieftainship.
Shortly after this, one of the biennial Sikh expeditions was got ready against Bunnoo and Mumut; to
conduct which Sheikh Ernamoodeen was sent from
Lahore, and he was joined on his arrivd at Esaukheyl
by Dewan Lukkee Mull with his provincial force.
I t is. quite characteristic of native custom that t&
Pewan did. nat at this time perauqde the Sheikh .to
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seize and dispossess the chief of Esaukheyl, tbough in
his own mind he had quite decided to do so. Instead
of this straightforward act of tyranny, he marched away
towards Bunnoo, and left Muhommud Khan under the
delusion that his eoemy had gone without doing him
un injury. No sooner had the army reached Lukkee in
Murwut, than the Dewan persuaded the Sheikh to
despatch that ever-ready foe, Hoossein Khan, of Khyssore, back with a force to Esaukheyl to surprise and
make prisoner the chief.
(This too, though they had just received from C a p
hiin Mackeson, a recommendatory letter to be specially
kind to Muhommud Khan, who, in consequence of a
letter from Colonel Wade, then Governor-Gends
Agent on the north-western frontier, had escorted
Captain Mackeson in safety through the Esaukheyl
temtory to Kalabagh on hi way to Peshawur. For it
was observable of the chiefs of Esaukheyl that they were
always hospitable and attentive to British officers, long
before the wisest seer could have foretold the ultimate
absorption of the Punjab in British India Mr. Elphinstone speaks of it in the year 1808, Mr. Masson heard
of it in 1826, and Sir A. Burnes experienced it in
1837.)
Muhommud Khan got intelligence from cr friend in
time to fly ; but several of his family were caught, and
carried off. Amongst those who escaped was the chief's
second and ablest son, Shah Niwaz Khan; and this
youth took horse, nnd scarcely rested by the way till he
reached Peshawur, where Nao Nihal Sing then was,
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and threw himself at that Prince's feet with a petition
for assistance.
The Prince again interposed ; Muhommud Khan's
imprisoned family were released, and the Khan himself
reinstated in his country.
Will it be believed, that after all these rebukes from
the Prince, who, in Runjeet's declining years was the
most powerful personage in the empire, the implacable
Dewan did not forego hi purpose; but shortly after
when the great Runjeet, worn out more by debauchery than years, died, and the Esaukheyl chief, according to native custom, sent his son, Shah Niwaz, to
Lahore to offer his condolence (matumpoorsee), Lukkee
Mu1 sent a purse to Sirdar Futteh Sing MBn, who was
then lying with an army by the way Shah Niwaz must
-pass, and begged him as an old friend to intercept
him !
The Sirdar readily consented, and actually laid an
ambush, and seized Shah Niwaz while returning along
the highway from the Sikh Court, with a dress of
honour, which had been conferred on him by Nao
Nihal, now heir-apparent to the throne ! The Sirdar
then sent him a prisoner to the Dewan, with " many
thanks for the purse ;" and Lukkee Mull, feeling that
he had at last crippled Muhommud Khan's right hand,
and put out of the way the only son who had the
energy to "appeal to Caesar," proceeded to execute his
darling project, and confiscated, at one fell swoop, the
whole revenue of the chief of Esaukheyl.
The luckless chief fled again an exile to barbarous,
VOL. I.
z
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but less barbarous Bunnoo. His son, Shah Niwai,
remained two years and a half in prison at Dera Ishmael
Khan, and Dewan Lukkee Mull enjoyed their income.
Meanwhile, Maharajuh K h d Sing, the imbecile son
and successor of Runjeet, threatened to live too long,
and keep Nao Nihal Sing from the throne ; so that
impatient Prince, who thought he had a talent for
empire, poisoned his father, and returning to the palace
from'the dead King's funeral pile, was killed himself by
the falling of the palace gateway ; as awful and striking
.
a dispensation of Providence as history records.
Maharajuh Sher Sing succeeded to the Sikh throne,
and being informed by his Vizeer, Rajah Dhyan Sing,
of Shah Niwaz Khan's captivity, ordered Dewan Lukkee
Mull to send him to Lahore, where he confeqed a
dress of honour on him, and sent him back to his
country, under charge of Mullick Futteh Khan, Towannuh, who was going to collect the Bunnoo revenue, and
was ordered to reinstate the chief of Esaukheyl, as he
passed through.
But Futteh Khan had outbid Dewan Lukkee Mull
for the contract of the Murwut revenue, and it was at
t.his time that he built the fort of Lukkee. He was,
therefore, doubly the Dewan's enemy ; and the Dewan
refused to obey the royal mandate, by reinstating his
victims. When, therefore, Futteh Khan'--had collected
the revenue of Bunnoo,'Shah Niwaz returned with him
to Lahore, once more to petition the throne for justice.
Such was the state of the authority of Runjeet's successors, on the distant frontiers of their empire.
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The Prime Minister of the country, Rajah Dhyan
Sing, felt the indignity, and would have surely repaid
it by the utter extermination of the arrogant Dzwan ;
for, imperturbable in temper, and mild as a child in
manner, he was implacable in his quarrels, and followed
those who had once offended him, through long years
of seeming impunity, until an unexceptionable opportunity (in which the Rajah was choice) offered for
revenge, complete as to the victim, safe as, to himself,
and approved just in popular opinion.
But, as Shah Niwaz Khan himself once told me
with a sigh: " It pleased God that the Rajah and his
royal master should both be murdered!"
They fell
on the same day ; and the unhappy chief of Esaukheyl
was left once more at the mercy of the Governor of
Dera, and a hopeless exile in Bunnoo.
See, too, another episode in this strange tale
Mullick Futteh Khan, the powerll courtier, the
protector of the chief of Esabkheyl, and fmourite of
Rajah Dhyan Sing, was not found at the Vizier's
side, when the Sindhanwalluh assassin plunged a
dagger into his back. Who knows whether he was
guilty of so black a deed as consenting to his master's
murder ? But the Vizier's son, Rajah Hecra Sing,
now Vizier himself, so thought ; and the suspected
Mullick fled from the Punjab, and took refuge among
the Afghans of Bunnoo and the Vizeeree country :
so there, under one roof, in a comer of the mud fort
of Jhundookheyl, on the far banks of the Khoomm,
the afflicted chief of Esaukheyl and his fallen patron
z 2

a
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met, in the equality of exile, waiting for the next
revolution.
I t soon came. Heera Sing was driven out of
Lahore like a dog, and killed by the very soldiery
he had been the first to corrupt by bribes. The
( 6 ins
went out, and the " outs " came in.
The
drunken uncle of Mahmjuh Duleep Sing (Jowihir
Sing, by name) succeeded to the Vizarut ; Futteh
Khan emerged from exile; Dewan Lukkee Mull was
expelled from the government of Dera, and died,
probably of chagrin, as he was a man of mind, and
the Esaukheyl family got their own again.
Buttheirtrials werenot yetover. Ranee Jhunda
the infamous Queen-Mother, among a thousand
intrigues, had one lover, a broad-shouldered Brahmin,
named La1 Sing, to whom she was devoted beyond
the power of advice or shame. Even her drunken
brother, the Vizier, between his cups, remonstrated.
.To get rid of his sermons, the Ranee got the Lahore
soldiery to murder her brother, and instal her lover in
the premiership.
Again the " ins" must go out, and the " outs "
come in.
Lukkee Mull was dead; but his son,
Dowlut Raie, lived, and inherited his wealth. Futteh
Khan was expelled from the government of Dera,
not without a struggle ; Dowlut Raic took his father's
place; and Muhommud Khan, the' chief of Esaukheyl, collected his family and his chattels, and went
back into exile in Bunnoo, with the regularity of a
clock. Dowlut Raie, with equal punctuality, possessed himself of the family estate.
JJ
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Thus stood affairs in 1847, when I first went to
Bunnoo, where I found Muhornmud Khan, the-rightful and loyal lord of a fertile valley, decrepid with the
old age of misfortune, an exile, and living in squalid
dependence on a hospitable rebel.
I heard the tale, and asked Dewan Dowlut Raie if it
was true; if he had really got no order from the
Crown to depose a subject-chief, and appropriate his
lands? H e admitted it was true, and he had none ;
but in his judgment and conscience, it was necessary
for the peace of the country, &c.
I n the judgment and conscience of Sir Henry
Lawrence, it was necessary for the peace of the
country, and the honour of the British administration
of Punjirb affairs, that such a Governor should be
Governor no more; so Dewan Dowlut Raie was
superseded by General Van Cortlandt, and the old
chief of Esaukheyl returned to his country and his
rights-I trust, with all my heart, for ever.
I n the sequel, it will be seen how his son, Shah
Niwaz, joined my standard in the Mooltan war, and
paid the debt of gratitude at the cannon's mouth.
He was a faithful servant ; and may the prosperity of
his family, under British rule, be the enduring monument over his grave !
I must now say a few words about the Esaukheyl
revenue.
During my residence in Bunnoo, in the
spring of 1848, I collected, with very great labour,
the materials for a revenue settlement of Esauliheyl,
but was called away by the war, and never returned.
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From the v h g e records of the last five years, which I
took down myself, the revenues appeared as follows:
1 Average land revenue

. .

2 Ditto,variouscesses .
3 Ditto, customs . . .
4 Trinnee, or grazing tax
5 Gold-washingtax . .

. 36374 rupees.

. .

6454
7000
900
500

,,
,,
,,
,,

Total average of five years 5 122 8

,,

. .
. .
. .

I was however afterwards furnished by Shah Niwaz,
Khan of Esaukheyl, with a detailed statement of the
cesses which form item No. 2 in the above account, as
actually levied by Dewan Dowlut Raie and his father,
and they amounted to no less than nineteen thousand
rupees a-year, or more than half as much as the land
tax ! If correctly given (and I incline to the belief
that they are, and that they were kept back by the
village accountants when registering with me), then
the total revenue of Esaukheyl would be sixty-three
thousand seven hundred and seventy-four rupees.
The Khan's oneeighth of this would only amount
to seven thousand nine hundred and seventy-three
rupees per annum ; but his other hereditary privileges
on account of opening canals, &c., made up his income
to between eighteen and twenty thousand rupees ayear.
The item, No. 5, called the gold-washing tax, refers
to the interesting fact, that a few industrious men do
get a livelihood by separating from the muddy tide
of the Indus at Esaukheyl the small particles of gold
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which that river brings down from the mountains, and
wbich was considerable enough to bear a tax of five
hundred rupees a-year. A question will arise to the
geologist whether this gold was really brought down
the main stream of the Indus from the unsearched
regions where it takes its rise, or was contributed by
the Cabul Itiver P
And this reminds me that naphtha oozes out in
considerable quantities from a hill in Esaukheyl. The
natives are either igr~orant or careleas of its value,
and only use it as a cure for sores on the backs of
their camels ; which animals are exceedingly abundant
here, as elsewhere throughout the DCrajft.
The Khyssore hills, on the south-west of Eswkheyl
have another remarkable curiosity which should be
mentioned, and that is " Kotei-Kgfiree," or The
I never had leisure for pleasure
Infidels' Fort.
excursions while in that country, or should have
been glad to visit it and satisfy myself whether it
is a productios of human art, or a mere limestone
eccentricity of nature. Nor could I ever discern it
from the, plain below, though Burnes says: ".the
landscape was striking - bare, brown, and bleak
rocks overlooked the plain ; their summits crowned
with the ruins of infidel forts, &c.""
Agha Abbas -actually- visited the spot, and has the
following note of it :
" There are two forts at Kotei-KBfiree, both in
ruins; one below and one OP the hill."
General
Cortlandt also informed me that there was no doubt

* " Burnea' Cahul," p. 96.
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an extensive fortress had once existed there, for all
the way from the summit down to the plain, rtservoirs were cut in the rock in successive stages, one
above another, such as are used to convey water by
wheel-work to a height.
The spot is infamous in local annals, not more
from its infidel nime than from a treacherous and
cold-blooded murder committed there on an Afghan
chief, named Shah Walee Khan, Neebee, by order
of Rajah Soocheyt Sing.
He was a chief of considerable character, and had
done the Sikhs great service, but the Rajah either
wanted him no longer, or else suspected him, so
made a pretence of wishing to cross the Hill of the
Infidels' Fort with his army, and sent Shah Walee
Khan with a party of Sikhs to explore a road for the
artillery. At -the hour of noontide pmyer the Afghan
stayed his steps, spread his scarf upon the mountain
path, and knelt down to pray. In the midst of his
genuflections the Sikhs struck off his head, then
hurried back to camp and related, with well-feigned
horror, how the insurgents in the hills had surprised
and driven back their party and killed their guide.
The Rajah listened with tears in his eyes, then sent
for the lifeless corpse and buried it with the utmost
honour. Of the Rajah's many reckless and violent
acts against the Muhommudans none has brought
his memory into such just execration as his murder
of Shah Walee Khan at the I~fidels'Fort.
I t may be as well to mention that there are two
passes fiom the Esaukheyl plain into the Khuttuk
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hills; one d e d Thora Kawura (probably from the
water in it being brackish), which the people of the
village of Korundee, in Esaukheyl, who are of the
Khuttuk tribe, have kept open ever since they were
excused payment of all small cesses by Oomur Khan.
The other is called Chuchallee, and leads in@
Chounteruh, above Kurruk, on the east of Bunnoo.
Imitating the wisdom of his ancestor, Ahmud Khan
kept this pass open by remitting all cesses to the
people of Chapuree. I t were well if more civilized
rulers would not despise the lesson, and when dealing
with races whom it is little honourable to beat, and
discreditable to be b d e d by, would remember the
advice of the Persian to "Tip the sword with gold."
I shall close this account of the country of Esaukheyl with Mr. Elphinstone's experience of its people,
as a traveller, 'apd my own experience of them, as a
Governor. .
He says: " The people were more swarthy than
we expected to see men of their nation, and looked
more like Indians than Persians ; they were, however,
easily distinguished from the former people by their
long and thick hair, their beards, the loose folds of
their turbans, and a certain independent and manly
air, that marked them for Afghauns. They are notorious robbers, and carried off some of our camels,
and some of the King's horses ; but their ordinary
behaviour was 'civil and decent. I was surprised at
their simplicity and equality. Though they are a
wealthy and flourishing tribe, their chief, who accompanied me through the whole of their lands, was as
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plain in his dress, and as simple in his manners as
the most ordinary person in the tribe.""
Their appearance still approximates more to that of
Indiam than Khorassanees ; their propensity to plunder
has been curbed by regular government and Sikh fin@ ;
their simplicity of life, it may easily be believed, has
suffered no innovations of b u r y from the grinding
exactions of rulers who left them barely the means of
subsistence ; but the primitive equality and community
of interest, characteristic of an Afghan tribe, has disap
peared for ever. Sikh rule left their chiefs little power,
and consequently little respect. It became a speculation
with many to side with their new masters, and assist
them with local knowledge. These parasites were
rewarded at the expense of their countrymen, and
instated in the confiscated estates of offenders. Two
parties sprang up amidst a once united people, corresponding exactly with those of the Punjab-the
ins
andithe outs. When Dewan Dowlut Raie triumphed,
the Khan, and all his party, lost possession of their
lands, and the Dewan's friends stepped into their shoes.
When Futteh Khan obtained the government of Dera,
the exiled party all returned, and the traitors fled for
tlleu lives. Thus it happened that when I cams to
Esaukheyl, there was scarcely a field in it which had
not two claimants and one lawsuit. The whole country
was full of litigants and cries for justice ; and to this
day, I feel assured that there is no 'more legitimate
object of compassion than the magistrate who has
charge>f Esaukheyl.
* Introdr~ctiont o " Elphinstone's Caubul," p. 47.
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CHAPTER IX.
C

N'E may now return to Tbk with a good conscience.
TAk is the most northern country of the Dt?rajAt, or
plain of the Indus.
I t has the Buttunnee branch of the Soolimhee
Range and the country of Murmut, on the north ; the
Vizeeree and SheerLnee h i s of the same range, on the
yest ; KolAchee, or the country of the Gundapoors, on
the south ; and Puharpoor on the east.
T t k is irrigated by two hill streams, the Zam and
the Gomul, whose waters have turned a barren plain
and camel pasture into a fertile and highly cultivated
country, during the last three generations. A third
hill stream reaches the lands of Koondee on the northeast of T&, near the Peyzoo Pass. I t is called Sooheylee; and its waters, unlike those of the Zam and
Gomul, are esteemed pure and wholesome to drink,
but I am not aware that they contribute much to the
cultivation.
Of these rivers the Gomul is the principal, and
may well be called the parent of the present prosperity
of the country. According to Elphinstone, it takes its
rise at Doorchelly, about fifty miles soua-east of
Ghuznee; but according to Dr. Honigberger, as
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quoted by Elphinstone, it rises near the lake called

Abistadeh (standing water), an equal distance from
Ghuznee, in the south-west." Before it reaches Tak,
according to the former authority, it receives the waters
of the Mummye, the Coondoor, and the Zhobe; so
that it may well be an abundant blessing to the soil on
which it ultimately rests.
Mr. Elphinstone is, however, wrong in his map, in
conducting the Gomd into T&, as though that were
its natural course; and in my present map, I have
endeavoured to convey all the new information as to
the outlets of these hills, which a longer residence. on
the frontier enabled me to obtain.
The Gomul river emerges from the great Soolimlnee Range, by the same pass as the Lohinee camvans (called the Pass of Gwaleyree, or Gholairee), and
it would naturally pursue its course between the inner
and outer range of the lower S h e e h e e hills, which
lie at the foot of the l h k h t - i - S o l i d (Throne of
Solomon). But Surwur Khan, a former Lord of T&
(of whom more by and bye), threw an enormous dam
across the Gomul, at Gwaleyree, and diverted it into
Tkk through the lands of the Meeanees, who live at
the mouth of the pass, and erected a fort, called Sahibdad-Kee-Kote,. to guard the same. Thus no portion
of the Gomul reaches the Gundapoor country, south
of Tlk, except in seasons of flood, when the overflow
which escapes the Gwaleyree dam takes its natural
course, and comes down to Kolichee, through the

*

See

" Elphinatone'a

Cmbnl," Vol. I. pp. 15 1; 2.
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Ruttee Kummur (Red Pass). From Gwdeyree, this
overflow loses the name of Gomul, and is called in
the Qundapoor country Loonee, under which denomination alone does the Gomul river reach the Indus,
after irrigating Kolbhee in very rainy seasons ; for so
much of its waters as enter Tilk are exhausted in its
fields.
The country of Tlk, three generations ago, would
have been described as the pasture .grounds of the
Lohdnee tribe of Dowlutkheyl, whose old headquarters I believe still exist under the name of Tdk-C
Kohna (Old Tiik), three koss fiom the present
capital.
The present extensive town of Tdk was founded in
a very humble manner by one Kuttid Khan, of the
Kuttykheyl branch of the Dowlutkheyls (son of Zeman
Khan, their hereditary chief), who migrated from Old
Tiik with about half a dozen families of operative;,
chiefly potters, and settled where the mansion called
Surwur Khan's Huveylee now stands.
One day, a potter's wife came and complained to
him that the people of Old TBk had carried off her
mule, which she had taken to the river to fetch
water, and added: " My husband and I came here
at your invitation, and we rely on your honour to
protect us." Kuttd Khan, like a true Afghan, swore
great oaths not to eat or drink till he had avenged
her; and, taking a handful of men along with him,
went out to Old Ti&, killed the thieves, and brought
back the mule.
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The poor people of Old Tiik beheld this act with
admiration ; and, considering Kutthl a better chief than
his father to live under, they migrated in large numbers
to New Tlk, which soon contained one hundred shops
of Khutrees (Hindoo traders), and about one thousand
families of Hindoos and Muhommudans together; a
change at which the rest of the Dowlutkheyl looked on
with jealousy, but involuntary respect; for KuttAl was
admitted to be no ordinary Afghan.
I am sure the reader will thank me if I give the
rcst of the story in Mr. Elphinstone's words, for it
is told with as much spirit as knowledge of Afghan
feeling.
" The Dowlutkhail had formerly an hereditary Khaun,
who seems to have been held in great veneration by
the tribe. By degrees, however, his authority grew
weak, and the government fell first into the hands of
the Mulliks, and afterwards of the people. The Dowlutkhail were now in the same state of anarchy that I
have described among the Eusofzyes. They had no
Chelwashtees, and all hereditary authority was completely disregarded. They were, however, obLged to
nominate some person to manage their affairs with the
King's Sirdar, and although this person had little
power, he had more than any other individual, and was
called the Khaun. He was chosen out of all the
families of the tribe indiscriminately, but the choice
sometimes fell on the descendants of the ancient
Khauns. This was the case about the beginning of
the last generation, when Kuttaul Khaun held the office,

.

.
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and so much ingratiated himself with bluddud Khaun,
then Sirdar of Damaun, that he formed the design
of making himself master of the tribe, by means of
that chiefs assistance. He at first assiduously courted
popularity, and persuaded the Dowlutkhail to engage in
the reduction of some little tribes in their neighbourhood.
" He was intrusted with the command, and thus
obtained a pretext for raising troops, which the contributions of the Dowlutkhail, and his exactions from
the conquered tribes, gave him the means of maintaining.
By these means he collected about three
hundred Belooches and Sindees, and ~roceededto build
a fort ; after which he thought himself secure, assumed
the right to levy a revenue from the public ryots, and
began to tyrannize over his own tribe.
" The tribe was at first struck with dismay, and
submitted to his oppression, till at length he openly
assumed the character of a Sovereign, and ordered the
people to pay their duty at his Court every morning.
Two of the Mullicks, to whom he first proposed this
homage, refusing to comply, Kuttaul told them, that
if they did not attend in the course of two mornings,
their heads should be hung up over their own doors
by the third.
" The Mullicks withdrew, and hastily assembling the
t.ribe and the ryots, pointed out Kuttaul's designs, and
engaged them in a conspiracy against him, which was
c o n h e d by solemn oaths. Next morning the whole
aswmbled in arms, and besieged Kuttaul in his fort.
VOL. I.
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After a siege of three days, in which many people
were killed, the water in the fort was exhausted, and
the garrison was obliged to evacuate it, and KutCeul
escaped on horseback, accompanied by some trusky
attendants on foot. His flight was soon discovered,
his enemies set off in all directions to pursue him, and
eight of them took the road by which Kuttaul was
flying. His attendants were soon htigued, and one
man alone remained with him. Kuttaul (says one of
my informants) at this time wore a robe which was
given him by a Dervise, and by the virtue of which
he had obtained his present greatness; in the precipitation of his flight this robe fell off, and immediately
his remaining attendant became lame, and lagged behind: soon after his pursuera appeared; Kuttaul's
courage had left him with his robe, and he had recourse
to humble entreaties for mercy; some of his pupuers
answered that they were sworn, and others that he had
never shown mercy to them, and at last one of them
ran him through with a spear. Kuttaul's hmily were
all seized. Goo1 Khaun,'one of the principal conspirators, was put at the head of the tribe, and thus was
b d e d the first attempt at the subversion of the
liberties of the Dowlutkhail.
" Surwur Khaun, the eldest son of Kuttaul, was at
this time only sixteen, but he was well educated, and
endowed with great natural capacity. By the assistance of his mother, he effected his escape from prison,
and, by a train of reasoning, which could only have
occurred to an Afghaun, he was led to go straight to
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Z d e r , the brother of Gool Khaun, and throw himself
on his protection. He reached this chief's house without discovery, and Zuffer, in the true spirit of Afghaun
honour, immediately resolved to protect him, even at
the risk of his brother's destruction. He accordingly
fled with him to the Murwut country, and soon after
began to intrigue at Caubul for assistance from the
Court. Their intrigues were soon successful, and
Abdooreheem Khaun* was sent with four thousand
men to restore Surwur to his father's office.
" In the meantime, Gool Khaun had began to be
heartily tired of his magistracy. The tribe had turned
into a turbulent democracy, over which he exercised a
precarious, yet invidious, authority ; a sedition had
broken out about the property left by Kuttaul, which
Gool Khaun wished to appropriate to himself.
" The Dowlutkhail began to murmur at his government; and one of them had drawn his sword on him,
and asked, ' If he thought they had killed Kuttaul to
make h i their master ?' He was, therefore, equally
temfied at the prospect of Surwur's success, and at
the continuance of the democracy, and listened with
pleasure to an overture which Surwur made to him,
and which seemed to present the only safe retreat from
hi perilous situation. Accordingly, when Surwur approached, Goo1 Khaun's management, supported by the
terror of the royal arms, disposed the Dowlutkhail to
submit; and Surwur taking a solemn oath to forget
past injuries, they consented to receive him as their

*
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chief. This appearance of forgiveness was kept up till
d l the leading men had been got together, when eighteen
of them were seized and put to death. Goo1 Khaun was
spared, but on a subsequent quarrel, Surwur put him
also to death.
" His government was now established, all those
who could oppose him had been made away with, and
nobody in the tribe had the courage to rebel. He
continued to strengthen himself, and to put the murderers of his father to death as they fell into his
hands, till twelve years ago, when all his enemies were
extirpated, and his power wa.. at its height. Since
then he has governed with great justice and moderation ; his steady and impartial administration is popular
among the ryots, but odious to the Dowlutkhail, whose
independence it restrains."
Thus far had the story proceeded in the time of the
.elegint historian I have quoted, and the accounts I
have of it differ but slightly from the above. My
information, however, leads me to believe that KutW
Khan, before his death, had been regularly nominated
from Cabul to the government of his country, and
that he remitted sometimes fifteen thousand and sometimes twenty thousand rupees of revenue to the King;
that he was,while in this capacity, called upon to join
the royal army with the Tilk contingent of militia, on
ssme expedition to the south; that before going he
appointed his son, S u m K h q his deputy in Ti&;
and that it was during K u t W s absence that the youthful
Surwur laid the foundation of the extensive fort which
is standing at this day, and enlarged the city ; and lastly,

*
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that Kutttil Khan returned from the expedition laden
with jewels and other valuable booty, the sight of which
so excited the cupidity of the rest of the tribe, that as
much in the hope of plunder as of independence they
rose, besieged and murdered him.
I think these circumstances the more probable,
because about the year 1782, Timour Shah, of Cabul,
did send an expedition to subdue a rebellion of the
Talpoorees in Sindh, which expedition was commanded
by the very Muddud Khan whom Mr. Elphinstone
says. was Sirdar of the plain of the Indus in KuttAl
Khan's time, and who " laid waste the country (of
Sindh) with fire and sword; and so severe were his
ravages, that a dreadful famine followed his campaign ;
and the province of Sindh is said not yet to hare
recovered from what it 'suffered on that occasion."*
So that Kutthl, the friend of such a dewtator, might
well have come home " hden with jewels," and in that
case was quite certain to be plundered by his tribe, if
they were strong enough to do so.
Let me now contribute the sequel. When Sum7ur
Khan, of Kuttykheyl, had repossessed himself of the
fort and government of Tbk, he set vigorously to work
to strengthen both; collected guns, soldiers, &c., and
became a powerful independent prince. He was one of
those tnen who seem born to usurpation, and justify
their mission by using power for the benefit of mankind.
His creative genius could see future harvests on the
parched and thorny plain of TAk; and he went up in
arms to the hills, fought with the wild Vizeerees for the

*
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streams, and led the fertilizing waters down into his
country. Thus the Dowlutkheyl passed in his day from
a pastoral to a cultivating people; and as he imposed
on them a mild revenue and just laws, they had no
reason to regret the loss of their ancestral liberties;
and certainly I can myself testify that they sincerely
revere his memory, and make his acts and his laws the
standard of excellence in government. Had he lived in
the west instead of the east he would have been one
of the most civilized princes of his day, for he had a
passion for the beautiful as strong as his love of utility
and right. H e sent north, south, east, and west, for
trees and dowers of every kind, and planted them round
his 'fort and city ; and as formerly there was not a tree
in Ti&, so now there was not one in all the east of
which a specimen was not to be found here." The
luxurious private gardens of the fort were the abodes
of the choicest slaves, and the common people still teU
marvellous tales of the harem of Surwur Khan.+
When the Cabul dynasty decayed, and the sovereignty of the DCrajh was usurped by the DeraIshmael
Khan Nuwab, I am not aware that Surwur Khan ever
submitted to his authority; and as he assumed the
title of Nuwab himself, it is probable that the two
never stood to each other in any other relation than
that of iivals.

*

Mr. Masson, who visited TILk in 1826, says: "The approach
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But the resources of the little province of TPk were
unequal to a contest with the " Lion of the Punjab;"
and when the Sikhs crossed the Indus, and swept away
the Nuwab of &ra, Surwur Khan showed his usual
ability in tendering his submission, and agreeing to pay
tribute.
This tribute originally consisted of three thousand
rupees, three homes, one pair af hawks, twenty-five
camels, and eight hunting dogs ; but three years after
this was imposed, Runjeet Sing went in person arross
the Indus, and raised the Tiik tribute to sixty thousand rupees. Surwur Khan knew well that he could
not resist; and so long a s he lived, saved himself from
dishonour, and his people from oppression, by regularly
paying what was imposed on him, so that the Sikhs
had no excuse for sending a plundering army into Tiik.
When Surwur Khan died he was suaeeded by his
eldest son, Alladad Khan, a voluptuary who carried all
his father's love of pleasure to excess, without inheriting
his ability, or any other noble quality save courage.
The Sikhs thought the time was come to raise the
revenue of this tributary province; Anadad, lost in
revelry, paid no heed to his affairs, fell into arrears,
became refractory, and was crushed. He ded to the
hills, and took refuge among the Vizeerees, either his
mother, or some other of his father's wives, having
been a daughter of that tribe ; and the country of Tik
was given by Runjeet Sing as a jageer to his grandson,
Nao Nihal.
Assisted by his Vizeeree relations, Alladad made
such continual inroads into his former kingdom, that
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he almost reduced it to the b n e s s from which his
father had raised it ; and Nao Nihal, unable with his
Sikh regulars and guns to come up with an enemy
who descended by surprise, and retreated as rapidly to
the hills, threw up his jageer in disgust ; and the
Sikhs not knowing what else to do-with it, made it a
means of pensioning a few unoffending relatives and
dependents of Surwur Khan, and three Afghan chiefs,
who had been retainers of the Nuwab of 'Dera when he
gave up his Trans-Indus country.
As the terms of this jageer will illustrate the resources of the country of T&, I append them here.
For Phyinduh Khan, Khhjekzye, and the
maintenance of his family
To ditto, for keeping up ninety-seven
horsemen, to do eervice whenever
called out by the Crown
Ditto, for five zumbooruhs or camel-mivela

....

..- .

For Ashik Muhommud Khan, Aleezye, and
family
Ditto, for sixty-nine horsemen
Ditto, for five zumbooruha

..........

....

. . . . .

For Hiyht Oolluh Khan, Suddorye, and
family
*
Ditto for sixty-two horsemen

. .

. . . . . . .
. . . .

Sahibdhd Khan, Kuttykheyl, Eon of Surwur Khnn
. Khodadhd Khan, Kuttykheyl, another
sou of Surwur
Shah Niwaz Khan, Kuttykheyl, grandson
of Sunvur, and son of the refugee, Alladad
Fivc old adherent0 of the Kuttykheyl
family

. . . . . . . . .
........

..........
Total pensions and jageera

. . .

83,400
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The revenues of T& were estimated at one hundred
thousand rupees per annuk, which, pRer paying the
above, would leave sixteen thousand six hundred rupees.
Also three thousand rupees of the pensions were chargeable on the treasury of Dera Ishmael Khan ; so that
of the T& revenues nineteen thousand six hundred
rupees remained undisposed of, and this sum was
allowed to the three Afghan chiefs at the head of the
list, for the repairs and garrison of the fort of Tilk.
I may here remark that, under Surwur Khan, the
revenues of T& in the height of its prosperity varied
from one hundred and twenty-five thousand rupees to
one hundred and fifty thousand rupees per annum, but
declined immediately after his death.
Alladad Khan was by no means conciliated by these
miserable pensions to his son and relatives, and betook
himself to the Court of Cabul to implore the assistance
of Dost Muhommud Khan in recovering, not only T&,
but the whole Trans-Indus from the Sikhs. The
Ameer received him kindly, and entered into the negotiation at one time so heartily as to promise one of his
daughters in marriage to the exiled Prince; but changing his mind as to the policy of provoking farther the
conquerors of Peshawur, the promised alliance also was
broken off, and Alladad returned unassisted to retrieve
his fortunes as best he might.
The Vizeerees showed an enduring attachment to the
young chief, sprung as he was on the mother's side
from their own tribe; and these, joined by the p r e
datory Buttunnees between T& and Murwutj once more
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put Alladad Khan at the head of a hrmidable though
undisciplined m y , and chiming a time when the
Afghan Jageerdars happened to be absent at Dera, they
swept down from the Gwaleyree Pass like a tomerit,
hoping to carry the fort of Ti& by surprise.
The Afghan Jageerdsrs had left the fort in charge
of one Khooda Buksh Khan, Khuttuk, a soldier of the
most determined courage, as had been already proved
in a single combat with a Vieeree, who at one blow cut
off the Khuttuk's sword band above the wrist, and
thought he had secured the victory ; but Khooda Buksh
threw h i d forward on his adversary's breast, bore
him to the ground, and never rose till he had strangled
him in the iron grip of his lea hand.
So sudden was Alladad's descent upon his farmer
capital, that he csrried the city w& at once, and surprised the killdar's (warden) son with a small port of
the garrison in the streets ; but the alarm was given to
the fort, and the gates closed before the insurgents
could reach the ditch.
Then followed an incident well worthy of Rcunan
history.
Alladad enraged at the failure of his well-planned
measures, carried out the son of the killadar in h n t af
the walls of the fortress, and summoned the ganison to
surrender. " Give up the keys," he shuted to WooQ
Buksh, " or your son's head shall be cut off !"
The intrepid warden replied : " If I lose my son, I
can get more ; but,honour lost is neither to be recovered
nor replaced." This noble speech is related to this day
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upon the border with enthusiasm and pride, but it
found no echo then in the inhuman and vindictive heart
of the drunken exile. " Strike l" he cried to the
guards, and the youth's head rolled in the dust before
his father's eyes. A volley fiom the garrison replied
to this atrocious act, but Alladad escaped unscathed,
and having plundered and &ed the town, retired to the
hills as rapidly as he had come.*
These disturbances could not long be kept fiom the
royal ear. Nao Nihal Sing was dead, and Sher Sing
sat upon the throne. The Afghan Jageerdars of Tiik,
and Dowlut Raie, the Hindoo Governor of Dera
Ishmael Khan, had lost their best patron at the Court ;
and when Mullick Futteh Khan stood up in the Durbar, and offered to pacify the Upper DdlwjAt if Alladad
might be recalled fiom exile, and made Governor of
his former kingdom, on an allowance of twenty thousand rupees a-year, the easy remedy was joyfully accrpted, the three Afghan chiefs were ordered to give up
their jageer, and Dowlut Raie his government. Scarcely,
however, had Madad Khan, in obedience to the summons, reached the fiontier of his beloved country, than
he died. Dowlut Raie and the Afghan Jageerdars
refused to surrender their provinces to Futteh Khan;

* This etoy will reed to the reader of 1ndik history that of
*he Emperor Humkyoon, whose son, Ukbur, WM in vain exhibited to him on a funeral pile, by hie brother and rival, Kimrh.
to intimidate him from laying siege to Cabul. The Emperor,
however, ehowed lese humanity than Kimrb, for the former
went on with the siege, but the latter released the boy uninjured.
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and a series of struggles ensued between them which
long kept the Dt?raj&t in a state of anarchy.
Maharajuh Sher Sing in turn had been murdered,
and the turbulent minority of Duleep Sing begun.
The pretensions of Dowlut Raie and Futteh Khan were
supported at Lahore by the two opposing factions in
the state, and beyond the Indus by their own personal
partisans.
Mullick Futteh Khan was the idol, both of the
people and the chiefs, of almost every tribe along the
Upper Indus.
Like Cataline, he was alieni appetens, mi profusus,
and he seemed to think the revenue of the King was
collected only for him to give -away. Was a peasant
poor, or a tribe in despair at a bad season, the Mullick
remitted the revenue and sent them away happy. Had
a chief been driven into exile by Dowlut Raie, or his
father, or any Sikh chief, the Mullick either sent, or
went himself, to bring him back to his home with
honour. Had a Muhommudan fakeer been deprived of
his allowance by the avarice of his rival, Futteh Khan
restored it, and sought a blessing, perhaps, for some
deed of violence.
I t may Le easily conceived, therefore, that among a
Muhommudan people, whose code of m o d was little
more than a sliding-scale of opportunities, the openhanded Mullick would be popular, and the frontier quiet
under his rule.
Dowlut Raie, on the other hand, had not, that I am
aware of, a single friend among the chiefs; nor one
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tribe of all he ruled, who did not groan under his
exactions, and long to exchange him for Futteh Khan.
Individual partisans he had in every tribe-those in
whose favour lawsuits had been sold. The Hindoo
traders also loved him, for he protected them in their
usury, and imposed on them no share of the taxes.
As R gene& remark, however, he was odious. But
if he had no popularity, he had some artillery, and
the best soldiers on the Indus border in his pay, the
Afghan Jageerdars of TAk, and the Afghan settlers, .
known in the Punjab as the Mooltanee Puthdns (of
whom subsequently the most valuable division of my
own army was composed), and these made him more
than a match for the popular Mullick Futteh Khan,
Towannuh.
About the time of the first Sikh war with the
British, the alternations of this struggle in the Upper
DdrajL, had given the government once more to
Futteh Khan; and having ousted Dowlut Raie he
made a last effort to conciliate the three Afghan
Jageerdars of Ti&, by a solemn oath of future friendship. The Afghan Khans agreed, and they and the
Mullick met by appointment at the shrine of three
Syuds, brothers, who lived at Meanwallee, on the left
bank of the Indus, opposite to Esaukheyl, and whose
reputation for prophecy and miracles was spread
throughout the country.
Here reverently taking up the blessed Koran with
one hand, and putting the other on the head of one of
the holy men, the four deadly enemies swore solemnly
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to ca& enmity out of their hearts, and henceforward
live in peace; and the holy witness responded with a
prayer that Allah would c u m him who should forget
his vow.
The awful ceremony ended, doubts assailed the holy
man as to the issue, as he reflected calmly on the
characters of the men he had dismissed. So he summoned them all privately, and at separate times, to his
cell once more. To the Khans he said: " Beware
still ! The Mullick is a hater of all rich men, and those
who stand between him and power; it is true he has
sworn, but place no reliance on his vow."
To the Mullick he said: "My son, these men are
still your enemies, and if they can, they will take away
your life. Place no reliance on their oaths !"
Such warnings h m such a mouth were prophecies. The Khans went away to kill the Mullick,
and the Mullick molved to be before the Khans.
Both enlisted men, and watched their opportunity.
At last, one day, Payinduh Khan, the most able of
the three Afghan chiefi, came with his son to the
house of Futteh Khan, and begged him to accompany
them home, and pay a friendly visit to the other two,
Ashik Muhornmud, and Hiyat Oolluh. The ukhbar
nuvees (news-writer, or spy) had warned the Mullick
the day before, that the Afghans had held a lengthened
council, and matured their plans.
The Mullick decided on taking the initiative, and
destroying the one enemy in his power. Having sat a
little with Payinduh Khan, he left the room, and when
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Payinduh Khan mquired, after some time, where he
had gone, the Mullick sent back word " he was at
dinner, and the Khan was to wait till he had finished
.his meal !" The proud Afghans rose, at this insult,
from the ground, and Secundur Khan, Payinduh's son,
unable to control his rage, drew his sword, and cut
down the messenger in the room. This blow alone was
needed. A dozen swords were drawn in an instant,
and sheathed in the bodies of the two Afghan chiefs.*
Their retainers fled to the houses of the other Khans
with the alarm ; the drums on both sides were beaten,
and forces mustered. A desperate fight ensued in the
streets of Dera Ishmael Khan. Hiyat Oolluh Khan
escaped to the fortified garden of the Nuwab of Dera ;
but Ashik Muhornmud Khan was killed, and his house
plundered and burnt. Next day, the Nuwab gave forty
thousand rupees to Futteh Khan, to allow the remnant
of his enemies, and their families, to depart across the
Indus. And so, for the present, the Mullick was the
conqueror. He had " killed, and taken possession."
But not long did he enjoy his triuniph. The cry
of just complaint came up to the throne from the
mothers and widows of the enemies he had so unscrupulously removed, and Dowlut Raie was once more
ordered to resume the government of Dera Ishmael
Khan.
This treacherous death was no more than a just retribution to Payinduh Khan for the perjury with which he entrapped
Oomur Khan, the Chief of D~.bbund,into the hands of the Dera
Nnwab, who murdered him in wld blood.
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Alas ! for the country whose choice of Governors lies
between such men, between one who brooks no rivals
in the land, and one who leaves no people !
The Dewan arrived at Bhukkur, opposite Dera
Ishmael Khan, and sent his credentials across to
Futteh Khan. The Mullick replied, by crossing the
lndus with his forces to give him bat,&; but the
Dewan had taken up his position in a walled garden at
Bhukkur, which the irregular soldiers of the Mullick
refused to storm, and after three or four days' ineffectual demonstration, Futteh Khan returned to his own
district across the river. .
And here, as in many other instances, in the recent
history of this troubled border, was shown the great
superiority' of the Mooltanee Puthiins over any other
soldiers in those parts; for not only did they defend
their patron, the Dewan, in the -position they took up
for him at Bhukkur, and no sooner had the enemy
withdrawn across the Indus, than they boldly proposed
to follow, and put the question of who should be
Governor, to the issue of the sword, though their own
numbers were comparatively insignificant. The giver
of this counsel, 1 am pleased to mention, was Foujdar
Khan, Alizge, nephew of the murdered Ashik Muhommud Khan, and afterwards the chief officer of my force
in the war of 1848-9.
Dewan Dowlut Raie, though no hero, was wise
enough to agree to the venture, and the usual fortune
attended the daring deed.
Futteh Khan, Towannuh, amazed at the presump-
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hon of his rival, advanced eleven koss from Dera, with
about three thousand men, to meet and destroy him ;
but, on coming in sight of the small but compact
body of those same Mooltanee PuthLns, who had at
one time or another inflicted severe defeats on every
tribe composing the province of Dera Ishmael Khan,
the numerous but inexperienced peasants who adhered
to him shrank from the contest, and, remembering
former feuds, fled in every direction to their homes.
Cursing the cowardice which had lost him a province,
and the fickle popularity for which he had reduced
himself to poverty, the Mullick, with all the bad passions of his dark and vehement soul aroused, retreated
to the fort of Ukalgurh, about a mile and a half from
the town of Dera. H e had a double mission thereto save his son, whom he had left in charge of the
fortress, and to massacre the prisoners of rank he had
taken from his foes. That done, he fled, and never
again regained the government of Dera.
Let us now return from this general view of the
politics of Dera Ishmael Khan to the affairs of that
corner of the province with which this chapter is
concerned-the country of TBk.
Amongst those who fell in the cells of Ukalgurh,
was Sahibdad Khan, Khuttykheyl, the favourite son of
Surwur Khan of TBk. I n almost all Asiatic civil wars,
families divide; sometimes from personal motives, and
sometimes from common consent, to secure the family
estates, whichever side gain the victory. Sahibdad had
sided with Dowlut Raie and the Afghans, simply because
VOL. 1.
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he was net the heir of the old reigning family of Ti%,
and would profit more by keeping the heit out, than by
helping Futteh Khan to bring him in.
The'actual heir was his nephew, Shah Niwaz Khan,
~hutt~khe~
8on
l , of the deceased Alladad Khan, s
youth about twenty, who, n a t d y espousing the cause
of hie father's friend, had now become a mark for the
full vengeance of the Afghan chiefs, who held hiti fether'a
country in jageer. Of the original Jageerdars, the
reader will remember that two were slain by Futteh
Khan at Dera, at the commencement of the war; but
Hiyat Oolluh remained, and the surviving sons of
Payinduh Khan and Ashik Muhornmud shared with
him the governmeht and revenues of Tdk, in their
fathem' places.
They proceeded at once to confiscate Shah Niwaz
Khan'e pension of three thousand rupees per annum,
without any order from Lahore; and the unhappy
grandson of the p a t Surwur, thus reduced to beggaty,
abandoned his country, and became a miserable dependent on the fallen Mullick of Towannuh.
By one of those singular accidents which give interest
to a stirring life, I, who was ultimately to have charge
of the Upper IXrajtit, met this young exiled chief in
the winter of 1846, in the hills of Jummoo, upwards
of three hundred miles from T&. He had come there
in the train of the hospitable Mullick, whose active
brain discerned, in the fibellion of Sheikh hamoodeen
in Cachmere, the means of rising once more to power,
by rendering service to the British.
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One morning, my moonshee introduced two Puthins,
who, he said, w m in- distress. They were dressed in
the commonest white clothing, and had an air of misery
mingled with " ashamed to beg." They talked of
plwa I had never heard of across the Indus, and of
eventa of which I was ignorant; but I gathered that
they had seen better days, and, without attending much
to the story, gave them ten rupees between them.
They.took the money grateilly, and departed; and I
saw them no more till February of the following year,
when 1 was ordered to proceed in charge of the $st
expedition to Bunnoo.
Again my two PuthLn petitioners appeared, and
asked to be allowed to go with me, as; their native
country was also across the Indus, and they would fain
visit their homes again, if they might do so under my
protection. Moreover, their wives and familiea had
taken refuge in Bunnoo, and perhaps they might be of
service to me. I consented, and we all left Lahore
together. On the march, I naturally busied myself
with seeking information about the countries we were
going to ; and, during the heat of the day, collected a
knot of natives round me, in the shade of a tree, and
deliberately picked their brains. I t was in qne of these
conversations that our talk brought us to Tiik, and,
with my finger on the map, I asked who knew anything about that country ? One of the two Puthhs
modestly lifted up his head, and said : " My father was
once King of it!" I t was indeed Shah Niwaz Khan,
Khuttykheyl, the son of that Alladad from whom the
BB
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Sikhs had taken Tkk; 'and grandson of that Surwur
who had brought streams from the mountains to fertilize it, and turned its desert plain into a richly-cultivated land.
As his tale unfolded, I thought of my miserable ten
rupees at Jummoo, and felt deeply grieved at having
given such paltry relief to such great misfortunes.
O n inquiry, I found he had had no food for two days,
after selling his arms and a few remaining ornaments ;
so I ordered him five hundred rupees out of the treas&y, and sent him on rejoicing to Bunnoo, to see
his exiled family, and bring me tidings from the
valley.
At the conclusion of the first expedition, Shah Niwaz
accompanied me in my dktour through Murwut, Ti&,
and Dera Ishmael Khan, and thus caught a transient
peep at the tall fort of his ancestors. My tent was
pitched in an open space in the midst of a grove of
dates. " Ah !" said he, " this is where my father
used to come and see the horsemen spear the tent-peg
at the festival of the Eed, after the long fast of Rumzan.
A happy time it was I and what a treat we children
thought it to taste the young camels that were killed
and kubAbed for the evening feast !"
One of my duties was to inquire how the Sikh
officials governed the provinces intrusted to them, and
see what was the condition of the countries ahernselves. I found Tkk little more satisfactory in appearance than the countries under the immediate rule of
Dowlut Raie; but as few complaints were made to
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me by the people, I had no occasion to report more to
the Resident at Lahore than that I could not see any
signs of prosperity in the jageer of the Afghan chi&.
But it so happened that at this time great reductions
were being made by the Lahore Council in the jageers
of all the chiefs of the Punjab (unless, perhaps, their
own might be excepted!) to meet the exigencies of
the State; and one of the first things I heard on
returning to Lahore was that the jageer of T& was to
be resumed. The measure had been proposed by the
Chancellor, Rajah Deena Nhh, though he was well
known to be the chief patron of Dowlut Raie and
his friends the Afghan chiefs. Greatly as I was astonished, I could find no clue to the mystery at that
time; and the Rksident, hard pressed for finances,
readily consented to see a lakh of rupees per annum
transferred to schedule A, and the foreigners who held
it to schedule B.
The question that succeeded was, what was to be
done with T6k ? I was then, and am still, of opinion
that a people is almost always more justly ruled and
better off under the British Government than under
their own native chiefs; but I was equally of opinion,
from my own personal observation, that a Muhommuilan tribe is infinitely happier under its own' Khan, even
if he be below par, than under a bigoted Sikh official.
For this reason I had double pleasure in procuring the
restoration of the chiefs of Esaukheyl, for I believed
the change would be no better for them than for the
people ; and now that T&kwas no longer to be,n jageer,
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but to be governed by a Sikh K fd&, I unhesitatingly
made a similar recommendation, and begged. the Resident to give the charge to Shah Niwaz. He would,
it is true, no longer be an independent prince like his
father, and he would have. to collect revenue for the
Sikhs instead of for himself; but it would make him
well off in worldly circumstances, it would restore him
to his home and csuntry, and it would place over the
people a grandson of that Surwur Khan whose memory was so dear to them, and whose laws they were
always regretting.
That so sudden a turn of fortune would not inspire
Shah Niwaz with the hope of making himself independent (a doubt which must arise, and be well weighed
in such a case), I judged from his disposition, which was
humble almost ta broken-heartednesa.
The proposal pleased 6ir Heary Lawrence, who valued
power only for the good it enabled him to do; and
though tho measure was vehemently oppased by the
Sikh Chancellor, who prophesied a rebellion, and discountenanced even by the timid Tej Sing, who went
so far as to shake hi head in open counail, poor 8hah
Niwaz Khan, who yesterday had no clothes, received
a dress of honour (not much moth-eatea), and was
dispatcbed with n bounding and grateful heart to
administer the government of his native country."

* During the war of 1648-9, when the Mooltanee Puthdns
did belter service as soldiers thnn they had ever done as governom
of country, they disclosed to me the reason both of their removal
from Tak by Deena NBt4, and that official's opposition to the

.

The terms on which he rewived it were these ;-&
revenue of Ti& waa estimated at ope hundred thou~and
rupees a-year, of which he was to pay seventy-five
thousand to tha Sikh treasury, and keep twenty-five
thousapd for his own maintenauca and civil erpewcs.
The Crown was to pay the garrhn, and repairs of the
fort. This arrangement was to be at first only for one
probationary year; during whbh, if the Khan gave
satisfactiop, t4e leese ww to bs ropewed " during good
behaviow,"
This took place in the summar of 1847, Six m o ~ t h s
afterwards, 1 returned to Buanoo with the ~econcjexpedition, and during tbe whole of my stay iff t b parts,
I never had but two complaints brought agaisst the
young Khan, and both were frivolow ; while the whole
country (not only of T&, but the sdjacent valleys)
was full of hie good report. Tik proved to be on
the verge of ruis. The Afghan ohiefs h8d gcrewed
the people tW they abandoned their lands, and went
elsewhere 1 a ~ c when
l
they rewived the tidings of tbst
r e ~ v a ) ,they put the very waters of t h rivers up far
sale to the cultivators, and when these refused to pur.
ohme, hrraed the streams into the ditah of the fort cif
appointment of Bhah Niwaz. The Chancellor calculated that
when they were reduoed to deep& by loring their jageer, theg
would pay hendeomely to recover it: a golden proepect werpectedly marred by Shah Niwaz getting it for nothing ! J
am afraid the ousted Mooltanees to this day think I also recommended their removal, in order to reetore Shah Niwaz; but I
only availed myaelf of the opening. I neither made it, nor
hoped for it.
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T&, and wasted it rather than let it feed the poor.
A more wanton and iniquitous act of tyranny never
came under my cotice,---even across the Indus. Shah
Niwaz recalled the fbgitive cultivators of his tribe;
restored the revenue laws of his grandfather, Surwur
Khan ; sat daily in his own durbar, and t r a n s a c q hi4
own affairs with an ability for which none had given
him credit, and which required no assistance from middle
men; and, in short, so ruled the country which had been
intrusted to him, that it prospered and was happy.
1will mention one amusing instance of Shah Niwaz
Khan's reforms, before passing to other topics.
At the same time that he was appointed to the
charge of T&, General Van Cortlandt was appointed
to supersede Dewan Dowlut Raie in the government
of the whole province of Dera Ishmael Khan. Shah
Niwaz, t,herefore, accompanied his superior as far as
Dera, on arrival at which place they heard that T&
was in a state of siege. The Afghan Jageerdars, so
often mentioned, and now about to be removed, had
made prisoners of two Vieerees from the adjacent
mountains, and endeavoured, by pouring hot water on
the muscles of their arms, and other barbarous tortures,
to extract a heavy ransom from them, or their friends.
The prisoners found means to convey intelligence of
their situation to the tribe; and the enraged Vizeerees
rose, and descended into the plains to attack TBk, and
liberate their countrymen.
At this juncture General Cortlandt arrived at Dera,
and the beleaguered Jagwrdars of TAk called on him
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to assist them and save the town from plunder. The
General consulted with Shah Niwaz, who finally undertook to draw off the Vizeerees if the two prisoners
were given up to him, a negotiation in which he at
once succeeded. But this was not all. Shah Niwaz
fowd among the mountain host a band of outlaws
from his own country, who had formerly been his
father's soldiers, and on that account expelled by the
Jageerdm. These men revenged and fed themselves
by such constant forays across the border that they
became the dread of the country. If ever they caught
a Kuthree trader on the road, they put him up behind
them on a saddle, and bumped him off to the Vizeeree
hills, whence they made him write for a ransom suitable
to the state of his business, sometimes not less than
one thousand rupees.
At the time 1 speak of, no Hindoo dare go out of
hi village.
The leader of this daring gang was a man named
Peera. Shah Niwaz took off the ban of outlawry, and
invited him to return to Tik, pardoned of all past
offences, if he would lead an honest life for the future.
Peera joyfully agreed, and bidding a rude farewell to
the Vizeerees who had sheltered him in his misfortune
(among whom he distributed eighty camels he had lately
driven away from the plains!) he mounted the faithful
mare, to whose fleetness and endurance he had often
owed his fife, and rode into T& as proudly as any
Consul, for whom a triumph was waiting in the streets
of Rome. Nor went he without hi greeting. The
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people of the city flocked out to meet him, and dancan
and musicians led the way to his ancient hovel. Traye
of sweetmeats were there presented him, a oithn's
dinner smoked under his unaccustomed nose, the highbred m, all skin and bone from. her long marohm,
was rubbed down and messed by admiring boys and
girls ; and all night long, under the bright moon, the
most beautiful dancers of Tiik strove who fhiuld win
most smiles from the repentant outlnw. So great weo
the people's terror of him while abroad, and joy at his
adopting the pursuits of pesae.
I t was a seriea of such acts as thh that made the
appointment of 6hah Niwaz Khan a b h i n g to the
oountry of Thk.
Let us now tun from the rulera to the oountry
itself.
The town and fort of Tiik are s n a l o d within one
wall. The town- when I saw it in 1847 was fast
falling into decay, not more than sixty shops being
ocouyied, and whole stretr were witbut inhabitants.
There might, perhaps, have been t h w hundred &milies
in all, Hindoos and Muhommudane. I was told there
were ten Musjids, one Woordwaruh, and two D b w m siiluhs in the city. The whole of the town was
built of mud.
The fort was an enormous pile of the same material,
about two hundred and fifty yards square; tbe walls
were four yards thick, h d with bricks; and the
ditch five yards broad, by as many deep. Inside this
enclosure was a citadel, of which .the walls were UR-
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usually lofty; if I were to trust to my memory, I
should say not less than forty feet high. I forget
whether there was a rampart all round, but the corner
bastions were mounted with artillery of a very rattletrap description, and were ascended by a ramp from the
ground.
Agha Abbas makes a note that the outer fort had
seven gates, and the inner two, and one of the former
was called Huzzrt Eesau, the name of our Saviour
among the Muhommudans. The same accurate observer says there are t h wells in the uitadel, which
is d e d the Nourung Killah. 0x1the east and north,
the extensive walled gardens of Surwur Khan adjoin
the fort; on the south, an immense date-tree grove ;
and on the west, the city. The ground north and
west of the city and fort is rendered inaccessible by
ravines and broken ground; but nothing could be
more unmilitary than the cover aiTorded in every
other direction to an approaching enemy. The whole
wae d r e a m y out of repair when I saw it; but the
pile was so vast, that it might well su.fFioe, even in its
decay, to overawe any irregular army.
Mr. Masson says: " T l k is famed for its fruits,
which are plentiful and cheap. Its gardens yield
grapes, oranges, pomegranates, citrons, plums, kc.
East of the town is an immense grove of shlhtut,
or long mulberry-trees, which have attained a size
superior to any I have elsewhere observed."" The
cultivation of these delicacies had evidently not been

* Vol. I . pp. 49, 50.
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patronized under the Sikhs, for though the people told
me a few grapes still grew, they no longer boasted
any other fruit except the date, of which large quantities are yearly sent to Dera, KolAchee, and Ddbund.
Most exquisite rosy-cheeked apples are however obtained from the neighbouring Vizeeree hills.
A great trade is carried on between the Vizeerees
and t.he people of T& when the Governor of the
latter is wise enough to be on good terms with his
mountain neighbours. The chief article is iron, which
is brought from Kdneegoonum, the religious capital of
the Vueeree country, where the Syuds, who are their
spiritual guides, reside. Kheegoorrum would be well
worth the visit of a scientific European, who might
easily procure an escort from Shah Niwaz Khan of Tik.
It is about forty miles south-west of Ttk, in the outer
ranges of the Soolimhee hills.
Its mineral wealth is spoken of by all the mountaineers ; and is thus intelligently mentioned by Agha
Abbas who ran great risks to see it : "To the west,
in the pass, is a very lofty and extensive black mountain, called Peer Karal, in which I was informed copper
is to be found. Disputes between the neighbouring
chiefs led to the mines of this mineral being closed.
The people also believe in the existence of stones
impregnated with gold. I much wished to visit this
mountain, but was prevented by the cold and want of
a guide. Throughout the hills iron abounds, and there
must be no less than fifty or sixty manufactories.
The price of unwrought iron is three rupees (Mehrtbee)
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the pukka maund (or eighty pounds). The Vizeerees
sell the same quantity at Tiik for four rupees, and four
and a quarter. Merchants purchase it from the Vizeerees
for two and thresquarters and three rupees. The
method of extracting the iron is as follows : A pit is
dug, about three feet and a half in diameter, and the
same in depth, the top of which is closed with a perforated cover of clay, over which is spread a coat of
charcoal (which is made in great quantities in the
neighbouring hills). Over this, the stones containing
the iron are heaped, being first broken small, and
over them again charcoal is heaped.
Round this heap five or six bellows are applied.
The iron falls through the perforated' cover into the
pit, from which it is extracted to be m u g h t , before
being sold. The iron in being wrought loses threefourths and five-eighths of its weight. This process
is alone undertaken by blacksmiths.
Beyond the Peer Karal, coal is found, which is called
" Sung-i-Moomye."
I have already mentioned the Gwaleyree Pass into
the Vizeeree hills west of Bunnoo. It was explored
from Ghuznee downwards by Lieutenant Broadfoot, of
the Madras Enginem, who was killed, I believe, at
Purwan Durreh. He accompanied a Lohhee caravan
which was in the service of our Government.
It is a matter of regret to me that I have not got
that lamented officer's report upon' this pass, which he
had sc good an opportunity of reconnoitring; but it
is to be found in the Quarter-Master General's Department of the Bengal army.
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own impression is that it must either be ptac-

ticable, or easily made so, for guns, as it is the route
pursued by almost the whole of the Powinduhs
(traders) between Khorassan and Indie.
These extraordiiary merchants, whose entmprise
for the sake of commerce reminds us strongly of the
English character, are taken from several Afghan
tribes; but the principal are the Kharotees, who enter
T&kat the ddbouche of the Gomul, and there pasture
their cattle, going no farther than the DBmjilt; the
Meankheyls, who leave Ti& to their kft, and pursuing
the true bed of the. Gornul, now called Loo~ee,issue
into the D6rajlt at the Ruttee Kummur Pass in
Kokhee, and thence spread along the Darndn; and
lastly, the Nhurs, who advance by the same route,
but continue it farther in the hills, and emerge lower
dowh at Zirkunnee Pass, on the border of KoUchee
and Ddbund.
The Kharotees alone have any connection with the
country of Tik, now under consideration ; and I shall
leave the Ntlasurs to be described when we find them
in their pastures at Kolichee, and the Meankheyls
in their own country of Dribund.
But a general description of the trade carried on by
all of them may best be given here where we meet them
first.
The whole of the trade between India and Central
Asia is carried on by periodical caravans, which cross
and recross the Soolimhee mountains every year.
They are conducted by Afghan merchants, who are
generally called Lohhees, but locally in the WjAt

Powinduhs, or Povindeuhs.
The derivation of the
latter name I know not, but LohGlnee is the oommon
name of a family of tribes, enumerated by Mr. Elphinstone & the Dowlutkheyl (of TAk), the Esaukheyl,
the Murwute, the Khyssores (inhabitants of an insignificant range south of Esaukheyl), the Meankheyl
(of Drtilund), the Babhurs (of Choudwan), and
Stooraunees (of the hille west of Dera Futteh
Khan).
I t will be seen, therefore, that Lohlnee is not a
name applicable to either the Kharotees or the Nhsurs,
so I prefer calling them Powinduhe, a name which
they all acknowledge.
To any one wmmonly familiar with the internal
divisions of Afghanieten, a glance at the map of Central Asia will suffice to convey a just notion of the
enterprise these merchants have voluntarily undertaken
and suocesefully accomplished.
They aell to the
luxurious Muholnmudan at Delhi the dried fruits of
BokhAril.8, and buy at Calcutta English calico and
muslin for the soft hareme of Herit, and the savage
tribes of Toorkistan ; while midway in their path lie
the rugged Mountains of Solomon, whose snows and
torrents are friendly in comparison with the unap
peasable Vieerees who live amongst them, and carry
on against the merchants " war to the knife," year after
year, and generation after generation.
To meet the opposition that awaits them at this part
of their road, the Powinduhs are compelled to move
in large bodies of from five thousand to ten thouand,
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and regular marches and encampments are observed,
under an elected Khan, or leader, exactly like an army
moving through an enemy's country.
A day's march in the Vizeeree hills seldom passes
without a skirmish in van or rear, the cutting up of
some stragglers, or the plundering of some cattle.
Occasionally there is a regular pitched battle of the
most bloody character, when any particular event has
occurred to exasperate the hatred on both sides. The
merchants have more than once attempted to come to a
compromise with their enemies, and arrange for an
unmolested passage on payment of a fixed " black
mail," but the Vizeeree Council has invariably, and I
believe nemine dissentiente, refused the offer .of peace.
The consequence is that the Powinduhs are as much
soldiers as merchants. They are always heavily armed,
even while pasturing their flocks and herds in the
Ddrajlt, though they pay the British Government the
compliment of going unarmed into India. In appearance, with their storm-stained Afghan clothing, reckless
manners, and boisterous voices, they are the rudest of the
rude ; and though the few individuals who are deemed
sufficient to conduct the caravans into India, show a
cunning quite commercial in their mild and quiet conduct, never taking the law into their own hands, and
always appealing to the justice of the magistrates, yet
when united in large bodies, as they are throughout the
winter and spring, in the plain of the Indus, they are, or
fain would be, utterly lawless, and succumb only to
superior force. They paid heavy custom dues to the

I
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Sikh authorities on the Indus, because there was no
help for it, as their caravans would otherwise have been
seized in the Punjab ; but beyond that, the Sikhs never
ventured to interfere with them, though they commit all
sorts of depredations on the lands under the skirts of
the hills.
I hardly ever saw a Powinduh who had not one or
more wounds on his body ; and the loss of an eye
broken noses, scored skulls, lame legs, and mutilated
arms, are almost as common as freckles in England.
In the language of dog-fanciers, they are altogether
the most " hard-bitten" race of human beings I ever
saw in my life, and presently I shall have to show
that I have had personal experience of their pugnacious
qualities. I shall probably carry the marks of them to
my P'=.
The Kharotee Powinduhs, who have selected Ti& for
their pasture ground, belong, I learn from Mr. Elphmstone, to a branch of the great Ghiljee tribe of Afghans.
The parent tribe inhabits " the country situated to the
east of Kuttawaz, among the branches of the range of
Soliman;" but the country being too limited for an
increasing population, a part of them (probably the
" poor relations" who do nine-tenths of all the good in
the world) determined to go out and seek their fortune
in the Cabul and India trade, which they have ever since
pu~~ued.
The whole tribe is estimated by Mr. Elphinstone at
only five thousand or six thousand families, so that the
emigrants to TELb cannot be very numerous ; but Burnes
VOL. I.
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mentions, that out of twenty-hr thousand camek which
&ed the tenh and baggage of the whole of the merchants, the year he viaited the NrajBt, three thousand
belonged to the Kharotees.
The importance of their trade may be W h e r estimated by the fact that the Kharotees paid from ten
thoursad to twelve thousand rupees of cusbmr mnu~lly
to Surwur Khan of Tllk, when in the height of his
power.

Surwur well knew the value of his podtion at the
mouth of the Glwaleyree Pess, and built a fort called
Dubreh, or Durbuneh, to enforce pyment ftom the
K h t e e s . He even oonternplatd the ereation of a
etiU more extensive fortress, which was to force the
Nflssura and Meankheyls also to pay him tribute M m
going on to Kolichee and Drhbund ; a design in which
he would have been aided by the Vizeerees; but on
mature consideration of his poeition and means, he wisely
forbom to increase the jealousy already entertained of
him in the Damin.
There was an equally good reason why the Sikhs
should not have done it. They possessed the whole of
the Indue for their customs' line, on which a single
moonshm was BS good as an army ~t Gwalepe.
allowed even the fort of Dubreh to f611 into suah
dmy, tbat it could have been little or no protection to
its small garrison, and but for its name, might ha^^
- been abolished.
In the d i d o n of the Gwaleym Paae, ia a OramBactrian mound, of broken bricks end tiles, eimilar in
'
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character to Akra, in Bunnoo, though much smaller;
and I was informed that there are, in all, five of these
mounds on the north-west border of T& alone. This
naturally leads to the conjecture that Akra is only one
of a chain of military posts, established to defend the
plains &om the hill tribes.
I t remains now only to say of the country of T&,
that it has nothing to boast of in its climate, the insalubrity of which Mr. Masson attributes to the water.
Its people are accounted short-lived; and those only are
said to preserve their health who drink wine, and eat
much meat. But it is possible that this unorthodox use
of the grape, in a Muhommudan country, might be
traced to courtly excuses for the good living of the great
Surwur Khan, and the debauchery of his son Allrrdad.
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CHAPTER X.
FROMTi& we pass southward to Kolhhee.
Kolhhee is properly only the name of the chief
town, but commonly used to denote the whole wuntry
of the Gundapoors, which, l i e Tab, is a section of the
Damin, below the Soolimhee Range.
I t has Ti& on the north, the Mountains of Solomop
on the west, Driibund on the south-west, and Dera
Ishmael Khan on the south-east and east.
Originally it must have been about seven or eightand-twenty miles long, and about two-and-twenty wide ;
but upwards of forty years ago the Dera Nuwab annexed
a considerable slice of its best land to Dera.
A more discouraging aspect than that of the Gundapoor country, never presented itself to a tribe in
search of a place of rest. The soil is hard and
ungrateful ; one solitary stream, the Loonee, which is
nothing more than the overflow of the Gomul, visits
it on rare occasions; and scarcely a tree or shrub or
other sign of spontaneous vegetation, is to be seen. In
a word, it may be said to be dependent on kin, and very
seldom to get any !
The Gundapoors, whose native country was Speen, in
Afghanistan, would probably never have dbcended to
such an unpromising spot, had they not quarrelled with
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the rulers of Cabul, which obliged them, to a great
extent, to abandon their former life of wandering merchants between that capital and India, and take to tillage
for a livelihood.
Khan Zemiin Khan, grandfather of Surwur Khan of
Tiik, and chief of the Dowlutkheyh, first gave the
exiled Gundapoors a tract of land called " Rbrhee," on
his own waste border; and settling down, they spread
themselves over the country which now bears their
name.
The Gundapoors were originally divided into six
families : Ibraheemzye, Yiikoobzye, Hoosseinzye, Khoobeezye, U m h y e , and Dreypkuh ; who adopted the
usual rude division of the soil-giving an equal share
to each family, without reference to its numbers.
The injustice of such a division was met and carrected by a contrivance still more rude and pastoral:
viz :-a re-division every six years ; based on the principle that those who had before had the bad ground,
should in turn receive the good, and &e versd.
I t is hard to conceive how agriculture could have
been carried on in such a fluctuating state of rights;
but the fact is, that it lasted until so late as thirtyfour years ago, when the Dera Nuwab, having appropriated a considerable share of the lands to the east
and south-east, the families in possession of the north
and west refused to re-divide with their despoiled
brethren ; and from that time may be dated the landed
property of individuals.
The independence of the Gundapoors, was first dis-

I
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turbed by Muhommud Shah Niwaz Khan, the Nuwab
of Dera, who fixed an annual tribute of ten thousand
rupees upon the country. This, after five or six years,
was raised to fiReen thousand rupees, and again, after
two or three years, to thirty thousand rupees, at which
point it remained till the Nuwab's temtory passed into
the possession of the Khalsa, when Prince Nao Nihal
Sing at once raised the revenue to iifty thousand
rupees.
M e r a year, Dewan Lukkee Mull got the farm of
the whole province of Dera Ishmael Khan, and added
sundry small items, which raised the tribute of Gundapoor to sixty thousand rupees.
The burden had now become more than the country
could bear, and the Khan began to press for a reduction. H e soon quarrelled in consequence with the rapacious Dewan, who crowned the injuries he had inflicted
on the country by plundering the instrument of his
exactions, and driving him into exile.*
The chieftainship was then conferred on a more
complying member of the family, Gooldad Khan, the
present chief, son of Zuffur Khan, elder brother of
Muhommud Ali Khan, and consequently the legitimate
head of 'the Gundapoors, who had, on his father's death,
been set aside by the Dewan, from similar motives of
convenience.
he opportunity of this tardy piece of justice was

* Thb WM Muhommud Ali Khan, who is still alire to tell
the tale, rusd as noble an old m a as ia to be found on the
border.
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embraced once more to raise the revenue to sixty-four
thousand rupees a-year. The country could not by any
possibility, (in its then state of population), yield that
amount; but the new Khan, after squeezing all his
subjects, made up the deficiency out of his own purse,
rather than lose at once his country and position.
Dewan Dowlut Raie, when he succeeded his father,
Lukkee Mull, reluctantly remitted three thousand rupees ;
and the revenue of Kolhchee remained at sixty-one
thousand rupees a-year till the autumn of 1847, when I
passed through Dera Ishmael Khan, on my way back
to Lahore from the first Bunnoo expedition, and found
myself surrounded by petitioners both against Gooldad
Khan and the Dewan.
Gooldad, it appeared, had been obliged to pawn his
jewels and private property to meet the demands of his
master ; and one of the chief accusations against him,
was that of not repaying the sums he had thus borrowed to make up the revenue of the Crown I
Still louder, however, were the cries of the rate
payers. A perfect crowd of Gundapoors followed me
across the river, and presented me the following petition :
" We, the zumeendars of Gundapoor, humblg repre
sent that Dewan Dowlut Raie has made Gooldad Khan
our master; and as he is a tyrant, the country has
been ruined in consequence. The hand of his exactions
has overreached the threshold of every Afghan and
Hindoo in Gundapoor.
" I t has now pleased God to bring a British 05celn

.
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among us, and with him justice and consideration for
the poor ; and we are graW !br the hope thus afforded
us of mercy. We prey you, in God's name, to relieve
us of the intolerable burden of our present revenue, t~
abolish the oontract, and settle a ceshare of the
produoe of the soil for us to pay in future, so that we
may all know what we have to pay. Take this tyrant,
Gooldad Khan, away h r n the governmeht, and give us
some one who will rule justly, that our &ntry may
not be depopulated.
" I t is now some years since he took violent possession of lands belonging to many of the small farmers,
which he continues to enjoy. Restore these to us ; and
make him give up also the unjust fines and forfeitures
he has inflicted on us.
" I t is only five days ago since his brother set the
soldiers on us, and wounded fourteen zumeendars, for
no muse whatever. Some of the wounded were too
weak to come to complain ; but others ara here. Hear
their petition, and do justice.
" For God's sake remove Gooldad Khan, abolish the
present revenue, and give us a new settlement according to the produce. Confer a just ruler on us, and
deserve our eternal prayers."
The English reader of the above heart-stimng appeal
will hope this was a solitary case, even under the goverqment of the Sikhs ; but it was impossible to set foot i11
any corner of the province misruled by Deaan Dowlut
Raie, without being similarly assailed by the petitions
of an oppressed people.
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No sooner did Sir Henry Lawrence receive my report
of the condition of the Kolhhee country, than he moved
the Durbar to interfere, and procured a reduction of the
revenue to forty-eight thousand rupees. But the reduction came too late. The country was already ruined ;
the cultivation abandoned ; the over-taxed shops deserted ;
and the great water-dams, on which the crops are
entirely dependent, allowed to fall in pieces.
When, therefore, Dewan Dowlut Raie was superseded
by General Cortlandt, the Resident ordered me to make
an entirely new settlement of the KoUchee revenue.
Formerly the Gundapoors, when left to distribute
their own burdens, assessed themselves in the following
manner.
The Gundapoor landholders are called Toomuns, in
contradistinction to their Jut and P u t h h cultivators,
who are called Moozaruhs.
Each of the six Gundapoor divisions of toomuns was
called a Nullah." On each nullah a certain sum was
imposed, from one thousand rupees upwards ; and as
each division of the tribe had originally an equal interest
in the land (as shown in their curious custom of exchange
every six years), each nullah was represented in accounts
by s& thousand dhuddees of land ; and the tax of one
thousand rupees, or whatever it might happen to be, on
the nullah, was allotted among the toomuns, according to
the number of dhuddees of land he happened to possess.

* NuUaB means a canal, or water-course ; but it had no such
signification here, being in no way connected with the irrigation.
It waa a word arbitrarily chosen, and any other would have
done as well.
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The land of Rbrhee, which had been originally given
to the Gundapoor tribe, collectively, by Khan Zernan
of Tiik ; and in which, consequently, all the six families
of the toomuns retained an interest, was an exception
to the above. I t was divided into three hundred and
forty Kzcsaes, or water-cuts (arbitrary again, having
nothing to do with water)," and each of these was
assessed, on an average, at ten rupees.
Both of these taxes, it will be observed, fell exclusively
on the toomuns, or upper classes of actual landowners.
A capitation-tax, similar to that in Murwut, but
heavier, was next imposed on Puthhs generally; and
this not only included the toomuns, but so many of
their cultivators as could boast of being P u t h h . I t
was generally about four rupees a turban ; and being
self-imposed in the place of a land-tax, was not so
obnoxious as in Murmut, where it was superadded to
the land-tax, as " the last straw that broke the camel's
back."
Ploughs were next assessed, and this tax fell entirely
on the Juts, or inferior Moossulmh cultivators; the
PuthLn cultivators paying the turban-tax instead.
Lastly, shops were assessed very highly: from ten to
twenty rupees each.
On the produce of the land there was no direct tax
at all.

* In a similar manner the dry lands of the neighhouring
county of Ddbund were represented, in popular calculation,
by ninety-sir maunds. A maund is R weight e q d to eighty
pounds avoirdupoise.
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I t was not till Lukkee Mull raised the revenue of
Kolhhee from fifty thousand to sixty thousand rupees,
that Ali Khan first impwed a direct tax on produce,
and took oneeighth from the land. This necessitated
a new adjustment of rights between the landowner and
the cultivator, and the division of agricultural produce
became, on an average, as follows :
One-eighth to the Sirkar, or Government.
Two-eighths to the toomuns, or landlords.
Five-eighths to the moozamhs, or tenants; out of
which the tenant had to pay his plough, or turbtm-tax.
The cultivator's condition was rendered worse if his
toomun found it necessary to mortgage the property;
in which case, by a most unjust custom, one-tenth of
the tenant's share of the produce was assigned to the
girzaeewalluh (creditor), by way of interest on his
loan.
~ e r t a i n i ~not
, less than one half the land of Gundapoor was in pawn in the year 1848.
The obvious defects of the above eystem were complication of accounts, and consequent robbery of the
poor, and an unequal distribution of the burdens
of the country. My object, therefore, in remodelling
was to simplify the accounts, and equalise the burdens.
Commencing with shops, 1 taxed them at a low
and encouraging, but fixed, rate of four rupees each
a-year, with the view of recalling the hundreds which
had been driven to the neighbouring provinces by
the fluctuating, but always oppressive assessment of
former times. And, whereas, Hindoo shops had been
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exempted fiom the tax- which
on their Muhommudan neighborn, by the bigoted partiality of Prince
Nao Nihal Sing, I now put all mts upon a level. If
my d e r were insensible to the justice of the case, one
might suppose that he would bt~alive to the impolicy
of excursing Hindoos from tare in an Afghan country,
on the score of tbeir religion. This reasoning however was, I need not eay, most unpopular with the
Hindoos; and to make the new tax more palatable to
them, I devoted the proceeds to the payment of a body
of horse to patrol the western border of the Gundapoor
country, and protect it from the forays of the thievish
Sherauneea from the neighbowing h i , the chief sufferers by which were the Hindooa.
Two Hindoos had j q t been carried off by some outlawed Gundapoors, who lived among the Shmunees,
before my arrival, and -five hundred rupees each were
demanded as ransom from tbeir friends. Gooldad
Khan, the chid of the country, was either ao powerlese, or so indifferent ta this etate of things, that the
inhabitants of the town told me the robbers oame
into KoUchee itself, made purchases, baked and ate
' their choupattees at their eaee, and then laying their
hands on anything that came fmt, rode off again to
the mountains. Of course, they only plundered the
Hind-, and were protected by the Afghans.
The cammand of this horse-patrol I gave to a cousin
of the Khan's, Kaloo Khan, Gundapoor, of whose
murage I hall have more than one trait to relate.
Proceeding next to the land, I found that the oneeighth of produce, on an average of five years, had

-
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yielded twenty-one thousand nine hundred and thirteen
rupees per annum. The average total produce of the
country, therefore, was one hundred and . seventy-five
thousand three hundred and four rupees. Out of this
the Sikh Durbar insisted on not getting less than fortyeight thousand rupees; but as a new line of customs
was just then being arranged on the Indus, Gooldad
Khan was ordered to relinquish the customs he took
from merchants passing through his country, and ten
thousand rupees would be struck off his revenue in
compensation. Consequently the S i would, in
hture, demand thirty-eight thousand rupees of revenue
from Kolzichee, and leave, on an average, one hundred
and thirty-seven thousand three hundred and four.
Out of this the Khan, and the G u n d a p r toomuns, were to be provided for.
The Khan had latterly been paying upwards of ten
thousand rupees out of his own means, to make up
the deficiencies of the revenue; but he might well do
so, for he had monopolized a good deal of the best
land, and never assessed his own ground on m u n t
of the public taxes, abuses which caused great discontent among the people. To make him independent
of such irregular sources of income, provide for the
expenses of his government, and maintain himself and
hi family in the honourable manner which seemed to
me desirable for every hereditary chief of these TransIndus tribes, I allowed him fifteen thousand rupees
a-year : i. e.-ten
thousand for himself, and five thousand for his uncle, Ali Khan.
This left one hundred and twenty-two thousand

.
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three hundred and four rupees between the landlords
and the cultivators.
Between these two classes the utmost .ill-will existed.
The toomuns, who were squeezed by the Khan, who
was squeezed by the Sikh farmer of revenue, had in
turn so squeezed the moozaruhs, who came next and
last in the scale of productiop, that the latter never in
any season enjoyed a full moiety of the wretched produce of their fields. In a fertile country tiis might
. have been wealth, but on he plain of Kolhchee it was
starvation; and the peasantry, with one voice, implored that I would interfere between them and
their landlords, and set a limit to rent, as well as
revenue.
One of the fundamental doctrines of modern political economy, and one of the most just in theory, is
that prices of all kinds regulate themselves, and should
not be disturbed. But we have not to look farther
than England to see how very long prices, if left to
themselves, are in finding their just level, under every
advantage of competition, and how full of suffering is
the interval of transition, even if it be to better things.
Have the landlords of England yet reduced their rents,
so as to bear the same relation to the tenants' profits as
they did before the opening of the British ports ? If
not, they were either too low before, or are too high
now. Adjbstment there has been very little; except
between the tenant and the labourer, which being
partial is &o evil. Again, have the retail tradesmen
of England, ,with very few exceptions, reduced their
VOL. I.
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selling prices in proportion to the taxes of which ths)
have been relieved ? or is there the lesst sign of tMr
soon doing so, so as to cornpenrate the gentleman for
his loss of landed income, and the l a b for his
of wages ? I fear that in both caseg the answer must
be "No;" and however successful the great expiment of Free Trade (or non-interference) may ultimately prove, it is probably the most remarkable
instance of interference with prices that the d ' e
markets have ever seen.
To remove'the argument to India, the doctrine of
full reliance on competition for the adjustment of
prices, must be received with discretion in s m t r y
whose people follow trades by caste. This is a
disturbing influence which requires to be oorredsd
by another. As firr as my own limited exprima
goes, I should be disposed to say that empetition,
in the European sense, does not exist among the tradas
of India, but is replaced by combination ; which having
reference solely to class interests, should, I eubmit., not
be permitted to regulate prices without a check. To
give an h t r a t i o n . Grain wns dear in a large Sikh
cantonment, where there were many troops ; but cheep
in the neighbouring district, where there were no troop
to buy, and the most wretched and primaeval meem of
carriage. A regiment of Sikh infantry maruhed hm
its cantonment, where wheat flow was d i n g at 24 Ibe.
for the rupe, and halted -at e country village,
the peasantry were buying it at 48 IbS. If thiogb w m
left to the simple laws of p o W economy, the irrRog d
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one thousand new consumera would have raised the
price of flour at once to a proportionate heightaay
40 or even 35 1b. for the rupee. But did the Sikh
eoldier get it at that rate? No. The Hindoo buniyuha, who alone sold grain in the regimental bazaar,
bought the flour at perhaps forty-five in the village, and
&ed it to the soldiers in camp a few pounds cheaper
than they bought it yesterday in the dear cantonment,
or eay a profit of fifty per cent. I The soldiers, though
no political economists, would look around them for
competition ; they would refuse to buy of their own
exorbitant buniyuhe in the camp bazaar, and walk
down with their haversacks to the buniyuhs of the
village, who, having previously combined with the
buniyuhs of the camp, would assuredly ask them
exactly the eame price. I t would be a point of
honour in the trade, and no temptation of selling a
few more pounds would induae the one party to compete with the other. Indignant at being robbed, the
soldier would make a last appeal to his commandingofficer, who would send for the camp buniyuhs, when
the following examination would take place :
COLONEL. At what price did you buy your flour
wholesale thh morning in the village ?
BUNIYUH,At 46 lbs. for the rupee.
COLONEL.At what price do you now retail it ta my
men ?
BUNIYUH.At 30 lbs.
COLONEL.Why do you put fifty per cent. on an
article for which you only walked fifty yards to
procure ?
D D 2
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What the buniyuh would reply to this is unimportant, for it would probably be a falsehood; but the
political economist, in his place, would have replied :
" Because a thing is worth what it will fetch ;" and
therefore I submit to him this instance, out of many,
as a proof that the modern principles of political
economy are not to be unhesitatingly applied to all
phases of the social stab.
A sensible commanding-officer, in the every-day case
which I have quoted, would interfere, and arbitrarily
reduce the price which the buniyuhs had as arbitrarily
raised. And, to apply these remarks to the case of the
Kolgchee cultivators, they were rapidly being driven off
the soil by the hard terms of their Sikh-screwed toomune (landlords) ; and if I waited till exaction remedied
itself, the country would be without people, the toomuns
themselves without tenants, and the Government without revenue. In such a crisis, it would be little satisfaction to be told " that things had found their
level !"
Accordingly, I consented to interfere ; and, as the
toomuns declared, that, after paying out of their rent
their own share of the burdens imposed by the
Sikhs, they never had a balance of fifteen thousand
rupees a year, I settled that sum upon them, and
secured to the cultivators the remaining one hundred and seven thousand three hundred and four

r'lpees.
In other words, the cultivators had to pay nine
thousand five hundred and sixty-six rupees more than
one-third, and to enjoy nineteen t,housmd six hundred
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and fifty-two more than onehalf, of their average
agricultural produce.
In England, agriculture is not supposed to pay the
farmer on any terms less favourable than the following :
onethird rent, onethird expenses, and onethird profit ;
but in India the Government is very moderate which
takes only one-third of the gross product, and leaves
two-thirds with the landlord and his tenant.
The above settlement of the revenues of the Gundapoor country was made for a period of three years,
and is consequently now expiring. The S i Government has been meanwh.de replaced by one really anxious
for the people's welfare. Light settlements are alone
approved of by the Lahore Board of Administration;
and when next a settlement-officer goes to KolBchee,
I believe that he will find that unhappy country somewhat recovered during the last three years, but should
expect that the revenue must be lightened still. The
following statistics were collected during this settlement.
In the year 1847-8, there were one thousand four
hundred and sixty ploughs at work in the Gundapoor
country, of which not more than the odd four hundred
and sixty belonged to Jut cultivators, the rest to P u t h h
cultivators.
Each plough was calculated to work twenty beeguhs
of land ; therefore, there were twenty-nine thousand two
hundred beeguhs under cultivation. I do not remember
making a note of the relative size of a beeguh in
Kolachee ; but, supposing it to be the same as in the
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upper provinces of India, or five-eighths of an EngIiah
acre, then there were eighteen thousand two hundmd
and fifty acres under cultivation ; and the average produce being one hundred and seventy-five thousand three
hundred and four rupees, this gives a produce of
between nine and ten rupees, or about nineteen shili i g s , to each acre ; and six rupees, or twelve shillings,
to a beeguh, which I should say was m e a t ; as the
best land in the ,Upper DCraj$t, even on the banks
of the Indus, will not yield more than eight rupees
a bee&:
per annum, under the comnlon mops of
grain. In the whole rwuntry, there were the following artisam
and trades :
Goldsmiths
Printers of stuff
Potters
.
Ironsmiths
Trackers
Carpentens
Shepherds
Weavers
Butchers .

.

#

.
.

4

.
.

#*
13
33

2

.
.

.
.

23
16
99
13

* I t may twtonish my readers to hear of half a printer, but
such is the idiom of the cowtry ; and a very expressive one it
is, for it means a poor man who ought only to be taxed half as
much as his neighbours. I n the same way the owner of one
bl;llock was said to have " llalf a plough ;" and sometimes the
calculation goes to such niceties, as calling a rate-payer threequartem of a washerman."
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Bhoemakers, and other workm in leather 66
Waehemen
Oilmen
Camel-drivers
Fishermen

.

.

. 110

.

11
23

.

.
3

In the town of Kolfichee itself, there were said to be
two hundred and fifty Hindoo shops, chiefly dealers
in grain, and one hundred more scattered about the
Gundapoor villages. In the whole Gundapoor country,
there were three hundred and eighty-seven shops of
Muhommudans.
The chid towns of the Gundapoor country are Ko14chee and Tukwkuh. The former is of &iderable
size, butwas a complete wreck when I saw it in 184 8.
AU signs of the commerce, for which it was once
famous, had vanished with the agricultural prosperity
of the Gundapoor tribe. Elphinstone speaks of the
Gundapoars being " grent merchants; fifty or sixty go
every year to Khorassaun, and four times as many to
India" * A few camels from KolPchee may still join
the great Powinduh caravans on their yearly journey
to Cabd, but all trade with India has ceased.
A highly interesting circumstance connected with
the Indian trade came under my notice. Ali Khan,
Gundapoor, the uncle of the present chief, Gooldad
Khan, told me he could remember well, as a youth,
being sent by his father and elder brother with a string
of Cabdl horses, to the fair of Hudwb,on the (Aangcs.
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He also showed me a Pushtoo version of the Bible,
printed at Serampore, in 1 8 18, which he said had been
given him, thirty years before, at Hurdwdr, by an
English gentleman, who told him to "Take care of it,
and neither fling it into the fire nor the river; but
hoard it up against the day when the British should
be rulers of his country !" Ali Khan said little to afiybody of his possessing this book, but put it carefully by
in a linen cover, and produced it with great mystery,
when I came to settle the revenue of his nephew's
country, " thinking that the time predicted by the Englishman had arrived !" The only person, I believe,
to whom he had shown the volume was a Mooflnh,
who read several passages in the Old Testament, and
told Ali Khan" it was a true story, and was all about
their own Muhommudan Prophets, Father Moses and
Father Noah."
I examined the book with great interest. I t was
not printed in the Persian character, but the commbn
Pushtoo language of Afghanistan; and was the only
specimen I had ever seen of Pushtoo reduced to
writing. The accomplishment of such a translation
was a highly honourable proof of the zeal and industry of the Serampore Mission ; and should these
pages ever meet the eye of Mr. John Marshman, of
Serampore," whose own pen is consistently guided
by a love of civil order and religious truth, he may
probably be able to identify "the English gentleman"
who, thirty-two years ago on the banks of the Ganges,

*
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at the then frontier of British India, gave to a young
Afghan chief, from beyond the distant Indus, a Bible in
his own barbarous tongue, and foresaw the day when
the followers of the " Son of David" should extend their
dominion to the " Throne of Solomon."
Kolhhee is situated on the left bank of the Loonea
River, is built entirely of mud, and has a mud-wall,
about the height of a man, all round it, open at the
streets, and without gates. The district of K o h h e e
Proper consists of twenty-one " Kirrees,"-a
Pushtoo
word so entirely peculiar to a nomadic race, that I
scarcely know how to translate it. I t is not a village,
because it is movable at will; and yet it may abide
in a village, and so cannot always be a camp. Perhaps
" colony" is the best rendering.
Of these twenty-one colonies of Kokhee, five only
live outside the city in separate villages, and the other
sixteen colonies inside, occupying as many " turufs,"
or " quarters " of the town of KolLhee, of which they
constitute the main population. - Each colony has its
own shops, tradesmen, and artisans in the city, and
its own division of fields in the environs; so that, in
fact, it would be the best description of the town of
Kolhhee, to say that it was a conglomeration of
sixteen villages, standing in the middle of the lands
of all.
The Hindoos of KoUchee used to cany on a good
deal of trade with the Vizeerees, who exchnnged the
iron and timber of their hills, for corn and such
manufacture8 of the plains, as their rude state of life
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raquired ; but this in-m
was brought to r sudden
stop a f m months previous to my arrival, by mmr
Vizeeree thieves carrying off eighty camela from the
Kolhchee border, and Gooldild Khan seizing, in reprid,
a quantity of Vieeree iron, deposited for sale in a rhop
at Kolbhea. The iron was worth about fourteen
hundred rupees, but the camels w'ere worth a thoudnd
more; so the Vizeereea, thinking they had the best
of it, refueed to redeem their iron by giving up the
cnmels. This is the kind of annoyance to whiah this
border muat ever remain exposed ; but as thin is
almost the extent of it, the frontier must be acknowledged a quiet one, for an empire so great as British
India
Tukws;ruh, the only other town of any importance in
the Oundapaar country, was in a still more ruinous
condition than Kolhhee, when I saw it. Certainly
half the houses had been abandoned in cansequenoc
of the e x w i v e revenue put upon the cauntry ; and
had no intederence taken plaae, the whole of the fields
must have been left untilled. The cultivation of
T u k w h h is dependent on five large water-dams (called
in the language, Oicndeee,) on the west, or T& and
Kokhee border; but as all the water they collect is
so much intercepted from the district of Dera I s h m d
Khan, Dewan Dowlut Raie and hi father, while
Governors of Dera, were in the habit of semding eoldiers
up to T u k w h h to cut holes in the darns and let the
water flow on to k;
nor would they rllow the
Gundapoow to repair their dam a p i n till (contmy to
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below them was irrigated.
The reason of this was simple: the .Gudllpoor chief
held hia country on lesse, and wbother there wns a
harveat or no hrtrvest, he was ohliged to pay the rent.
The adtivatare of Dera had no lease, but paid the
Dewau a share of their produce, so that he was pereonally interested in their m p s being watered.
The men of Tukwilmh were disheartened at tbiq
treatment, and oeased to labour at the dams, so that
unlesa rain fell exactly at the right season the fieldti
were never even aown.
The names of the dams were as follow :
all justice) the aouutry

1. Peera Kheyl, whiuh is the bead of
9.
3.
4.
5.

dl.

Khuajukkw.
Kheendye.
Munzjhukkee.
Humranzye.

Of all these the last alone was in repair, aad when
the heavy rains which preceded my visit brought down
floods of water which would have ensured an abundant
harvest, the exasperated villagers watched it sweeping
uselessly away over their broken dams.
Aa soon as I arrived, and saw how matters atood,
I encouraged them to repair theae useful works, by
promising that they should no more be broken down,
and making as many remissions as I thought the Sikh
Durbar would saoctian ; and before I left, the drumrner
of Tukwhh had gone round with the joyful news,
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and summoned every owner of a plough to attend with
his oxen at the dams, or pay a daily fine.
The twenty-one kirrees of K o k h e e Proper only
mustered three hundred and nineteen ploughs amongst
them, while those of Tukwkuh, nineteen in number,
worked four hundred and forty-four; out of which,
however, one hundred and twenty only paid half
revenue with Tukwbuh, as they belonged to four
kirrees, called Mullung, the greater part of whose lands
had, thiiy. years before, been annexed to Dera Ishmael
Khan by the Nuwab; leaving them, emphatically,
'' not half the men they were."
When the revenue settlement of the Gundapoor
country was complete, old Ali Khan, the owner of the
Pushtoo Bible, requested me to persuade his nephew
Gooldhd Khan to let him have the farm of ?'ukwhh,
which I very gladly did, as the uncle was a wise man,
and the nephew a fool; and I am quite sure the
people profited by the exchange. The booby Gooldild,
when much perplexed with his unruly and insolvent
tribe, was wont to talk of retiring from the world, and
seeking in the primaeval cloisters of the Sooliminee
mountains a refuge against Sikh tax-gatherers, o p
pressive revenues, uncollectable cesses, and other trials
of the world below in Kolichee. How greatly I longed
each night that I might awake next morning and find
him gone ! In that event I would certainly haye installed Ali Khan in charge of the whole country of
Gundapoor. But Gooldhd was not even discreet enough
. to run away; and as I see him, in my mind's eye at

.

this moment, with his long brown ringlets hanging
dumpily over the massive shield on his shoulders, his
apple-face distended with astonishment at the simplest
question, his little eyes peering round the company
in search of some good Muhornmudan to furnish him
with any answer in the world, alld his fat fingers
crumpling his clothes in the agony of his mental
calculation ; I have only to picture him under British
rule, called up before the " Commissioner Sahib " to
account for his arrears; and little doubt remains that
he has long since repented of being born a chief!
And now, Reader, let me close this account of
Kolichee by assuring you -that you need never visit it
unless you are in search of two things-very
brave
soldiers, and very delicious melons.
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CHAPTER XI.

LETUS now, dear reader, set a good example to all
travellers, and fill up our Diary.
March 4th, 1848.-Made
a march of nine koss,
from Pdyzoo to Tukw&ruh, betweell which places the

road is over an unbroken plain of land waste for want
of water, and abandoned to the Kharotee tribe of
. Powinduhs, who pay the chief of Ti& a yearly tribute
for permission to come here and pasture their flocks of
doombuh (sheep), and droves of camels. Several camps
of them in sight; the men have a wilder and poorer
appearance than any other of the Cabul merchants.
( T u k w h h has been already described in the last
chapter).
A great many of the Tukw$ruh people have fled in
despair to Tlk, to live under Shah Niwb Khan, and
some to ~ & v u ;t " any place," they say, " better than
the KoUchee country." The last autumn revenue has
not yet been collected ; the people unable to pay, and
the Khan's sepoys unable to make them. I have at
once excused the cesses on ploughs, turbans, and shops ;
and the poor fellows seeing something done for them
have gone away to consult how to pay the rest. They
have been persuaded also to repair their water-dams,
VOL. I.
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on my guarantee that they shall not be broken any
more.
While all this is going OD,Gooldld Khan has not
even taken the trouble to meet me on his frontier,
though he knows I am come to settle the revenue of
hi country, and that things are in such a dreadful
shte it is quite a toss up whether he is turned out or
not. One thing must be said on his behalf, he was
born without common sense ; to help him, I appointed
his sensible and good-natured cou.in, Kiloo Khan, to
be his deputy ; but it appears that Gooldld, like Shakespeare's " great lubberly post-master's boy," hrrs been
crying over the indignity. " Am I not the Prince
then ? Ien't KoUchee my country ? You shan't put
it in order." He will not even let KiUoo Khan collect
the revenue for him, though he does not know how to
do it himself.
Shah Niwb Khan of TAk arrived in camp, and
gives B modat but s a t i s a r y account of his country.
His best report, however, is in the mouths of the
common people of the districts round, who already
compare him to his wise grandfather, Surwur Khan.
He shows as much moderation in his prosperity as he
did fortitude in his troubles. I cannot say what rr
happiness it is to me to have had it in my power at
once to restom him to his home, and to recover a
whole people from ruin. I t is, perhaps, the best thing
I have done on this frontier: yet it was only a happy
hit-a thought that it would do-a recommendation
to Lawrence-his ord-and
it was done. Talk of
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conjuring trees with singing birds out of a mere cb'enystone, why here is a populous country conjured up in
a a&e by the scratch of a pen. Happy Asia, where
such things may alone be done ! Sad Asia, whose
princes so seldom do them !
March 5th.-To
HutttiIee, about six koss. Forgot
it was Sunday. When shall I hear church-bells again ?
Memorandum. GooldAd Khan presented himself
this morning at T u k w h h just as I was about to
leave. He looks dreadfully bothered, and I dare say
I shall do the same when we come to the accounts.
A company of General Cortlandt's K u t k Mookhee
Regiment arrived fiom the fort of Ti& to join my
escort.
On arriving at Huttdee, gave GOOMUan interview ;
and on expressing a hope that he had prepared a full
return of the last five years' revenue as data for the
settlement, lerant that he only began it four days ago !
This after two months' notice. Sent him off to KO]&
chee to finish it, and told him I would not see him
again till he brought it. Time is of no importance
to this fat fellow. He spends it, I hear, in wrestling
.with wild beasts.
The everlasting cry of firydd, Sahib log ! ELrydd!
&y& ! (A complaint, 0 Englishman I a complaint !
a complaint I) which fills my ears all day from the crowd
around m y tent, is quite distressing ; but it seems all
revenue complaint ; and though GooldAd is M y an
idiot, he cannot justly be charged with the exactions
which the Sikhs make from Kohhee. A long and

-
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unremitting system of over-taxation has been imposed
on the province, the revenue rising as the people grew
poorer, and at last the couiltry can no more ; the ryota
abandon it, the irrigation dams decay, and the fertilizing streams escape and grow no food. The Khan
has just sense enough to blubber over the diffdties of
his position.
March 6th.-To Kokhee, about six koss. There
is hardly a vestige of cultivation to be seen in the
land. The rain fell too late. Waste-waste-waste,
on every side. wretched Kolhhee !
On arriving at the city, the whole population moved
out in a body, and raising their hands in the air, cried
out with one voice, " Furyld, Sahib log ! Furyld !" I
felt it to be a powerful appeal; and by the help of God
will, before I leave,- lighten the burdens of the poor,
and distribute them more equally on the toomuns than
they are at present. Rode through the city, and saw
no comfort anywhere.
Gooldhd Khan's mother has written me a touching
letter in favour of her son, reminding me of a circumstance I had forgotten, that I released her out of prison
last year (where Dewan Dowlut Raie had placed her as
security for the debts which her son had incurred to
pay the deficiencies of his people's revenue.) " From
that time forth," she says, " she became my purchased
slave, and has a right, by the customs of the East, to
claim my protection for her children." Nevertheless,
I refused to accept the ziyilfut of sweetmeats, &c., which
accompanied her letter, in order to appear inexorable,
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and make her hurry Gooldki in preparing the five
years' return.

The Futteh Pultun (or Regiment of Victory) arrived
from Hussun AbdM. (This was a regiment of Sikh
regulars, which Mr. John Lawrence had ordered to proceed and join me when there seemed every probability
of the Dourees invading Bunnoo. That alarm having
passed away, I directed them not to march on Bunnoo,
but KoUchee, as the tribes I was about to visit in my
tour about G h g were almost living in a state of war
with their hill neighbours, and it was necessary to have
the means of enforcing order. From Bunnoo I brought
with me two Light Horse Artillery guns, ten zumbwruhs, three companies of Infantry, and about three
hundred horsemen, which, joined with the new Sikh
regiment, made up a handy little force of about twelve
hundred men. Little did I dream how much work
was in store for them !)
March 7th.-As we were pitched in a very confined
spot yesterday, at sunrise this morning I moved the
camp to the south-west of the city, and encamped on
the bank of the Loonee. I t quite grieves me to see
this stream rushing on to waste itself in the Indus;
and reflect that, if the dams had been in repair, it
might all have been thrown over the dried-up fields.
I t is too late now. The dam cannot be repaired till
the water has run off.
A long day of settlement work, trying to extract
the accounts fiom GooldiZd's Hindoos, who have rendered none to him for six years. At the close, I recon-
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ciled GooldAd Khan to his uncle, Ali Khan, and cousin;
KUoo Khan, and begged them all to go home and help
each other in extricating themselves and their country
from the present dilemma. I also lent them a sharp
mwmhee of my own, and Shah Niwk lent them another, to help at the papers. They were very gratefhl
and happy. A beam of feeling quite made Gooldlid
look intellectual as he embraced his uncle.
Altogether a good day, though tough in this weather,
which is daily getting hotter.
March 8th.-Some
time ago I saw in the Pemian
News-letter h m KoUchee that a Ruddiir, named
Surwur Khan, had arrived tiom Rajpootin$ and given
out that he was on a special mission from Colonel
Sutherland. The circumstance escaped my memory,
or I meant to have asked more about h i ; but the
other dsy at Tukwiiruh, the said Russildblr appeared
on the line of march, and joining my escort, said
mysteriously that he would deliver his message when
we reached my tent. To my astonishment, he then
declared that the Resident of Rajpoothli had sent him
to me, "as his local knowIedge might be useful to me
in the Gwaleyree Pass to Cabul !" I asked him if he
had any writing to prove this assertion 1 He said he
had a Persian Purwinuh, which he had left at Koldchee.
The whale thing was so incredible, m d the idea so
mischievous if it should get about among the natives,
that I took hi evidence down in order to convict him,
and sent him off to Kolbhee for the letter. All I
could learn of him was, that he was a native of EolB
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chee, who had gone to India, and entered the service of
the Tonk Nuwab. To-day he came to show me the
letter Colonel Sutherland had given him, and produced
an ill-written and worsespelt introduction of himself,
addressed " to any and all of the British gentlemen" in
these parts, on a dirty scrap of paper, without signature
or seal of any kind. A forgery so clumay I never saw,
and the man must be not only a rogue but a fool. Any
one who had lived a week Trans-Indus would know it
was written by a village Syud. I quite smelt the imposture across the tent, and taxed him plainly with
having got it written in K h h e e , which he stoutly
denied. This aggravates his offence ; and as I know
not whether his " d e s i p be wicked or charitable," I
have sent him a prisoner to Dera until the Lahore
Resident can make inquiries.
Up to this moment I have never been able to make
out what this man's motives were for attempting to
deceive me, unless it was to gain importance in his
native place ; but it was only one instance out of many
that India still looks for another Cabul war.
Asiitica are never more completely deceived than by
the truth. Seldom telling it themselves, they as seldom
believe it when it is .told; and Rajah after Rajah,
Prince after Prince, in Hindoostan, has lost his dominions by suspiciously rushing into war when the British
had assured him of peace. Runjeet Sing, and the chi&
of BhAwulpoor, are the only rulers I ever could discover to have thoroughly believed in a friendly alliance ;
and security, prosperity, mid laonour, were the result.
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When Runjeet died, it became the fashion among the
Sikhs to expect a British war, and like many prophets
of evil among ourselves, they made their own prophecy come true.
The people of the Punjab and India, and probably
Afghanistan, have never for a moment given t h e
credence to Lord Ellenborough's honest proclamation
exacted from Cabul
of entire content at the ve-ce
by General Pollock. They believed firmly, even before
the last war, which oeNinly must have confirmed
their belief, t b t we are nursing projects of still farther
revenge, and making the Punjab a stepping-stone to
Cabul. You indignantly disavow such an idea, and
the hearer winks at you as if you were his accomplicelooks at you with admiration, as the best liar he ever
. saw for a white man; and when you get thoroughly
angry, walks off in raptures at your acting, and tells his
fkiends that you are the very deepest fellow he ever
met with, and will certainly rise to the GovernorGeneralship of India! Even Time, that bleacher of
sullied reputations, will never prove to native satisfaction that we desire not Cabul; and if, as from my
heart I trust, the next, arid the next generation, still
find us unburdened with that heap of stones, . they will
only say that we " let I dare not, wait upon I would."
From these remarks, the reader may guess my annoyance at finding Surwur Khan in the country under my
charge, at the very mouth of the commercid road to
C a b 4 giving out that he was sent by a British b i dent to show me the road.
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As all my days and half my nighb were occupied
at KolAchee with two questions very uninteresting to
the general reader, viz., the revenue accounts of the
Gundapoor country, and disputes between the Lahore
Durbar and Dewh MooMj of Mwltan, about customs
on the River Indus, I shall just skim over these deep
waters of the Diary, and dip, like a swallow, when I
see anything fit for food upon the surface.
March 14th.-Sent out spies to ascertain whereabouts ShahzGd Khan, the head of the N h u r trih of
Powinduhs, is lying hid under the Sheraunee hills.
The Powinduh merchants not only had to pay
customs to the Sikhs for the goods they introduced
into the Punjab, but a tax called " trinnee,"* for
liberty to pasture their camels during the winter and
spring in the DBrajfit. The camels were only counted
once in many years, and none of the merchants objected to the tax, except this ShahzGd Khan, Nbsur,
who positively and obstinately refused. He was a
thorough Afghan in his hatred of all Hindoos, and
all forms of taxation. He boasted that he had defied
Dost Muhornmud, the Ameer of Cabul, and the
Nuwab of Dera ; and was it to be supposed he would
knuckle down to the dogs of Sikhs ?
On hearing this, when I arrived at Bunnoo in the
winter, I wrote and asked him to come and talk it
over with me; but he knew he was wrong, and
would not come. I then ordered him to come, or
else to be off out of the limits of the Sikh kingdom,

* Rom the Sanscrit word t+in (grass).
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whose laws he did not like. He refused to do either.
Lastly, I wrote to m o o Khan, at Kokhee, to seize
him, but he was afhid the Nhurs would rise and
sack K & k , so he begged to be exaused. It was
diqmeable to put these things in one's pocket, but
I was obliged to do so &om Christmas to the preaent
time. Now, however, I was quite determined to clear
the account; h r the man who hopes to rule a barbarous country must first make hi orders law. Else
the barbaria~mwill very soon rule him.
%8day, March 15th.-The
spies have returned ;
saw S W d Khan, who is encamped at the foot of
the hills, with about forty of his own people only,
ready to take to the hill-side at a moment's warning.
About nine koss h m here. That section of the
N6ssurs who consider him their chief, have separated
and spread themselves along the foot of the hills in
parties, pretending to be Kharotea and not Nkurs,
Revolved it in my mind, and determined to have a
try to seize him ; but, knowing that one or two of
his spies were sitting at my own door in the m w d of
petitioners, I issued no orders ; and when the crowd
broke up at sunset, the spies probably ran home to
ShahzAd, and told him that the cavaLy had not looked
to their horse's shoes, nor the infantry to their cartridge-box-.
Just before going to bed, I sent for a
confidential man of KUoo Khan's, named Muhornmud
Koreyghee, and told him quietly to warn his young
master to be ready, with a t&w tried men, to start
with me when only one watch and a half of the night
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should be left, so ae to allow of our reaching the
- N W s .lair about break of dawn, when we could all
see each 0 t h .
I ehall take Sirdar Muhommud
Alim Khan, Banrkzye, and his two hundred Doorbee
horsemen ; the sixty Sikh regular cavalry, and twentyfive of the irregular Hindoostanee horse that are with
me on orderly duty, so as to do it all rapidly with
horse alone; but in case the alarm reach the other
camps of the tribe, and a r i s k take place in our rear,
I shall order two companies of infantry, and ten camelswivels, with twenty horse, to start with us, and move
leisurely after us in reserve. If we kil in catching
" the old bird on the nest," we shall at least bag
a lot of hi camels to pay the arrears of" trinnee."
Wednesday, March 16th. -As proposed, I got
up at midnight, and sending, one by one, for the
Barukzye Sirdar's Vukeel, the Russ6ldC of the Sikh
cavalry, the Adjutant of the Sooruj-Mookhee detachment, and the Jummadtir of the zumbooruhs, I
ordered them to get ready, with dispatch and silence,
two hundred Doorbee, and sixty Sikh regular horsG
men, to accompany me; and two hundred and fifty
&try,
with thirty rounds of ammunition each, and
twelve zumbooruhs to follow, under the Adjutant, as
8 lVSeI'VC.

When all these were ready, I summoned Colonel
Futteh Sing, of the Futteh Regiment, and made the
camp over to hie charge, in my absence ; then, joined
by Kitlo8 Khan, and about ten of his own followers
fiom the city, we set forth ; Sirdar Muhommud Alim
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and I in the centre; the Sikh R u d d % on the right
(left in front, so w to be ready to wheel up in a
moment) ; and the Ilocdnees on the left, in such
order as they were used bo. Showers had been falling
nll night, and the Loonee was so swollen, and rushing
at such a rate, that the guides remonstrated against
crossing. On we went, however, and gained the opposite bank, though not without danger, both h m the
tide and an immense quicksand, in which the whole
party got involved. I was riding a big chestnut Arab,
named, for his strength, after the hero ZAl; but at
one time he stuck so, that I thought we w m gone, and
know not how the weaker horses got through at all.
On emerging safe on the other side, I sent back orders
to the infantry reserve not to follow us over this ford,
but go higher up the river and look for a better, which
I afterwards learned they did, and got over very well,
but very wet.
We pushed on through a very ugly night, and
came in sight of the watch-fires of the Nhsur camps
about daybreak. The guides pointed out Shahztd's,
far away in the rear of all, under the outer ridges,
which lie like pebble-stones beneath the mountain
called Solomon's Throne ; and I called a halt under
the shelter of a ravine, to look at it, breathe the horses,
and let the stragglers close up. Great was then my
surprise to discover, by the morning light, that the
gallant band of nearly three hundred men had dwindled
down to about seventy or eighty ! The heroes had
taken advantage of the night to lose their way; and
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I was aRemards told by the infantry reserve that
one hundred Doorbees turned back from the middle
of the Loonee river, and declared that " the Sahib
was not going on." I told the Sikh RussiUdhr. to
muster his men : he reported twenty present out of
sixty. Of the two hundred Doorbees, there rnay
have been forty ; KiUoo Khan had about five men,
and I had about twelve or fourteen others (some of
Lumsden's Guide Corps, Orderlies, &c.)
This was clearly quite inadequate to perform the
feat for which we had c o m e v i z . to seize Shahzid
Khan in the midst of his people, and carry him off
prisoner. The stout rebel, who had fought with Dost
Muhommud, the Nuwab of Dera, and Dewan Lukkee
Mull, was not very likely to be overpowered by eighty
men ; yet I felt that it would be more honourable and
more wise, if I hoped for influence in this wild
country, to be defeated in a bold attempt, than not to
make it, &er going twelve miles to do so ; so getting
the men together, with a heart not over light, I led
them on at a gentle trot to the rebel camp.
The grey dawn was j u t removing the friendly ~ e i l
that had hitherto concealed us, the watch-fires of the
mountaineers were dying out, and we could see the
savage Cabul dogs of the merchants spring up from
beside the ashes, before their accursed howl of alarm
and warning reached our ears.
The Dooriinees now gallopped to the h n t , as if
no power on earth should prevent them from being
first in the fray; and though I succeeded in calling
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them in, and keeping them 6 t h the rest of the party,
they still whirled their guns over their heads, and
shouted valorously that they would eat up the N h r a
But the N&ssurs seemed in no hurry to be eaten,
and tumed out, at the baying of the dags and the
shouts of the Doodnees, like a nest of hornets, with
juzails, swords, clubs, and even stones.
I thought the best chance I had was to make my
few fellows fight, whether they would or no, so led
them round to the rear of the Nhur camp, and got
them between it and the hill, under a dropping fire of
bullets, which did little or no harm; then, beckoning
with my hand to the Nbsure, I told Kaloo Khan to
shout to them, in Pushtoo, to surrender; a barefaced
proposition, to which the N&surs replied only with a
handsome volley of both bulleta and abuse. " Come
on," they cried, "come on, you Feringhee dog, and
don't stand talking about surrender!" In trutb, it
was no time, for the fire was getting thick; so seeing
nothing else left, I drew my own sword, took a tight
hold of a chain bridle, given me prophetically by
Reynell Taylor, stuck the spurs into ZB1, and, calling
on all behind me to follow, plunged into the camp.
The attacking party always has such an advantage
that I am quite sure, if our men had followed up, few
as they were, they might have either seized or killed
Shahzld; but it shames me to relate, that out of
seventy or eighty, not fifteen charged, and scarcely a
dozen reached the middle of the camp.
. The dozen was composed of Muhornmud Alim Khan
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(I think I see him now with hiis blue and gold &awl
turban all knocked about his earn!) Kaloo Khan, and
L u d e n ' s Dufftrdar of Guides ; each backed by a h
firithfkl henchmen. The only officer non-inventus was
the Sikh R d d h . The dl&,
therefore, was much
. thicker in our neighbornhood than was at all pleasant,
and how we ever got out of it is unaccountable; but
we did, after cutting our way from one end to the other
of the N k u r camp. Somewhere about the middle of
it a tall r u f b , whom I was told aRerwards was Shahdd's brother, walked deliberately at me with his juzail,
and sticking it into my stomach, so that the muzzle
almost pushed me out of my saddle, fired ! The priming
flashed in the pan, and as he drew back the juzail I cut
him
over the head; but I might as well have hit
a cannon ball, the sword turned in my hand; and the
Nhur, without even rmttling his turban,commenced
re-priming his juzail, an operation which I did not stay
to see completed. Between 1845 and 1849 there was
no lack.of peril on the Punjab frontier, and I, like all
the rest, had my share; but I have always looked
back to the moment when that juzail missed fire as
the one of all my life when I looked death closest in
the iiwa
On getting out to the h h air again I looked
round and found myself with two men, one of whom
was a highwayman I had pardoned a week or ten
days before. The brave Doo&dees and Sikhs might
be seen circling and curvetting round the circumference of the camp, handsomely fobwed up by the
.
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enemy, and I was think'lng what coto pursue
when my eye fell on the N b w herd of camels tied
down in a ring. " Now," said I to the highwayman, '' the victory is ours after all," and away we
both dashed at the camels, whose long necks were
already bobbing about with fiight, like geese looking
out of a market basket. Up they all jumped, and
tore themselves free from their fastenings; and I put
a lot ef them before me, and drove them off as if I
had all my life been a moss-trooper, my friend the
thief entering heart and soul into the business, and
giving them a professional poke with his spear, which
set them stepping out gloriously. The Nihurs, who
were in charge, yelled like demons, and one " took
up a rock," as Homer would have said (a great stone
as big as his own head), and hurled it at me with
such good aim that it hit me below the knee, and
would have unhorsed me if that exoellent villain, the
highwayman, had not put his hand under my shoulder,
and tossed me back again into the saddle. The
heroes outside now joined us, and very glad I was to
see them, for the whole swarm of angry Nhsurs were
in hot pursuit of their camels. The Sikh runaways, at
this point, did something to make amends ; forming line
in the rear behind us, and keeping off the N
h with
their musketry till we had pricked the spoil quite out
of reach, when they gallopped up to us, and left the
Niissurs puffing in th8 middle of the plain.
I think none of us spoke for some time; but the
s d e had been so sharp, and might have been so

-
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serious, and most of us had been giving and taking
blows with such good-will, that our brains were busy
enough revolving the c o a events which had
crowded themselves into the last ten minutes.
When we had made about a mile I called a halt,
and looked about to see who was hit besides myself.
Three horsemen only were wounded with musket balls,
and I began to think we had got off cheaply, when a
whisper arose that " Kaloo Khan was missing !"
" Missing?" I said, " why he was by my side in
the middle of the camp just now. Who saw him
last ?" A Doorbee follower of Muhommud Alim's
spoke up and said : " He saw him knocked over the
crupper of his horse, but was too busy looking after
his own master to help any one else !"
What wils to be done? I t was certain that he was
either dead, or a prisoner. The men I had with me
would not have gone back for all the Khans in Asia;
and if they could have been persuaded, our retura
would only have been the signal for Kaloo Khan's
murder, if he still lived. The same argument applied
to the reserve of idintry, who could not now be very
far behind.
A follower of the young Khan's, well versed in
this kind of work, suggested a reprisal; and seeing
no other remedy I dispatched a messenger in search
of the reserve, with orders to turn back and surround
another NLsur camp nearer home, and close to the
fields of the Gundapoors, where resistance was impossible; and if they could, secure two or three NIssur
VOL. I.
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chiefs to exchange for Kaloo Khan. This they did,
and made prisoners of two Mullicks, one of whom was
Sir Must Khan, who divided with Shahz6Ld the chi*ship of the tribe. The reserve slso brought sway
upwards of two hundred more camels, to add to those
which we had captured from Shahdd; so that in all
we got three hundred and twenty.
I will give the oonclusion of this episode here,
instead of waiting till we find it in the Diary.
S h U Khan struck his camp immediately after
the fight, and marched away out of the Nrajht into
the Sheraunee hills, with all his flocks and herds and
people, and poor Kaloo Khan, who had got no less
than six or seven aevere, but not dangerous, sabre
cuts, over his head, shoulder, and arms, which the
NPssur women sewed up with hairs pulled out of his
own horse's tail.'
I received intelligence that Shahzld's brother was
grazing the majority of his camels on the leR bank
of the Indus, and I sent a party after him, but he
had got a message from Shahziicl first, and made a
forced march into the Mooltan territory, whence he
recrossed the Indus, and got up through the Ooshteraunee hills to his brother.
At last I gave the camels, seventy-five in number,
which i had carried off from Shahzld's own camp,
to Ali Khan, Kaloo Khan's father, who took them
to the mouth of the nearest pass, and bartered them
for his son, who returned very weak in flesh, but
stout in heart, and justly proud of his honourable
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wounds, to which, indeed, he has since added more
than one in my service, in battles where still harder
knocks were received than in the skirmish under the
Tukht-i-Sooliman.
On Kaloo Khan's teturn, Sir Must Khan and the
other IShsur hostages were dismissed with honour ;
and at parting, I bound a handsome turban round
Sir Must's head, and told him I should henceforward
consider him the chief of the N k u r clan, and treat
all who adhered to Shahdd as rebels.
Of the two hundred and forty camels camed off
by the reserve, along with Sir Must, only ten proved
to belong to Sir Must himself, and ninety-six to other
honest men, all of which were given back to them.
The remainder proved to be the property of ShahzAd
himself, who, anticipating an attack from my close
neighbourhood, had put the majority of his camels
under the charge of other NPssurs, who were on good
terms with the Sikh Government.
These, therefore, I confiscated; gave thirteen of the
finest (worth about £100) to Kaloo Khan to pay his
doctor's bill; one to each of the four wounded horse
men ; and sold the rest on account of Government,
r d i i n g thereby three thousand six hundred rupees, in
satisfaction of the fifty rupees of " trinnee" which
ShahzQdsaid "he never would pay to the dogs of Sikhs
and Feringhees !"
From that time until I left India the face of ShahzAd
Khan, ~ b s u r was
, seen no more in the pastures of the
-.DdrajAt; and though the Mooltan war raged upon the
PF 2
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frontier, and a son of Dost Muhornmud of Cabul came
down as far as Bunnoo with an army, and invited
Shahzld to join him and take revenge, the N k u r
saw farther into the future than the D o o r h e Prince,
and decried descending from his mountain hidingplace.
Nor was I ever again told by any other CabuI
merchant in the province under my charge, that he
would not come when he was called, or would not
obey the laws of the Sikh territory in which he lived,
and bought, and sold.
But I should lead those astray to whom I most
wish that these pages may be useful, if I were not to
tell them that older heads did by no m a n s approvc
of this mode of establishing authority. In demiofficial language, the Resident (Sir F. Cume) gave
me a proper good "wigging," and pointed out to mc
that it was very questionable, whether for the sake of
seizing a revenue defaulter, it was worth while to risk
the consequences which would have cnsued in the province if my life had been lost in the affair. Neither
could he approve of the reprisal made by the reserve,
and the detention of the captured Nlssurs until Kaloo
Khan mas relensed by Shahaid. He was aware that the
custom was one generally prevalent in the East, and
often successhl; but it was the duty of British officers
to set the example of doing strict justice to all, and
not to consent for the sake of doing a great right,
or gaining a great object, to do even a little wrong.
On the other hand, it is to be observed that the
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Resident was not a m , at this time, that the camels
captured by the reserve, along with the N h u r
hostages, actually proved to belong to Shahz4d;
thereby establishing that community of cause which
pervades a pastoral tribe, and may justly render the
whole responsible for the offences of any one of its
members.
March 22nd, 1848.-Hyder Chidgh, the holy man
of Belot, on the Indus, came to see me, and of course
brought a pocketfull of petitions, backed by dl the
grants that were ever issued, by dl the Delhi Kings
that ever reigned. What a characteristic difference
there is between the broad sheet, noble handwriting,
and imperial signet of the great Moghuls, and the
shabby scrap, ill-iRlitten and spelt, which bears the
seal, no bigger than one's nail, of the founder of the
Sikh Empire.*
The Belot fakeer abovementioned was vehemently
suspected of holding the Sheah doctrines of Islam;
th&gh he carefully c o n d e d it in a country where the
people are all violent Soonnees. I have never seen
races more exact in religious observances, than those

* Runjeet Sing

was far advanced in his career of conquest
before he made use of any Secretariat at all, or kept any written
accounts w h a t w e r . He waa wont to hand over the tribute of
hi provinces, aa he oollectea it, to m y Sikh who rode at hiv
right hand, and tell him, verbally, to make occasional payments,
which the horseman notched off on a stick until the money was
all spent, when he took hie stick up to Rnnjeet, and reheamed
the payments, which the monarch audited with a never-failing
memory, and then ordered the etick to be broken.
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of the Nrajilt. Whatever ocouption t h y might
be engaged in, whether business or pleasure, it was
always interrupted at the houm of prayer; and if
one forgot it, another would p d him by the sleeve,
and remind him. I n my teat, which was always full
of people concerned in some cause or other, they
would break off the conversation, and beg to be excused
for a moment ; then take a scarf, and spreading it in
the corner towards Mecca, devoutly commenca their
genuflections. If there was not room for all to pray
.
.
at once, the business in hand went on, and the d e m n
efkt of the' sonorous Arabic ejaculations of the Koian,
was oftentimes sadly marred by the evident attention
which the devotee paid to the proceedings; producing that very common squint-one eye to this
world, and one to Heaven.
Once I remember asking from those who were
not praying, how man) koss it might be to a certain
village, and received for answer " Ten ;" when a man
praying in the comer snapped one of the Propkiet's
titles in two, and called out " Fourteen," in a kind
of parenthesis between the syllables. A still more
indecorous interruption occurred during the Kolichee
settlement. One of the Gundapoor toornuns was at
his noontide prayer, while his tenant, a Jut, was
giving me his deposition as to the produce of the
estate. Suddenly we were all startled by the toomun
turning round, and saying, laThat's a lie l Wait till
I have done my prayers, and I'll tell you all about it."
As a general remark, the Afghans of the Majiit are
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wont to draw a favourable comparison between themselves and thew brethren in Western Afghanistan, by
describing the latter as " Khoodl-purust, wuleykin
KhoodCturrus naheen;" i. e. a God-worshipping, but
not God-fearing people; and, as far as my experience
goes, I think they have justice on their side.
March 24th.-This day heard of twelve cows being
carried off from the pastures of the town of Loonee,
about four koss from the hills, by some Sheraunee
horsemen. The Sheraunees occupy that part of the
~ o o i m ~ n mountains
ee
which forms the western boundary of Kolbchee ; and as they not only cany off cows
but cow-worshippers, I think of putting a small watchtower near the Zurgunnee Pass to check them.
Shah Niwaz Khan, of Ti&, has sent to let me
know that the Vizeerees, above the Gwaleyree Pass,
have restored to him a s m d gun which his father,
Alladad Khan, deposited with them for security when
expelled his kingdom, and requests my orders as to
its disposal. This is doubly strange-of
them to
have the honesty to return it, and of him to have the
wisdom to report instead of concealing it, as is the
fashion in the Punjab.
March 28th.-The
Kokhee settlement being at
last concluded, I this morning sent the camp on to
M b u n d ; remained myself at KoMchee during the day
to wind up affairs, and followed the camp in the evening.
My knee is still so bad from the Nhsur skirmish,
that I could not ride, and was obliged to be carried in a
palanquin. A desert the whole way.
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CHAPTER XII.
D R A B ~ Das, it is vulgarly pronounced, ought, I
believe, to be called " Durruh-bund;" but it is not :
like the Smythes, whom t& world insists an calling
Smith.
Dud-bund means the Closed Pass, and the chief
town with its tumbledown fort was intended by its
founders to mmmand the passes into the Sheraunee
hills, only it does not.
Drsbund is a small section of the Da& Proper,
or skirts of the hills, not extending across the DeajEt
to the Idus. I t lies south and south-west of the
country of the Gundapoors, which we have just left.
Its boundary with Kolhhee- on the north is the
Nullah, or Stream of Zirkunnee, or Sawan; on the
west, the outer ridge of the Tukht-i-Soolirnan; on
the south, with the Babhurs, a line of pillars laid
down by me, equi-distant between the two disputed
courses of the Kowruh Nullah, or Bitter Stream;
and on the east, the district of Sindh (as the natives
still say in their hereditary
or, in more
modem phrase, the district of Dera Ishmael Khan.*
Thin w of the word ia curioue, as authorities are generally
of opinion that Sindh ollly included Sungurh, which ia. south,

The Ddbund country altogeLhea is about twelve
miles by twenty-one in extent; and in character
generally resembles the neighbombg country of the
Gundapoors; but Ddbund is more undulated towards
the hills, its villages are surrounded by more trees
and vegetation, and on the whole it wears a more
cheerful and prosperous appearance.
The possemom of M u n d are the Meankheyl
Afghans, a branch of the great LoMnee tribe, who
took it from a tribe of Afghan Weem, called Surwaneea, now almoet extinct, and anotha tribe named
the Bukhtiarees, whom Elphinstone describes as having
come originally h m Persia.
Here and there a few individual Surwaneea may yet
he found. The Bukhtiarees have long since become so
mixed with their Meankheyl conquerors se to be almost
identical.
Tho subdivis'ions of Meankheyl are as follow :

I

SyudkheyZ ShBdeekhepl,
Belochkheyl, Ukkakheyl,
Ubbakheyl, Shilheekheyl,
3Iullakheyl, Gholilmkheyl,
Passnanee.

1

Oomerzye, Vnrrookee,
Mwhakheyl, M o o d u p ,
Zukkoree.

not only of I s b u d Khan, but Fatteh Khan a h . The m e
being borrowed from the river Siidh, or Indns, it wodd be
i~nturalto suppose that it should extend from the sea to the Salt
JEange*
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- The above families divided the land of D d u n d with
the Bnkhtiiirees thus: Onefourth of the country was
monopolised by the Moosehzyes, the most powerful
branch of the Meankheyl tribe. The Moosehzyes were
subdivided into four families, named : Tiijookeyl, Khinnokheyl, Muddeekheyl, Mummundzye, who gave o n e
fourth of their own onefourth of Dribund to the
Khan of the Meankheyls, on account of a canal named
Boolee, which his family had cut to inigate their lands ;
and the remaining three-fourths they again divided
into four parts, and each took one. No other family
of the Meankheyls had any interest in the lands of
the Moosehzyes, who formed a distinct colony of their
own, at a considerable town named Moosehzye, on
the southern border of the Ddbund country. The
remaining threefourths of M b u n d were first classified
as VichGbee and TandGbee, or Dry Lands and Irrigated
Lands ; and then distributed as follows :
The Vichbbee, or Dry Lands, were, for the sake of
popular calculation and comprehension, assumed to be
equal to ninety-six maunds. A maund is a weight
equal to forty seers, and a seer is equal to two English pounds.
Of the ninety-six maunds, twenty went to the
Syudkheyl, Mullakhcyl, Shiiheekheyl, and Gholirnkheyl ;
twenty to the Shldeekheyl and Belochkheyl; twenty
to the Oomenye, Vurrookee, Zukkoree, and Musshakheyl; twenty to the Ubbakheyl, Ukkakheyl, and Pussunnee ; and the remaining sixteen to the B u k h t i k s .
The Tandbbee, or Irrigated Lands, were in like
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manner represented (like the lands of Kohhee, 'described in Chapter X.) by seventy-two nullahs, or
canals, or in other words, shsres; and were distributed as follow :
Twenty to the ~ h i d e e k h e and
~ l Belochkheyl; sixteen
to the Syudkheyl, Mullakheyl, ShAheekheyl, and G b
Kmkheyl; ten nullahs and thirteen annas to the
Oomerzye, Vurrookee, Musshakheyl, and Zukkoree;
ten and a half nullahs to the Bukhtihes ; six and a
quarter to Ukkakheyl; three nullahs and fifteen annas
to Pussunnee ; and four and a half to Ubbakheyl.
In the above allotment it will be observed, that
wherever fradional parts of the nullah, or canal, fall
to the share of a tribe, the fraction is called an " anna"
Now, an anna is a copper piece of money, the sixteenth
part of a rupee; and consequently the integral nullah,
or canal, is assumed to be equal to a rupee--that is, a
running stream to a silver coin ! A punster d
l see
a very natural connection between these symbols in
their mutual currency; but more sober inquirers will
be amazed at the barbarism and absence of the very
simplet land measures, which could drive a people to
the standards of money and avoirdupoise for the division of a plane surface. Nevertheless these rude substitutes were very handy to a people ignorant of vulgar
and decimal fractions ; for as the shares of land were to
determine the amount of revenue in coin, or grain, due
from each shareholder, no measure could be more to the
point than fractional shares of coin and weight.*

*

A mathematical friend hee even dimovered great merit in
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These divisions, whioh were made when the Meankheyla first took the country from the Surwanees and
B u k h h , have held good to the present day ; and
every village in Drsbund, except those of the Moosehzyes, whose aeparate quarter has been before described,
is still parcelled out by the above standard, to every
family of the Meaukheyla.
The merchant landowners themselves live 'dltogether
in their chief town of DAbund, like Irish landlords
in London; and beyond receiving their shares of the
rent, have no concern whatever with the villages, which
are inhabited only by the moosdruha (cultivating
tenants). There is, however, this honourable distinction between them and the generality of Irish landlords, whether Saxon or Celtic: the rent which they
consider fair, they take directly h m the people ; and
if mountain-robbers come down to plunder the people's
fields, the gentlemen of Meankheyl take horse, and
sword, and shield, and venture their lives in defence
of their tenantry; whereas, with some few exceptions,
such as those of the Marquis of Lansdowne, Lord
Bantry, and Mr. Herbert, of M u c h , the estates
I lately passed through in Ireland seemed not merely
to be harried, but actually occupied by chevaliers d7indwtrie, called in the language of the country " Middle
men," to whom it appeared to me, that both the tenants
-and the landlords paid very black mail indeed.
the practice ; aince the rupee gives a system of fractions based
on a modulua 16, which haa no leas than three divisions ; a
very great advantage. 80 a h of the maund."
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But to return from Ireland to the Indus.
When the Dowlutkheyls settled in T& and the
Gundapoon in Kolhhee, they gave up, as tribes, their
migratory commerce with Khorassan, though individual
merchants from both countries still join the yearly
caravans of the Powinduhs.
But the Meankheyls of Dribund adopted a wiser
plan, and used their agricultural settlement in Drribund
as a centre for their commerce, midway between their
two great termini-India and B o k h h .
Half at least of the tribe, with all their women and
children, as in the days when they had no local habitation, are constantly engaged in the common traffic,
while the rest carry on the common agriculture; and
the benefit of this double enterprise is conspicuously
visible in the superior wealth and prosperity of the
Meankheyls, to that of any other tribe in the Dfrman;
unless, indeed, their sauthern neighbours, the BAbhurs,
who have followed a similar policy, may dispute the
palm with them.
I t will be presently shown that the Meankheyl agriculture is favoured by very light taxes ; but it is less to
this than to their commerce that the riches of the tribe
are to be traced. Their caravans are the most valuable
that come to India from Khorassan, containing less
fruit than those of the Nhsurs and Kharotees, and
more stuffs and dyes. The result is seen in their
personal appearance and conduct. They dress better,
live better, behave better, and are altogether less savage
than the other Powinduh tribes. The sense of wealth
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gives an importance and .respectability to their manners,
and they have too much at stake to involve themselves
in quarrels with any Government, however exacting.
4 Meankheyl merchant will remonstrate with all the
eloquence of avarice, and bribe with all the generosity
of a smuggler, but he seldom or never resists ill-used
authority with the vulgar desperation of a needy
man.
Another sign of their being well to do in the world is this: the Meankheyls do not take military service.
They hold the opinion of the song, that " he may
take castles who has not a groat ;"and are not ashamed
to own that they had rather lead caravans through the
defiles and snows of the Soolimiinee Range, than armies
into that profitless breach, where the "exchange" is
against both parties. But let me do them justice :
this is worldly wisdom, and not cowardice. A small
band of Meankheyls followed me, out of gratitude, to
Mooltan ; and Hussun Khan, their chief, died in ieadiig
them to the front.
I could gain no information of the condition of the
Meankheyls of Drhbund, under the Kings of Cabul;
but they subsequently fell, at the same time as their
neighbours, under the dominion of the Nuwab or
Dera Ishmael Khan, who commenced by imposing on
them a light tribute of eleven thousand rupees, and
raised it, as he gained strength, to eighteen thousand
per annum.
A t this time the head of the Meankheyls was Oomur
VOL. I.

G 0

'

Khan, an able and ambitious men, who having usurped
the chiefbinship of his own tribe, was mueh more
indined to destroy ib independence himself, than ta
submit to an interloping conqberor; and the Nukab,
finding him in the way, sent one of his most hoable captains with a Koran, to swear a solemn oath of
peace with him. The oath was accepted, thd Koran
opened, and the whole party knelt down to pray, when
the Khan was seized by some g w d e h r n behind, and
camed off a prisoner !
The Nuwab of Dera rode out on thd Ddbund
road in the evening to meet the returning captain,
not without muah anxiety as to the result ; and when
he saw Oomur Khan a prisoner, he got into such good
humour, that he had his head chopped off on the
sD;dl
The " captain " in this story was that Payinduh
Khan, afterwards one of the Jttgeerd4ra of Th, who
was treacherously murdered by Mullick Futteh K h a ,
Towannuh. My reader, who has perused both take,
will probably think he was well served.
The other chracter-the Nuwab-still &ee,
but
has been equally overtaken by the Nemesis of Time.
With a princely pension of nearly a lakh of r u p per
annum, and every luxury that Eestetn wealth can
furnish, hi existence is a curse, in "linked" m u e y
" long drawn out." A fire cansumee his body, whioh
the coolest sherbet cannot quench, nor ice ewbirrguishl
and there the once strong man, whose great& +de
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it used to be to wrestle with the Roosturns of hb Oeurt,
wastes away, an effeminate hypochondriac, whose slaves
restlessly fan him all the winter, and sprinkle him with
ewete of water aU the summer. Without the vii-tue of
Diogenes, his happin- is confined withh the narrow
limits of a tub.
In time he too fell a victim to the treachery of a more
powerful neighbour; and the Gikhs bdvanced their
frontier from the Indue to the Soolirnhe h g e .
The wvenue of D d h d waa nuw changed. Instead
of a fixed tribute of eighteen thousand rupees a-year,
Prince Nao Nihal Sing decided on taking -from the
agriculturists one-seventh of the produse of their land ;
from the therohants one thousand rupesrr &year trinnee,
or gtazing-talt; and a like sum *om the shopkeepers
and artisans. The effect of this new arrangement was
to get about three thousand rupees a-year rdore than
formerly from the merchants and landowners of D A
bund ; but it was still a very :~nusu@ light tributt!,
with reference to the resources of the country; and
I have always accounted for it by supposing that it was
a prudent concession to a very powerful tribe, whose
commerce might be expected to contribute. more largely
than their agriculture to the public treasury,
Nao Nihal Sing's settlement of the Drhbudd revenue
held good until Dewan Lukkee Mull got the farmihg
of the province of Dera Ishmael Khan, when t h ~ tingenious financier added the followhg ibems to the
account :
G G 2
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.UP-

350

{

'51
100
600

{

60

250

{

O'

{

1500

{

Total 3400

As pocket-money for the mu of the conquered
Nuwab of Den.
Both meaning expenses of the
Thhrdiree.
"ril government, police. colUmmuldkree.
ledions, kc.
Price of camels which he said were ordered by the
Crown, and therefore could not be paid for !
Surdaiee (i. e. to provide cool drinks for the
&wan, when he came into that hot country !)
To purchase a fine horse, which the Dewm
WM to buy (being a good judge), and present
to the Maharajuh, in the name of the unhappy men of Drhbund !
To purchase dogs for the same purpose, the
Maharajuh being very fond of dogs I
o pay for the hire of the cameln, which the
Dewan entertained to carry away the C r m
share of the produce of Drdbund !
Nutnucma, or a doucew to the Dewan to take
no more !
Additionnl taxes totally unauthorted.

-

For barefaced impudence, I suppose nothing in thc
whole history of taxation can exceed the above ; and
the sufferers who recounted the. items to me, coulri
not help laughing at them themselves.
Afler Dewan Lukkee Mull's death, Dowlut Raic
. followed dutifully in his father's steps, and abated not
a fraction of these irregular demands, but took anythmg
more he could pick up ; yet all the inquiries I made. led
me to believe, that, one year with another, twenty
thousand rupees (mihrabee, of fourteen annas each)
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was as much revenue as D d h d ever .yielded to the
Sikhs.
In the Lahore Durbar Office, the revenue of M b u n d
was registered at forty-one thousand rupees; but this
sum was an estimate spitefully made by Mullick Futteh
Khan, Towannuh, in order to get the rent raised on his
enemy, Dowlut Raie; and the Mullick mas caught in
his own trap, for, when called to give an account of
his own stewardship of those countries, the revenue
of Ddbund was assumed to be what he had himself
deposed.
The Lahore Government, indeed, had little or no
means of ascertaining what any of their Upper TransIndus territories produced ; for they always farmed the
revenues to contractors, like Lukkee Mull, Dowlut Raie,
and Futteh Khan, and consequently never knew the
details of profit or loss. But in the Hindoo year 1903,
in n fit of jealousy, they refused to let Dowlut Raie rent
the province of Ishmael Khan, and only employed him
as their own agent. The returns of this period, therefore, were the only authentic records which the Lahore
Durbar possessed of the revenues of M b u n d ; and
they extend over a year and a half. They are as
follow :

Land

. . .

Cesses, Fines, kc.

Total

.

.
..

BUPICLB.

13671
10237

4
11

6
3

23908

15

9

.

Lrad
Cesses,

. . .
Fines, Bc. .

aVPsm.

,377780

.

4096

8

3

gupposing these three half years to have yielded
average harvests, then an average year's reveoue of
M b u n d , under the Sikhs, was twenty thousend five
hundred and twenty-two rupees ;which, as I eaid before,
is probably a just estimate.
But, as I was ordered to make a new settlement of
d the countries under my charge, I caused the Sikh
K b d k to prepare a statement of the payments, fbr
the last six years, fiorn the Pillage records; whieh he
did, and exhibited an average of only seventeen thousand
fbur hundred and forty-seven ; of which eleven thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight were horn the oneseventh of land produce, one thousand and %-ibur
from taxes on shops, and h u r thousand five hundred
and five from other cesses, which fell on the landownem
exchrsively.
The condition of the people, under this state of the
revenue, was as hllows :
First, the C r o h took oneseventh of land p'oduo~.
The second clqirn was by right that of the Khan of
the tribe, now Uzeern Khan, the second and only surviving son of the murdered Oomur Khan. H e was
entitled to one-tenth of the remaining six-sevenths of
produce from the Vichbbee, or Dry Lands; the value
of which tithe was about one thousand four hundred
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rupeee +year. From the Tasdbbee, or Irrigated Lands,
he wag allowed no tithe at all. The Noosehzye side
of the tribe gave him a quarter of their whole produce in consideration of the benefit they derived from
Oornur Khap's aanal, d e d B~alee; and the incame
of thii was about nilias hundred rupm a-ywr. He hgd
besides a considerable income from his own private
property, but this hae nothing to do with his position
tq ghief of the Mpwkheyls.
U~eern K ~ w , though of s good disposition and
chrrpaote~, waa totally destitute af the spirit and ability
of& father, or his elder m d deceased brother, Futteh
Khan; so Dewan Dewlut R ~ i emgarded him as a fat
ram, and wrifid him forthwith, by oo~hoatingone,
half of all his poslseg~ions, public or private. So gross
act of opp~essimrequired an " indulgencey-that blasphemaus bargajp which man presumes to make with his
God iq other churcbes besides that of Rame. The
Bodee revenue from Moosehaye was laid at the feet of
4 priest, call4 Pupza Muhornmud, who sanctified with
h& beqediolion the robbery of the rest.
Ope of my first acts in Pdbund was to restore
Uzeem Khan's private proprty, and his tit,he of the
Dry Lt!nde, though I c o m m u ~the latter iota a pension
of one tbausand mpees a~year, ta be paid him out of
the Government revenue. The Baolee property I could
not restore, for the Maoseheyee disputed it ; and the
w e was yet untried when the Madtan war brake out.
Aftas the Crawn md the Khan, the next daim war
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that of the Meankheyl landlords, who proceeded to pay
out of the balance whatever irregular cesses the Dewans
imposed, and then took a full two-sevenths for thernselves out of the remainder; thus leaving between
threesevenths and four-sevenths to the cultivator, or
about one-half. This was the custom in the Vichbbee,
or Dry Lands.
In the TandBbee, or Irrigated Lands, the account
was considerably modified by the landlord furnishing
his tenant with the seed, and taking four-sevenths
and a quarter of produce in consequence; but twosevenths, or equivalent thereto was the share of probce
which the Meankheyl zumeendars professed to pocket
by the arrangement. In d e d , however contrary to
the custom of all the other countries Trans-Indus, the
cultivators of the irrigated lan& were worse off in
M b u n d than the cultivators of the lands dependent
on rain: still they must have been comfortably situated,
for they merely grumbled ; which is and has been incidental to cultivators since the days of Cain. They did
not scream .when they caught sight of a European
coming to their assistance, like the people of Kokhee,
Murwut, and Ders FutNh Khan. Indeed, when I
ordered the Meankheyls to let it in future be optional
with their tenants to take seed, or find it themselves,
many preferred the old arrangement.
Thus, in Ddbund, all parties were well off but the
Government ; and it was obviously inconsistent that
the Meankheyl landowners should enjoy double the
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revenue of their Sikh conquerors. The sword was
the title-deed of both; and whatever virtue there may
be in conquest is assuredly strength.
Accordingly, in remodelling the revenues of Dnibund,
I raised the share of Government from one-seventh
to onefifth, and reduced the share of the earlier conquerors from two-sevenths to onesixth, which was
afterwards raised to an equal share with Government,
in consideration of the following military service.
Great part of the arable lands of Ddbund, which
lie next to the hills, are waste, in consequence of the
depredations of the Sheraunees. This thievish tribe,
which inhabits the eastern slopes of the great mountain
called Solomon's Throne, used to be at peace with the
Meankheyls, until one D@veeDoss, who w.as the Sikh
Kh& of X b u n d in Lukkee Mull's time, hung a
Sheraunee, -who had been caught in the village of
Zirgunnee, on suspicion of theft. The mountaineers
watched an opportunity, when the majority of the
Meankheyls were absent repairing a dam at some distance from the town; and making a rapid descent on
Dhbund, plundered it of everything they could lay
their hands on. On this, the KArdAr told the Meankheyls they must either be enemies of the Sheraunees
or of the Government, and a regular feud was established. The Shemunees made a second descent in
Mullick Futteh Khan's time, and the loss of life on
both these occasions only sharpened the mutual animosity. In the language of the country, " buddee,"
or evil doings, have been rife between the Sheraunees
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and Meaakheyls ever since. Every now and thea, UI
OR the Kobhee border, the Shmuneea oamed off a
Hindoo, and ransomed him far sums vwying h r n five
hundred to one thousand ~ p e e a ;so that I f o d all
the Kuthreea of Ddbund living in the homes of their
Meankheyl mastem for pmteotion. Nay, mom, there
were no less than five vill8%BQ on the Ddbund M e r
(Shah Alum, Zirkunnee, Esau Khan Kee Kote, L$
Khan Kea Kete, and Musbau Kee Ghurpee), whitsh, to
m
p
e farther devastation, gave onsfourt8en$h of their
wopa as b k mail to there pests of the hntier.
Against theae incuraianr the Government (pmba
at Drtibund wuld not p a i b l y protect the people; for
Wbund, if built with that view as ita name implies,
ehould haie been set between the cultivatioq and the
me, where88 it is behind the cultivation 1 and by the
time the alarm was brought fram the fields to the
fort, the Sharaunee plunderers had re-entered the mountain passes with thek booty : eo finding the fbrt u s e
lea, the pesple abapdand the fields in h n t sf its loss of ground whioh I maid to reoover, by
advanoing the outpost fmm Dribund to a spot called
Goo1 Hubeeh, between the town and the pass, where a
deserted fort still stood. It was requisite, however,
to strengthen the garrison, if they were to hold suoh a
bold position; and the Meankheyle agreed to furnish
twenty-five horsemen for. permanent duty at this o u t
post, and ten others at Moaseheye, fbr the protection
of that town; an which oonditians I raised thek share
from onegixth to mec.fifth.
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Finally,I left the bqd-mynt thus ;

.. ,. . .. ... 1671s
1000
932
. . .17640
Total taken from the cultivator .
. 36284
PVPIII.

hrernment
TheKbop
,
Percentage to heada of villages
Meankheyl landlords
Total left with the cultivator

!

. .

61716
. .

Total average produce of land of
bund per annum

Dr$-

. . . .

Besides the above, I irppaaed a amall tar sf four
rupees on every shop, whether Hindao ar Muborn
mudan. Frevioudy, the Hindao ahop w e ~ eexouaed,
and a tax of ape thousand mpeer levied fmm the
Muhommudans alone.
I fbund in all M b u n d r

. . . . .
. . . .
. .
Blacksmiths .
. . . .
Pottera .
. . .
Weavers .
. . . .
Carpenters
. . . . .

Washermen
Cameldrivers.
Lsathetsellets and rhoemakerr

25)*

1
l!2

9
11
714

12

. . . . . ?
. . . . 1
.
. . 8
. . . . . -I)
Total Muhommudan tradesmen .
. 150
Hindoa dealers in grain, LC. ,
.88
Total shops in Dntbund .
. . !298
Gpldslpiths

Shepherds
.
Cotton-spinners
Fishermen

* It

has been elsewhere explained that

" kdf a tradeeWPQ''
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The tax of four rupees each on these would yield
nine hundred and fifty-two rupees a year; so that
the Government nett revenue of Dhbund was fixed at
seventeen thousand six hundred and sixty-four rupees.
I have less confidence in the return made to me of
houses and males in M b u n d , as it is possible it
might have been influenced by the belief, so common
among native^, that a ruler can have no motive for
taking a census of heads or houses, except that of
imposing a poll-tax or house-tax.
The number of houses registered in all Ddbund was
only one thousand five hundred and forty-five, and
males, three thousand three hundred and seventy-four.
The extent of land registered was eighty-six thousand
nine hundred and twenty-six ghoomaos.* Of this, thirtysix thousand seven hundred were waste ; thirty thousand
five hundred and fifty capable of cultivation, under
proper protection and encouragement ; and nineteen
thousand six hundred and seventy-six actually d t i vated, of which six thousand two hundred and fifty-six
were TandBbee or Irrigated, and thirteen thousand four
hundred and twenty VichBbee or Dry Lands.
There were six hundred and fifty-four ploughs in
occupation, so that each worked about thirty ghoomaos,
and each ghoomao produced about five rupees, or ten
shillings a-year.
means one reduced, and only capable of bearing half the burdens
that hia fellows do.
* A ghoomao is es much land aa can be ploughed in one day
by one pair of bullocks.
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I t remains now only to mention the towns and hiIl
frontier of Ddbund.
The chief town, h m which the country derives its
name, is built of mud; and when I saw it, it was
dirty and ruinous. I t had a covered bazaar of very
melancholy dimensions, and a fort, which, in fact, was
a bad stable-yard, in the middle of the town, and surrounded by much better houses, h m the tops of which
the garrison might be massacred. Below the town, to
the eastward, a stream called the Lahoruh, which issues
from the Sheraunee hills, at the Pass of Mbund, flows
in a very deep ravine.
The only thing of which Drzibund has to boast is,
I believe, a single mangoe-tree, the fruit of which
has such a delicious flavour, that Runjeet Sing used
to have it sent to him at Lahore.
About three miles from Ddbund, to the south,
stands Moosehzye, which is by far the best town in
the Meankheyl country, tho*
it is only the capital
of one quarter. It is larger, cleaner, and mow prosperous than M b u n d ; and though it is situated close to
the mouth of the Zam Pass into the Sheraunee hills, its
gallant and worthy chief, Hussun Khan, had managed
to defend the colony against all the attempts of the
Sheraunees. His manly form and face are still before
my sight, and his merry voice still rings in my ear,
though the silent grave cloded over both beneath the
field he helped to win at Suddoosilm."
One word as to the hill frontier of this country.

*

See the account of that battle in Vol. rr.

I ehplored iB one morning with a party of fifiy or
sixty horsemen, with a view to ascertaining the p i t i u n
d the paam by which the Shernunees deacedd to
plunder, and how they might best be guarded against.
From the ri$ht benk of the Zirkunnee, or S a m
stream, which ima from the Zirkunnee Pam, Bnd
is the b o u n d y of Drhbund with '~olirchee, to the
Kowruh Nullah, or Bit& Stteam, which irsuea fmm
the Pam of Zani, and in the' h h d q of Ddbund
with Ohawlwan, ia a distance of between ten and
twelve milea+ and €hie is the mountain or westmfi
frontier of Drgbund.
It odntdins three passer i b b the hill wuntry of
tbe 8haa-a:
fiz, the ~irkunnee, on the northGat of Mbund 1 the Driibund Pass, nearly due weot ;
and the Zam, south-weut.
The Pass of Zirkunnee is about two koss from the
a g e of the same name, which ia in the country
of M b u n d . It is from this pase that the majority
of the Sherauneea isme to harass the Qundagoom of
Kohhee; and it was my intention to have repaired
the walls of the village of Zirkunnee, and made it a
~trongoutpost for the Kobhee patrols, although, in
fact, a short distanm beyond their border.
The village of Zirkumee is the exclusive property
of a oolony of Sheikha, who are fakeers, descendants
of a celebrated fakeer named Sheikh Hyder, to whom,
in days past, the Botunnees are said to have given the
land. A stream of the purest water reach- the village
from the pas, and its oourse is marked by several
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noble ~heesbum-treeii,which give the spot a picturesque
appeetance. Zitkunnee is tendered still move remark-,
able by tim eemd ground wntaining the cem&ria of
the Powindub ; on the mbth;w&t that of the Meenkheyla of Drabund, and on the north-wat that of the
N k u t e , who habnt the pastures of KblLhee. The
graves are compactly d e of piled stones ; some all
white, m f d l l y releoted ; ahd all hive b e , upright
st6bes plaoed at the head (klem), The Bheikhs of
~
~
e notwithebonding
e
,
their sacred chatacter, live
ia great fear of $he Sheraweee, to whoa they pay
on~fourtemth of their gops as black mail, which
shows thst the Ghem~beesate not very superskitioas,
as, to colladt this Mack mail, they have to pass the
aiydrut ( p h of pilgrirdags) of Gheikh Hy&r himself,
which is in the mouth of the Zkhrnnee Pass.
The pebe iteelf vi& held, at the time I speak of,
by Ameer Khan, end Vieeer Khan, Sheraunees, who
were likewise lord of the land in the hills behind it.
I t i by the Zikunnae Pass that caravans go to
Kandahar.
About five or six nliles ta the sou& of the
Zikkunnee Pess, ie the Pass of Dribund, the mouth
of which is about eight milw fiotn Driibund itself.
Nut ray far from midwar between the town and the
Pass of M b u n d , but rather nearer to the latter, are.
ruins of the fotmer fort af. Akhoond, Goo1 Hubeeb.
This Akhmnd, I was informed, belonged to' a tribe
d e d Hurrid, o o n n d with the Sheraunees ; the same
probably as that of " Hurreepaul," mentioned by Mr.

'
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Elphitone as a branch of the Sheraunees, residing
" in the hills and valleys at the western base of Tukht-iSoolimaun."* He was consequently under no apprehension from his friends the Sheraunees, and thought to
settle quietly on the lands in Ddbund, which their
depredations had laid waste and which nobody else
dared to occupy. Scarcely, however, had he built his
mud fort than he found himself attacked by ' the
Meankheylees, who refused to let him occupy the
ground, since they could not occupy it themselves.
So there lay the fort in ruins, and the fields untilled; and this is the spot which I designed, and still
reoommend the civil officer who has succeeded me
to adopt, for the M b u n d outpost, as it is hardly
necessary to say that it is from this pass that the
Sherauneea approach the town.
Close to the fort of Gool Hubeeb stands a rainfurrowed mound, caned by the people a " Dheyr," and
which would probably prove to be another link in the
chain of Graeco-Bactrian outposts mentioned in my
description of the fiontier of Tiik.
F'rom the Ddbund Pass issues the Lahoruh, which
flows by Driibund town; and a small branch of it,
whose course is beautifully marked and shaded by
sheeshum-trees, confers one 'more advantage on the site
of Gool Hubeeb.
About five miles from the Pass of Ddbund, and
farther to the south, is the Pass of Z h , from which
flows a stream which is the ancient boundary between
'

See "Elphinstone's

Caubul," Vol.

11.

p. 78.

.
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the Meankheyls of Moosehzye, and the Babhurs of
Choudwan; and which has caused a bloody feud by
dividing into two branches, and leaving a debatable
land between them, of the settlement of which I shall
have occasion to tell the reader presently.
I t is from this pass that the Sheraunees attack the
town and lands of Moosehzye ; but that town is itself
well situated to resist them, if kept well garrisoned
and well repaired.
The land along the whole length of the frontier I
have described is waste throughout a breadth of
about four miles ; half of which, nearest to the hills,
is stony and unfit for culture; and the other half
good arable land, but abandoned through fear of the
Sheraunees.
I cannot close this Chapter better than by referring
my reader to Chap. 111. Vol. 11. of " Mi. Elphinstone's
Caubul," for a highly interesting account of the Sheraunee people.
My own opinion as to how such 'enemies are to be
treated, will be humbly offered in a later portion of
this book.
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CHAPTER XIII.

THErevenue settlement detailed in the last chapter
detained me at Dribund from 28th March to 7th
April, 1848, by which time the weather had become
so hot and suffocating under the lee of the Soolimbee
mountains, where a breath of air was never known to
blow, that I was quite glad to gallop on to Choudwan, and fancy that I was one march nearer in hope,
though not in distance, to my summer quarters in
Bunnw. How all our hearts would have sunk if in
the then dull monotony of peacdd toils, and unstirred
by the challenge of war, we had been told that we
had neither roof nor rest before us for the burning
months of summer; and instead of forgetting our
fitigues in Duleepgurh, were to be ' encamped for
months on a fiery plain under the fortress of Mooltan, with nothing but a few folds of canvas between
us and the sun !
Choudwan, or the country of the Babhurs, is part of
the jageer, or estate, on which the Sikhs pensioned
Nuwab Sher Muhommud Khan, of Dera Ishmael Khan,
when they appropriated his Trans-Indus country. Consequently it was not under my control, and I have no
farther information concerning it than might be acquired
by any traveller passing through. I shall, therefore, only

L
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attempt to convey m y own impression of it to the
reader, and then resume my Diary.
The country of Choudwan, like W b u n d , Kolhhee
and TBk, is a .section of the eastern D a m h of the
SoolimQneeRange, having Drhbund on the north, the
Ooshteraunee lowlands on the south, KuheereeonIndus on the east, and tbs Shemunee end Ooshtereunee hilh on the west.
These hills decide its western boundary ; its eastem
1 do not know ; its southern is the Sheyrun Rode, a
stream which issues &om the Ooshteraunee hills bewegn
the town of Choudwan and the village of Jog-i-Rin&n ;
and its nortbern boundary is a stream called the
Kowrub Nullah, or Bitter Stream, aoncerning the
identity of which there is a dispute of a hupdred
years standing between the Babhurs of Choudwan aad
the Mesnkheyls of Moosehzye ; and as the Eeud diptubed the peace of my province, 1 halted a 4ay at
Choudwan to settle it,
The Babhurs were in posseaion of g e t t e n order
from Ahmud Shah of Cabul, ta a Sirdar rimed
Juhan Khan, directing h i to proceed to the Dsrdn,
and settle the boundaries of the Meankheyls with both
the Gmdapoora aad the Babhurs. Thio document
was ninety yetus d d ; a d it was accompwied by
anotber containing the Sirdar's decision, by ~ h i c hthe
Sawan, or Z i r b n e e Nullah, was oettled to be the
boundary between PrCtbund and Kobhee, snd ths
Nullah called Kowruh between Ddbwld and Choudwan. The authenticity of both documents was wknow-
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ledged on both sides ; but a question had elisea ae to
which was the Kowruh Nullah duded to.
There is a little rivulet about two hundred yards
to the south of Moosehzye which is d e d Kowruh
to this day, and this the Babhun &intineed to be
the boundary of Juhan Khrm's d e i o n .
There is another, aad largar one, about two koee to
the south of Mowhzye, which is called Turkhabee,
end this the Meankbeyls d e c l d to be the ancient
KO&.
Kowruh and Turkhbbee, both mean the same; viz.,
bitter water. The former is a corrupt Hindee word,
the latter ie a corrupt Persisn one ; and the identity
of the two names seemed to be put beyond dispute
when I amstained that the two rivulets which bore
them were, in fact, bmches of one river which issues
from the Zam Pass, divides, end stter s double oourse
of ten or twelve miles, reunites and goes on towards
the Indus.
The " debatable land" is that which the two branches
enclase; sad so many battlea had been fought about
it that it was called " The Bloody Border," a baptiern
renewed each year.
Forty years ago the Guadapoon stepped in as
mediators to stay the bloodshed, and decided that the
land b e e n the two streams should be left waste;
but both sides had lately begun to cultivate again, and
another struggle for the mastery was expected.
At this crisis I wrived, and finally deoided that
the land should be equally divided by a line of pillars
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from the division to the junction of the branches, and
each tribe take the half next to its own border; and,
more effectually to prevent a quarrel about the division,
I left a moons+ of my own to erect the pillars.
Both the Babhurs and the Meankheyls were delighted
with a settlement which increased their territory without
touching their honour, and confessed to me that if any
other tribe taunted them with giving up half of what
they had claimed, they would lay the blame on my
shoulders, and say "the Sahib was Mdlik (master),
to do as he liked ; and what could they do 1"
The civil or political officer in India meets with few
greater pleasures in the course of his duty than the
adjustment of a boundary feud. I t takes such a load
of anxiety off the heart of every living being on both
sides; the greybeards who were watching over the
common weal ; the youths whose swords were its '
support; the mothers who wondered if their sons
would escape again ; the maiden and the wife who
wept already to think how they would weep; each
and all look up with such grateful eyes at the
mysterious benefactor who, clad in the invisible
armour of the great Government he serves, walks
singly and unarmed along the boundary, followed now
by the plough, and soon by golden harvqts ; that dull
inded, and wanting in philanthropy must he be if he
can behold the scene and not feel how " blessed are
the peace-makers."
I am aware that it is considered as one of the
most difficult of cases that come before a district officer,
'
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but only because it is looked at with the eyes of a
surveyor, or a lawyer. Take higher ground and look
down on the contending villages with the eye of a
common friend and master; and you will see clearly
the golden rule of boundary settlements, that the " strict
rights of the parties are secondary in importance to the
paramount necessity of a final settlement."
The picturesque town of Chsudwan, unlike that of
W b u n d , is advanced to the extreme edge of the
cultivation of the country, which is about three milea
from the foot of the hills. It is a very considerable
place, and has a more prosperous and civilized appearance than any other in the Upper D h a n . A clear
stream, which I believe comes from the Zam Pass,
runs through its whole length, and waters numerous
gardens, whose trees throw a cool shade over the
streets. In the rear of the town, instead of the front,
stands R mud fort, built by Dewan Lukkee Mull, about
six years ago, for the double purpose of assisting the
Nuwab of Dera to overawe his tenants, the Babhurs,
and of taking customs from the Powinduhs, who
would otherwise have stolen down the foot of the
hills into the Mooltan territory at Sungurh, and so
escaped the payment of one set of tolls.
Dewan Lukkee Mull died at Choudwan, before the'
fort was finished.
The country to the east of Choudwnn is highly
cultivated, and more fertile than that of either DrAbund
or Kolichee ; but the plain to the west and south,
though the soil is excellent, is quite barren for want
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of water. Not a blade of grass grows on it, and its
scanty brakes of tamarisk and camel-thorn are the
chosen haunts of the wild antelope.
Some Babhur huntsmen caught a beautiful variety
of this graceful animal, and presented it to me, with.
the ~SWULICB that no snakes would come near me
while it remained in my possession, as it killed and
eat them ! Hence the people of the oountry call it
the m'rkhdr (eater of serpents).
Mr. Elphinstone found the Babhuro, forty ye- ego,
" a civilieed tribe, much addicted to merchandise, and,
on the whole, the richest and most flourishing of the
tribes of ~bmaun." I found them still maintaining
this preeainepce, i+ndconsider them the most superior
race in the whole of the Trans-Indus countries of the
Punjab. In complexion, too, they are the fairest,
and show the most evident traces of northern extraction.
Their bravery has been s f i i e n t l y established by
their blood feud with the powerful M d h e y l s , whom
they almost rival in commerce also; and their general
intelligence as a tribe has given rise to many proverbs.
One says that " a Babhur fool is a Gundapoor sage ;"
and another tells how the Babhure ventured into
agricultural partnership with the devil, and gave him
his choice of the roots or stalks of the harvest. The
devii choosing the stalks, they sowed nothing but
onions, carrots, and turnips. The devil, very naturally
annoyed, insisted next harvest on getting the roots;
so the Babhurs grew wheat and sugar.

1
I

I
I

One such proverb is as good ~s u book to the
practical student of national character.
The revenue prhich Choudwan p y s to the Nuwab
i,I believe, not more than tea thoumud rupees a-year.
. The passes in the hill border of the Babhurs are
as follow :-The Zam, described in the last chapter;
the To-,
about three miles south of the Zam; eud
the Sheynm, about six miles south of the TOW.
The two former lead into the Sherauuee, and the last
into the Ooshteraunee hills.
The Sheraunees do not plunder the Choudwan
country, partly owing to the reputation of the Babhurs
for bmvery, and partly to the admirable position of
the town, to the rear of which an enemy must pass
before he could reach the cultivated lands. Nevertheless, the Ijindoos of Cboudwan, about the time I
speak of, obtai~edan introduction to the Sheraunee
faotnesees, through the kind offices of one Muhommud
Sudeek Khan, a Kandaharee mldier of good family,
who, with his followers, had long been in the service of
the Nuwab 'of Dera, and whose pay fding into arreara,
without any prospect of speedy liquidation, he took his
leave, and passing through the ~ u w h ' jageer
s
at Choudwan, walked off with a. whole marriage pmcaesion of
Hindoos, and carried bride, bridegroom, friends, and
fiddlers, into the grim defiles of the Sheraunees, whence
they were ransomed by their relations for four thousand
rupees.
Whenever this story was told among the Afghan
tribes of tho Dt?rajit, it &cited roars af laughter; for
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Hindoos, in their eyes, are as fair game as a hare or
a partridge; and I believe nobody enjoyed the joke
more than the Nuwab, whose insolvency had caused
the mischief. Had I remained in the province, I would
certainly have seen that he repaid the ransom, and probably he has long since found himself (albeit a Nuwab)
defendant in a British Court of Justice versus the
despised Hindoo; and, still more foreign to Oriental
notions, been obliged to pay !
And now, reader, you know as much about Choudwan
as I do ; so let us get on with our travels.
Immediately to the south of Choudwan, and separated from it, as has before been noticed, by the ,
Sheyrun stream, are the lowland possessions of the
Ooshteraunees, who are accounted the bravest tribe in
the Soolimiinee Range. Mr. Elphinstone calls them
Stooreaunees ; but having seen a good deal of them,
and had upwards of two hundred of their wild infantry
in the ranks of my own force during the Mooltan war,
I cannot be mistaken on this point. Nor do 1 feel
certain that Mr. Elphinstone is correct in stating that
they conquered their country (i. e. the lowland part of
which we are now speaking) " not long ago, from the
Bdoches of Damaun." His .book was written forty
years ago, so this would make it half a century since
the Ooshteraunees encroached upon the plain below
their hills ; and certainly there is a quarrel on the same
subject, still fresh at the present day, between the Kusranee Beloochees and the Ooshteraunees ; but each maintain that they are the aborigines, and their rivals mere
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immigrants from other parts ; while the evidence, if
anything, favours the Ooshteraunees.
All that can be said, therefore, about this part of the
frontier is, that from the boundary of Choudwan to the
boundary of Vahowah, in the district of Sungurh, in the
Sikh province of Mooltan, the skirts of the hills are
contested by the Ooshteraunees and the Kusranees;
the former being most firmly established on the north,
about Ghoreewalluh, and the latter on the south, about
Dowlutwalluh.
The lowlaid villages of the Ooshteraunees are still
called " kirrees" and "jags," or camps; showing how
recently they have passed from being a pastoral to an
agricultural tribe. Their names are as follows : Jbg-i.Rindhn, Mohbnuh Kee Jag, Mungul, Kirree ShPmozye,
Boozdkon Kee Jag.
The extent of arable ground they occupy is said to
b e twenty thousand ghoomhos ; but never more than
three thousand rupees of land revenue (at the low rate
of onetenth of produce) was obtained from it by the
Sikhs ; they had, however, a custom station at Ghoreowalluh, which brought in twelve thousand rupees
a-year. Of late years, the Ooshteraunees had kept
no terms whatever with the Sikh a d & at Dera
Futteh Khan, and he used in consequence to take
what he could by violence and surprise, driving off
their cattle, &c. The Dowlutwalluh district, which is
in the hands of the Kusranees, was sub-let to them by a
Kolhhee Belooch, named H6t Khan, who paid a rent
of one thousand fivc hundred rupees a-year to the Sikhs
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for it. I t is said to be ten thousand ghoombs of land.
Nothing can be more miserable than these two districts, and the t n i must be very badly d indeed h r
amntry who think it worth while to fight for this. It
is a plain, half stones, half sand, and barren almost
everywhere.
Believe me, dear reader, that it is with the greatest
compunction I ask you to march over it ; but we shall
never get to our j m e y ' s end unless we do.
DIARY RESUMED.

M m h 28th, 1848. Camp, Drhfid.-Received
new camplaints against the O o s h u n e e s , mn
id their

I

I

aggressions. The chief of them, one Ubdoona Khan,
hae written a Zaccmic note to H8t Khan, of Dowlutw d u h , telling him to " move off, and abandon the
country to the Ooshterarmees, or else defend it like a
man !" This is business-Eke; and f have ordered up
reinforcements fiom G+ng to DowlntcPalluh, and given
the Kusranees permission to resist with the sword. In
a few days 1 shall reach there myself.
Ubdoolla Khan's rival in the tribe, Fdteh Khan by
name, has wisely selected this opportunity to do a good
thing for himse& and ruin Ubdoolla, by tendering submission. I hare told him to come in as fist as he likes.
Mmch 29th.-Ta-day, I wrote also to Ubdooh Wan,
Ooshtmunee, and advised him to come in before his
r i d , Futteh Khan. What a convenient thing it is
that these mountaineers never agree! But this may
be said of the whole East. f once heard Mr. John
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Lawrence divided it into two classes, the '' zhs" and
the " mnzlooms"-the
tyrads and the oppressed, the
conquerom and the conquered, the ins and the ants.
It is a satisfedion to reflect, that whatever m t r y yon
march against, ym have friends within the @n,
a
perty ready-made to pour hand; the outs, who want
lands, and castles, and titles, and thrones, that somebody else has taken away from them. How taken S
Ask, and you wiJl be told, "Uz rah-i-Heenuhzoree, o
eoohm." (By violence and wrong I) Turn to the ins,
and aerk them : " Bnh zor-i-shumshQ, o juwanrnurdeei-khood !" (By the strength of my sword, and my o m
bravery !) is the reply.
April 1st.-Ubdoolla
Khan, Ooshteraunee, has
written to some fiienda of his in my camp, asking
their advice as to what he had bdter do-take
to the
hills, or come into the Sahib? In one of the notes,
he uses the amusing phrase : "You see times are
changed I" I tmt they are, and that this border will
gradnally be pacified, now Sikh W h have got a
cbeck upon them; but do what we will, Afghans
cannot subsist very long without a feud.
April 5th.-UbdooIla Khan has sent in his brother,
Myran Kban, a fine young fellow, who expressed every
submi(rsion on his brdher's p
t
,if I would investigate
the causes of the d i s t n r k . UbdooIla will come into
me at Chondwan. He said : " Hitherto every Hakim
had been ejther a robber or a liar; end had so harassed
d deceived the Ooshtemunees, that they had p b dered and lied in retaliation. Now that a truth-speaking
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E n g l i s h had anived, the Ooshteraunees wished to
know if it was to be p e w or war? If peace, they
would gladly settle down quietly on the temtory allotted
them. If war, they would take their chance, for God
was great."
I trust this affair may be peaadidly
sctt!ed, but the ill-blood between the sides is very great.
April 7th. Camp, Choudwan.-Ubdoolla
Khan,
Ooshteraunee, came in (ricling on a camel), and made
his submission. He is a wild, bold-looking chap,
with long, brown hair, yellow moustache, and cold,
grey eyes. H e enjoys a reputation half saintly, half
soldierly, like a mediaeval bishop; is considered invincible and indnerable; and miracles run in the
family as incurably as consumption or snub noses.
His account of the Kusranee and Ooshteraunee quarrel
is, that Yoosoof Khan,. Kusranee, came and begged
land from the Ooshteraunees to settle on, and it was
given him in charity. In a few years koosoof's settlement had become firmly established; and then the
Ooshteraunees began to lose their cattle, and to be
plundered continuany. They accused Yoosoof Khan's
people, who denied it. They replied : " W e were never
robbed before by our neighbours, the Kethrans and the
Babhurs; but since you Kusranees have come, our
cattle go." Yoosoof Khan swore oaths to keep the
peace, and broke them. Once or twice the Ooshteraunees and Kethrans collected together to drive out
' this ungrateful settler; but each time Yoosoof begged
himself off with abject prayers. But the Ooshteraunees
can no longer put up with him, &c.
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April 9th, Choudwm.-I deem it important, now
that I have the opportunity to reconnoitre the whole
length of the hi frontier of Cortlandt's province, and
especially the Ooshteraunee country, which has lately
been the scene of such a bloody feud. Ubdoolla Khan
has done all in his power to dissuade me from going
through his country, by hints of hi inability to restrain
the whole of the tribe : " God forbid, that an attack
should be made on the Sahib !" &c. This decides it ;
we must go, if only to show these brags of the border,
that we don't care a fig for them. There is, however,
some doubt whether water is procurable on the route
under the hills; so I have sent horsemen to see.
Yoosoof Khan, Kusranee, Ubdoolla's enemy, arrived
in camp to make hi bow, and tell his side of the
story ; but as I had half an hour before received
information that yesterday, in spite of my orders to
keep the peace unless attacked, his people made a
foray into the Ooshteraunee country, and carried off
twelve cows, I refused to see him until the cattle were
restored. Accordingly he went back in haste to effect
a restitution.
The Babhurs of Choudwan were so rejoiced at the
settlement last night of their boundary dispute with
the Meankheyls, that the whole town " made a night of
it," with drums and song, dancing and illumination.
April 10th.-The horsemen reporting a pond of
rain-water at Jbg-i-Rindh, about six koss from Choudwan, I marched there this morning. A dry plain all
the way. Saw several antelopes, which were very beauVOL. I.
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tiful; but felt, as a Governor, that I would rather see
mwe. 38g-i-Rindh is a small village of about thirty
or forty hub. The pond h i s h e d us with plenty of
water, but rather bitter. Tha hills about two k o ~
distant.
Memorandum. 1 o h e that, to a ~WBOI at
Kohhee, the T u k h t i - S o o l W e northern end eaems
just abreast of him ; at Ddbund, its centre ; and at
Choudwan, its southern end. Here we look back
to it.
J u t before leaving Choudwan, K u t a Khan, the most
influential chid of the Sheraunees, sent overtures
through Akhoond Goo1 Muhommud, Babhur, and expressed a wbh to have an interview, I could not wait
for this, but encouraged him to come to me at Dera
Ishmael Khan, when I will gladly entertain either him
or his eldest son, with a few retainers ; a plan by which
almuat any hill chief may be kept quiet and made
useful.
April 1 I tho-Marched from Jag-i-Rindhn to Dowlutwduh, between seven and eight koss. Still a barren
plain, but more sandy than yesterday. A dirty pond
of rain, and a trickling nullah of brackish water from
the Kowruh Rode, or Bitter Stream, was all that our
men had to drink. Effects highly medicinal.
About four kose from Jag-i-Rindh I turned off the
direct road to visit Goorwdee, or Goorwalluh, a cornpact little mud fort, which rtands in an admirable
position. It is about sixty yards quare, ha a ram*
and loop-bolee, and is a very derviceable affair ; but the

-
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well is bitter, andthe p r i s o n weak. I t is aa outpaat
of GirOsg, on the Indus. The warden is a little, ugly
Eusofiye, named Fakeer Muhommud, who seemed wry
happy in thia out-of-the-way comer of the world, spoke
affedionrttely of the fort, and only hinted that ain&en
men were not enough to hold it.
These EusofEyes are as much meant for horrid o u t
posh where there is no water, as camala for the deoert.
One of them is worth the salt of sin Hindooehnees
in such a situation.
A few Kuthrees' h u b are huddled round the foot of
Goorwalluh.
Dowlutwalluh, whem we are emampod, is a lam
village, but very muoh the worse for a siege, which it
lately endured from the Ooehtmaunees, who got into
the outside houses, bored holes in the walls, and fired
away from w d e r this shelter at the #usranees in
Dowlutwalluh fort, a dilapidated tower of burnt bricks,
two stories high, with s still more dilapidated wall. I n
this fort lives the ohief zumeeadar, ~ 6 Khan,
t
KolAchee
(not derived from Kolichee in the Gundapoor country,
but a tribe of Beloochees). If the story I hear of
him is true, the country is either the rightful property
of the Ooshteraunees, or else the latter conquered it
from the Beloochees a very long time ago. It nuls
thus: H8t Khan was originally a servaut of Ubdoofla
Khan, Ooshtemwee's father, who, as a reward, gave
him so much ground out of his own pastures to cuE
tivate, with the very ~rirnitive agreement that each
was to take as much of the crapa as the necessities of
11
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his own household required. The farm throve, and at
last Hat Khan thought it would be better to pay a light
revenue to a regular ruler, than go share and share alike
with a friend who was no longer useful to him. So
he put himself under the protection of the Nuwab of
Dera, and shook off his benefactor. .Another settler,
Yoosoof Khan, Kusranee, then came and begged some
spare lands of the 0oshtem.unees; sat himself down to
cultivate ; invited more of his countrymen to follow ;
and when strong enough declared the lands his own,
and died himself with Hat Khan of Dowlutwalluh.
The latter was getting old and paralytic, and he at
last was as glad to give up his Dowlutwalluh fafm to
the active Yoosoof, as Yoosoof was to get the fort as a
base of operations for the future.
Now commenced that series of forays and raids on
the Ooshteraunee lowlanders about Goorwalluh, which
determined them to call down their mountain friends
and expel these ungrateful Kusranees from the soil.
Fights and murders followed ; and about a month
before I reached the country, the Ooshteraunees of
hill and plain, assisted by a neighbouring tribe called
Kethrans, descended and laid siege to Dowlutwalluh.
But Yoosoof, too, had summoned his clan from the
rear, and though the Kusranees were driven out of the
village into the fort, they defended the crazy citadel
with such obstinacy, that the Ooshteraunees were unable
to take it, and drew off to recruit their strength.
In this defence the gamson had seventeen of their
number killed, and many wounded, and would probably
,
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have been unable to sustain a second siege ; but the
report of my approach with troops and guns produced
a timely suspension of hostilities, and I now find myself
saddled with the dispute.
Memorandum.-Besides
the Sheyrun Pass, which
is their boundary, the Ooshteraunees have three passes
into their own .hills : the Oormuck, which leads to the
head-quarters of the tribe ; the Vooch, or Kooeh Bharuh,
which is frequented by the Powinduh caravans, and is
in the hands of Futteh Khan ; and Kooeh Peyor, which
is in the hands of Ubdoolla Khan.
As our next march will take us to the Indus, and
the tide of war will soon o'erflow, and sweep away the
very memory of these peaceful labours, I will here
chronicle the happy ending of the Ooshteraunee and
Kusranee feud. Knowing their superstitious natures,
I d e d in a holy priest, and explaining to- him my
earnest wish to put an end to this bloody strife, I bade
him take up his Koran, and follow me to the bank of
the Indus, where I had already assembled the chiefs
and followers of the contending sides. There, leading
in the priest, I addressed the assembly, recounted the
forays of the last few years, and the barren fields and
desolate hearths they had occasioned ; the consequent
poverty of the people, and resentment of the Government ; and my own determination to treat either party
as an enemy who should in future bring disgrace upon
my head, by appealing to the sword, instead of me,
for justice. " You know your own boundaries well
enough," I said; " they are written down in your
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though you nay you have got no p a p ; snd
Allah aees them, though I oannot, This holy man
will ayou both on the K o m , Tell him a lie
at your peril. Declare your bounddes n k , once fbr
all, and I will see you stick to them, Then there
wffl be p e w , and you will all-cultivate, and get rich,
and be good fkienda with Government; and there'
*ill be no necessity for an army to come with guns
pod could put pour heads into, and blow all your
villagw away like a whirlwind. Aa for the pest, everybody's honour is satisfied. The Kusraneeb ptide themselves on being thieves, end they atole the Ooshtertbunee
cattle ; the Ooshteraunees pride themselves on being
brave, and they killed the Kueranees in the fight.
Now begin a new score ; shake handb ; and when you
have done swearing, come dong to my tent, where
there is a new turban for every follower, e shawl for
every chief, and a good dinner for everybodyb"
I then left them to the priest, who frightened them
dreadfully, 1 wm told, and then made them swear on
the Korah to keep the peace and their own boundaries ;
after which, they all got dresaea of honour, and dined
togethet without stabbing any one. Once only during
the war did I hear of this peace being disturbed.
h t t e h Khan, Ooshtmunee, followed me to Moolm,
with aIl hi retainers; and one day he came to me,
boiling with rage, and requested a furlough : " so many
days to go home ; k day to stay and shoot a Busranee,
who had stolen one of his goats; and so many days
to come back again. On his honour," he said, a he
he&,
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would not overstay his leave, and hoped there would
be no fight while he was away!" I had very pi
trouble to prevent his going, and he was sulky for a
long while afterwards at having been made to pocket
an &nt:
however, I have little doubt that he has
shot the man since.
April 12th. -Marched to Dera Futteh Khan on
the Indus, at least sixteen miles, and perhaps twenty.
The heat of the day obliged us to move by night, but'
I could see that we were crossing a parched-up plain,
over which never-despairing man had spread a great
net-work of dams and banks to catch and hold the
little rain that falls. In the whole distance between
Dowlutwalluh and Dera Futteh Khan, I saw no corn
or vegetation of any kind.
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As this is the last chaptei of tbb v o l ~ qand there
will be no seehg or hearing in the next fer emoke
and dillery, I shall ask my reader, now we are at
Dera Futteh Khan, to mount Imagination (bat of
steeds, that carries more weight thsn a by-horse, is
fleeter than Eclipse, mom gentle-tempered than an
Arab, and bears rubs ae patiently as a jacbasa), and
gallop half a hundred miles with me to take a peep at
Dem Ishmael Khan, the oapitd of the province we
have been wandering in 80 long ; for we shall never be
so near it again.
I have never seen it but onoe myself, when passing
through it in 1847. It is well dtuated for a provincial
metmpolis, being close to the right bank of the Indus,
about fifty milee north of Dera Futteh Khan, fortyB ~ Xmilee south-eat of T&k, and about eeventy due
eouth of Lukkee, in M m t . Ita vicinity to the
G w a l e p Pwq and all the winter paatursgrounds of
the Powinduh merchants, has likewise made i b the
centrt d trade between the Punjab and Cabul.
When Mr. Elphinstone visited it in 1808, the town
of Lkra Ishmael was " situated in a large wood of datetrees, within a hundred yarde of the Indua."# In 1837,
* Introduction to " Elpitlsfow'd Caubul," p. 39.
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Sir Alexander Burnes finds it " on a new site, about
three miles from the river," the old town having been
"washed into the Indus about twelve years before."*
This will not appear surprising, when I tell the reader
that the river Indus, during the rains, flows in one
unbroken stream from Dera to Bhukkur, a distance
of about 6fteen miles; and boats are often occupied
two or three days in the passage from one to the other.
At the time I crossed (May), the Indus was running
in three channels, a smaller branch on each side of the
main stream, with an island, six miles broad, between
the eastern and main streams.
Dera Ishmael Khan is a considerable city in size,
buiit of mud, and surrounded with a mud wall. I t has
unusually wide streeta for a native town, and many trees
interspersed among the houses ; but, except during the
commercid season, it must always have a desolate
look; for it is purposely too large for its own population, to admit of the influx of the Cabul caravans,
horsemerchante, &c., in the winter. I saw it in the
summer, and it looked like a city of the dead.
Before the Punjab customs were remodelled by the
British, the customs taken at Dera from the Powinduhs
amounted to one hundred and thirty-six thousand rupees
a-year.
The deposed Nuwab of Dera (Sher ~uhomn-kdKhan)
resides in the town, and spends a pension of sixty thousand rupees a-year. In Chapter XII., I introduced
him to the reader as a feverish hypochondriac, who is
* " Burnes' Caubul," p. 92.
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finnod a l l winter, and sits up to his waist in cold
water all summer.
On the eastern side of the city is a large walled
garden, containing two baruhdurrees (summer m i dences); one built by the Nuwab, and the other by
Prince Nao Nihal Sing. General Cortlandt fitted them
up as a house and oEce for the Civil Governor.
A quarter of a mile from the city, on the northwest, stands the fort of Ukalgurh, or the Immortal
Fortress. It was built by Prince Nao Nihal Sing;
is a square and regularly-built fort of burnt bricks,
and is surrounded by a fausse braye, but no ditch.
In peace, it made me a very good gaol ; and in irregular
warfare it would make a very good rallying point ; but
it is of no use against regular troops and guns. The
Sikh garrison was one hundred and ninety-two men,
and their pay sixteen thousand nine hundred and
seventy-five rupees a-year.
Dera Ishmael Khan is a very healthy spot, and well
suited for a cantonment. The country round it being,
like all the Dhman and DdmjQt, dependent on rain for
cultivation, is either abundantly fruitful or utterly barren,
according as the year is one of flood or drought.
What little lies along the Indus bank is, of course,
an exception; and now the Punjab is under British
management, I doubt not that assistance will be given
to the zumeendars to extend the irrigation by canals,
as at Dera Ghazee Khan. The bed of an old one may
still be traced, in a very good line, from near Puharpoor, and a small expense would reopen it, and be
a gent blessing to the people.
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The preeent land revenue of Dera Ishmeal Khan, one
year with another, may perhaps average a lakh of rupees,
induding the trinnee, or grazing-tax, taken from the
merchants.
And now let us gat baak to our camp ~t Dare
Futtah Khan.
This Dera, which ie the central one of the Nrajgt,
is emdler than either Ishmael or Ghazee Khan ; but it
is still a co~~~idembla
town, conveniently situated on
the bank of one of the branchea of the Indue. It
contains thirty Hindoo and sixteen Muhornmuden ehops.
The o r i g i d town iP said to have been of great s h
and stood far to the eastward of the pment one. It
wae swept away by the Indii, and a seaond built more
inland. This ohared the same fate, and consequently
the third and present ~ l o n yis inferior in size and
wealth to either of its predecessors.
The Sikhs did not call the surrounding district after
the thief town, but G i , after the fort of that name,
a fsw miles to the north of Dera Futteh Khan, and
three or four from the bank of the Indus. It is a
strong fort for that part of the world; and Runjeet Sing,
who was no bad judge, attached so much importance to it, that he never consigned it to the charge
of the Nazim of the province, but kept it quite independent of his authority, in the keeping of R true Sikh, named Bhowanee Sing, and e garrison of seventy-one
men, whose py amounted to gix thousand and ninety
rupees a-year.
I call him a true Sikh,mt more on account of hie
incorruptible fidelity to Runjeet and his descendants,

than for his predatory inrtincta. The very type and
embodiment of the species Gikh, gmw h m , is a
highwayman in possession of a autle. Take m y man
of that nation-I care not who-and give him n mud
tower as hie earthly portion, and next week he will
be like Ali Baba, the Captain of Forty Thieves. Let
him alone-that
is, don't overmatch him with kings
and other great polioemen--and he will die a great
man, I t is the history d the Punjab in a nutshell.
Bhowanee Sing, who har led me into thin philosophical d i i o n , had all the elements of u great rascal ;
and I must tall the reader about him, in the next
volume, He was small in etature, but his heart was
a large md a hard one, and ite pulsations were those
of a sledgehammer among the people r m d him.
It waa impossible to look at his wild elfin locks, and
fiery eye, without clenching your fist--he looked such '
a vdlain. Perched upon the battlement of Girhg, he
took an admirably just view of his position. He raw
beneath him a plain very oRen fertile, if very often
barren, and in posseseion of a people who were too
great thieves themselvee not to submit to plunder as n
law of the universe. Beyond them was a plain still
wilder, where rich merchants E8d their txrnels. Nothing could be mier than to ride out ~ n dtake them.
The means at his disporral were ample. There war
a strong fort to sally out from, and come back to, and
lock up plunder ; and there was a garriaon of seventyone soldiers who had no objection, of course, to be
seventy-one thieves ; and who, moreover, would c a t
nothing, but be paid by Government. If the victim8
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complained to the Nazim of the province, what cared
he for the Nazim ? Was he not particularly told to
keep himself independent? And if they carried their
complaints to Lahore, he had only to send a s h e of
the plunder to Lahore also. In short, Bhowanee Sing
saw that there was a fine opening.
Acting upon these views, he soon turned the royal
fort of Girhg into a nest of highway robbers; the
very people of the country were in his pay and service ;
and he extended his operations like a net over the
whole country between the Indus and the Ooshteraunee
hills, the boundary of Sungurh and the boundary of
Choudwan. Herds and herds of camels he caused the
Beloochees to drive away ; and then sallying out with
his horsemen, he pretended to pursue them, fired blank
cartridge till all the country echoed, routed his own
thieves, brought the rescued camels to G i h g , and then
claimed the gratitude of the owners, with a heavy
ransom equal to a quarter of the value.
And from ,all this there was no appeal found in
the Punjab ; and Bhowanee Sing went on thus for
I believe twenty years, doing evil, and growing rich.
At last the British came; and at this point Bhowanee
Sing would have left off, if he had been the really
clever fellow that he had hitherto appeared. But this
is the way with bad men ; they are certain to break
down. Like ill-cast bells, they crack when they are
hard rung. " What is the British Resident to me ?"
said Bhowanee Sing: and he robbed on. Among
others, one day his gang pounced upon a herd of camels
that belonged to a Meankheyl merchant, whose name
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(I write from memory) was, I think, Juhan Khan.
The Mmkheyls encamped hard by, took horse and
pursued the robbers, who, 6n@g themselves pressed,
divided, and took separate paths across the jungle.
One party was overtaken, and the furious Meankheyls
came down on them sword in hand. Far in h n t
rode one on a fogming mare, and already he was within
a few yards of the spoilers, when the hinder robber
turned, stuck the butt of his spear into the ground,
and dropping on his right knee behind it, planted his
left foot firmly against the butt, while with both hands
he depressed the point, and received the charge of the
Meankheyl. Vainly the horseman tried to turn it with
hi sword ; the force of his own onset lent it strength,
and entering his lungs, it issued at hi back, and bore
him to the earth. I t was Juhan Khan, and he died
two days after. The rest of the pursuers stayed to
pick up their lead&, and the robbers niade good their
retreat within the gates of the fort of G i g .
Juhan Khan's surviving brother, Deen Muhommud,
swore revenge; and betook himself to Mooltan, where
he heard there was a British officer. There he found
Lieutenant Nicholson, one of the Resident's histants,
who read his petition; and writing an English note
on the back, told him to take it on to me in Bunnoo,
and he would get redress. I sent for Bhowanee Sing,
who swore he had seized the camels because Julinn
Khan would not pay his trinnee, or tax on grazing.
Deen Muhommud produced the Government receipt for
the trinnee, and the Governor of the province deposed
VOL. L
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that, had any triune8 been due, Bhowanee Sing had
nothing to do with its colleation ; ao I made Bhowanee
Sing deposit one bud+ rupees for every camel, and
the case stood over for trial, as the season for the
return of the Powinduh c a r a m was expiing, and
Deen Muhommud could stay no longer. Meanwhile
Bhowanee Sing was removed h m hi uastle at G i g ,
and brought a prisoner to Lahore, where he found for
once that bribery was of no use.
I t was not till my present visit to the very scene of
tbe murdcr, that the trial of Bhowmee Sing came on.
His noble friends in the Lahore Durbar sent him
honourably down; without fetter or handcuff, and an
escort more than a guard of cavalry. I put him in
irons. Then, for the first time, the people of the
county saw that ki day wae gone. A perfect " cloud
of witnesses" rose up against the fallen robber; and
when at last, after a most laborious trial Bhowanee
Sing was oonvicted, and in consideration of the lax
laws under which he had~lived,was sentenced to only
twelve years' imprisonment, and forfeiture of the deposit
money to h n Muhommud, the brother of the murdered Meankheyl was not the only one who thought
the punishment a too " impotent conclusion" to a lang
career of rapine.
- Reader, Bhowanee Sing was but one out of hundreds of strong-handed oppressors of the Punjab people,
whom the British Resident and hi Assistants tore up
by the roots and flung into the fire. Our lives were
made up of such interferences.
The district of Dera Futteh Khan (alias Girbg), .
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in which Bhowhee Sing so long reigned supreme, is
bounded on the west by the Ooshterauneehills, including
in that direction DowlutwaUuh and Goorwalluh ; on the
north, by the jageer of the Nuwab of Dera Ishmael.
Khan; on the east, by the Indus; and on the south, by
the district of Sungurh ; its border village in that
direction being Mor Jungee.
Its land is of that nature that the people never
know whether they are to have a harvest or not. The
strip which lies along the Indus bank is of,,courseirrigated by Persian wheels, and a few villages on the
Sungurh border obtain partial irrigation from overflowing branches of the Vuhowa Rode, which theytake great pains to retain by meam' of dams. One
village, named Sheikh Vudda, on the northern boundary
of the district, is occasionally reached by the refuse of
the Loonee river from Kolaichee, an indication of the
course of that stream which I vainly endeavoured to
obtain in the Gundapoor country, which it waters.
The rest of the cultivation of Dera Futteh Khan is
entirely dependent on rain; and when I was there in
1 848, there had been none for several seasons. Under
grinding rulers, the endition of the cultivators of such
a district is pitiable enough. Their eyes are never on
their fields, but on the sky, looking anxiously for a
rain-bearing cloud. ~ r i ~ is
h tthe day to them when
heaven L overcast. If rain falls in never so smdl a
quantity, it is caught in a network of traps, which cover
the country, and are called " luts ;" and the harvest is
secure and plentiful. But if there is no rain, there is
K K 2
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still revenue to be paid; and the people have only two
resources-the highway and the usurer's shop.
This is one main reason why this diitrict is full of
thieves (although its being on the border of Mooltan
province, no doubt gave facility to plunder) ; and a
judicious magistrate would here sensibly diminish crime
by dealing tenderly with the revenue. I do not mean
to forego it ; for if properly estimated at the settlement,
there should be no reason to do that; but gke the
people time. They are too poor to bear a money
settlement, if they have to pay the yearly average in
advance for two or three years before they get a crop
and a remuneration ; a circumstance which may happen
to almost every country of the Brajilt: and therefore
I would recommend, that, in the peculiar case of these
,countries, the revenue account be kept floating for three
years, if required by the seasons; in which case, the
aggregate revenue of the three years would, I feel
assured, be easily and cheerfully paid in money. The
people, of course, call out for revenue in kind ; but
a money settlement, on the indulgent principle I have
mentioned, would soon be found far better.
The returns of five years showed, in 1848, an
average revenue of twenty-two thousand two hundred
and fifty-one rupees, exclusive of that of Goorwalluh,
occupied by the Ooshteraunees, which was quite nominal. From this my settlement struck off about two
thousand rupees, and returned five per cent. of the
remainder to heads of villages for trouble of d*
tion.
There were ninety-nine thousand six hundred and

.A
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fihy-seven ghoombs of land under cultivation, induding
Dowlutwalluh and Goorwalluh ; of which ninety-one
thousand six hundred and fifty-nine were entirely
dependent on rain, three thousand nine hundred and
thirty irrigated by the river, and four thousand and
sixty-eight by wells.
Within the boundaries of the district there remained
unoccupied forty-eight thousand four hundred and thirtyone ghoomilos capable of cultivation, and forty-two
thousand one hundred and ninety-seven waste.
There were one hundred and ninety-one wells, and
one thousand one hundred and forty-seven ploughs, exclusive of the lands of Dowlutwalluh and G o o d u h ,
h m neither of which was any return obtained. The
former had ten thousand, and the latter twenty thousand
ghoombs under cultivation; so that the one thousand
one hundred and forty-seven ploughs worked sixty-nine
thousand six hundred and fifty-seven ghoomiios, or each
plough six$-one on an average ; and each well watered
twenty-one gboombs. There were two hundred and
one shops, as follows :

.

Hindw grain-dealers
Washermen
Weavere
Oilmen
Butchere.
Dyers
Shoemakere and other workers in leather
Potters
Carpenters.
Iranamiths

.

.

.
.
.

. . . . .

92
17
42
3
6
1
30
4
5

.
. . . . .
. . . . .
.
.
. . . . . -1
Total

.

201
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History of the people, and how they became p o d
.of the Dera Futteh Khan country, I have none to teJI ;
for scarcely had I concluded the above revenue settlement, and trial of Bhowhee Sing, when the Mooltan
war broke out ; and, instead of asking heads of villages
how many grandfathers they had, I began to inquire
how many sons and grandsons they could bring into the
fwd.
But I do not much regret it; as, had I had abundant
leisure to inquire, it is doubtful whether much satis
factory history could have been elicited ; for this reason,
that the people are not all of one tribe, like the Mur.wutees of Murwut, the Esaukheylees of Esaukheyl, the
Dowlutkheyls of Thk, the Gundapoors of Kokhee, the
Meankheyls of M b u n d , and the BIbhurs of Choudwan
-all of whom have their distinct family history ; but
the ompants of Dera Futteh Khan have no common
denomination or descent. There are settlers of the
tribes of Kokhee, Nootkhee, Dustees, Luskhees,
Kusranees, Kethrhs, Goormhnees, MirrInees, MUMnuhs, Chunnurs, Murrells, Bhuttees, Khirs, Sohruhsall of whom, I believe, have only this in common,
that they are of the Belooch nation ; and besides these,
there are the Ooshteraunees and Boozdhs from the
Mountains of Solomon ; Juts from the Punjab ; Moondeyruhs, a class of fakeers, of Jut origin ; and Sheikhs
and Syuds from all quarters.
And the same remark holds good with reference to
Dera Ishmael Khan, the zumeendars of which district
are mixed races, though I have not their names.
It is probable, therefore, that countries in which
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fragments of so many tribes have been able to establish
themselves have never had any powerful indigenous
people, and never been the scene of those national
struggles, aggressions, and conquests, which are the
broad facts and landmarks of history. The simple
fact of the two Deras (Ishmael and Futteh Khan)
having been founded towards the close of the fifteenth
century, by a Belooch settler of the tribe Dhdbee,
named Mullick S o M b , along with his sons, Ishmael
and Futteh, who came from the distant land of M u h ,
on the shores of the Indian Ocean, has already been
narrated to the reader in the opening of the first chapter,
and is perhaps the most interesting record of their
whole history which the most diligent research could
bring to light.
Reader, our journey through the Upper DCrajit, or
the province of Dera Ishmael Khan, is accomplished.
The messenger of ill-news, with his blood-red letterbag,# is even now being femed over the Indus; and
soon our ears, so dull to coming evil, must catch the
heavy fall of his weary, dust-mded foot, as he tries
to finish with a run. The timid dove of Peace, which
only now had ventured to alight upon this land of
revolution, is startled once again, unfolds her trembling
wings, and spreads them for a long, long flight upon
the storm of War.

* It is the custom in India to affix a amall piece of red cloth
to an express despatch, as a symbol of its import to life and
death. In the Punjab, the entire letter-bng used to be made
of red materials, and, aa in the present instance, conveyed but
too frequently a just summary of ita contents.

APPENDIX.

A Vizeeree chief once gave me the following list of dl the
tribes he could remember belonging to the two great branches of
the V i i r e e nation; and though mintereating to the general
reader, I append them here sa useful to any political officer
whoae duty may carry him acroea the Indus.

OrYANZYES.

*Spirkye.
*Hbthee Kheyl.
*Beeznnd Kheyl.
*Oomurzye.
Zily Kheyl.
Toozy Kheyl.
Khoojul Kheyl.
Gungee Kheyl.
Khoonee Kheyl.

*Bukka Kheyl.
*Jbnee Kheyl.
*Mullick ShBhee.
Seypulye.
Populye.
Neesbmye.
Sudeye.
Eusogye.
Battye.

APPENDIX.

Payinduh Kheyl.
*Siikee Kheyl.
Shoojuh J3heyl.
Sir-Shoojuh Kheyl.
Badin Kheyl.

Khosdlye.
Shsb Meeye.
Bobdye.
Meer Alye.
aOta .Kheyl.
Mndda Kheyl.
Bdla Kheyl.
Mdhmood Kheyl.
Michee Kheyl.
Tooml Kheyl.
Moot Kheyl.

Thoae marked * were the tribes which intruded themselvee
into Bunnoo; and M I afterwarda had full ~pportunity of
becoming ~cquaintedwith their ramific8tions, I append them
a h for the benefit of othere.
~

~-

-

~-

-

~-

DETAIL OT THE VIZEEREE M M % B-IN BUNNOO.
DIVXIIXON.

TIInP

1. NUYUND KHLYL.

Grunnse KheyL

Moonil Khn.
Nnwab.
Bhnm Shih.
Ulmorr.

Khiltit Kheyl.

Lnbb.

Ahmudzye. Spirkye.

2.

I

SOODDAN LEZYL.

Summund, and
Ahmud Shah.

DETAIL OF THE VIZEEREE SE'ITLERS IN BUNNOO.
DmBION.

I

-

-

2. -0ODDW

'fikYa

TEEIP

TAYUY.

TIIBL.

SESYL.

Ubdul &he$.
zpaar a(hagL
B~ttLnKheyl.
Oullee Kheyl.
ueyl.

{

Shirbut.

Buggon Kheyl.

Swlhn gh.n.

Moo&.

Poorbuh Kheyl.
md
{ Sbbnt
Shdee.

Not known.

88

{

KoortLna.
J6n BLz.
B6h.bd.h.
Akhoond Ibdeem.
Dowlntdn.
MLmool.
Sallush.

Sddec IChayL

Zuddul Khql.
M m h KheyL

'El.

ClZIET8.

..---

Poech KheyL
Syud KheyL

.

Toluh Kheyl.
Boluh Kheyl.

Sheikh PeyLb.
Sdutt.
Doorannaie.
Mnnjh.
&I
undutt.
Koeem.
Peyzwand.
Peyyovec.
Meem Khan.
Shumrode.
Shahb.
Nooraiee.
La Meer.
Murwntt.
Gbbim md

1

Abhda Khan and
TVKETgB KHEYL

1. Moreeb Kheyl, or
I s h u r l Kheyl.
2. Khm Kheyl.
Diyah Kheyl.
Mullick ShLhee.
Indee Kheyl.
Bucchakhye.

BubMoorm
Adil S U h .
Annutt ShLk.
Mume.
ShPhbhr Khan.
Zureef.

NOTE.-AB the Yieerees have no written language, talk very
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very come Pushtoo, and have very peculiar m a ,the precs
ding Table may con& Borne mistaken in pronnqcirtion, but is,
I know, generally correct.

The coinr aent home by Major Repnell Taylor, procared from
the ruin8 of Akra, in Bunnoo, were as follow :
1. Silver coin of ~ t m t o ,a Bactrian King, which hna been
described by Mr. W. S. W. Vaux, of the Britbh Mwum, in a
Paper read before the Numismatic Society, December 20th,
1849, to the following e&ct :
OBVEBE~E
:
BAZIAEDZ EIIIOANOYZ ZnTHPOE
ETPATONOZ.
Bust of the King to the right, draped on the ahoddern, and
head laureate.
REVER~E
: (In Bactrian Pali) MhhMjBsB, Tejamasa,
Tbdataen, StAtab&(The Great King, illtutrious, the SaviourStrato.)
Minerva Promachus standing to the right; in her right
hand a thunderbolt, Go her left a shield, and over her left arm

--

-

the Egis.

In front the monogram

I3.

This coin was unknown to Numbmatieta at the time of the
publication of Professor Wileon's learned A h Antiqua;"
and as yet there M only one similar, which had been previously purchased of Mr. Thoman, of the Bengal Civil Service,
by the British Museum, in the autumn of 1849. No age or
place has, therefore, been yet assigned it, with any certainty,
among Bactrian coins ; but it is supposed, by Mr. Vaux, to
be of the firat century, and probably between A.D. 80 and 90.
2. A silver coin of Hermeeue, a Greek P ~ c of
e Bactria,
who reigned, according to Professor Wileon, B.C. 98. The coins
of this King are common, and a full description of their varieties,
I'
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" Ariana Antiqua," p. 292.
3. A mall ailver coin of Demetriua, King of Bactria, B.C. 190;
of sufficient rarity to claim a separate description. Mr. Vatu
mys: "It is an obole, and simiilsr to that which haa been
published by Professor Wilson, in hia " h a , " p. 233, and
engraved in Plate 11, No. 4.
. l s O ~ v ~ ~ : - B u soft the King turned to the right, with
the neck bare, and wearing a helmet in the shape of an
elephant's h d . *
a' R r v t ~ :-BAEIAEOX
s~
AHMHTPIOY. Type : a naked
figure of Hercules standing in the field of the coin, with his
right hand raised above his head, and hia leR supporting the
dub and the lion's skim. To the I& of the figure is the
with plates. w i l l be found in Professor Wilson's

monogram

R

."t

4. A silver coin of Mahmood of Ghuznee; one of the
greatest of conquerom, whom empire, in the eleventh century,
extended "from the Tigrin to the Ganges, and fromthe Jaxartes
to the Persian Gulf."r Conseqnently, it included Bunnoo.
The four coins above-mentioned were an premted by MajorGeneral Taylor, LieutenanbOavemor of the Royal Military
College. Sandhunt, to the British Museum ; besides which, the
Major-General kindly informs me, hi son sent him from Akra,
one emall gold coin (not named, and probably defaced), and one
t e y perfect little silver coin, with a loop of silver affixed, procured from an Afghan soldier, who wore it round his neck, of
Nicepborus Antimachua, a Bactrian King, who .lived 150 B.C.
Not only the legend, but the Victory on one side, and a

*

The elepbratbelmet t .n i n w i n g dreumhce 81 conneckd with
tbic coin having banfound at Akm, in Bnnnw ;for it ir supposed to d u d e
to Demetriu' conquato in India, that is, on the math of the Hindu Kush."
-h$hor

~

h

t Paper read by

'

8

=8,9.

Mr. Vatu before the ~IPrnirrnrticSocietp, December

20th' 1849.

$

S l p ~ np~141.
, ~

home on the other, are beautifully eseorrted, and quite psrfeet."
There is one coplper coin, of an uncertain King of h&h;
bat the in~riptimis '#Great King of gings, the Pmervec."t
Menander. Name in Greek, and Badrim Pali on alwnate sides. Minerva. Monogram

PA
Apollodotus. Names in Greek, and B&
Thns, from thew ruins of Akm, in Bun-,
we have in thb
one collection alone, c o b ranging over twelve hundred
the oldest of which is two tthonsand and forty yeur oldU The
ThL in probably the Hemidrrchm, dercribed by Profeuor W i b n 8t
of Ida Ari.nr :" 11 K i , with M d o n h u p m d met, ou 8
gallopping home, to the right." Wilmn &W ldm 140 ma, 8nd L m ,
p?ge 274

165.

t Who thii King wu in not known, M hir coinr," up Wtlmn, p. 552,
"hkq" ofler the chamdabtic pecdidQ of being without r nam&
I t in dm cbarreterbtic of the name coinr, with r very few m d doubtful
to have Greek legend only." Thq ue found, nap the ume
ex@onr,
mthority, at Beghnm, in A f g h d m , in many of the t o p in the Punfib,
m d even in Central India, M at Benarea, and in M d m ; and the Pmiarm
&mm to the conelmion, that he mmt haw reigned chicmy, if not JQ&ha, in India, at lemt in the Panbb, by the abmdmes of hu coin8 in tha
weotofHindoat.a Thenmecomidantion,uwelluthe~hneamd
the coins, and the rtyle of the inmiption, eombine to place him m b
qnent to the ChriltLn En, .Ithon@ podbly within the 6mt centarg."
$ 'I According to Shrbo," m p Wilmn, Menander wan one of t h m
BIctrirn Kings by whole v i c t o h the bounduiea of the kingdom mre
chiefly extended t o w a h the at!'
He crosaed the Sutlej, and pared rrt
Wartla la far M thC Jumm, roeording t o the ume writer; hut
coma to the wacltuion "tkt he nercr ma King of B.cM4
but that he reigned (B.c. 126) o v a m exten6ive tract from the foot of the
Puopnmkan Mountdn~to the M%," md wu "8 a q m m c of the #Id&bonring pmvincea."-Arianu,
pp. 280-%.
6 The date migned by W i n to ApolloWw im 110 RO., & "the
humped Indim ox" ir ruppooed to 16evidencethe Indian dominion of
Apollodotm." See Manbl' p. 288.
Demetriua
a.c. 190.
Antimachur
a.o. 150.
[bhmda

-

. . . . .
. . . . .
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evidence they afford entitles as to conclude that for two hundred yeare before, and one hundred years after the Christian
Era, B m o o was under the sovereignty of Kings of Grecian

origin. For the interval which follows between Strato and the
Qhusnee conqueror, we must resort to the general &tory of
the classic Paropamiaus, which records the re-establishment of
Hindoo rule about the third century, and, the existence of
E d 0 0 Rajahs in the eighth century, in Sindh and Cabal.*

..
Hamem . .
. . .

Mnunder
Apollodotu

.
.

.
.
.
.

. .
. . a.c.
. . ac.
B.C.

Ghuznee
&a on thi~mbject w i i n ' a

110.

A.D.

98.
80.
lmt century.

A.D.

11th century.

. . r.6.
Q m t King of King,the Pmerver
Mahmood of
. . .
Bhto

126.

hima," pp.

43941.
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